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ABSTRACT 
This thesis examines the prediction of structure-borne sound transmission between 
plates with low modal density and low modal overlap. 
Finite Element Methods (FEM) were used to determine vibration transmission 
between coupled plates. In the frequency range encompassed by the first five global 
modes, the peaks of -Dv, ij tended to occur at the same frequency as the peaks in the 
mobility curve of the coupled receiver plate, rather than the uncoupled receiver plate 
that used a simply supported boundary for the junction line. With numerical 
realisation of rain-on-the-roof excitation, the variation between different sets of 
6 rainfall' meant that the relative levels of the mobility peaks did not correspond to 
the peak levels of the -D,, ij data. 
To determine vibration transmission between plates with low modal density and low 
modal overlap, FEM, Experimental Statistical Energy Analysis (ESEA) and Monte 
Carlo methods were used to determine coupling loss factors for use in predictive 
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA). The concept of the ESEA ensemble was 
introduced to facilitate the use of ESEA and predictive SEA with subsystems of low 
modal density and low modal overlap. Like the SEA ensemble, the ESEA ensemble 
considers groups of subsystems that have 'similar' properties. Unlike the SEA 
ensemble, it can include subsystems where the SEA assumption of equipartition of 
modal energy in a frequency band does not apply, but ESEA 'weak' coupling still 
exists. 
For coupled plates with low modal density and low modal overlap, large variations in 
vibration transmission were observed between 'similar' plates. This thesis 
demonstrated that statistical confidence limits could be determined for the coupling 
loss factor, which can then be used in predictive SEA to describe the expected range 
of the response. 
The results confirmed that the ESEA ensemble enables plate systems with low modal 
density and low modal overlap to be included in the framework of SEA. It was 
shown that to determine Coupling Loss Factor (CLF) data for use in predictive SEA, 
it is advantageous to use the ESEA ensemble, rather than a single deterministic 
analysis. This is because relatively small variations (e. g. <10%) in the physical 
properties of plate systems with low modal density and low modal overlap can cause 
large differences in the coupling parameters. For this reason, a single deterministic 
analysis is considered to be of minimal use. A significant advantage of the ESEA 
ensemble is that when the matrix inversion fails for a single deterministic analysis, 
the majority of ESEA ensemble members are unlikely to encounter problems. Failure 
of the matrix inversion for a single deterministic analysis may incorrectly lead to the 
conclusion that SEA is not appropriate. However, when the majority of the ESEA 
ensemble members have positive CLF values, this provides sufficient motivation to 
attempt an SEA model. 
This thesis confirms that the ability to determine both the ensemble average and the 
expected range is crucial in allowing a robust assessment of vibration transmission 




Structure-borne sound transmission is of importance in many fields of noise control 
including building, ship, automobile and aerospace engineering. Although each field 
has its own particular sound transmission problems, engineers generally use two 
main techniques for the analysis of vibration transmission in built-up structures, 
Statistical Energy Analysis' (SEA) and Finite Element MethodS2 (FEM). These 
approaches are described as statistical and deterministic methods respectively. 
When the structural wavelength is similar to the dimensions of a complex structure, 
deterministic approaches such as FEM are useful in the analysis of prototypes to 
investigate sound transmission. At higher frequencies where the wavelength is much 
smaller, FEM is of limited use because of inaccuracy and large computation times. 
When there are many modes of vibration, it is no longer possible to accurately 
predict the modal features because of an inability to describe the structure in 
sufficient detail. This is due to the tolerances and non-uniformity of the material 
properties, dimensions and boundary conditions of the real structure. Although there 
have been significant advances in computational power, the deterministic approach 
of FEM is computationally expensive for large structures and/or small wavelengths. 
FEM analysis also delivers unwieldy amounts of data, which may not be required by 
the engineer and are of limited use and accuracy when the response is determined by 
large numbers of modes. In these multi-modal cases, the main features of interest are 
usually the vibration transmission paths and sound radiation in the built-up structure. 
A statistical approach such as SEA is particularly attractive from an engineering 
viewpoint not least because it is computationally inexpensive. The main advantages 
of SEA are that it provides the engineer with statistical estimates of the temporal and 
spatial average sound and vibration parameters for the components of the structure 
and allows analysis of the transmission paths between these components. 
A problem common to many areas of structural dynamics but of particular relevance 
in building acoustics is the prediction of structure-borne sound transmission between 
plates with low modal density. Here, FEM is more appropriate than SEA to model 
the large modal fluctuations. For some problems, it is possible to carry out all 
relevant analysis using either a deterministic or a statistical approach. More 
commonly, information is required across a frequency range that encompasses both 
low and high frequency ranges. When both approaches are required, the question 
arises as to which model to use in the mid-frequency range. One possibility for all 
fields of engineering is to maintain a clear distinction between the two approaches 
and improve the process of transferring the geometry, dimensions and material 
properties of the structure between the different models as well as facilitating the 
merge of the output data. More recently an alternative has been proposed by Langley 
and Bremner 3 that incorporates features of both statistical and deterministic 
approaches (i. e. SEA and FEM) and uses fuzzy structure theory. 
The approach investigated in this thesis is to use the framework of SEA with 
coupling parameters and statistical confidence limits determined from FEM data. 
In building acoustics, there is a clearly defined frequency range of interest, 50Hz - 
5kHz. In this range, concrete or masonry constructions have mode counts in third 
octave bands ranging from zero up to a few hundred. For this reason, both 
deterministic and statistical approaches can be considered in the prediction of sound 
transmission between dwellings. There is increasing emphasis on low frequency 
sound insulation because of the increase in low frequency sound power emitted by 
sources such as television and hi-fi in dwellings. At low frequencies, the airborne 
sound insulation will generally be lower than at higher frequencies. For this reason 
heavy solid walls or floors are often used to provide adequate sound insulation for 
the direct transmission path. However, regulatory requirements for sound insulation 
between dwellings are sufficiently high that with rigidly connected masonry/concrete 
plates, flanking transmission often plays a significant role in determining the overall 
sound insulation. For the above reasons, there is a need to investigate both 
deterministic and statistical prediction models to calculate structure-borne sound 
transmission between plates with low modal density. 
1.2 Aims of the thesis 
This thesis is concerned with the prediction of structure-borne sound transmission 
between plates that have low modal density and low modal overlap such as 
masonry/concrete plates in buildings. For these plates, it is proposed that 
Experimental Statistical Energy Analysis (ESEA) is used to determine SEA coupling 
parameters using FEM. Three main stages are considered. The first stage is to 
validate the use of the global mode approach of FEM to determine vibration 
transmission between masonry/concrete plates. The second stage is to assess whether 
ESEA can be used with FEM data to determine coupling parameters between these 
plates The third stage is to include these coupling parameters in the predictive 
framework of SEA. 
The intention is to advance the existing literature in the application and verification 
of deterministic analyses to the calculation of SEA coupling parameters. More 
specifically the aims are: to justify a statistical approach to deterministic analyses 
with low modal overlap and low modal density systems, facilitate calculation of 
statistical confidence intervals for the coupling loss factor, and calculate the expected 
range of response for low modal overlap and low modal density systems. 
The impetus behind this work from the viewpoint of building acoustics was the need 
to determine vibration transmission between separating and flanking walls with and 
without window apertures near the wall junction. There is a large amount of 
literature dealing with coupled plates but no theoretical analyses or numerical 
experiments have been found concerning the effect of apertures near the junction and 
their effect on vibration transmission between plates. FEM provides a versatile 
prediction environment for the introduction of discontinuities and complex boundary 
conditions as occurs with apertures. The only known work on the effect of window 
apertures was empirical research by Sewell and Savage 4 who carried out statistical 
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analysis of sound insulation measurements in a block of flats with and without 
windows in the flanking walls. In this thesis, the intention is to validate the FEM 
approach using measured data for plates with and without apertures, but only focus 
on the use of FEM and ESEA for plates without apertures. This will provide the basis 
for future work outside this thesis using numerical experiments with FEM and ESEA 
to investigate the effect of different aperture positions on structure-borne sound 
transmission between walls. 
With theoretical or numerical analysis of structure-borne sound transmission it is 
sometimes considered of greater importance to predict the effect of modifications to 
a system rather than absolute values. The aim in this thesis has been to assess and 
identify FEM procedures that provide both absolute values and estimate the effect of 
modifications to a level of accuracy sufficient for use in SEA or SEA based models. 
In this thesis, FEM was primarily used to determine coupling loss factors for SEA 
models. However, the procedures are also relevant to the European estimation 
standard 5 for the acoustic performance of buildings from the performance of 
products, EN12354 parts I and 2. This is an SEA based approach that uses the 
concept of the vibration reduction index, Kij which is related to the SEA coupling 
loss factor. 
Both measured data and wave theory calculations were used to validate the FEM 
calculations over the frequency range 50Hz - 3.15kHz. For vibration transmission 
between masonry/concrete plates typically found in dwellings, the above frequency 
range can be considered in two parts, 50Hz -I kHz and 1.25kHz - 3.15kHz. In the 
lower frequency range, the plates often have low modal density and low modal 
overlap such that SEA calculations using angular average wave theory may be 
inappropriate. However, the plates can often be modelled using only thin plate 
bending wave theory. In the upper frequency range, thin plate bending wave theory 
may no longer be applicable and account may need to be taken of in-plane wave 
generation at the plate junction. In this thesis, only thin plate bending wave theory is 
used in the predictions for 50Hz - 3.15kHz for which the limitations of this approach 
will be discussed. 
Most, (if not all) numerical studies concerning structure-borne sound and the finite 
dimensional nature of structures are limited in the applicability of their conclusions. 
In contrast, theoretical analysis of infinite or semi-infinite structures often provide 
solutions which indicate trends as well as estimates that are applicable to finite size 
structures. However, numerical experiments give rise to empirical data sets that form 
an essential part in the experiential background required for engineering acoustics. 
Numerical experiments are particularly advantageous as they allow statistical 
analysis to be carried out on collections of sin-Lilar constructions. In this thesis, 
material properties and dimensions have been used to create data sets for 
masonry/concrete plates that are representative of typical buildings. The FEM 
approach used in this thesis may also be appropriate in ship, automobile and 
aerospace engineering where junctions between plates can be sufficiently complex to 
warrant the use of FEM models. 
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1.3 Structure 
As an overview of the thesis structure, chapters 2,3 and 4 describe the theoretical, 
numerical and experimental methods used to determine vibration transmission 
between plates. Chapters 5,6,7 and 8 analyse the results of the numerical and 
physical experiments. 
It should be noted that descriptions of the FEM test constructions used in the 
numerical experiments are at the beginning of each chapter unless reference is 
explicitly made to test constructions defined in a different chapter. 
Chapter 2 contains a literature review of structure-borne sound analysis using SEA, 
ESEA and FEM. 
Chapter 3 contains analysis of the theoretical limitations of predictive SEA when 
angular average transmission coefficients are used with plates that have low modal 
density. This chapter then introduces the approach used to overcome these 
limitations that combines FEM, Monte Carlo methods, ESEA and the framework of 
SEA. The remainder of the chapter outlines the FEM modelling procedures. 
Chapter 4 describes the measurement procedures used to collect vibration data from 
the masonry wall test constructions, and contains details of the test constructions that 
were installed in the laboratory. 
Chapter 5 contains a study of local and global modes and their effect on vibration 
transmission at low frequencies (! 200Hz). Three case studies of different junctions 
from numerical experiments with FEM are used as a basis for discussion and 
analysis. 
Chapter 6 contains analysis of longitudinal wavespeed, spatial variation in vibration 
and structural intensity measurement data from the masonry wall test constructions. 
This chapter is used to provide an overview of the features associated with the 
vibration of masonry walls with and without apertures. 
Chapter 7 contains analysis of the FEM models using comparisons with the 
measured data from the masonry wall test constructions. 
Chapter 8 contains analysis of FEM and SEA (using angular average transmission 
coefficients) to identify any differences between them, particularly those attributed to 
low modal density and/or low modal overlap. The final part of this chapter assesses 
the approach introduced in chapter 3 to determine whether the ensemble data are 
appropriate for SEA modelling, and to investigate the ensemble statistics and the 
inclusion of FEM coupling parameters in predictive SEA. 
Chapter 9 contains the conclusions and suggestions for future work. 
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2 SEA, ESEA and FEM 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the analysis of structure-borne sound transmission using 
Statistical Energy Analysis (SEA), Experimental SEA (ESEA) and Finite Element 
Methods (FEM) and reviews the relevant literature. 
2.2 Overview of Statistical Energy Analysis 
SEA' 6 can be described as a framework of analysis in which a statistical approach is 
used to study the transmission of sound and vibration between coupled parts of a 
structure. SEA was introduced in the 1960s and is now a well-establi shed technique 
used in building, ship, automobile and aerospace engineering. 
At the outset, Lyon 7,8 emphasised the benefits of using a statistical approach and the 
influence of room acoustics in the development of SEA. Typical room dimensions 
are such that there are a large number of modes in third octave bands above =20OHz. 
At lower frequencies, deterministic analysis can be used to describe the modal 
features. At high frequencies, there is uncertainty in the exact calculation of 
individual eigenfrequencies and eigenfunctions, which are particularly sensitive to 
small perturbations in the room geometry (e. g. furniture). For structural subsystems, 
there is also uncertainty in the modal features caused by the non-uniformity of 
material properties and dimensions. It is this uncertainty that forms the basis for 
predictive SEA. 
Lyon and DeJong' give a historical review of the development of SEA from which it 
is noted that early developmental work in the 1960s tended to be funded by the 
aerospace industry. For aerospace structures, many of the structural elements were 
thin lightweight metal sheets that had many modes of vibration. These were 
considered as ideal subsystems for inclusion in the SEA framework. However, the 
framework of SEA was also well suited to building acoustics and was applied to 
sound transmission between rooms by Crocker and Price 9. It is noted that Crocker 
and Price"O both used thin alun-iinium plates in their work, rather than common 
building elements such as thick masonry/concrete plates which have significantly 
smaller numbers of modes. 
The origins for SEA are in observations I made on two 'weakly' coupled oscillators 
excited by broad band noise for a linear system. Considering only the temporal 
average values of oscillator energy (El and ED and energy flow, the net energy flow 
between oscillators was proportional to the difference in the uncoupled energies of 
the oscillators with flow from the oscillator with higher energy to that with lower 
energy. This is expressed as shown in Equation 2.1 where K, and K2 are undefined 
coupling terms. 
K, (El - K, E, 
) Equation 2.1 
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The above situation can be extended"' 1 to power transmitted between two sets of 
oscillators. It is now convenient to introduce the term 'subsystem' to represent a set 
of oscillators and to refer to the oscillators as modes. The subsystems are defined as 
similar groups of modes with similar modal energy for the proposed form of 
excitation. The multi-modal nature indicates that the subsystem response is now 
defined for frequency bands. It is assumed that there is no correlation and significant 
energy transfer between the modes of a subsystem. For this to hold true, the 
subsystems must be 'weakly' coupled (discussed further in section 2.2.4) with power 
input from statistically independent excitation forces (discussed further in section 
2.2.2). In this more general case, Kj=M12, which introduces the coupling loss factor, 
1112and the modal density ratio, K2=nl/n2- 
The work on energy flow between oscillators provided the basis for analysis of SEA 
systems consisting of more than two coupled subsystems. For these SEA systems, 
the thermal analogy' is a useful way of comprehending the power balance that takes 
place. For each subsystem the modal energy can be considered as acoustic 
temperature such that there will be heat (energy) flow from subsystems of high 
temperature (high modal energy) to those of low temperature (low modal energy). 
For an SEA system, the basis for SEA is that the energy flow between subsystems is 
proportional to the difference in their modal energies. It is assumed that this only 
applies when the following criteria 1,12 are satisfied: 
I. Statistically independent excitation forces. 
2. Equal probability of eigenfrequencies occurring in the chosen frequency band. 
3. Equipartition of modal energy in a subsystem and incoherent modal response 
between modes in the coupled subsystems. 
4. 'Weak' (or 'fight') coupling between subsystems. 
These criteria will be discussed further in this chapter. The term 'classical SEA' will 
be used when referring to SEA using wave theory transmission coefficients that 
obeys these criteria. The term 'SEA wave theory' will be used to refer to SEA that 
uses wave theory transmission coefficients when it is not known whether the criteria 
are true for the system under analysis. 
2.2.1 SEA power balance equations 
In its predictive mode, SEA requires knowledge of the dissipative subsystem losses, 
the coupling losses between subsystems and the actual or nominal power input into 
the subsystem(s). The losses are described using SEA loss factors, which are defined 
as the fraction of energy transferred per radian cycle. Three loss factors are defined: 
internal (dissipative) subsystem losses, coupling losses between subsystems, and 
total subsystem losses. These are the internal loss factor (ILF), the coupling loss 
factor (CLF) and the total loss factor (TLF) respectively. For the ILF, the energy is 
transferred to heat or parts of the structure that are not included in the SEA model. 
For the CLF, the energy is transferred to another subsystem. The TLF is the sum of 
all the CLF values from a subsystem and its ILF. 
A two-subsystem model shown in Figure 2.1 is used to illustrate the principle of 
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Figure 2.1: Two subsystem SEA model 
Using conservation of energy, the power balance equations for subsystems I and 2 
are given in Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3. These equations can be solved to find the 
subsystem energies, El and E2- 
F' 
in 1+ 
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The power balance approach can be generalised as a matrix solution' for N 
subsystems. The general SEA matrix equation is shown in Equation 2.4 where 71"., is 
the ILF for subsystem n. The subsystem energies are found from inversion of the 
known CLF matrix. These energies represent the temporal and spatial average 
energies of each subsystem. 
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From Craik 6, path analysis can be used to aid investigations into the relative 
importance of the different transmission paths. For any system with power injected 
into subsystem 1, the energy ratio between subsystem I and subsystem N for 
transmission along the path 1,2,3,4 ... N is shown in Equation 2.5. 
El 
_ 
772713174 ... 17N Equation 2.5 EN 771277237134 ... 77(N-I)N 
2.2.2 Statistically independent excitation forces 
The requirement for statistically independent excitation forces is due to the SEA 
assumption that when individual subsystems are coupled together, the modal 
vibrations must be uncorrelated such that a linear relationship can be used between 
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power flow and modal energies (using local modes). If the excitation causes the 
modal response to be coherent then the requirement for equipartition of modal 
energy will not be satisfied. 
When measuring structural coupling it is common to use point excitation for reasons 
of practicality. However, with point excitation, statistically independent modal 
response does not occur' 3, thus violating one of the main assumptions in SEA. When 
point excitation is applied at the anti-node of two or more modes that are sufficiently 
close in frequency, correlation exists between the modal responses. Bies and Hamid 14 
addressed this issue with physical experiments to measure vibration and loss factors 
in order to determine CLF and ELF values using inversion techniques. They 
suggested that point excitation data could be averaged from a number of randomly 
chosen points to approximate statistical independence between the modes. 
Statistically independent excitation forces can be realised through rain-on-the-roof 
excitation, also called delta-correlated excitation. This is defined as unity magnitude, 
random phase, multi-point excitation over the entire subsystem. 
2.2.3 SEA subsystems 
This section discusses the features of SEA subsystems. 
2.2.3.1 The SEA ensemble 
SEA uses a statistical description of the subsystems such that the subsystem response 
represents the ensemble average of 'similar' subsystems with physical parameters 
drawn from statistical distributions. For example, plate subsystems can be described 
in SEA using mass, stiffness, internal damping, thickness, area and the coupling line 
lengths. Information on the exact plate geometry and dimensions can be renounced 
because of the uncertainty in describing the modal features of multi-modal 
subsystems at high frequencies. This makes SEA an attractive form of analysis from 
an engineering viewpoint. However, this uncertainty is an important point to consider 
in the interpretation of subsystem energies determined using SEA. It is not 
appropriate to verify SEA ensemble average energies through comparison with a 
single set of measured data. This is because predictive SEA does not determine the 
response of an individual system with its specific modal features. Therefore, any 
comparisons must take this into consideration. This provides the motivation for work 
on the calculation of the variance" 21 to enhance the value of SEA. 
The SEA ensemble will be referred to using SEA as a prefix, to ensure that it is 
identifiable from the ESEA ensemble, which will be introduced in chapter 3. 
2.2.3.2 Spatial and temporal average response 
Classical SEA determines the spatial and temporal average response of each 
subsystem. The variance of the resonant response between points on a subsystem 
generally decreases as the subsystem description changes from one of a deterministic 
to a statistical nature. For multi-modal subsystems, low variance of the measured 
vibration of a physical subsystem aids comparison with SEA energy estimates in that 
only a few measurement positions can be used. In these cases, estimation of the SEA 
subsystem variance is sometimes overlooked because of the low number of samples. 
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However, for masonry/concrete plates that are not multi-modal and have low modal 
overlap, the spatial variation in vibration must be considered in both measurement 
and SEA prediction 6. 
2.2.3.3 Modal density 
The modal density can be used to calculate the modal overlap factor, modal energy 
and the mode count in a given frequency band. The local modal density corresponds 
to the local modes, where the modal parameters are defined for the uncoupled 
subsystems after the coupling point(s) or line(s) is(are) replaced by the equivalent 
boundary condition. In this thesis, simply supported boundaries are used to simulate 
the junction line conditions between coupled masonry/concrete plates. However, this 
is purely an approximation, which will be assessed in chapter 5. 
2.2.3.4 Modal overlap factor 
The modal overlap factor, M describes the degree of overlap in the modal response 
of a subsystem. In this thesis it is defined' as the ratio of the 3dB modal bandwidth to 
the statistical frequency spacing between local eigenfrequencies and can be 
calculated as shown in Equation 2.6. When MýJ, the subsystem modal response is 
purely under damping control. 
M= f77n Equation 2.6 
where fl is the TLF (which is equivalent to the ELF when ILF>>ICLF). 
2.2.3.5 Different wave types 
The framework of SEA is well suited for incorporating different wave types. 
Although bending waves are of primary importance for sound radiation, quasi- 
longitudinal and transverse shear waves are important for structure-borne sound 
transmission. As these waves have different modal energies, they must be 
represented as separate subsystems. Conversion between wave types at junctions can 
therefore be represented using the CLF from one subsystem to another. 
2.2.3.6 Subsystem boundaries 
Subsystems are defined by their ability to store modal energy and hence the 
subsystem boundaries need to cause significant reflections for the wave type under 
consideration. This normally occurs when there is an impedance change at the 
boundary such as with a material discontinuity at a junction. For this reason the 
subsystem boundaries may depend upon the wave type under consideration' 5. For 
rigidly connected masonry/concrete plates, Craik 16 has shown that the plate junctions 
can be used to demarcate the subsystems for bending, transverse shear and quasi- 
longitudinal waves. 
2.2.4 'Weak' coupling 
James and Fahy 17 have written a critical review of the literature on 'weak' coupling. 
The authors suggest that there is confusion in the literature between the validation of 
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the fundamental equation of SEA 18 (Equation 2.1), the use of SEA with wave theory 
calculation of the CLF and the requirements necessary to use ESEA as indicated by 
Smith19. This has led to different definitions of 'weak' coupling depending upon the 
model considered. In conclusion, they assert that 'weak' coupling definitions created 
to assess the validity of Equation 2.1 have proved useless. 
The most useful definition was attributed to Smith19 in order to assess the potential 
for using SEA on a system. Smith's definition of 'weak' coupling ensures a well- 
conditioned matrix for ESEA calculations. In general, it can only be considered after 
ESEA has been applied in an attempt to determine the CLF values between the 
subsystems. The 'weak' coupling inequalities 17 for a system comprising of two 
coupled subsystems are shown in Equation 2.7 using the ELF of subsystem i, Ilid- 
l7ii '*"ý 7lid 
77ji "ýý< ? 7jd 
Equation 2.7 
For masonry/concrete plates in complete buildings, the ELF is often small compared 
to the sum of the CLF values for each subsystem and the inequality can be re-written 
in terms of the TLF of subsystem i, fli as shown in Equation 2.8. 






The term ESEA 'weak' coupling will be used to refer to Smith's definition in the 
context of ESEA. 
Conceptually, it can still be useful to consider 'weak' coupling for predictive SEA as 
occurring when the local modal behaviour of an uncoupled subsystem is hardly 
changed when it is coupled to the other subsystems such that energy flow can be 
related to the local modal energies. The term SEA 'weak' coupling will be used for 
this concept with predictive SEA. 
2.2.5 Consistency relationship 
When there is equipartition of modal energy in each subsystem and SEA 'weak' 
coupling, the CLF values between subsystems can be related to the modal densities 
by the consistency relationship as shown in Equation 2.9. 
n, 17,2= n2172, Equation 2.9 
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2.3 Literature review: Limitations of predictive SEA 
There are two main issues regarding the limitations of predictive SEA, firstly with 
subsystems that have zero, fractional or low mode counts in prescribed frequency 
bands, and secondly, subsystems with low modal overlap. Both these features are 
common to many structural subsystems at low frequencies, especially 
masonry/concrete plates. From the perspective of building acoustics, it is noted that 
whilst rooms provide ideal examples of multi-modal subsystems, masonry/concrete 
plates are not multi-modal for bending, quasi -longitudinal or transverse shear modes 
in third octave bands, 50Hz - IkHz. However, these frequencies are often the most 
important as they tend to determine the single-number quantities 20 used to rate sound 
insulation for regulatory purposes. 
When using predictive SEA, wave theory can be used to estimate the coupling losses 
between structural systems consisting of simple beams and plates. Assuming that the 
junctions have been correctly modelled, it is useful to know the requirements on the 
subsystems such that these estimates will apply to the ensemble with a low variance. 
Computationa, 21,22 and physica, 23 experiments on beams and plates indicate that the 
CLF will approximate that predicted from wave theory transmission coefficients 
when the larger of the modal overlap factors for two coupled elements is greater than 
or equal to unity. Fahy and Mohammed 21 apply an extra condition for plates that 
there should be at least five modes in the frequency band. This condition will be 
discussed further in section 3.2.1 on mode-wave duality. For the plates discussed in 
this thesis, the condition Ný! 5 is used as a quantitative definition of the term multi- 
modal. The conditions MýJ and N>5 will be used to define when SEA wave theory 
is 'appropriate' for plate systems. When these conditions are not met, SEA can still 
be used but it must be accepted that errors of unknown magnitude can occur. 
On the use of SEA in building acoustics, Craik et a124 have taken a pragmatic 
approach to the problem of low modal density and low modal overlap. Craik et al 
identified that the above requirements on the application of CLF values calculated 
from wave theory were more appropriate to the automobile and aerospace industries 
in which low modal overlap factors are due to low damping rather than low modal 
density. The opposite is true of third octave band analysis for masonry/concrete 
plates that have relatively high damping but zero, fractional or low mode counts. An 
empirical relationship (Equation 2.10) was suggested that described the fluctuations 
in the CLF between subsystems with low modal density relative to the angular 
average wave theory CLF- 
ReJY2 1 
1112 ::::: 7712- y Equation 2.10 
where Y-) is the uncoupled receiver plate mobility, Y. is the infinite plate mobility 
andII12-is the angular average wave theory CLF. 
This equation was used to define lower and upper limits for the wave theory CLF at 
low frequencies. These limits were shown to be useful for masonry/concrete plates 
when transmission was considered between two coupled subsystems. It was shown 
that these limits were significantly more realistic than those proposed by Lyon 7. 
Allowing for errors in an SEA prediction that are similar to those encountered 
because of workmanship (i. e. a variation of 5dB) gave rise to more lenient 
requirements for the use of SEA wave theory. For a 5dB error limit, Craik et a124 
proposed a statistical mode count N>0.3 and a modal overlap factor, M>0.25. 
However, in chapter 3, sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 on mode-wave duality and angular 
dependant transmission lead to the conclusion that any correction based upon angular 
average wave theory transmission coefficients at low frequencies is unlikely to be a 
robust solution. 
In a critical assessment of the use of SEA in building acoustics, De Vries et a, 25 
acknowledged that quasi-longitudinal waves play an important role in vibration 
transmission in masonry/concrete buildings. However, the authors stated that SEA is 
entirely inappropriate for these waves which can not be described statistically and for 
which 'weak' coupling does not exist. They also suggest that quasi-longitudinal 
waves must be described deterministically but do not indicate how this could be 
achieved practically whilst maintaining a statistical description for bending wave 
transmission and wave conversion at the junctions. 
With predictive SEA and wave theory, it is assumed that there is no need to take 
account of the geometrical shape of the subsystems. However, Mace and 
Rosenberg26 traced the main reason for the failure of SEA wave theory to coherence 
between the wave trains that are incident upon each side of the junction which 
determines the net power flow, whereas, SEA wave theory assumes that these wave 
trains are incoherent. This may be the main reason for its failure with multi-modal 
subsystems. However, with masonry/concrete plates, the assumption of a diffuse 
wave field can also be problematic as will be shown in section 3.2.1. Mace and 
Rosenberg used numerical experiments with FEM and analytic solutions to 
investigate the effect of subsystem irregularity on the CLF between two coupled 
plates. Their experiments indicated that with 'weak' coupling, the CLF is 
independent of plate geometry, but with 'strong' coupling it is dependent upon plate 
geometry. Compared to the irregularly shaped plates, the CLF was found to be 
lowest for rectangular plates. This was attributed to coherence between the wave 
trains. Although these experiments only used plates that were multi-modal, these 
findings are also relevant to the use of SEA wave theory with plate elements in 
buildings, which are almost always rectangular. 
Mace and Rosenberg also showed that for coupled rectangular plates, the coupling 
strength depends on a coupling parameter, yo, that is dependant upon an attenuation 
parameter, Vo and not the modal overlap factor. This was demonstrated using 
numerical experiments on multi-modal rectangular plates. However, calculation of 
this coupling parameter requires the transmission coefficient, which is not known a 
priori. Therefore, although it is not exact, this thesis investigates the modal overlap 
factor as a practical indicator of coupling strength because of its ease of calculation. 
Having noted the relatively unfavourable conditions for the application of SEA to 
masonry/concrete plates, awareness is needed that potential problems still exist in the 
application of SEA to thin metal plates. Langley 
27 noted that when Mý! I and N>5, 
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discrepancies can still exist between SEA and the exact results for coupled plates 
because the assumption of equipartition of modal energy is not satisfied. In order to 
avoid this assumption, Langley introduced Wave Intensity Analysis (WIA) as an 
extension to SEA for the analysis of high frequency vibrations. 
2.4 Literature review: Application of SEA 
Structure-borne sound transmission in real systems is likely to involve some 
transmission that does not satisfy the classical SEA criteria. One approach is to use 
SEA regardless of any 'limitations' and then assess the errors against results from a 
physical experiment 6. It may then be accepted that the extra effort involved in 
different analysis methods could yield solutions with similar errors. 
This section reviews some of the literature concerned with comparisons of measured 
data and SEA predictions for structure-borne sound transmission in building, ship, 
aerospace and automobile structures. Due to the large amount of literature that exists 
on SEA, this limited review concerns structures that consist only of plates, with the 
emphasis on building structures. 
The study of building acoustics emerged as an identifiable branch of acoustics from 
the work of Cremer et a128 who used numerable examples of building constructions 
as the bases for their studies of structure-bome sound transmission. Their book sets 
out the main features of classical acoustics and data required for calculations in the 
SEA framework. However, the chapter on SEA contained only a few comparisons of 
measured data and SEA predictions for systems that consisted of only a few 
subsystems. This chapter also highlighted potential problems in the application of 
SEA to building acoustics. This was at low frequencies, due to the low number of 
modes with one of the most common building elements, thick concrete plates. 
Kihlman 29 acknowledged the potential problem in using SEA with low modal density 
concrete plates, but took no account of it in his investigation of sound transmission 
between concrete plates coupled at a X-junction. Potential problems were primarily 
dismissed on the grounds that empirical evidence from airborne sound insulation 
measurements gave rise to relatively smooth curves and that broad frequency bands 
could be used to ensure agreement with diffuse field theory. For the laboratory set- 
up, third octave bands were used in the comparison of measured and SEA wave 
theory data. Third octave bands are unlikely to have been sufficiently broad to fully 
justify the use of SEA and angular average transmission coefficients. This partially 
accounts for the SEA wave theory data only being shown above 160Hz. The main 
outcome of this work was to significantly increase awareness of the importance of 
flanking transmission in building acoustics and the importance of quasi-longitudinal 
and transverse shear waves. This work also demonstrated that above 160Hz, 
differences between SEA wave theory and measured data were typically less than 
5dB. However, only one, or at most two examples of each construction were used. 
Therefore, no consideration was given to the concept of the SEA ensemble in which 
there is expected to be a wide range of results for similar plates with low modal 
density. 
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Gerretsen 30,31 introduced an SEA-based model for airborne and impact sound 
transmission between adjacent rooms. In this model, only transmission paths that 
crossed one junction were included and therefore longer flanking paths were ignored. 
However, no bias error was shown between measured and predicted data. This model 
was later used to form the basis for the European standard EN 12354 5 for the 
estimation of the acoustic performance of buildings from the performance of 
products. Recently, Craik 32 has used SEA wave theory in a series of numerical 
experiments to demonstrate that long flanking paths in buildings can be significant 
for sound transmission between adjacent rooms. However, these experiments did not 
account for the fact that in real buildings, flanking walls contain apertures such as 
doors and windows. These apertures often demarcate much smaller 
masonry/concrete walls, which can have M<1 and N<5 in third octave bands below 
lkHz. In these cases, SEA wave theory overestimates the CLF, which may have 
overemphasised the importance of the long flanking paths below lkHz. Craik 
suggested that zero bias error might have occurred with Gerretsen's model because 
measured vibration level difference data was used in the model which would have 
included some vibration transmission from longer paths. This highlights a problem 
that can occur when introducing measured coupling parameters into predictive SEA. 
Craik 33 assessed the errors of using SEA wave theory on a real building and found 
that the average error in the prediction of energy levels for walls, floors and rooms 
was 4dB. The building was also used to measure CLF values for comparison with 
SEA wave theory. Unlike Kihlman 29 , Craik used between six and twenty examples 
of 'similar' constructions to form an SEA ensemble that could meaningfully be 
compared with CLF values from SEA wave theory. In this building, some walls were 
not multi-modal at frequencies below and in the vicinity of the critical frequency. At 
these frequencies, the measured CLF data can not be used to validate SEA wave 
theory for coupling between a multi-modal subsystem (room) and a non multi-modal 
subsystem (wall). This is due to uncertainty in the predicted radiation efficiency for 
different types of excitation and the measurement errors incurred from other 
transmission paths. However, the measured and SEA wave theory data for coupling 
between walls had two main findings. The first was that for walls with 1:! ýN<5, the 
confidence limits of the measured data generally enclosed the curve predicted by 
SEA wave theory. The second was that when the receiving wall had fractional mode 
counts, SEA wave theory overestimated the CLF. From this paper, the majority of 
issues and unknowns that were identified regarding the application of SEA to 
buildings have subsequently been addressed and are summarised by Craik in later 
work 6. 
Steel 34 compared measured and SEA wave theory data on a motor vehicle. The SEA 
model considered only local bending modes. For excitation in the boot panel, 
differences between measured and SEA wave theory vibration levels in the various 
subsystems were a maximum of 2ldB for third octave bands below 40OHz and a 
maximum of 9dB above 40OHz. SEA wave theory was found to significantly 
overestimate vibration transmission below 40OHz. This was attributed to low modal 
densities and the curvature of parts of the vehicle. 
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Rockwood et a135 presented comparisons of measured and SEA wave theory data for 
three different marine structures. One of these three structures consisted of only plate 
elements, the 'box beam'. In order to successfully model this structure it was 
necessary to include subsystems representing the global bending modes as well as 
local mode bending and in-plane subsystems. Considering only the local modes led 
to an error of =10M. Although inclusion of global modes was essential to model the 
structure, no engineering method or general advice was given as to when it may be 
essential to include global mode subsystems in different structures. This highlights 
the experiential nature of predictive SEA. 
Tratch and Lyon' compared measured and SEA wave theory data for a welded plate 
structure that represented a scale model of a ship hull and tank plating. The SEA 
model considered both local bending and in-plane modes and was used to 
demonstrate the importance of in-plane wave transmission. The in-plane quasi- 
longitudinal and transverse shear modes were combined into a single subsystem. 
However, no evidence was shown that this was a reasonable assumption. (Craik 36 
showed such evidence when evaluating in-plane wave transmission in a large 
building. ) An empirical correction factor described by Lyon' was used to 'correct' 
the CLF when the modal overlap was 'low' at the two lowest frequency bands. 
However, comparison of the measured and predicted data did not provide sufficient 
evidence to validate the use of this empirical correction factor. It is notable that this 
study differed from the majority of comparisons in that only the SEA data was 
shown with 95% confidence limits. For the majority of comparisons, it is the 
measured data that is shown with confidence limits. The limits in this study were 
predicted assuming a lognormal distribution for the vibration response. The predicted 
95% confidence limits were seen to enclose the mean values of the measured data 
and provide a conservative estimate of the variation. 
Monger et a137 compared measured data with two different SEA prediction models 
(DERA and ONERA) for a box structure consisting of 26 aluminium plates 
(connected by L and T section aluminium beams) forming 5 internal volumes. The 
DERA model considered bending and in-plane waves and modelled the junction 
beams as a series of strip plates. The ONERA model considered only bending waves 
and used an empirical correction factor to account for the junction beam at the L- 
junctions. The authors emphasised the fact that they were trying to avoid the need for 
empirical data, however, measured loss factors were used for the enclosed volumes. 
Both models used estimates for the internal loss factors of the plates, with the 
assumption that the in-plane values would be one-third of the bending wave value. 
The estimated error in assuming these internal loss factor values gave rise to 
variations in the response of up to lOdB. Despite the uncertainty over the loss factors 
it was concluded that the DERA model generally showed better agreement with the 
measured data than the ONERA model. 
2.5 Literature review: Thin/thick plates 
An important consideration for structure-borne sound transmission between 
masonry/concrete plates is the restricted frequency range in which they act as thin 
plates and where the response is multi-modal. Thin plate limits occur because pure 
bending wave theory and quasi -longitudinal wave theory are only strictly applicable 
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at frequencies where the wavelength is much greater than the plate thickness. (N. B. 
No thin plate limit exists for transverse shear waves. ) 
At high frequencies, the bending wave equation can be modified to include terms 
that account for shear deformation and rotatory inertia 38 . The wave 
becomes a 
combination of bending and transverse shear waves. For quasi-longitudinal waves 
the stresses normal to the plane mean that it is no longer possible to ignore the 
dispersive nature of the quasi-longitudinal wave. The effect of these changes is to 
alter the equations of motion and hence the phase speed, group speed, modal density 
and transmission coefficients. 
This section describes the different methods of calculating the thin plate limit, 
although this thesis only uses thin plate theory for FEM analysis and SEA wave 
theory transmission coefficients and coupling parameters. 
Cremer et al 28 determined thin plate limits for both bending and quasi-longitudinal 
waves on plates using the difference in the phase speed that would be incurred by 
ignoring the thick plate effect. For bending waves, the limit was related to a 
difference of 10% in the bending phase speed whereas for quasi-longitudinal waves, 
it was related to a difference of 3% in the quasi-longitudinal wavespeed. These thin 
plate limits were stated using only the wavelength and the plate thickness for a 
Poisson's ratio of 0.3 and arekB=6h and 4=3h for bending and quasi-longitudinal 
waves respectively. For masonry/concrete elements, Poisson's ratio can be 0.2 and 
therefore the thin plate frequency limits are re-written here in a more general form 

















For bending waves, Rinde, 39 considered that the thin plate limit should be determined 
with reference to the frequency, f, at which the thin plate bending phase speed equals 
the transverse shear phase speed. At high frequencies, the bending and shear stiffness 
can be connected in parallel, which gives rise to an 'effective' phase speed CB, eff- 
Rindel gives an approximation for CB, effthat assumes bending and transverse shear 
waves have the same phase speed at high frequencies. Craik 
6 has modified this 
approximation to correspond with Mindlin 
38 by ensuring that the bending phase 
speed tends to a lower 
6 
value than that of the transverse shear wave at high 
frequencies. From Craik , the effective phase and group speeds are shown in 
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Equation 2.13 
Equation 2.14 
Rindel defined a cross-over frequency for the group speed as f, /4. Above this 
frequency, transverse shear waves should be taken into account. 
2.6 Literature review: Wave theory transmission coefficients 
Predictive SEA commonly uses wave theory to determine the coupling parameters. 
This section gives an overview of the literature concerned with the wave theory used 
to calculate bending and in-plane coupling parameters between plates connected at 
rigid junctions. 
The majority of junctions that exist between masonry/concrete plates in buildings can 
be described as one of four types, (1) rigid plate junctions, (2) beam connected plate 
junctions, (3) hinged junctions or (4) elastic junctions. 
In this thesis, the junctions between masonry walls are either bonded or butted and 
tied, with all connections made using a rigid material, mortar. The junction 
description of most relevance is therefore the rigid plate junction. It should be noted 
that a rigid junction can still undergo displacement at that junction. Also, the rigid 
plate junction does not always give rise to the lowest transmission loss values over 
the building acoustics frequency range. For example, transmission across the straight 
section of a T-junction can be higher than with a rigid plate junction when the 
cantilever plate is hinged or rests upon an elastic layer. 
The majority of the literature for all four types of junction makes use of the wave 
approach to determine transmission coefficients between semi-infinite plates. For the 
rigid plate junction, the significant work by Cremer et a128 , Kihlman 
29, Wohle et a, 40 
and Craven and Gibbs 41 fundamentally used the same approach to determine diffuse 
field transmission coefficients. This classical approach uses an infinite junction 
beam, an element that has no mass and no stiffness such that it is non-deformable. 
Use of this junction beam allows a convenient description of the junction boundary 
conditions such that this approach can also be used to model elastic junctionS42 * 
When considering only bending wave transmission, the junction beam is allowed to 
rotate but is simply supported to prevent displacement in the three co-ordinate 
directions. In order to allow the generation of quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear 
waves, the junction beam is allowed to rotate and undergo displacement in the three 
co-ordinate directions. 
Stee, 43 considered an alternative to the classical approach that replaced the non- 
deformable junction beam with a 'contained column' that had mass, stiffness and 
could undergo deformation. The difference between the two approaches was 
generally found to be insignificant for transmission around the corner of L, T and X- 
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junctions. For transmission across the straight section of T and X-junctions, the 
measured data showed good agreement with this alternative approach as well as with 
the classical approach that used the simply supported junction beam. However, poor 
agreement was shown between the measured data and the classical approach that 
used the junction beam without displacement constraints (i. e. to allow in-plane 
motion). 
The offset of the plates from the centre of the junction beam may need to be taken 
into consideration because of the thickness of typical masonry/concrete plates. For 
rigid plate junctions, Cremer et a128' Kihlman 29, W6hle et aeo and Craven and 
GibbS41 did not consider any offset and it was not suggested that it could have been 
used. However, Mees and Vermeir 42 incorporated an offset in the determination of 
the transmission loss across hinged and elastic junctions. They have suggested that a 
hinged junction model could be used as a first approximation to a junction where 
cracks have developed along the plate junction line or at a partially filled junction 
between prefabricated plates. The bending wave transmission loss was shown to be 
highest for transmission to the cantilever plate of a hinged T-junction (i. e. around the 
corner) where the cantilever plate was hinged. At high frequencies, the bending wave 
transmission loss for the hinged junction tends towards that for the rigid plate 
junction. 
2.6.1 In-plane wave transmission 
In-plane wave generation at rigid junctions can be included in the classical junction 
beam approach through the assumption that there are no constraints on the 
displacement or rotation of this beam. This will be described in detail in section 2.7 
In building acoustics, this junction beam approach has been assessed in the following 
studies by incorporating bending and in-plane wave transmission in SEA models. 
Kihlman 29 demonstrated the importance of in-plane wave generation at X-junctions 
which was validated using measurements on concrete slab X-junctions. Gibbs and 
Gilford 44 demonstrated that consideration of in-plane waves for two diagonally 
adjacent rooms connected across a X-junction did not significantly affect the bending 
wave energy on the plates. However, it was suggested that in-plane waves were 
likely to be of much greater significance in buildings for sound transmission over 
larger distances. SEA predictions were compared with physical experiments made on 
a quarter scale reinforced concrete construction of two rooms. W6hle et aeo also 
investigated in-plane waves although the experimental verification concentrated on 
the effect of forced bending waves rather than validation of the in-plane wave 
generation. SEA predictions were compared with measurements on an L-junction of 
thin aluminium plates. Craik and Thancanamootoo 36 compared measurements and 
SEA predictions of sound transmission in a large building. This demonstrated that 
there was significantly better agreement between measured and predicted data when 
in-plane waves were included in the SEA model. It was also shown that for the 
building under analysis, equipartition of modal energy between quasi-longitudinal 
and transverse shear subsystems allowed use of a single in-plane subsystem rather 
than two separate subsystems for each of the in-plane waves. 
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McCollum and Cuschieri45 used Mindlin's formulation for the wave equations to 
calculate in-plane and thick plate bending wave transmission coefficients. An L- 
junction of aluminium plates was considered for which the role of in-plane waves 
and thick plate bending waves was only significant above lOkHz. It remains to be 
shown that this theory is appropriate for structure-borne sound transmission between 
masonry/concrete plates. 
2.6.2 Validation of wave transmission coefficients 
In building acoustics, experimental validation of wave transmission coefficients 
determined using both classical and alternative junction beam approaches have been 
carried out using the following methods: 
1. Field measurementS29,43 on masonry/concrete plates in complete buildings. 
2. Laboratory measurements 29 on masonry/concrete plates. 
3. Laboratory measurementS42 on thin wood, metal or Perspex plates. 
Methods I and 2 are used in this thesis and are advantageous when the coefficients 
are ultimately intended for use on masonry/concrete plates. However, the finite 
dimensions and variability of these plates tends to cause fluctuations in the measured 
data that does not allow subtle differences between different types of junctions to be 
identified with any certainty. With method I there is also the problem of including 
flanking transmission when measuring coupling parameters on fully connected 
plates. Method 2 is prone to problems with low modal overlap at low frequencieS46 
which limits the frequency range in which comparisons can be made with wave 
theory 21 . Compared to methods 1 and 2, method 3 does not validate the use of different junction conditions on masonry/concrete plates but does allow greater 
control over material properties and allows the use of plates with relatively high 
modal overlap and modal density. Method 3 also has a significant advantage over 
masonry/concrete elements in that they can be uncoupled and freely suspended to 
allow measurement of the internal loss factors and modal densities. 
2.7 Calculation of wave theory transmission coefficients for bending and in- 
plane waves 
On finite plates, bending, quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear waves can exist for 
which there is coupling between the three different wave types on connected plates. 
The latter two wave types are referred to as in-plane waves. 
The calculation of transmission coefficients between different wave types is 28,29,40,41 
documented in the literature . However, as there are differences in the 
notation and approach, the theory is described in this chapter using the approach of 
Mees and Vermeir 42 and BosmanS47 . The local and global co-ordinate systems used 
to describe each plate and their position relative to the junction beam are shown on 
Figure 2.2. The junction parameters used are indicated on Figure 2.3. 
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Junction Global co-ordinate system x 





-ocal co-ordinate system 
Figure 2.2: Local and global co-ordinate system for the plates and junction beam. 
Global co-ordinate system 
Figure 2.3: Plate junction (Exploded view). 
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The following points are common to the discussion of bending, quasi-longitudinal 
and transverse shear waves. (N. B. e"' is not included for reasons of brevity. ) 
The plates are assumed to be thin, homogeneous and isotropic. 
All incident waves impinge at an angle of incidence Oj, have unit amplitude with 




sin Oiz Equation 2.15 




iki sin Oi z Equation 2.16 
For wave propagation from one wave medium into another, Snell's law of 
refraction relates the angle of incidence Oi to the angle of transmission Ot as 
shown in Equation 2.17. 
kt sin Ot = ki sin Oi Equation 2.17 
From Snell's law it can be seen that a cut-off angle, Oc (Equation 2.18) exists for 
each wave type when kjAt as above this angle, Ot is complex. 
OC = arcsin(k, Equation 2.18 ki. 
2.7.1 Bending waves 
General equations 
The equation of motion for bending waves is shown in Equation 2.19. 
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Equation 2.19 
For bending wave displacement il, the rotation of the plate cross-section (X, is shown 





Any bending wave gives rise to a bending moment, Mz (Equation 2.21) acting on a 
cross-section about the z-axis and a transverse shear force, Fy (Equation 2.22). 
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Incident wave at the junction 
Consider an incident bending wave on plate I at the junction that is described using 
the general form (Equation 2.15). The displacement, rotation, transverse shear force 
and bending moment at the junction (x=O) for the incident wave are shown in 
Equation 2.23 to Equation 2.26. 
771i == 1 Equation 2.23 
ali = iki cos0i Equation 2.24 
F, li = iB, k, 
3 
COS Oi (COS 2 0i + (2 - vl) sin 
2 0i) 
Equation 2.25 
Mzli = Blki 
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Equation 2.26 
Transmitted wave at the junction 
The transmitted bending wave leaving the junction has the general form shown in 
Equation 2.16. For a bending wave propagating on plate p in the positive x direction, 
substitution of Equation 2.16 into the equation of motion (Equation 2.19) gives rise 
to Equation 2.27 which has complex amplitudes TBNp and TNp and wavenumbers 
shown in Equation 2.28 to Equation 2.30. The different solutions to the wave 
equation lead to real or imaginary values for the wavenumber kBpxl (depending upon 
the angle of incidence) and solely imaginary values for the wavenumber kBpx2- In 
Equation 2.27 the first term corresponds to a propagating bending wave with 
complex amplitude TBNpwhen Oi:! ýOc, but changes to a nearfield when Oi>Oc. The 
second term corresponds to a nearfield with complex amplitude TNpregardless of the 
angle of incidence. 
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The displacement, rotation, transverse shear force and bending moment at the 
junction (x=O) for a transmitted bending wave can now be written in terms of the 
complex amplitudes TBNpand TNpas shown in Equation 2.31 to Equation 2.34. 
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The two equations of motion for in-plane waves are shown in Equation 2.35 and 
Equation 2.36. These equations combine the quasi-longitudinal wave displacement, 
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From Cremer et a128 ,a displacement potential, (D and scalar stream function, T are 
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The in-plane waves give rise to a normal force F,, (Equation 2.39) and an in-plane 
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Incident wave at the junction 
Consider an incident quasi-longitudinal wave on plate I at the junction that is 
described using the general form (Equation 2.15). The displacement, normal force 
and in-plane shear force at the junction (x=O) for the incident wave are shown in 
Equation 2.41 to Equation 2.44. 
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Consider an incident transverse shear wave on plate I at the junction that is described 
using the general form (Equation 2.15). The displacement, normal force and in-plane 
shear force at the junction (x=O) for the incident wave are shown in Equation 2.45 to 
Equation 2.48. 
4, - -ik. sin Oi Equation 2.45 
ýjj -iki COS Oi Equation 2.46 
Fýjj 2Gkki 2 COS Oi sin 0, Equation 2.47 
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Transmitted wave at the junction 
The transmitted in-plane waves leaving the junction have the general form shown in 
Equation 2.16. For in-plane waves propagating on plate p in the positive x direction, 
substitution of Equation 2.16 into the equations of motion (Equation 2.35 and 
Equation 2.36) gives rise to Equation 2.49 and Equation 2.50, which have complex 
amplitudes TLp and TTp for the quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear waves 
respectively. The wavenumber formulae are shown in Equation 2.51 to Equation 
2.54 and because the cut-off angle also applies to the transmitted in-plane waves, 
kLpxand kTpxdepend upon the angle of incidence. 
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The displacement, normal force and in-plane shear force at the junction (x=O) for a 
transmitted in-plane wave can now be written in terms of the complex amplitudes 
TLp and TTpas shown in Equation 2.55 to Equation 2.58. 
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The model of the plate junction uses a junction beam that has no mass, does not 
support wave propagation and has a rigid cross-section. From Mees and Vermeit42' it 
is possible to include an offset, ep, for the plates that are connected to the junction 
beam. 
From BosmanS47, the boundary conditions can be formulated for different plate 
orientations in the global co-ordinate system as shown in Figure 2.2. 
The boundary conditions are described by the formulae in Equation 2.59 to Equation 
2.66. 
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These equations are solved in matrix format to give the complex wave amplitudes of 
the transmitted waves and the junction beam parameters. The complex wave 
amplitudes can then be used to calculate the transmission coefficients. 
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2.7.4 Calculation of transmission coefficients 
The transmission coefficient for an incident wave on plate I transmitted to plate p at 
a specific angle of incidence is determined using the ratio of the wave intensities in 
the x direction as shown in Equation 2.67. 




From Cremer et a, 28 for waves incident at an angle Oi, the junction length, 1, only 
intercepts the projection Icos0i. The angular average transmission coefficient is 





Incident wave intensities 
Equation 2.68 
For a unit amplitude wave incident upon the junction, the x direction intensities for 
bending, quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear waves are shown in Equation 2.69, 
Equation 2.70, and Equation 2.71 respectively. 
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Transmitted wave intensities 
For transmitted waves on plate p, the x direction intensities for bending and in-plane 
waves are shown in Equation 2.72 and Equation 2.73 respectively. The in-plane 
intensity is split into quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear wave intensities using 
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2.8 Literature review: Experimental SEA 
This section reviews the development of ESEA and how it can be used to 
compliment predictive SEA. The complimentary role is twofold, firstly it allows 
determination of the coupling loss factors for complex junctions (i. e. when wave 
theory transmission coefficients are either inaccurate or unavailable) and secondly it 
allows evaluation of whether SEA is appropriate for the system under investigation. 
For masonry/concrete plates in buildings, rigid junction connections may not be 
considered as a complex type of junction. However, the combination of low modal 
density and the existence of apertures close to the junction do create a complex 
system. In these situations, predictive SEA using wave theory transmission 
coefficients may not be sufficient to give the required accuracy although the 
framework of SEA may still be useful. This section is used to discuss how ESEA 
will be applied to the above mentioned systems in later chapters and anticipates some 
of the difficulties involved in the application of ESEA. 
2.8.1 Development of ESEA 
The aim of ESEA is to use the SEA power balance equations to determine the loss 
factors through inversion of the energy matrix. Lyon 7 proposed the technique and 
highlighted the main problems. Problems can occur because of errors in the 
measured energies that can give negative CLF values due to ill-conditioned matrices. 
Woodhouse 48 emphasised two important points regarding ESEA. Firstly, ESEA 
verifies that SEA is suitable to analyse a system before using SEA to assess the effect 
of any changes. Secondly, development of ESEA is crucial in allowing experimental 
determination of coupling losses across complex junctions for which theoretical 
solutions are often inaccurate or simply do not exist. 
The system under analysis is considered as a set of ESEA subsystems. The general 
ESEA matrix is determined from the general SEA matrix and is shown in Equation 
2.74 where Eij is the energy of subsystem i with power input into subsystem j. 
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Equation 2.74: General ESEA matrix formulation 
Experimental determination of the subsystem energies and power inputs allows 
inversion of the energy matrix to determine the loss factor matrix. The subsystem 
energies can be determined from either physical experiments (e. g. laboratory 
measurements) or numerical experiments (e. g. FEM). These experiments require the 
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energies to be measured in all subsystems for sequential power injection into each 
subsystem. It should also be noted that with Equation 2.74 there is no need to 
determine the internal loss factors or modal densities of the subsystems. 
If a system has been partitioned into suitable subsystems, errors in the energy are 
negligible and there is ESEA 'weak' coupling, the energy matrix should be well- 
conditioned. This is due to subsystem energy terms (E. ) on the diagonal that are 
significantly larger than the off-diagonal terms. However, both physical and 
numerical experiments can have errors in the measured energy values and therefore 
the matrix is prone to being ill-conditioned and to output negative ILF and/or CLF 
values. 
Work on ESEA initially concentrated on the collection of accurate measurement data 
on systems that fulfilled the requirements of SEA. Bies and Hamid 14 successfully 
used ESEA to determine TLF and CLF values on a physical system composed of two 
coupled plates. Broad band random noise as a power input was applied sequentially 
at a number of different points in order to resolve the issue 13 that single excitation 
points do not give rise to statistically independent modes. Clarkson and Ranky 23 
carried out similar experimental work using a rapidly swept sine wave as an input 
force at a single excitation point for two coupled subsystems. These data were 
successfully used to determine TLF and CLF values. As illustrated with these 
examples, physical experiments are generally carried out using single excitation 
points. For multi-modal subsystems with high damping (e. g. thin metal plates with 
damping layers) this is not a significant problem as only a few single excitation 
points may be required to simulate statistically independent excitation forces. 
However, for subsystems that are not multi-modal, this highlights an advantage of 
numerical or analytical experiments in which rain-on-the-roof excitation can be used 
to satisfy the requirement for statistically independent excitation forces. 
The next steps in the development of ESEA concentrated on improving matrix 
solutions to avoid the problems of negative CLF values. Woodhouse 48 demonstrated 
the sensitivity of matrix inversion to small errors and proposed the use of an iterative 
procedure to determine a symmetric matrix that satisfied the form of the SEA CLF 
matrix. The same approach was also adopted by Clarkson and Ranky 23 and was 
successfully used with their experimental data. This is an important point, failure of 
the matrix inversion to produce positive CLF values does not prove that the system 
can not or should not be modelled using SEA. Assuming that it is only the errors in 
the experimentally determined energies that cause the negative CLF values, the 
system may actually exhibit SEA behaviour. Therefore the role of iterative matrix- 
fitting procedures can be seen as one of 'forcing' SEA upon a system that may or 
may not have SEA behaviour. Hodges et a149 concentrated on the optimisation of 
matrix-fitting routines in order to increase the chances of determining a loss factor 
matrix that could form the basis of an SEA model for the system. The authors carried 
out tests on three different algorithms. These tests were designed to assess the ability 
of the algorithms to determine an SEA loss factor matrix through inversion of energy 
matrices that would ordinarily output negative CLF values. 
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Lalor 50 noted potential problems with any optimisation approach in that the ability to 
significantly alter a CLF also implied that these optimised values might not be 
reliable. An alternative matrix solution was proposed by Lalor 50 to overcome the 
problem of ill-conditioned ESEA matrices. Lalor's proposal was to split the 
calculation of CLF and ILF values into separate matrices as shown in Equation 2.75. 
For the calculation of the CLF values with Ný3, this uses the smaller (N-1) x (N-1) 
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Equation 2.75: Alternative ESEA matrix formulation (after Lalor 50). 
Later developments in ESEA lie closer to the domain of physical experiments in 
automotive engineering and involve the experimental determination of subsystem 
energies for complex subsystems. For thin plates and beams the actual subsystem 
mass can be used to determine the subsystem energy. However, for three- 
dimensional subsystems (e. g. engine blocks), a single subsystem is required to 
represent the response of the different wave types. In this situation the actual mass 
may no longer be appropriate and Lalor 51 has introduced the concept of an equivalent 
mass in order to determine the energy of these subsystems. It has been proposed that 
this can be determined through experimental determination of the initial decay 
rate 51,52 and may be much larger than the actual mass. However, equivalent mass 
could be seen as another way of 'forcing' SEA upon a complex system due to the 
assumption of coupled wave types in a subsystem, and the use of a limited number of 
accelerometer positions. In predictive SEA with more than one wave type, the CLF 
between masonry/concrete plates is typically calculated using wave theory rather 
than using values determined from ESEA. For plates and beams of uniform 
thickness, the wave types are each assigned their own subsystem such that there is no 
need to consider an equivalent mass for typical masonry/concrete plates. 
2.8.2 Specific ESEA matrices 
In section 2.8.1, a general ESEA matrix and an alternative ESEA matrix were 
described. Another possibility is to use the fundamental SEA equations for two or 
three coupled subsystems to create specific ESEA matrices for the L and T-junctions 
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analysed in this thesis. The specific matrices for two and three coupled subsystems 
are shown in Equation 2.76 and Equation 2.77 respectively. These specific ESEA 
matrices are likely to be ill-conditioned and re-arranging the rows will not improve 
the matrix condition number. However, they are intended for comparison with the 
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Equation 2.76: Specific two subsystem ESEA matrix formulation. 
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Equation 2.77: Specific three subsystem ESEA matrix formulation. 
2.8.3 Two subsystem non-matrix ESEA 
For physical experiments on masonry/concrete plates rather than thin metal plates, 
measurement of the input power from steady-state excitation is prone to error and the 
standard deviation of the spatial average subsystem energies is high. For these 
reasons, the ESEA matrix formulations are inappropriate. However, a more 
convenient ESEA method is available to estimate the CLF 6 between two coupled 
subsystems. The CLF, qij can be determined from Equation 2.78 through 





'7j Equation 2.78 
Equation 2.78 can be re-written using the SEA consistency relationship as shown in 
Equation 2.79 wherelljd is the SEA internal loss factor of subsystem j. 
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Equation 2.79 
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A potential problem in using this method to determine CLF values from energy ratios 
is equipartition of modal energy, for which there would be zero net power flow 
between subsystems. If equipartition occurs, the energy ratio, Ej/Ej equals the modal 
density ratio, nj/ni. However, from numerical73 experiments and physical experiments 
on masonry wallS46 , equipartition is unlikely to occur. Whenfljd>> i1ji, Equation 2.79 indicates that for two connected subsystems, equipartition of modal energy is 
prevented in the determination of ilij. Replacinglljdwith the TLF, which contains not 
only the internal losses but also the sum of the coupling losses, will make fljd 
sufficiently large to prevent equipartition of modal energy. 
Errors with this method can occur due to flanking transmission via other subsystems 
that tends to decrease the measured vibration level difference. If flanking 
transmission is significant, there may be the option to use intensity methods to 
determine the power flow. 
2.8.4 ESEA subsystems 
The initial stage of ESEA with physical and numerical experiments is to determine or 
specify the subsystem boundaries. Experimental determination of subsystem 
boundaries can be used to ensure that there will be ESEA 'weak' coupling to give a 
well-conditioned energy matrix. James and Fahy 53 have defined a coupling 
parameter, Cs as the ratio of the time delay to the peak of the temporal moving 
average of kinetic energy of the indirectly excited subsystem to the approximate 
duration of the signal. This approach allows the experimenters choice of subsystem 
definitions to be optimised for ESEA 'weak' coupling. Lalor 54 has investigated an 
approach for identifying subsystems by assuming that each subsystem can be 
considered as a source that is uncorrelated with the other sources, i. e. other coupled 
subsystems. The method requires that transfer and driving-point impedances be 
measured at a number of positions that is greater than the expected number of 
subsystems. Both methods have been validated on two coupled multi-modal 
subsystems for bending wave motion only. 
It can be seen that the determination of subsystems generally requires the 
experimenter to have had a rough guess at the division of the system into subsystems. 
However, the subsystem boundaries are often specified for practical purposes. In 
buildings, the noise-control measures specified to improve the sound insulation 
generally involve the application of linings to each plate (e. g. independent 
plasterboard partitions or floating floors). Therefore, it is convenient if the 
boundaries of each plate demarcate a single subsystem. 
ESEA is well suited to subsystems for which there is only bending wave motion. 
With physical experiments using single surface vibration measurements, the 
difficulty in extending ESEA to in-plane CLF values is partly due to the in-plane 
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motion that is detected in the presence of bending waves. For some structures, the 
ability to measure only bending wave CLF values is not a problem, especially for 
noise control problems involving sound radiation, where bending waves are of most 
importance. However, for three-dimensional subsystems there can be more than one 
wave type and surface vibration measurements may not always be used to distinguish 
between the vibration from the different wave motions. When these wave motions 
are strongly coupled, the concept of equivalent masS51 could possibly be used to 
determine the subsystem energy for use in ESEA. The equivalent mass is calculated 
using the initial decay rate of the coupled subsystem. Although this may be practical 
for physical experiments on complex structures, it is not conveniently determined 
from FEM models. Also, the concept of equivalent mass may not be sufficiently 
robust to warrant further consideration. 
2.9 Overview of Finite Element Methods 
In FEM2,55' the structure under analysis is discretised into elements connected at 
nodal points. For linear systems under steady-state excitation by sinusoidal point 
forces, the general equation of motion relating to the nodal displacement, ý, is shown 
in Equation 2.80. 
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where [M] is the mass matrix, [C] is the damping matrix, [K] is the stiffness matrix. 
The displacement and force vectors are defined in Equation 2.81 and Equation 2.82, 





where 0 is the phase shift due to damping and (p is the applied phase shift to the input 
force. 
Equation 2.83 
For the dynamic analysis, the unknowns to be determined are the degrees of freedom 
(displacements and rotations) for all nodes in the model. To solve the many 
simultaneous linear equations (Equation 2.83), the full solution method uses the 
wavefront procedure. The wavefront is defined as the number of degrees of freedom 
in the matrix at any time in the solution, which increases and decreases as degrees of 
freedom are added and removed from the matrix. Compared to SEA, the large 
number of unknowns means that FEM is computationally expensive. 
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2.10 Literature review: Application of FEM 
This section reviews some of the literature on the use of FEM with plate structures in 
which the underlying aims have been to elucidate and potentially avoid the 
limitations of classical SEA. 
Cuschieri56 determined the power transferred between two rectangular plates joined 
at an L-junction using point excitation with FEM. The plates were made of 6.35mm 
thick aluminium. Results were compared with a mobility power flow approach and 
showed good agreement when the FEM mesh was sufficiently fine. 
SimmonS57 calculated plate energies for connected plates using FEM with the 
intention that these could be used to determine CLF values. Two different 
rectangular plate structures were analysed with FEM and the coupling compared with 
measurements. The first structure was an L-junction consisting of 2mm thick steel 
plates with excitation at one comer. All elements were used in the determination of 
the energy ratio and no account was taken of any nearfields near the free edges. 
There was reasonable agreement between SEA and FEM as well as between FEM 
and measured narrow band modal fluctuations. The second structure was an H 
structure consisting of five l5mm thick Perspex plates. In-plane wave transmission 
was investigated by removing the displacement constraints at the junctions from 
which it was noted that 'this did not affect the average transmitted power very 
much'. As with full size masonry walls, the in-plane wavelengths were large 
compared to the plate dimensions but it was stated that the FEM conversion between 
bending and in-plane waves had still not been verified. This aspect will be addressed 
in this thesis. 
Simmons attempted to use FEM to determine an ensemble average of energy ratios 
for the H structure using different material properties and boundary conditions. The 
small plate size meant that there were large differences in coupling depending on 
how the boundaries parallel to the junction were constrained. Simmons decided that 
these values were biased and could not be included in an ensemble because they 
would not be representative of an ensemble of larger structures with identical 
boundary conditions. This work indicated that it was inappropriate to create an SEA 
ensemble through variation of only the boundary conditions. In addition, a single 
excitation point was used for all FEM analysis, which can also be inappropriate for 
SEA. Although the intention was to use FEM to determine CLF values, this was not 
presented in the paper. However, it was noted through references to other authors 
that the matrix inversion could be difficult because of small errors in the subsystem 
energies. 
Sanderson 58 determined CLF values using FEM for T-junctions of rectangular 
concrete plates (1.2M2 - 4.05M2) with different junction lengths although the 
boundaries were free which is not typical of real walls in dwellings. Differences and 
trends for the different junction lengths were shown using a swept 10OHz filter to 
identify shifts that would not have been identifiable with fixed bandwidths. No 
comparison with measurements was made and it is not possible to draw strong 
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conclusions other than that differences occur between the CLF values due to 
different plate dimensions and different internal damping. 
Steel and Craik 59 used FEM in the frequency range 40Hz - IkHz to predict CLF 
values for L and T-junctions of 150mm. thick masonry walls in buildings. This was 
done to provide further evidence that fluctuations of the CLF correspond to those of 
the receiver wall mobility as well as showing the application of FEM. For the former 
reason, the comparison of measured and FEM data involved only the flanking walls 
as receiver walls. These flanking walls were =lm wide so that the modal density was 
low and the modes were readily identifiable in the CLF. Although the flanking walls 
were relatively small, vibration and decay measurements could still have been taken 
in the reverberant field without measuring in the direct field near the excitation point. 
The FEM model used a loss factor of 0.1 at all frequencies which meant that above 
the 50OHz third octave band, the larger separating wall would no longer have acted 
as an SEA subsystem because of significant bending wave decay with distance. It is 
unlikely that such high damping represented the actual TLF of the test walls at 
frequencies up to lkHz. It was stated that the assumption of simply supported 
boundaries in the FEM model caused discrepancies between the measured and FEM 
eigenfrequencies above the fundamental eigenfrequency. Good agreement was 
observed at the fundamental mode between CLF data calculated from finite plate 
space averaged mobility data (an analytic solution calculated by summing the 
contribution from all modes) and CLF data from FEM. However, above the 
fundamental mode, discrepancies existed. It was stated that 'although the receiver 
subsystem space averaged point mobility is a good estimation of the fluctuations 
there are other factors involved'. For the connected plates, it was observed that the 
FEM mobility of the small flanking walls contained small peaks which were 
attributed to local modes of the larger separating wall. Better agreement may 
therefore have been expected between FEM CLF data and CLF data calculated from 
FEM mobility data. The result was worse at the fundamental mode with no 
improvement above this frequency. This was attributed to the modal response of the 
other subsystem in the determination of the FEM mobility, which did not affect 
transmission between the plates. It was concluded that eigenfrequencies can not be 
predicted with great accuracy for building structures. In this thesis, relationships 
between the receiver plate mobility, local modes, global modes and vibration 
transmission between plates are investigated in chapter 5. 
Yap and Woodhouse 73 demonstrated that experimental determination of CLF values 
was dependent upon damping, unless the damping was sufficiently high. Numerical 
experiments were carried out using FEM models of coupled beams and plates. Their 
work did not use FEM to predict the response of real systems but as an investigative 
tool to assess SEA. For low damping, the CLF was found to be directly proportional 
to the ELF. Plots of the calculated CLF against modal overlap factor were seen to 
plateau above values of unity, from which it was thought useful to be able to identify 
the changeover point at which the CLF values become insensitive to damping. The 
authors noted that modal overlap is unlikely to be the only parameter that would 
determine this changeover point. In the limit of zero damping it was shown that 
equipartition of modal energy did not occur as assumed in SEA. This was attributed 
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to the global modes that dominate the response with the highest response remaining 
in the source subsystem. 
Fredo 60 gave a new name to a power transmission process that used FEM derived 
coupling coefficients, Statistical Energy Analysis-like (SEAL). In SEAL, an Energy 
Flow Coefficient (EFC) is derived from FEM that is construction specific but tends 
towards the SEA CLF at high frequencies. SEAL was introduced as a global mode 
approach where the global modes can give rise to so-called 'strong' coupling which 
is not included in SEA. The differences identified between SEA and SEAL were that 
SEA dealt with local modes whereas SEAL included the influence of the global 
modes in the coupling. All FEM elements were used in the EFC calculations so that 
the non-resonant kinetic energy from nearfields and the direct field were assumed to 
be explicitly incorporated, hence the SEAL EFC values contain non-resonant 
transmission mechanisms. With SEA, energy flow takes place from subsystems of 
high modal energy to those of low modal energy. In contrast to SEA, SEAL allows 
energy flow to take place from a subsystem with low kinetic energy to one with high 
kinetic energy. In addition, the SEA modal energy descriptor based on local 
uncoupled modes is not relevant to SEAL. 
The plate system analysed by Fredo using FEM was an L-junction of rectangular 
Perspex plates with free edges. The physical experiments that were reported involved 
measurements of damping (incorporated in the FEM model) and driving-point 
mobility at a free corner (compared with the FEM model). It was stated that rain-on- 
the-roof excitation was difficult to achieve in the laboratory and hence it seems that 
no measurement of plate vibration was made to compare the measured vibration 
transmission with the FEM model. This appears to have been a missed opportunity to 
validate the SEAL approach with single point excitation as it is stated in the paper 
that an EFC can be determined for single point or rain-on-the-roof excitation. 
Mace and Rosenberg 26 used numerical experiments with FEM and analytic solutions 
to investigate the effect of subsystem irregularity on the CLF between two coupled 
plates. (N. B. This paper was also discussed in section 2.3 concerning the limitations 
of predictive SEA. ) Compared to the irregularly shaped plates, the CLF was found to 
be lowest for rectangular plates, which was attributed to coherence between the wave 
trains. A dual interpretation was described in terms of global mode localisation, 
which is relevant to the global mode analysis carried out using FEM in this thesis. 
Mace and Rosenberg showed that with rectangular plates, the kinetic energy of the 
global modes tended to be localised in either the source or receiving subsystem. With 
the irregularly shaped plates, the kinetic energy was more evenly distributed between 
the subsystems. 
Mace and Shorter 61 described computationally efficient methods of post-processing 
FEM global mode decompositions to determine time and frequency average 
subsystem energies and powers. The output was presented in terms of Energy 
Influence Coefficients (defined as frequency average energy divided by frequency 
average power input) and although it was noted that coupling loss factors could be 
determined from the output, this was not considered further. It is this last step using 
ESEA to determine the coupling loss factors that is considered in detail in this thesis. 
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A numerical example of three coupled rectangular plates demonstrated the 
inaccuracy of wave theory SEA due to 'strong' coupling. 
2.11 Concluding discussion 
This chapter outlined the statistical approach to the prediction of structure-borne 
sound transmission, SEA. The SEA framework was discussed along with the angular 
average wave approach commonly used to determine the transmission coefficients. A 
review of the literature identified problems in using this approach with plates that 
have low mode counts and low modal overlap. With third octave band analysis, 
masonry/concrete plates fall into this category and typically have N<5 and M<I for 
50Hz - IkHz. This review confirmed the need for more accurate predictions of 
vibration transmission between plates with low modal density and low modal overlap 
than provided by SEA wave theory. 
Having reviewed the use of SEA, ESEA was discussed as a method of avoiding some 
of the limitations of classical SEA and in particular the SEA ensemble whilst taking 
advantage of the predictive SEA framework. Three ESEA matrix formulations were 
described, a general ESEA matrix formulation, an alternative ESEA matrix 
formulation (after Lalor 50) and a specific two or three subsystem ESEA matrix 
formulations. These formulations will be assessed in the later chapters using FEM 
data. The main features of ESEA are the ability to determine coupling parameters for 
complex junctions and to evaluate whether SEA modelling is appropriate for the 
system under investigation. In this thesis, the complexity with rigid junctions 
between masonry/concrete plates is not so much in the junction detail but in the 
transmission between these low modal density subsystems. However, apertures close 
to the junction do introduce some added complexity. 
In general, previous research using deterministic analyses to calculate coupling 
parameters for SEA models has fallen into one of two groups. Research in the first 
group has used deterministic analyses to create an ensemble with which to test SEA 
on a small system (up to three subsystems). This has been done to demonstrate the 
errors that can be incurred with SEA wave theory, investigate the parameters that 
indicate when the errors are negligible and find the reasons for these errors. Research 
in the second group has used a single deterministic analysis on a small system to 
calculate coupling parameters for SEA and demonstrate that SEA wave theory is 
inappropriate. However, this research has not proceeded to show that the calculated 
coupling parameters lead to improved response estimates when used in a larger 
system model that contains the small system. They have also ignored the effect of 
uncertainty in the material properties and dimensions. These last two aspects will be 
addressed in this thesis. 
A review of the literature concerning the use of FEM and SEA in the study of 
vibration transmission between plates indicated that FEM has only successfully been 
used for single deterministic analyses rather than providing the basis for a statistical 
approach as intended in this thesis. 
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3 Prediction of structure-borne sound transmission 
using FEM, ESEA, the ESEA ensemble and SEA 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the approach used in this thesis to determine structure-borne 
sound transmission between plates with low modal density and low modal overlap. 
These conditions typically occur with masonry/concrete walls and floors in buildings 
below IkHz. 
In section 3.2 on low modal density rectangular plates, mode-wave duality is used to 
illustrate why the use of angular average wave transmission coefficients in predictive 
SEA can be problematic at low frequencies. 
With low modal density, low modal overlap and the wide variety and complexity of 
structural junctions it is not always possible to predict structural coupling accurately 
using wave theory. To overcome this problem, section 3.3 considers ESEA as a 
framework in which to determine coupling parameters from numerical experiments 
using FEM and is termed, FEM ESEA. In this thesis, FEM is considered as an 
experimental approach and is in essence a 'numerical experiment' rather than an 
exact solution. In order to utilise this approach with subsystems of low modal density 
and low modal overlap, the concept of the ESEA ensemble is introduced alongside 
FEM ESEA. 
Section 3.4 describes the main features of the FEM model along with the post 
processing of the FEM output to determine coupling parameters. 
Section 3.5 describes the material properties and dimensions used for the FEM 
models of masonry/concrete test constructions. 
3.2 Low modal density rectangular plates 
This section discusses features that are relevant to the prediction of structure-borne 
sound transmission between low modal density rectangular plates. 
3.2.1 Mode-wave duality 
From Lyon and DeJong', mode-wave duality refers to the interconnectedness of the 
modal and the wave approach when describing finite subsystems. The choice of 
approach is one of convenience as one approach is usually more intuitive or easier to 
solve than the other. For thin rectangular isotropic plates, the eigenfrequencies can be 
represented by four plane waves each impinging upon the plate boundaries at a 
particular angle of incidence. In a diffuse field, all angles of incidence are equally 
probable and an incoherent wave description corresponds to incoherent modes. 
Similarly, a direct field corresponds to coherent modes. 
The SEA assumption of equipartition of modal energy in a frequency band for each 
subsystem is the same as assuming that the incident energy is uniformly distributed 
in angle (i. e. a diffuse field). This aspect of mode-wave duality is considered for the 
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equivalent angle of incidence, Oi, pq, of a mode fp,,, at the junction of two plates. The 
equivalent wave situation is for a wave with wavenumber ki incident at angle Oi as 
shown in Figure 3.1. The x-axis is perpendicular to the junction and the y-axis 
follows the junction line direction. 
115ý 
Figure 3.1: Wave incident on plate junction. 
7 
For simplicity it is assumed that the source plate has simply supported boundaries 
such that the mode fpq is calculated using Equation 3.1, Equation 3.2 and Equation 
3.3 for bending, quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear modes respectively. 
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From mode-wave duality, the equivalent angle of incidence' is found from Equation 
3.4 using the trace wavenumber ki, y (Equation 3.5) along the junction and the 
wavenumber on the source plate, ki. 
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The equivalent angle of incidence can now be found for a group' of plates with the 
same thickness but a range of dimensions and a range of longitudinal wavespeeds. 
When plotted with a logarithmic frequency scale, this gives a series of hexagons for 
which the enclosed area of each hexagon corresponds to the modefpqfor the group. 
This approach is used to visualise two features that occur with masonry/concrete 
plates. Firstly, low modal density from the viewpoint of the wave approach and 
secondly, equivalent angles for typical rectangular and square plate dimensions. 
Four plate groups were considered assuming that masonry/concrete walls are 
typically rectangular with 1,, >Iy whereas floors can be either square or rectangular. 
The parameters for the groups are in Table 3.1. 
Table 3.1: Plate group parameters. 
Group Thickness (mm) CL (MS-1) (M) 
1, (M) 
[Junction line] 
1 200 2500- 3500 3.0-4.0 2.3-2.5 
2 200 2500 -3500 3.0-4.0 3.0-4.0 
3 100 2500 -3500 3.0-4.0 2.3-2.5 
4 100 2500 -3500 1.0-2.0 2.3-2.5 
For bending modes, equivalent angle data are shown in Figure 3.2 to Figure 3.5 for 
groups I-4 respectively. 
For in-plane modes, the thickness in Table 3.1 is not relevant to the mode 
calculations such that Group I and Group 3 are identical. Group 1 data are shown on 
Figure 3.6 for transverse shear modes (using Poisson's ratio of 0.2) and Figure 3.7 for 
quasi-longitudinal modes. (N. B. These figures are only valid for modes below 
2.5kHz. ) 
The increasing range of equivalent angles with increasing frequency illustrates why 
SEA predictions using angular average wave theory transmission coefficients are 
more reliable at higher frequencies where a large number of modes gives rise to a 
wide range of angles. 
The main features of the equivalent angle data for bending modes are: 
Asymmetry about the 45' line (Figure 3.2, Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5) for the 
rectangular plate. 
Symmetry about the 451 line (Figure 3.3) when the x and y dimension range are 
identical. 
Below IkHz, the range of equivalent angles is 50 to 850. Normal or grazing 
incidence does not occur. 
'The term 'group' is used as this is not an SEA ensemble. 
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For plates with 1, >Iy (groups I and 3), the ascending mode order always starts fi i, 
f2l after which there is no general rule for the mode sequence with this simple 
inequality. 
For plates with 1,, <Iy (group 4), the ascending mode order always starts f1j, f12 
after which there is no general rule for the mode sequence with this simple 
inequality. 
The main features of the equivalent angle data for quasi-longitudinal and transverse 
shear modes are: 
Transverse shear modes occur at lower frequencies than quasi-longitudinal 
modes. 
Quasi-longitudinal modes tend to occur above the bending wave thin plate limit. 
Below 2.5kHz the range of equivalent angles is 5' to 850. Normal or grazing 
incidence does not occur. 
It is concluded that equivalent angle plots for local modes on rectangular plates 
provide a useful visual aid to assess potential problems when using SEA with angle 
dependent transmission coefficients. These plots indicate that the use of angular 
average transmission coefficients is likely to be problematic for plates with low 
modal density. The next section considers the implications of these results alongside 
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Figure 3.2: Equivalent angle (Group 1) (Bending modes). 
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Figure 3.7: Equivalent angle (Group 1) (Quasi-longitudinal modes). 
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3.2.2 Angular dependent transmission with rectangular plates 
Sections 2.7 and 3.2.1 covered transmission coefficient calculation from wave theory 
and mode-wave duality (equivalent angles) respectively. It is now appropriate to 
make the links between these two topics and to discuss angular dependent 
transmission with low modal density rectangular plates. A T-junction of typical 
walls will be used to facilitate this discussion with plate I as the cantilever plat 
Ie (separating wall). All three plates have the same material properties, CL=3200ms- , 
v=0.2, p=2000k gM-3 with dimensions hl=215mm, h2=h3=100111M. xI =4m, X2=3.5m, 
X3=3m, Y1=Y2=Y3=2.4m. 
Two SEA models are considered for waves incident and generated at the junction, 
model B, only bending waves, and model B&IP, bending and in-plane waves. With 
model B, the transmission coefficients are angle dependent but independent of 
frequency whereas with model B&IP they are both angle and frequency dependent. 
There are also differences in the nature of the angle dependent transmission 
coefficient curves. With model B, the curves vary slowly with angle whereas with 
model B&IP they generally vary more erratically. An important consequence for 
model B&IP is that it is necessary to use fine angular resolution to ensure that the 
sharp peaks and troughs are accurately calculated 29 . Examples of transmission 
coefficients to illustrate these last points are shown on Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9 for 
model B and B&IP respectively. Note that on Figure 3.8, these model B data apply at 
all frequencies and that transmission coefficients involving the switching of plate 2 
with plate 3 will be identical. Model B&IP has a large number of transmission 
coefficients and therefore Figure 3.9 applies only to source plate 2 at IkHz. This 
figure only shows four out of the eight transmission coefficients to maintain clarity, 
as the other four are <0.05 between 0' and 22'. 
To visualise the many transmission coefficients generated by model B&EP, both 
transmission and reflection coefficients can be shown such that the area in-between 
curves corresponds to the angle dependent coefficient when plotted against sin(O). 
These plots are used with model B&IP for a bending wave incident on plates I and 2 
at lOOHz and IkHz in Figure 3.10 to Figure 3.13. (N. B. Not all transmission and 
reflection coefficient areas are labelled on the figures. ) 
For this T-junction, the main features of the curves can be described with reference 
to the cut-off angles for each wave type (Equation 2.18). (N. B. For other T-junctions 
it may also be necessary to refer to the angles at which the real part of the quasi- 
longitudinal/transverse shear wave impedance 29 , Re[ZLT(O) I is zero. ) 
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Table 3.2: Cut-off angles for bending, quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear 
waves. 
lOOHz IkHz 
Plate I Plates 2&3 Plate I Plates 2&3 
Cut-off Bending - 43.0 - 43.0 
angle in Quasi- 
degrees for longitudinal 6.3 4.3 20.4 13.7 
incident Transverse 
wave type shear 
10.0 6.8 33.4 22.0 
The main features of the transmission coefficient data at IOOHz are: 
" Source plate 1: All wave conversion from bending to in-plane waves occurs 
between 0' to 10' with only transmission to bending waves for 10' to 90'. 
" Source plate 2: All wave conversion from bending to in-plane waves occurs 
between 0' to 6.8' with only transmission to bending waves for 6.8' to 90'. 
" Source plate 2: High transmission coefficient 'TB2B3 (0.905) at an angle of 7.25' 
over a very narrow angle range. 
The main features of the transmission coefficient data at IkHz are: 
" Source plate 1: All wave conversion from bending to in-plane waves occurs 
between 0' to 33.4' with only transmission to bending waves for 33.4' to 90'. 
" Source plate 2: All wave conversion from bending to in-plane waves occurs 
between 0' to 22' with only transmission to bending waves for 22' to 90'. 
Source plate 2: High transmission coefficient 'TB2B3 (0.998) at an angle of 24.25' 
over a restricted angle range. (N. B. Not as narrow as at IOOHz. ) 
The equivalent angle data (Figure 3.2 (200mm)' and Figure 3.4 (1 00mm), section 
3.2.1) show that angles of incidence 0' to 10' are unlikely to exist with typical 
rectangular plates (1, >Iy) for lOOHz - IkHz. For this T-junction, the majority of wave 
conversion from bending to in-plane waves occurs at angles closest to normal 
incidence. 
" At 10OHz, the T-junction plates only have equivalent angles >30', therefore no 
wave conversion can take place. Similarly, the high peakOf 'TB2B3wilI not occur 
because of the absence of incident wave energy sufficiently close to 7.251. 
" At IkHz, the T-junction plates only have equivalent angles >91, therefore the 
angular average transmission coefficients will be significantly affected by the 
lack of incident wave energy at angles <9'. However, there are likely to be 
modes with equivalent angles sufficiently close to 24.25' to give adequate 
representation of the high peakOf TB2B3- 
At low frequencies, it has been identified that typical rectangular plate dimensions do 
not support modes with equivalent angles close to normal incidence, the next step is 
'Any differences between the equivalent angles of 200mm and 215mm thick plates 
are not significant. 
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to consider the effect this has when angular average transmission coefficients are 
used in SEA. 
Consideration of the equivalent angle plots (section 3.2.1) illustrate part of the logic 
behind an extra requirement proposed by Fahy and Mohammed 21 to reliably use SEA 
with angular average wave theory for the plate CLF. This extra requirement was that 
there should be at least five modes in the frequency band. (N. B. M>l was the main 
requirement. ) The equivalent angle plots show that for rectangular plates below IkHz 
with at least five modes in a frequency band, the range of equivalent angles for 
waves incident upon the shorter dimension will typically be 10' to 80' with 
approximately equal spacing of angles across the equivalent angle spectrum. This 
range of angles and spacing means that the angular average transmission coefficient 
is likely to give a reasonable estimate for these plates. 
At this stage it is possible to consider a potential solution to the problem of using 
angular average transmission coefficients when there is a restricted range of 
equivalent angles. This would simply be to carry out the angular average over a 
restricted range of angles rather than 0' to 90'. However, the findings in chapter 5 
will show that vibration transmission is controlled by the global modes, and therefore 
these calculations of the equivalent angles become less relevant due to the 
differences between local and global mode shapes. This approach is also likely to be 
flawed because Snell's law dictates the angle at which the transmitted waves leave 
the junction. Therefore if there are no local modes in the receiving subsystem that 
have the appropriate equivalent angles, this approach is unlikely to solve the problem 
of vibration transmission between subsystems with low modal density. 
It is important to note that the angular average transmission coefficient is weighted 
towards transmission for angles of incidence closest to normal incidence (0') due to 
the cos(O) term in Equation 2.68. When discussing the equivalent angle at the 
junction for a mode fpq, the rectangular plate dimensions 1" and ly relate to p and q 
respectively with the junction line always corresponding to IY* For bending and in- 
plane modes of rectangular plates, the fpi modes have equivalent angles that are 
closest to normal incidence (0'). Also, the fp, modes have the lowest equivalent 
angles when 1, <Iy rather than 1, >Iy. For this reason, the use of an angular average 
transmission coefficient in SEA predictions where N<5 may fortuitously give better 
agreement with rectangular source plates with 1,, <Iy rather than plates with 1, >Iy. 
CLF values (thin plate theory) calculated using the angular average transmission 
coefficients for model B and model B&IP are shown on Figure 3.14. For frequencies 
below 160Hz, the two models give similar values for each CLF. By co-incidence, 1123 
from the two models have approximately the same value at IOOHz. However, from 
the above analysis it is not possible to attach any physical meaning to the result from 
model B&I]P as there is no incident energy sufficiently close to the sharp peak in 
transmission at 7.250. With model B the result has some basis in reality because of 
the smooth and gradual variation of the transmission coefficient with angle that 
corresponds to some modal behaviour of the source plate. 
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Another typical T-junction in dwellings has flanking walls that have significantly 
lower surface densities than the separating wall. Consider a nominally identical T- 
junction as already used in this section but with flanking walls 2 and 3 that have 
CL: = 1 900ms- I and p=600kgm-3 . CLF values (thin plate theory) calculated using the 
angular average transmission coefficients for model B and model B&IP are shown 
on Figure 3.15. Comparison of the two T-junctions (Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15) 
indicates that for transmission around the corner, the two models are approximately 
equal at opposite ends of the frequency range, i. e. 50Hz in Figure 3.14 and 3.15kHz 
in Figure 3.15. For transmission across the straight section, the lower surface density 
and different material used for the flanking walls increases the difference between 
the CLF predicted using model B and model B&IP. 
In discussing the lack of energy incident at all angles for rectangular plates, it needs 
to be re-emphasised that SEA is used to determine the response of an ensemble of 
(similar' subsystems. From the viewpoint of classical SEA, the ensemble will contain 
many different shapes of plate subsystem with the same area and length of coupling 
line such that all angles of incidence will exist in the ensemble. However, if the user 
of SEA only deals with rectangular subsystems then the main aspect of their 
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Figure 3-9: T-junction transmission coefficients at I kHz (Bending and in-plane 
waves). 
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Figure 3.10: T-junction transmission coefficients at lOOHz (Bending and in-plane 
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Figure 3.11: T-junction transmission coefficients at I OOHz (Bending and in-plane 
waves). Source plate: 2. (Upper x-axis indicates 0 in degrees) 
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3.2.3 Thin plate limits 
Modal density decreases with increasing plate thickness. Hence low modal density 
often occurs with thick plates for which thin plate bending wave theory may no 
longer be applicable. This section contains a general assessment of the thin plate 
limits for masonry/concrete plates in the building acoustics frequency range (50Hz - 
5kHz) with bending and quasi-longitudinal waves respectively. Both 100mm and 
200mm thick plates are considered for a range of longitudinal wavespeeds that are 
typically encountered for masonry/concrete plates. 
Figure 3.16 shows three different methods of defining a bending wave thin plate 
limit for plates with v=0.2 using (1) 10% difference in the phase speed, (2) IdB 
difference in the group speed and (3) fs/4. Methods (1) and (3) are approximately 
equal and more lenient than method (2). All bending wave methods to determine a 
thin plate limit indicate that it occurs at relatively low frequencies where variability 
in the CLF may still be significant because of the low modal density. 
Figure 3.17 shows the quasi-longitudinal wave thin plate limit using a 3% difference 
in the phase/group speed. Both v=0.2 and v=0.3 are used to indicate the significant 
effect of Poisson's ratio on this limit. For masonry/concrete plates in the building 
acoustics frequency range, the quasi-longitudinal wave thin plate limit is not a 
significant issue (especially when v=0.2 rather than v=0.3). 
Having shown the relatively low frequencies at which the bending wave thin plate 
limit occurs for masonry/concrete plates, another feature must now be considered 
which affects the assessment of the bending wave thick plate theory. This is the 
existence of the fundamental quasi-longitudinal modes near the thin plate limit as 
indicated in Figure 3.18. Above the thin plate limit, two features therefore need 
consideration, (1) thick plate theory and (2) inclusion of another wave type for which 
the mode count is low as indicated by the quasi-longitudinal equivalent angle data 
(Figure 3.6). Therefore, just as the thin plate bending wave field becomes multi- 
modal and appropriate for SEA, the confounding features of another non-diffuse 
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3.3 ESEA and the ESEA ensemble 
This section describes the approach used in this thesis to determine coupling loss 
factors between plates with low modal density and low modal overlap. This requires 
use of FEM and ESEA along with a definition of the ESEA ensemble. 
3.3.1 Matrix inversion problems and the condition number 
The ESEA approach taken in this thesis is to assess the errors in the matrix inversion 
rather than use matrix-fitting to 'force' SEA behaviour upon the system. This serves 
to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of FEM ESEA for systems comprised of 
low modal density plates. If the energy errors can be considered negligible, FEM 
ESEA can give some indication as to whether SEA is appropriate and ESEA 'weak' 
coupling exists. This is indicated by a well-conditioned matrix that yields only 
positive ILF and CLF values. 
The L and T-junctions considered in this thesis consist of rectangular plate 
subsystems that are all connected along one common junction line with no other 
connections to other subsystems on the remaining three boundaries of each plate. 
When considering only bending wave transmission, these relatively simple systems 
do not have CLF values that are equal to zero and do not have 'non-resonant' 
coupling between non-adjacent subsystems. However, both these possibilities need to 
be considered with more complex systems. 
The ESEA energy matrices are square matrices and are denoted as E. The unique 
solution for the inverse of E, E-1 exists when E is non-singular. (N. B. A singular 
matrix is a square matrix whose determinant is zero. ) However, because of 
experimental errors in the energies and non-SEA behaviour of the system, E-1 could 
differ significantly with only small changes to the energy values. As an indicator of 
this problem, the condition number 62 of matrix E, K(E) can be used to measure the 
sensitivity of E-1 to small changes in the matrix entries of E. The condition number is 
the product of the norm of E and the norm of E-1 as shown in Equation 3.6. 
ic(E) = IJEJIIIE-'Il Equation 3.6 
For ideal square matrices, the condition number is unity and the matrix problem is 
termed 'well-conditioned'. When the condition number is much larger than unity, the 
matrix problem is termed 'ill-conditioned' and is singular when 1C(E)=CO. Golub and 
Van Loan 62 demonstrate that the size of the determinant cannot be used as a measure 
of ill-conditioning because it is possible to have a well-conditioned matrix with a 
small determinant. It is emphasised that different norms can be used to determine the 
condition number and therefore the terms describing the matrix condition are 
dependent upon the norm used in the calculation. However, constants exist that relate 
certain norms to each other 62 . In this thesis, the 
Euclidean norm is used (also called 
the L2-norm) which is the same as the ratio of the largest to the smallest singular 
value of E. 
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The next step is to make the link between the condition number and the potential 
errors from the matrix inversion. Although it is possible to make this link with 
knowledge of the errors in the energy and input power matrices, upper error boundS62 
can give high overestimates that may not be particularly useful. In dealing with 
computational electromagnetics, Hafner 63 has noted that the condition number is not 
a robust guide to finding accurate solutions. At present, it seems to be appropriate to 
label the matrix as well or ill-conditioned rather than trying to make links from the 
condition number to the errors in the loss factor matrix that may not be 
straightforward or robust. 
In this thesis, the condition number fills the role of labelling a matrix as ill- 
conditioned to indicate that in some cases the errors can be significant. This approach 
allows a comparison of the condition of the three different ESEA matrix 
formulations. It should also be noted that the accuracy of the inverse of an ill- 
conditioned matrix could depend upon the matrix inversion calculation. In this thesis, 
matrix inversions are carried out using LU decomposition, Crout's method with 
partial pivoting 64 . 
3.3.2 Defining the ESEA ensemble and its application 
The SEA ensemble and the ensemble average were discussed in section 2.2.3.1 from 
a predictive viewpoint to SEA. With ESEA, there is the potential to create a different 
kind of ensemble, which is defined for the purpose of this thesis. This will be termed 
an ESEA ensemble. Like the SEA ensemble, the ESEA ensemble considers systems 
that consist of subsystems with 'similar' properties. However, unlike the SEA 
ensemble, it can include subsystems where the SEA assumption of equipartition of 
modal energy in a frequency band (i. e. incident energy uniformly distributed in 
angle) does not apply, but ESEA 'weak' coupling still exists. The SEA ensemble 
considers uncertainty in the description of the modal features. In contrast, the ESEA 
ensemble is intended for subsystems where there is limited knowledge about the 
modal features but uncertainty as to how the eigenfrequencies will be distributed 
amongst the frequency bands of interest. The ESEA ensemble can therefore be used 
for 'similar' sets of structures that have high tolerances on the dimensions and 
material properties. For these structures, a single deterministic analysis is likely to be 
of limited use. 
The following example is used to illustrate a potential application of the ESEA 
ensemble to buildings. Similar examples could be found for ship, automobile and 
aerospace engineering. This example concerns the prediction of vibration 
transmission in third octave bands between adjacent dwellings for a set of 'similar' 
dwellings. The required output of the study is to find the vibration of the walls and 
floors in terms of the mean response as well as the expected range of the response. It 
is the latter output that is expected to be of particular interest. The subsystem modal 
density is low because the walls and floors are composed of masonry/concrete 
rectangular plates, and at low frequencies it is known that the equivalent angles are 
restricted by the rectangular subsystem geometry. Hence equipartition of modal 
energy in a frequency band does not occur in these plate subsystems. However, for 
the set of 'similar' dwellings there will be variations due to workmanship, material 
properties and plate dimensions such that any certainty regarding the equivalent 
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angles is counteracted by the uncertainty in the prediction of the eigenfrequencies 
and eigenfunctions at low frequencies. The requirement for third octave bands 
exacerbates the problem because 'similar' plates in a set of 'similar' dwellings could 
have zero, one or more eigenfrequencies in the same third octave band. 
One approach to this study would be to use predictive SEA with CLF values 
determined from angular average wave theory. However, large errors could occur 
from incorrect CLF values caused by low modal density and low modal overlap 21 . Also, the output would only be the mean response. This is due to the lack of formal 
procedures in SEA to determine the expected range of the response for these 
subsystems. Variations in material properties and plate dimensions in the set of 
'similar' dwellings are likely to have negligible effect on the plate energy or the 
wave theory CLF values in the SEA model because of the relatively large plate sizes. 
For this reason and the strong modal dependence that can be expected in the CLF, 
variations to the material properties and plate dimensions of the subsystems with 
SEA wave theory will not create a realistic range for the response. 
The approach considered in this thesis is to use FEM ESEA to determine CLF values 
that could be used in predictive SEA. The ESEA ensemble represents coupled plate 
junctions in the set of 'similar' dwellings by taking account of the variation in 
material properties and dimensions. To use this approach, SEA must be appropriate 
for the system under study. This can be indicated during the ESEA analysis by the 
ability to determine positive CLF and ILF values and also by well-conditioned 
energy matrices. The advantage of this approach using numerical experiments is that 
both the mean and variance of the ensemble average CLF are found without 
including the effect of sampling errors in the plate energy. These can be significant 
with physical experiments. Therefore, the mean response for the ESEA ensemble can 
be obtained and there is an opportunity to calculate the expected range of the 
response. The latter can be found by ascribing statistical confidence limits to the CLF 
values such that each CLF can take two values corresponding to the lower and upper 
limits. These can be used in a series of SEA models including all possible 
permutations of the confidence limits for all the CLF values. The number of 
permutations for the SEA model is equal to 2' where n is the number of CLF values 
that have lower and upper confidence limits. Although the number of permutations 
soon increases with many coupled subsystems, matrix solutions are sufficiently fast 
that this approach will be feasible for small numbers of subsystems. It may also be 
useful with SEA models where the majority of CLF values are single values 
determined from wave theory and only a small number of CLF values have 
confidence limits. The final step is to find the expected range of the response from 
the minimum and maximum subsystem energy ratios. This approach to determine 
minimum and maximum subsystem energy ratios will be referred to as the 'SEA 
permutation method'. 
It is noted that for plates with low modal density and low modal overlap, individual 
FEM ESEA CLF data are unlikely to obey the consistency relationship exactly. This 
is due to uncertainty in the calculation of the modal densities. However, this does not 
prevent application of the FEM ESEA CLF in predictive SEA or use of the SEA 
permutation method. 
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The definition and application of the ESEA ensemble described above, provides a 
framework in which to use ESEA and predictive SEA with subsystems of low modal 
density. The following sections describe the features of ESEA that will be considered 
to verify if this definition and application of the ESEA ensemble is appropriate. 
3.3.3 ESEA subsystems 
For FEM ESEA subsystems representing masonry/concrete plates, there are two 
main scenarios. The first is when only bending wave motion is considered and FEM 
ESEA is considered to be appropriate. The second is when both bending and in-plane 
waves are considered. This may prove to be problematic because the different wave 
types are not strongly coupled. Also, it is not known whether it is possible to 
calculate third octave band initial decay rates from FEM models in order to find the 
equivalent mass. The approach in this thesis will therefore be to assess the errors 
involved when using FEM ESEA on masonry/concrete plate systems that support 
both bending and in-plane waves when it is assumed that all waves can be 
represented by a single subsystem for each plate. 
3.3.4 ESEA ensemble creation 
In this thesis, ESEA ensembles are required for the comparison of FEM data with 
measured data and FEM ESEA determination of coupling loss factors. The issue that 
is common to both of these requirements is that of uncertainty. 
To compare FEM data with measured data, it is unlikely that a single deterministic 
model will adequately represent the physical test construction upon which the 
measurements have been made. This is evident from the fact that the input data for 
the model will use measured data in the form of dimensions, damping and 
longitudinal wavespeed which all have statistical confidence limits associated with 
the mean values. There will also be uncertainty in the estimates of Poisson's ratio and 
density that are used as input data. 
In this thesis, two situations of uncertainty are considered. The first is similar to that 
discussed for the comparison of FEM data with measurements where there is 
uncertainty in all aspects of the input data. The second is where the uncertainty is 
restricted to certain parts of the input data (e. g. the wall height is fixed but the wall 
length is varied. ). Both approaches can be used to create estimates of coupling loss 
factors for systems with complex junctions, low modal density and low modal 
overlap. 
The introduction of uncertainty into the ESEA ensemble is achieved through use of a 
Monte Carlo technique to generate an ensemble of 'similar' test constructions. The 
Monte Carlo technique considered for this purpose is based upon random number 
generation and statistical distributions to simulate a system described by the ESEA 
ensemble average. The variation of physical properties is typically described by the 
normal distribution, such that the input variables are drawn as random numbers from 
normal distributions, N(g, (T) with mean, g and standard deviation, (T. Keane and 
Manohar 65have noted that for physical quantities that must be positive, confining use 
of the normal distribution to coefficients of variation ((T/g) <30% means that 
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significant errors can be avoided. This restriction will not be problematic for the 
majority of engineering problems. Therefore the normal distribution is used in this 
thesis although other statistical distributions could also be used to generate the ESEA 
ensemble. 
In order to describe the eigenfrequency shifts introduced through the Monte Carlo 
technique, Manohar and Keane 66 have introduced the statistical overlap factor, Sn for 
each local mode, n as shown in Equation 3.7 where Gn iS the standard deviation of 
the nIh mode. It is defined as the ratio of the 95% confidence interval of the n th mode 
to the mean modal spacing. 
2(y Sn n 
Equation 3.7 (f"+l 
- 
fn) 
Manohar and Keane used the statistical overlap factor and the modal overlap factor 
with one-dimensional subsystems to indicate the lowest frequency at which the 
individual response of ensemble members would not differ significantly from the 
mean response. BecauseSnis defined for each local mode, it is of limited use for the 
low frequency application of the ensemble in this thesis. There are two reasons for 
this. Firstly, in chapter 5 it will be shown that it is the global modes that are relevant 
rather than the local modes. Secondly, Sn does not indicate that where there are 
frequency bands that are not under modal control, the Monte Carlo technique has 
shifted nearby eigenfrequencies and hence the 3dB bandwidths partially or totally 
into these frequency bands. 
3.3.5 Statistics of the ensemble average 
Having defined the ESEA ensemble, consideration must now be given to the 
calculation of the ESEA ensemble average. A suitable starting point for this 
discussion comes from Hodges and Woodhouse 67 who state that '-for practical 
applications one is really interested in estimating the behaviour of typical individual 
members of the ensemble. '. Although their work dealt with structurally irregular 
systems, it is potentially relevant to the study of coupled subsystems with low modal 
density and low modal overlap. Structural irregularity led the authors to consider a 
right skewed distribution for the ensemble response for which the peak of the 
distribution was the mode. Because the majority of ensemble members in this 
distribution will be close to the mode, it was chosen to take the role of the 'typical' 
value. For a skewed distribution, the arithmetic average will be biased away from the 
'typical' value because of a few members of the ensemble that have significantly 
different responses to the 'typical' members. A common statistical technique 68 used 
to transform right skewed data is to take the logarithm of the responses to give a 
symmetric distribution that can be considered as a normal distribution. The original 
distribution is then referred to as a lognormal distribution 69 . Hodges and 
Woodhouse 67 used logarithmic averaging for a system where the majority of 
ensemble members exhibited Anderson localisation but a few members had 
significantly different responses to the 'typical' value. With an arithmetic average 
these few members weighted the result such that it was not representative of the 
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'typical' value. However, using a logarithmic average it was possible to achieve an 
adequate representation of the 'typical' value. 
Having discussed calculation of the ensemble average using the logarithmic average 
for structurally irregular systems, it is now appropriate to assess its potential use for 
plate systems that have low modal 
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density and low modal overlap. Numerical 
experiments by Fahy and Mohammed were used to investigate two such systems of 
coupled rectangular plates. The authors created an ensemble using subsystem 
dimension ratios randomly chosen from a normal distribution. It was noted that when 
the modal overlap was less than unity, the use of normally distributed input 
parameters for the ensemble gave rise to distinctly non-normal distributions of the 
ensemble outputs. An important conclusion by Fahy and Mohammed that is relevant 
to ESEA using physical experiments was '... that value derived from tests on one 
physical sample of a class of system may be quite unrepresentative of the ensemble- 
average value when modal overlap factors are small. '. With physical experiments it 
can be awkward and time consuming to create an ensemble and the above warning 
should be heeded in the interpretation and use of measured data. However, Fahy and 
Mohammed also asserted that it is '... impossible to estimate confidence limits from a 
knowledge, or estimate of the standard deviation alone, at low values of M. This fact 
alone is sufficient to limit severely the practical utility of SEA under conditions of 
low modal overlap'. The outputs analysed in their numerical studies were coupling 
loss factors and power flow normalised on the input power, which had right or left 
skewed distributions. For low modal overlap (M<I), the distributions for coupling 
loss factors between coupled beams and between coupled plates were both right 
skewed. The existence of right skewed distributions with systems of low modal 
overlap is perhaps of less concern than suggested, because it is standard practise in 
acoustics to deal with response data in decibels. In these cases it could be appropriate 
to determine the ESEA ensemble average using a logarithmic average. 
Manohar and Keane 66 carried out numerical experiments on coupled one- 
dimensional subsystems. The conclusions stated that either lognormal or gamma 
distributions adequately described the probability density function for the dissipated 
power, although they noted that further work was needed to justify the choice of 
these distributions. 
Wester and Mace 70,71 carried out numerical experiments to investigate ensemble 
averages for two coupled rectangular plates. The ensemble was formed by assuming 
that the phase of a wave component travelling around the plate was a random 
variable, uniformly distributed in the interval 1-7r, nj. This local mode approach gave 
rise to some probability density functions for the logarithm of the normalised power 
flow that were right skewed 71 . Considering these 
data along with those of Hodges 
and Woodhouse 67 and Fahy and Mohammed 21 provides a warning that any resulting 
probability density function could be specific to the choice of coupling parameter, 
method of ensemble creation, excitation, subsystem type and the choice of local or 
global mode analysis. 
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Before a decision on whether arithmetic or logarithmic averaging is appropriate, an 
assessment of the normal quantile plots is needed using FEM ESEA CLF values for 
the coupled plates considered in this thesis. This will be carried out in chapter 8. 
However, at this stage it is possible to anticipate a problem similar to that 
encountered by Fahy and Mohammed. This is the size of the ensemble and the 
available computation time for numerical experiments. 
The creation of an ESEA ensemble with numerical experiments is generally more 
convenient than with physical experiments although it can still be time consuming. In 
this thesis, 95% confidence limits from the ESEA ensemble are required for Dv, ij and 
CLF values. The available computation time may limit the number of ensemble 
members that can be created to n<15. In these cases, the Student's t distribution is 
required to determine the confidence intervals. However, the possibility of non- 
normal distributions requires confirmation of the robustness of the Student's t 
procedures, which are only exact when the population distribution is normal. It 
should be noted that decisions on the normality of data using normal quantile plots 68 
can still be made with n<15 although these decisions are not particularly robust as 
can be seen if normal quantile plots are created of random numbers drawn from 
normal distributions. Moore and McCabe 68 state that when the data have no outliers 
or strong skew in the distribution, Student's t procedures are 'quite robust' against 
non-normal distributions. For a sufficiently large sample, (a) the central limit 
theorem states that as the sample size increases, the distribution of the sample mean 
becomes closer to a normal distribution and (b) the sample standard deviation tends 
towards the population standard deviation. These both occur regardless of whether 
the population distribution is normal as long as the standard deviation is finite. 
Moore and McCabe quote the following guidelines for inference on the sample 
mean: 
n<15. Use Student's t for approximately normal distributions unless outliers 
exist. 
n>15. Use Student's t unless outliers or a strong skew exists in the distribution. 
ný! 40. Use Student's t even when there is skew in the distribution. 
On this basis, it is considered reasonable to use ensembles in this thesis that consist 
of 30 members in order to assess normality with normal quantile plots. This is similar 
to the ensembles of Fahy and Mohammed, who noted the problem of obtaining the 
quantitative measureS72 of skewness and kurtosis that require at least 150 and 1000 
members respectively. ApproximationS72 are available for these measures using 
ensembles of only 25 and 50 for skewness and kurtosis respectively. The 
approximation for skewness is not considered in this thesis because the normal 
quantile plot is used to indicate only significant skew. It is noted that Wester and 
Mace 71 used a computationally efficient local mode model with 50000 calculations to 
describe the probability density function of coupling power. However, due to 
available computation time it will not be possible to gather sufficient data to 
investigate skewness and kurtosis in this thesis using FEM. 
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Normal quantile plots indicate normal distributions when the majority of values lie 
along a straight line with any outliers occurring far from this line. Lines with two 
distinct gradients indicate skewed distributions when these gradients are significantly 
different. When assessing normality, it is important not to rule out the possibility of a 
normal distribution because of fluctuations and kinks in the tails of the normal 
quantile plots. To aid the assessment, Figure 3.19 shows a normal quantile plot of 
fifteen sets of thirty random numbers drawn from a normal distribution that were 
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Figure 3.19: Normal quantile plot. Fifteen sets of thirty random numbers drawn 
from a normal distribution. 
These data provide a benchmark to be used when visually assessing the normal 
quantile plots. The format of the normal quantile plots used in this thesis will indicate 
right skewed distributions when the largest values occur to the right of a straight line 
that runs through the main body of points. For left skewed distributions, the smallest 
values will occur to the left of this straight line. 
Anticipating the later findings in this thesis, the implications of a lognormal 
distribution for the linear CLF are now considered. The reason for determining the 
CLF with ESEA is its intended use in predictive SEA using either the full matrix 
solution or path analysis. Path analysis poses no problem to the use of the mean and 
standard deviation of the CLF in logarithmic form (see Equation 2.5, section 2.2). 
This is not the case for the matrix solution where linear values are required. 
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Therefore a reverse transformation is needed to convert the mean and standard 
deviation back to linear values. 
The normal distribution N(g, (Y) has two parameters, g and a and is referred to as a 
two-parameter distribution. The lognormal distribution69 is generally a three- 
parameter distribution where r is the lowest possible value (referred to as 
the threshold) that can exist in the lognormal distribution. Assuming that the linear 
CLF can potentially be zer073 or infinitesimally small, then r=O and its lognormal 
distribution can be described by a two-parameter distribution A(g, (T). 
To discuss the reverse transformation of the mean and standard deviation, the 
lognormal distribution of the linear CLF is now denoted A(9A, )(TA) and the normal 
distribution of the logarithmic CLF as N(g, (T). For engineering purposes it is 
common to describe the CLF in decibels using a formula such as I Olg(ijij /10-12). 
However, to determine the mean and standard deviation in linear values it is 
convenient to use lg(ilij) for the normal distribution, N(g, (T). Having determined g 
and (7, the reverse transformation is ýtA--ý104 andUA-": 10'. From the transformation 
process, RAis the geometric mean of the linear values and(YAcan be described as the 
geometric standard deviation. When the sample mean is approximately equal to the 
population mean and the sample standard deviation is approximately equal to the 
population standard deviation, the lower and upper confidence limits of the linear 
CLF areRACTA )n andRA(GA )n respectively where n=1 for the 68% interval, n=2 for 
the 95% interval and n=3 for the 99.7% interval. For small samples, Student's t 
procedures can be used to determine n. 
3.4 FEM modelling 
This section describes the FEM models and the post-processing required for FEM 
ESEA with specific reference to the damping, material properties and subsystem 
dimensions that are relevant to the analysis of masonry/concrete plates. 
All FEM analysis was carried out using ANSYS 5.5 software on a personal 
computer. 
3.4.1 Element type 
The ANSYS SHELL63 element was used in all FEM models. This is an elastic shell 
with both bending and membrane stiffness and does not have midside nodes. The 
reason for avoiding midside nodes is that they can make the analysis more complex 
and they are not recommended for wave propagation effects because of the non- 
uniform mass distribution in the element74. 
SHELL63 is used to simulate thin plate theorY28 and is a four noded element with six 
degrees of freedom at each node, translations in the x, y and z directions and 
rotations about the nodal x, y and z axes. 
3.4.2 Excitation 
To satisfy one of the SEA criteria, statistically independent excitation forces can be 
applied to each subsystem in FEM models by using rain-on-the-roof excitation on all 
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unconstrained nodes over the plate surface. This is appropriate when the data are 
intended for airborne excitation or the average of many single excitation points. 
Both point excitation and rain-on-the-roof excitation are useful in building acoustics. 
From Bies and Hamid 14 ,a large number of sequential point excitation applications 
tend towards the result from rain-on-the-roof excitation. For impact sound insulation 
between dwellings, a plate is sequentially subjected to point excitation at different 
points and therefore rain-on-the-roof will be both appropriate and computationally 
efficient. The only other type of impact sound insulation in buildings that specifically 
warrants the use of rain-on-the-roof excitation may actually be real rain falling on the 
roof. Some impact sources in buildings are only applied at specific points and 
although the resulting data may not be appropriate for SEA, the vibration data are 
still of use for other analysis. For example, structure-borne power input from 
machinery often occurs through point excitation near the plate edges or corners. 
Different types of excitation require consideration of the direct field near the 
excitation point. Walls and floors are generally rectangular and the boundaries are 
regular such that it may not be correct to assume that there is no coherence between 
the direct and reflected wave field. This will be apparent with point excitation but 
should be insignificant with rain-on-the-roof excitation. Therefore, with point 
excitation it will be necessary to investigate the boundary between the direct and 
reverberant field. For rain-on-the-roof it is assumed that the presence of force input 
positions with equal magnitude and random phase over the entire surface means that 
the direct field of each excitation point is dominated by incoherent wave components 
from adjacent excitation points and boundaries. This means that the vibration of the 
entire plate represents the energy stored by the subsystem and that the concept of a 
boundary between the direct and reverberant field is redundant. 
The response of the plates depends upon the excitation position. In laboratory 
experiments on suspended plates, it is possible to excite the plate at a corner to 
ensure that the majority of the modes are excited. This is not possible with walls that 
have constrained boundaries. On the basis of the above discussion, two types of 
excitation are used in this thesis: 
" Rain-on-the-roof excitation (ROTR) applied at all the unconstrained nodes on the 
surface of the source plate with forces of unity magnitude and random phase. 
With this numerical realisation of ROTR it is possible to have different sets of 
random phase values for which the effect will be investigated in section 5.4. 
" Single excitation points (SEP) applied at a number of randomly chosen positions 
at distances >0.5m from the boundaries and >1. Om from the junction under 
examination. (These distances correspond to those used in the measurement 
procedures outlined in section 4.2-2. ) 
3.4.3 Damping 
For harmonic vibration, damping is introduced into the FEM model using the 
fraction of critical damping, the constant damping ratio, ýcdr- The relationship 
between the loss factor, il and the constant damping ratio is shown in Equation 3.8. 
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cdr - Equation 3.8 2 
This assignment of damping is valid in the frequency range where there is modal 
response, i. e. above the fundamental local/global mode of the uncoupled 
subsystem/coupled subsystems. 
For SEA subsystems, the ILF, Ild represents losses due to the conversion of 
mechanical energy into heat energy (typically 0.01 for concrete). If the subsystem 
TLF is approximately equal to the ILF, there can be a tendency towards equipartition 
of modal energy. However, in complete buildings, each plate is coupled to other 
plates such that the TLF will often be dominated by the coupling losses. 
In the FEM model, the loss factor., Ild(FEM), that is entered in terms of the constant 
damping ratio, is purely an internal loss in the FEM calculations. These FEM models 
typically consist of 2,3 or 4 plates joined at a single junction. In order to ensure 
representative modal overlap and to prevent tendencies towards equipartition of 
modal energy, Ild(FEM)must represent the internal and coupling losses of a plate that 
is connected to other plates. 
3.4.3.1 Damping limitations on SEA and ESEA subsystem dimensions 
The use Of Ild(FEM) to represent both internal and coupling losses incurs a risk of 
introducing a significant decrease in vibration level with distance which may 
invalidate the reverberant subsystem definition. 
The general term 1,28 giving rise to a decrease in energy caused by damping is related 
to the group speed and is shown in Equation 3.9. 
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C9 Equation 3.9 
Using Equation 3.9, Cremer et al 28 give the vibration decrease with distance, ALB in 
dB for a propagating plane bending wave as shown in Equation 3.10 for thin plates. 
For its application to FEM, the damping used in Equation 3.10 is the FEM internal 





From Lyon and DeJong', the limit for the maximum dimension, L of an SEA 





To calculate L for typical masonry/concrete walls, it is necessary to estimate lid(FEM) 
for typical coupled plates in dwellings. From Craik9o an estimate for the TLF of a 
wall connected on all sides in a typical dwelling is shown in Equation 3.12. This 
gives the sum of all coupling losses as f -0.5 with an internal loss factor of 0.0 1- 
7ij + 0.0 1 Equation 3.12 
If Ild(FEm) equals the sum of the coupling losses, f -0.5, the limit for the maximum 
dimension, L can be related to wall thickness and longitudinal wavespeed as shown 
in Equation 3.13. 
2.34L < ýhcL Equation 3.13 
For masonry/concrete materials defined in Table 3.5 (section 3.5), Table 3.3 shows 
values for the maximum subsystem dimension, L. Assuming 5m is the maximum 
plate dimension in dwellings, FEM models with Ild(FEM) equal to the sum of the 
coupling losses, f -0.5 satisfy the maximum dimension criterion for masonry walls 
with hý! 100mrn and cL->1900ms-1. This provides a reason to use f -0.5 to represent the 
TLF for the FEM models in this thesis rather than f -0.5+0.01, which does not satisfy 
the criterion. 















A 215 3200 11.2 8.5 7.2 
A 100 3200 7.6 5.8 4.9 
B 100 2700 7.0 5.3 4.5 
C 100 2200 6.3 4.8 4.1 
D 100 2300 6.5 4.9 4.1 
E 100 1900 5.9 4.5 3.8 
F 100 3800 8.3 6.3 5.3 
F 200 3800 11.8 8.9 7.5 
F 300 3800 14.4 11.0 9.2 
3.4.3.2 Point excitation: Direct field near force input position 
The use0f Ild(FEM) to represent both internal and coupling losses means that it is also 
necessary to investigate the influence0f fld(FEM) on the direct and reverberant field 
with a single excitation point. The distance rD, at which the direct field equals the 
reverberant field can be estimated as shown by Lyon and DeJong'. 
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A cylindrical wave radiates out from the force input position, and at a distance r from 
the force input position on a damped infinite plate, the mean square direct field 
velocity can be found from Equation 3.14. In this equation, Ild is the internal loss 
factor which in the FEM model is equal to Ild(FEM). Attenuation with distance occurs 
because of geometrical spreading (3dB per doubling of distance) and internal 
damping. 
-(017d 
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Equation 3.14 
On a finite plate, the direct wave is reflected from the plate boundaries and it is 
assumed that there are irregular boundaries so that there is no coherence between the 
reflected wave field and the direct wave field. However, the boundaries of 
rectangular plates are regular which may increase the coherence between the direct 
wave field and the first reflection from one of the four plate boundaries. This 
approach therefore relies on an extra assumption that there are a sufficiently large 
number of reflections to ensure that coherence is lost. To determine the reverberant 
power input, it is assumed that the average distance from the force input position to a 
plate boundary is equal to half the mean free path, d. The mean free path 28 is the 
average distance travelled by a wave after leaving one boundary and striking the next 
boundary and is shown in Equation 3.15. This assumption is reasonable with typical 
wall sizes for which the mean free path is 1.7m - 2.5m. 
'rS Equation 3.15 U 
The reverberant power is found by assuming that the direct field is attenuated with 
distance across the plate and then undergoes total reflection at one of the boundaries 
to become the reverberant power input, fIinexp(-Mdd/2cg). This is a reasonable 
assumption for FEM models of L or T-junctions because three out of the four 
rectangular plate boundaries will not be connected to other plates. Hence, the mean 
square reverberant velocity is calculated using Equation 3.16. In this equation, il is 
the total loss factor andIld is the internal loss factor, which are both equal to qd(FEM) 
in the FEM model. 
-OMdd 
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Equation 3.16 
The distance rD at which the direct field equals the reverberant field is found by 
equating Equation 3.14 and Equation 3.16 and using a numerical solution to find r. 
With knowledge of the distance rD. ) 
it iSpossible to estimate the distance at which the 
direct field is ZdB lower than the reverberant field (i. e. using 4rD,. Z=101g(4)=6dB). 
The rD and 4rD values are shown in Table 3.4 for 9.6M2 masonry/concrete plates 
defined in Table 3.5 (section 3.5). These values are determined using 
Ij=fld=Ijd(FEM)=f -0.5 and therefore, the rDvalues are independent of frequency. 
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Large values of rDimply that when determining the reverberant energy of the source 
plate with a single excitation point, it may be necessary to ignore the FEM elements 
that are dominated by the direct field. With ROTR excitation there is no need to 
consider the boundary between the direct and reverberant fields. This provides an 
extra reason to choose ROTR excitation as the preferred method of excitation. 













A 215 2000 3200 0.15 0.60 
A 100 2000 3200 0.23 0.92 
B 100 1750 2700 0.25 1.00 
C 100 1400 2200 0.28 1.12 
D 100 800 2300 0.27 1.08 
E 100 600 1900 0.30 1.20 
F 100 2200 3800 0.21 0.84 
F 200 2200 3800 0.14 0.56 
F 300 2200 3800 0.11 0.44 
3.4.3.3 FEM limitations on bending and in-plane damping 
In the FEM model, the loss factor, Ild(FEm) represents the internal losses of bending, 
quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear waves. This may be sufficient for numerical 
experiments to test the concepts of SEA. However, for masonry/concrete plates, it is 
likely to limit the potential of FEM ESEA in which the FEM ELF will often be 
needed to represent the TLF, which will differ for each subsystem representing the 
different wave types. 
3.4.4 Young's modulus 
The Young's modulus (E) 
wavespeed using Equation 3 
2 
_V2) CLP(l 
of a wall can be determined from the longitudinal 
17. 
Equation 3.17 
The SHELL63 element allows different values of Young's modulus to be used in the 
two orthogonal co-ordinate directions to model orthotropic plates. 
3.4.5 Poisson's ratio 
The majority of Poisson's ratio data in the literature is for metals, although Illiston 75 
quotes 0.2 for concrete. Poisson himself derived a general value of 0.25 28 . From 
Neville 76 , Poisson's ratio of ordinary and 
lightweight concrete generally lies in the 
range, 0.15 - 0.2 when determined from strain measurements, and on average is 0.24 
when determined from dynamic measurements. Autoclaved Aerated Concrete (AAC) 
is commonly used in flanking walls and has a Poisson's ratio of 0.2 77 . In this work it 
is assumed that Poisson's ratio determined from dynamic measurements is 
appropriate for use with dynamic analysis of bending wave transmission between 
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plates. Consideration should also be given to the modular nature of masonry 
blockwork walls which may have different Poisson's ratio values compared to 
homogeneous concrete samples. Maysenholder 78 has indirectly determined that 
mortar has a Poisson's ratio of 0.2 through modal analysis measurements. It is 
therefore assumed that complete masonry blockwork walls also have a value of 0.2. 
In this thesis, Poisson's ratio of 0.2 has been used in all FEM models. 
3.4.6 FEM errors 
This section discusses the errors in the FEM model due to the element size and mesh. 
Because the choice of element size affects computation time and memory 
requirements, a balance needs to be struck between accuracy and calculation 
efficiency. The element size is described using the bending wavelength. When 
connected plates have different material properties, each plate has a different value 
for the bending wavelength, hence the smallest bending wavelength value is used in 
determining the element size for the entire model. This also simplifies the 
connections made between the plates at the junction. To balance computational 
efficiency with accuracy, the maximum element dimension used in this thesis was 
XB/6. The justification for this element size regarding accuracy is contained in section 
5.4.2. 
Low frequency mode shapes were determined from eigenfrequency extraction using 
element sizes ! ýXB/6. Borthwick and N g79 have shown that mode shapes can be prone 
to error with an incorrect mesh and element distortion. As mode shape analysis at 
low frequencies is not computationally demanding, the element size can be gradually 
decreased to check that there are no significant changes to the mode shape. 
For vibration transmission between plates, the element size and mesh was verified 
using a parameter, erneshas defined in section 3.4.6.1. 
3.4.6.1 Element mesh error, emesh 
From Stee180, the adequacy of the element size and the mesh for a model can be 
checked through comparison of the injected power with the power contained in the 
system. The injected power at a single frequency can be found using the force input 





=2 Rej vI Equation 3.18 
The velocity at the node where the power is injected is complex and is determined 
from the displacement as shown in Equation 3.19. 
A 
A 
v= iwý Equation 3.19 
For point excitation, the force applied in the FEM model only has a real component 
and therefore the injected power is calculated using Equation 3.20. 
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For rain-on-the-roof excitation, the N forces applied in the FEM model are complex 
and therefore the injected power is calculated using Equation 3.21. 
N 




Using Equation 3.22, the power leaving the system, W,,,. t, can be calculated from the 
total energy, E, in all parts of the system that are structurally connected to the 




E Equation 3.22 
For bending waves, the total energy, E, is found using Equation 3.23 and the 
displacement perpendicular to the plate surface for all N elements in the FEM model. 








For bending wave motion only, the meshing and the element size can be assessed by 
calculating the percentage error, ernesh, as shown in Equation 3.24. Because emesh is 
dependent upon the damped modal response, it is only strictly valid at frequencies 








When there is significant in-plane wave energy, emeshwill be large as it only includes 
bending wave energy. Therefore, eniesh can be used to compare a FEM model with 
only bending waves to the same model that considers both bending and in-plane 
waves; this can indicate the existence of in-plane wave energy. An error indicator 
that includes in-plane wave energy was not investigated in this thesis, as the in-plane 
displacement data was not collected from the FEM model. 
3.4.7 Junction line 
The nodes of the connected plates are 'merged' at the junction so that all degrees of 
freedom are coupled for these coincident nodes. 
Two junction conditions are investigated in this thesis. 
1. Simply supported junction nodes: displacement is prevented in all three co- 
ordinate directions such that only rotation at the junction is allowed in order to 
transmit bending moments. This does not allow conversion of bending waves 
into in-plane waves at the junction. 
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2. Free junction nodes: there are no constraints on the displacement and rotation at 
the junction to allow conversion between bending waves and in-plane waves at 
the junction. 
3.4.8 Computation time 
The calculations were carried out on a 40OMHz PC with a Pentium 11 processor and 
256MB RAM. Each L-junction in chapter 8 took =10 days to calculate the ESEA 
ensemble that contained ten members for third octave bands 50Hz - IkHz and five 
members for 1.25kHz - 3.15kHz. It also took =10 days to calculate the ensemble for 
L-junction #1 that contained 30 members for third octave bands 50Hz - lkHz- Each 
T-junction in chapter 8 took =15 days to calculate the ESEA ensemble that contained 
ten members for third octave bands 50Hz - lkHz and five members for 1.25kHz - 
3.15kHz. 
3.4.9 Plate calculations 
From the FEM model, linear energy and power input values are required for FEM 
ESEA and to calculate vibration level differences. For the purposes of FEM ESEA, 
the energy and power input values need to be converted into frequency bands for 
which third octave bands are commonly used in building acoustics. The vibration 
level differences are required as both single frequency and third octave band data. 
Equation 3.25 is used to calculate the energy, Ex, f, for each plate subsystem, X, that 













For FEM ESEA using ROTR excitation, the third octave band subsystem energy is 
taken as the arithmetic average of the Q single frequency linear energy values that 
fall within the third octave band as calculated using Equation 3.26. An identical 
averaging procedure is used to calculate the arithmetic average value for the power 






The single frequency or third octave band energy values can be converted to a 
velocity level difference, Dv, ij, as shown in Equation 3.27. 
Dv, ij = 
10 19 
Ei 10 lg mi 
Ej mi 
Equation 3.27 
Although ROTR excitation is the main type of excitation considered in this thesis, 
SEP excitation is required for comparison with ROTR in section 5.4.1. FEM data 
from SEP excitation requires more processing than ROTR excitation because of the 
averaging of the Z vibration level differences from each of the single excitation 
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points. The three options for averaging Z velocity level differences, (D,, ij),, to 
determine Dvjj are: 
Option 1: Arithmetic averaging 
This option arithmetically averages (Dv, ij), values as shown in Equation 3.28. 
Dvlii =1Z 
(Dv, 
ij ZY, Z=l 
Equation 3.28 
Option 2: Energy averaging (Ei/Ej) 
This option energy averages (Dv, ij), linear values as shown in Equation 3.29. For all 
positive (Dv, ij), values, Option 2 is weighted towards the higher (Dv, ij), values. 
z (Dv, ij) z 
Dv,, j = 




Option 3: Energy averaging (Ej/Ei) 
This option energy averages -(D,, ij), linear values as shown in Equation 3.30. For all 
positive (D,, ij), values, Option 3 is weighted towards the lower (D,, ij), values. 
z -(Dv, ij z 




In chapter 5, numerical experiments are used to compare these three averaging 
options for SEP excitation with the output from ROTR excitation. 
3.4.10 EN12354 parameters 
Although this thesis is primarily concerned with coupling loss factors for use in SEA, 
the FEM data can also be used to determine coupling parameters for the European 
standard, EN12354 5, to estimate the acoustic performance of buildings from the 
performance of products. In this standard, the direction averaged velocity level 
difference is defined as shown in Equation 3.3 1. 
1 (Dv, 
ij + Dji 2 
Equation 3.31 
From Gerretsen 81 , the vibration reduction 
index, Kij, is defined in EN12354-1 and is 
shown in Equation 3.32 using the equivalent absorption lengths, ai and aj. 
Kij = Dv, ij + 
10 19 
iii 
-, ýFa i a, 
Equation 3.32 
The equivalent absorption length of element i in metres is defined in EN12354-1 and 
is shown as the first equation in Equation 3.33 where fef is IkHz. The structural 
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reverberation time, T,, i, can be re-written in termsOf flid(Mm) and the sum of the CLF 
values to account for the coupling losses from plate i. The maximum number of 
connected plates at any plate junction is three (assuming all plates are perpendicular 
to each other) such that a plate, i could be connected to 12 other plates from j to U. 
FEM calculation of the equivalent absorption length can be re-written as shown in 









X=j Equation 3.33 
fllf 
3.4.11 Subsystem modal density 
Third octave band mode counts can be determined from the FEM model directly 
using eigenfrequency extraction or indirectly using the real part of the driving-point 
82. When there are -, - mobility ': ý5 modes in all frequency bands of interest it is usually 
more efficient to determine the mode count using the asymptotic modal density. 
However, the indirect method using mobility can be used to overcome problems that 
occur when using FEM eigenfrequency extraction with low modal density 
subsystems. Thick masonry/concrete plates often have third octave bands that 
contain no modes, and therefore the eigenfrequency extraction method gives zero 
values of modal density in these frequency bands. This provides a reason to use the 
spatial average real part of the driving-point mobility to determine modal density as 
shown in Equation 3.34. The FEM driving-point mobility gives rise to non-zero 
modal density values because of the response of excited modes with finite damping 
in adjacent bands. 
4m(RefYI)s, y3octave Equation 3.34 
The real part of the driving-point mobility is determined using a force input value 
applied in the FEM model that only has a real component of unity. The known force 
input is successively applied at P nodes at Q frequencies in each third octave band. 
The nodal displacements from the FEM model allow calculation of the spatial 
average real part of the driving-point mobility in a third octave band to be 
determined using Equation 3.35. 
Qp 
(RejYj) = 
11: 11 (t) Im s,, Y3octave p 6. d 
ýp 
Q 
q=l P=j q 
Equation 3.35 
For bending wave transmission, the junction is simply supported. To determine the 
modal density of the local modes, the plate mobility can be found for each plate 
when coupled or when uncoupled from any other plate with a simply supported 
boundary along the edge that would otherwise form the junction. There are three 
main reasons for differences between these two methods. The first reason is that 
when the plates are coupled, the global mode response is gained rather than the local 
mode response of the uncoupled plate. The second reason is due to the difference in 
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damping between the plates when coupled and uncoupled. The third reason is that a 
simply supported boundary is only an approximation to the actual coupled boundary 
condition. These differences are discussed further in section 5.3.4. 
3.4.12 SEA consistency relationship 
The SEA consistency relationship was discussed in chapter 2, section 2.2.5. In order 
to check for violations of the consistency relationship, the CLF and statistical modal 
densities determined from FEM analysis can be used to determine a Consistency 
Relationship Indicator (CRI) in dB as shown in Equation 3.36. Violations can 
potentially occur because of low modal overlap factors, global modes, and significant 
non-resonant transmission 60 . The CRI is used to facilitate the comparison of the CLF 
and modal density ratios graphically and will be OdB when the consistency 
relationship is satisfied. 
CRI = 101g(7712 
)_ 
10 lg(n2 Equation 3.36 1721 n, 
3.4.13 FEM ESEA errors 
With physical experiments on complex systems, accurate determination of the ILF or 
TLF for each subsystem can be problematic (this will be discussed in section 4.2). 
However, numerical experiments using FEM specify the ILF, 71d(FEm). This allows a 
check on the ESEA matrix inversion through comparison with the ESEA ILF value, 
7ld(ESEA). The ESEA ILF error, elLF(ESEA) is introduced in this thesis and is defined in 
Equation 3.37 for each subsystem. Whenlld(ESEA) has a finite value, elLF(ESEA) can be 
either positive or negative from which it may be inferred that ESEA 'weak' coupling 
exists. However, the magnitude of elLF(ESEA) Must then be used to decide whether the 
error is acceptable. Note that elLF(ESEA) is undefined for zero or negative ESEA ]ILF 
values for which the matrix inversion can be considered to have failed and ESEA 








As with physical experiments, numerical experiments using FEM are prone to error 
in the determination of subsystem energies and power inputs. The potential causes of 
these errors are: 
1. Inadequate element size and mesh. The emesherror (Equation 3.24) can be used to 
assess these errors. 
2. Internal damping used in the FEM model is only relevant to ESEA in frequency 
bands which are controlled by the 3dB bandwidth of at least one global mode. 
3. Frequency band averaging. The error arises from the number of frequencies used 
to determine the frequency band value and the averaging process if there are 
significant differences in the responses. (N. B. In order to combine three third 
octave bands into an octave band, the same element size must be used for all 
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third octave bands otherwise there may be 'jumps I in the power input which 
could bias the octave band value. ) 
4. Variations in coupling due to different sets of 'rainfall' with rain-on-the-roof 
excitation. This will be discussed further in chapter 5. 
The existence of negative CLF values with single experiments (physical or 
numerical) on coupled subsystems is problematic because it is not possible to ascribe 
physical meaning to a negative CLF intended for predictive SEA. This can be partly 
overcome when experiments are carried out on an ensemble of similar systems. With 
this approach, it may be possible to find similar systems for which ESEA will yield 
positive rather than negative CLF values. 
3.5 Test construction data for FEM models 
In this thesis, the many permutations of plate material and dimensions are reduced 
through consideration of common materials and dimensions used in dwellings. The 
Building Regulations, Approved Document E give guidance on the material, density 
and thickness of masonry/concrete materials that can be used for walls and floors to 
provide resistance to the passage of sound. There are many different permutations of 
separating and flanking wall materials that can be used in L and T-junctions in 
Approved Document E. In order to reduce the variables, a set of typical 
masonry/concrete materials of typical densities is described using measured 
longitudinal wavespeed data. Material name, density and longitudinal wavespeed for 
typical masonry/concrete materials used in Approved Document IS constructions are 
listed in Table 3.5 with a set of permutations related to L and T-junctions in Table 
3.6. 
In this thesis, only L and T-junctions are considered as shown in Figure 3.20. Plate I 
is always the separating element (for the T-junction this is the cantilever plate) and 
plates 2 and 3 are always the flanking elements. 
3 
22 
Figure 3.20: Plan view of L and T-junctions with subsystem numbers. 
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3 CL (MS -1) descriptor mortar (k gM 
A Dense 2000 3200 
aggregate blocks 
B1: 2000 
B Brick B2: 1750 2700 
B3: 1500 
C Lightweight 1400 2200 
aggregate blocks 
D Expanded 800 2300 
clay blocks 
Autoclaved Aerated Concrete E1: 800 E (AAC) blocks E2: 600 1900 
E3: 400 
F In-situ 2200 3800 
concrete 
Table 3.6: Wall constructions in Approved Document E (1992 edition). 
Wall type Separati ng wall Flanking wall(s) Aperture Junction 













L 2A* B1 105 A, B, C 100 N/A 
L 2B A 100 A, B, C, D, E 100 N/A 
L 2C C 100 A, B, C 100 N/A 
* C* B2 215 
A, B, C 100 No 
T IA or I D, E 100 Yes 
D A 215 
A, B, C 100 No 
T IB or I DIE 100 Yes 
F 190 
A, B, C 100 o T IE D, E 100 Ye s 
*No longer commonly built 
The typical range of UK wall dimensions 83 for semi-detached houses, terraced 
houses or flats are shown in Table 3.7. 
Table 3.7: Typical range of UK wall dimensions 
Separating wall Flanking wall 
x [Width] (m) 2.0-5.0 2.0-5.0 
y [Height] (m) 2.3-2.5 2.3-2.5 
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3.6 Concluding discussion 
In this chapter, mode-wave duality was used to illustrate why the use of angular 
average transmission coefficients in predictive SEA at low frequencies could be 
problematic for rectangular masonry/concrete plates typically found in buildings. 
Equivalent angle plots were used to visualise the angles of waves incident upon the 
junction relating to individual local modes. It was shown that the SEA assumption of 
incident energy uniformly distributed in angle is rarely satisfied for bending, quasi- 
longitudinal and transverse shear waves below IkHz. This is problematic because 
sound transmission between 50Hz and 1kHz is particularly important in determining 
the single-number quantitieS20 used to assess sound insulation between dwellings. 
Having identified the limited range of angles for which incident energy impinges 
upon the junction, wave theory was used to calculate the angular dependent 
transmission coefficients for bending and in-plane wave transmission at a rigid 
junction of thin plates. These coefficients were calculated for a T-junction of typical 
material properties and dimensions found in dwellings. The majority of wave 
conversion from bending to in-plane waves, occurred at angles closest to normal 
incidence (0'). However, typical rectangular wall dimensions rarely support bending 
modes with equivalent angles <10' below IkHz. It was also shown that with in-plane 
wave generation, high transmission coefficients could occur over a narrow range of 
angles close to normal incidence where typical rectangular masonry/concrete plates 
have no incident energy. It should be noted that the equivalent angle analysis was 
considered from an SEA viewpoint using the equivalent angles for local modes. 
Assuming real systems are controlled by global modes, the equivalent angles in this 
chapter will only be a suitable approximation with SEA 'weak' coupling. For 
coupled masonry/concrete plates, the assumption of SEA 'weak' coupling at 
frequencies below 20OHz will be assessed in chapter 5. However, from this local 
mode analysis it is concluded that the use of angular average transmission 
coefficients in predictive SEA models of rectangular masonry/concrete plates has 
little theoretical basis due to the restricted range of equivalent angles. 
Aside from the low modal density for bending and in-plane modes, the additional 
factor of the thin plate limit for bending waves on masonry/concrete plates was 
discussed. It was noted that just as the thin plate bending wave field becomes multi- 
modal and appropriate for classical SEA, the confounding features of another non- 
diffuse wave field (in-plane waves) needs consideration along with potential 
modifications for thick plate bending wave theory. However, only thin plate theory is 
used for the FEM and SEA models in this thesis. 
The discussion as to whether masonry/concrete plates were suitable for analysis with 
SEA wave theory maintained rigid adherence to the restrictions placed upon the use 
of classical SEA from the local mode viewpoint. A problem lies in the interpretation 
of the results from classical SEA. The predicament for the engineer is that results 
from classical SEA do not apply to the specific system under analysis but to the SEA 
ensemble. For the SEA ensemble, subsystem modes are equally likely to occur at any 
equivalent angle of incidence. However, for a real ensemble of rectangular plates, 
the equivalent angle analysis indicated that this might be the exception rather than 
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the rule. This justifies the investigations in this thesis using deterministic analyses 
with FEM to determine vibration transmission between rectangular masonry/concrete 
plates. 
The definition and application of the ESEA ensemble introduced in this chapter was 
intended to facilitate the use of ESEA and predictive SEA with subsystems of low 
modal density and low modal overlap. Like the SEA ensemble, the ESEA ensemble 
considers groups of subsystems that have 'similar' properties. However, unlike the 
SEA ensemble, it can include subsystems where the SEA assumption of equipartition 
of modal energy in a frequency band (i. e. incident energy uniformly distributed in 
angle) does not apply but ESEA 'weak' coupling still exists. The SEA ensemble 
considers uncertainty in the description of the modal features. In contrast, the ESEA 
ensemble is intended for subsystems where there is limited knowledge about the 
modal features but uncertainty as to how the eigenfrequencies will be distributed 
amongst the frequency bands of interest. The ESEA ensemble can therefore be used 
for 'similar' sets of structures that have high tolerances on the dimensions and 
material properties. For these structures, a single deterministic analysis is expected to 
be of limited use. 
To satisfy one of the SEA criteria, statistically independent excitation forces were 
proposed for the FEM models by using rain-on-the-roof excitation on all 
unconstrained nodes over the plate surface. This form of excitation is appropriate 
because airborne excitation or many single excitation points are the sources that are 
typically considered in SEA models of buildings. 
Two parameters were defined to aid in the identification of errors in the FEM and 
FEM ESEA analysis. The element mesh error, emeshwas primarily defined to allow 
identification of errors due to the element size and the element mesh for bending 
wave models. However, it can also be used to identify the existence of in-plane wave 
energy. The ESEA ELF error, eILF(ESEA)was defined to quantify the error introduced 
into the subsystem ELF by the matrix inversion with prior knowledge of the FEM 
ILF. The error definition was chosen so that the error is undefined when ESEA 
'weak' coupling does not exist. 
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4 Measurement and test construction details 
4.1 Introduction 
In order to validate the FEM models, vibration measurements were taken on masonry 
wall test constructions. This chapter includes references to the literature along with 
the measurement procedures used for structural reverberation times, vibration level 
differences, structural intensity, driving-point mobility and longitudinal wavespeed. 
Details of the masonry test constructions are included in the final section of this 
chapter. 
4.2 Structural reverberation times 
Structural reverberation times were primarily required to determine total loss factors 
of masonry/concrete building elements for inclusion as fld(FEm) in FEM models. 
These models were used to compare FEM and measurement data for vibration level 
differences and mobility. The secondary use for the structural reverberation times 
was to provide an estimate of the ILF for an isolated wall. 
4.2.1 Literature review 
The majority of detailed SEA loss factor investigations in the literature use 
steel/aluminium plates a few millimetres thick with at least four eigenfrequencies in 
all frequency bands under consideration. For masonry/concrete building elements at 
frequencies below IkHz, the total loss factor is usually dominated by structural 
coupling losses rather than the radiation and internal losses, which tend to dominate 
on thin damped steel/aluminium plates studied in the literature. Although these plates 
are significantly different to masonry/concrete building elements, it is instructive to 
review this work as a basis on which to analyse loss factor measurements on plates 
which have significantly lower modal densities. 
Price and Crocker 84 carried out loss factor measurements on plain and stiffened 
aluminium plates (1/8in thickness). The authors rejected transient excitation as 
unsatisfactory for the determination of total loss factors. The reasons given were that 
the loss factor depended upon the size and hardness of the harnmer. They also 
observed significant differences between the reverberant decays gathered using 
transient excitation from a Ilb steel weight and interrupted steady state excitation 
from a mechanical shaker. Using the first 15dB of the decay curve, the decays from 
the two types of excitation were in good agreement at low frequencies, steady state 
excitation then gave significantly higher loss factors than transient excitation in the 
mid frequencies. At higher frequencies where the loss factor was dominated by 
radiation losses near the critical frequency, only interrupted steady state excitation 
was shown as it was considered to give the most consistent results. With interrupted 
steady state excitation it was noted that lightly damped modes were evident in the tall 
of the high frequency decays. The decay curves showed that with transient 
excitation, the gradient of the decay decreased more rapidly than with interrupted 
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steady state excitation. It was proposed that only the initial part of the decay from 
transient excitation represented the relevant decay. 
Fahy 85 expressed agreement with the findings of Price and Crocker and stated that 
transient excitation was not recommended to determine modal average loss factors. 
However, measured results on a plate (1/8in thickness) showed that good agreement 
could be obtained between transient excitation with certain types of hammer and 
interrupted steady state excitation. Fahy stated that 'The best guarantee that the 
measured average loss factor is meaningful for a particular experiment is a direct 
measurement of power input from the experimental steady state excitation forces. 
However, only with single point mechanical excitation is this feasible. For more 
complex excitation forces the initial slope of the energy decay curve following 
removal of the particular type of excitation being studied will usually provide 
satisfactory results'. 
Bies and Hamid 86 used power injection and transient decay methods to determine 
loss factors on steel plates (Imm thickness). Steady state power injection methods 
were found to give consistently higher loss factors than those determined from 
transient decay methods (T30). The reason given was that '... the energy distribution 
among decaying modes is not the same as in the steady state. During reverberant 
decay the more lightly damped modes predominate giving rise to an apparent loss 
factor which is significantly less than the steady state loss factor'. Bies and Hamid 
further suggested that if the steady state equilibrium of energy was reached before 
the power input is stopped, the initial decay should give a loss factor that corresponds 
to the steady state loss factor. In their experiment it was not possible to verify this 
because the higher losses were evident 'only in the first few decibels of decay', 
however, the results did indicate the likely validity of the hypothesis. They 
concluded that transient decay methods were not suitable for the determination of 
steady state loss factors of plates. 
Ranky and Clarkson 87 carried out loss factor measurements on a damped, partially 
damped and undamped aluminium plate. The damped plate had damping tape on all 
edges. The partially damped plate had damping tape on only two opposite sides, to 
investigate the combined effect of strongly and lightly damped modes in a frequency 
band. Loss factor measurements using reverberant decay and the energy method 
(measuring power input and spatial average vibration) were compared to determine 
the most suitable method for use in SEA calculations. For the damped and undamped 
plates, the decay rate method and the energy method were similar within the bounds 
of experimental error. However, the decay curves for the partially damped plate had 
a distinct change in slope, with the lower half of the decay curve corresponding to 
the energy method determination of the loss factor, which was dominated by the 
lightly damped modes. It was concluded that when the modes in a frequency band do 
not have similar loss factors, the energy method gives the results required for SEA 
models. 
The literature discussing the application of SEA to thin steel/aluminium plates 
suggests that steady state excitation should be used to determine loss factors from the 
measured power input. With masonry/concrete walls or floors, it is usually not 
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possible to determine power input from a shaker because of the difficulty in attaching 
force transducers or impedance heads. It is possible to measure the power input with 
structural intensity using a two-accelerometer linear finite difference array at 
measurement positions in a circle surrounding the point of power input. This is 
reasonable with metal plates, but the complexity and potential errors involved do not 
make this practical for the relatively 'imprecise' elements encountered in buildings. 
These elements often have large spatial variations in vibration level, which make it 
time consuming to determine reliable estimates of the spatial average vibration level. 
For masonry/concrete plates connected to other plates on all sides, structural 
reverberation times can be sufficiently short that signal processing errors must be 
considered. Jacobsen 88 showed that significant experimental errors could occur with 
short decays due to the averaging device and filter 'ringing'. The influence of the 
filter on short decays was to distort the decay curve. Depending upon the evaluation 
range, this could cause either an overestimate or an underestimate of the actual 
reverberation time. Jacobsen and Rindel89 showed that time reversal could be used to 
minimise the influence of the third octave band filters. This approach is conveniently 
implemented with the impulse response, which can be measured using either 
transient hammer excitation or shaker excitation with a Maximum Length Sequence 
(MLS). 
Craik9o used transient hammer excitation with a storage oscilloscope to determine 
structural reverberation times of masonry elements. The largest source of error was 
attributed to the interpretation of the decay curves with variations of ±2dB in the 
TLF. Time reversal was not used with these measurements although good agreement 
was observed between measured and predicted TLF data. Craik9l also noted the main 
advantages of transient hammer excitation with building elements, which were speed 
and convenience in comparison with power injection methods or shaker excitation. 
Meier and Schmitz 92 investigated loss factor measurement on solid heavy walls using 
MLS shaker excitation. Loss factors measured using transient hammer excitation 
were found to be significantly higher than those measured using MLS shaker 
excitation. This was attributed to non-linearity with hammer excitation. It was 
hypothesised that hammer excitation caused increased losses due to the large 
deflection of the element which led to a departure from the linear region of Hooke's 
law. In a later paper 93 , the MLS approach was shown to 
have good repeatability 
between different experimenters with different shakers but using the same MLS 
analyser. Hammer excitation using different analysers, different hammers, different 
operators and automatic decay evaluation had unacceptable repeatability. However, 
all hammer excitation used forward filter analysis that is prone to significant errors 
when the reverberation times are short. Therefore, this comparison of results from 
different hammer excitation does not indicate that hammers are unsuitable. 
An issue raised by Meier and Schmitz was the possibility of non-linearity with 
hammer excitation. The total loss factor is composed of coupling, radiation and 
internal losses. For masonry/concrete building elements, the dominant losses are the 
coupling and internal losses. It has yet to be proven that hammer excitation causes 
non-linearity with coupling and/or internal losses. Previous work 94 by the present 
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author has shown that both hammer and MLS excitation can give reliable results. 
However, MLS excitation is used for all structural reverberation time measurements 
in this thesis. 
4.2.2 Measurement procedures 
The Norsonic RTA840 analyser was used to obtain MLS measurements of 
reverberation times using backward integration and time reversal. The analyser 
automatically determined T20 from which the TLF was calculated. Red noise was 
used to give a relatively flat spectrum for 50Hz - 5kHz with MLS signal to noise 
ratios >30dB. 
A heavy steel tripod supported the shaker. To minimise any transmission through the 
tripod into the floor and other elements, -20mm closed cell foam was placed under 
each tripod leg. The shaker was pushed up against the wall such that the shaker rod 
was slightly pushed back inside the shaker. 
Three force input positions were used with four different accelerometer positions for 
each force input position. The criteria in the CEN/TC 126/WG6 frame document95 for 
vibration level difference measurements were used to select excitation and 
measurement positions for the structural reverberation time measurements. 
Accelerometer positions were >0.25m from any boundary of the element, <3.5m 
from the edge of the junction under test, >Irn from the force input position and 
>0.5m away from each other. 
4.2.3 Estimation of the internal loss factor 
In the investigation of structural coupling at junctions with elastic interlayers, Craik 
and Osipov 96 suggested that structural reverberation time measurements on free- 
standing walls supported on elastic interlayers could be used to estimate internal 
losses for masonry walls. This approach only gives an estimate of the ELF due to the 
assumption of negligible coupling and radiation losses in the experimental set-up. 
In this thesis, an estimate of the internal loss factor was needed for the AAC 
blockwork used in L-junction #2 (described in section 4.7.3). To obtain this estimate, 
a free-standing AAC wall was built upon an elastic interlayer consisting of 10mm 
rubber on 40mm. rock fibre (60k gM-3). Structural reverberation time measurements 
were then taken on the fair-faced wall and the wall with a surface finish of 13MM 
sand/cement render. 
4.3 Vibration level differences 
Measured vibration level differences were required for comparison with the output 
from the FEM models. 
4.3.1 Literature review 
Craik9l has described the use of a plastic headed hammer to measure vibration level 
differences between masonry/concrete building elements by hitting the element =3 
times per second. Comparisons of hammer excitation were made with continuous 
excitation from a shaker or a tapping machine. It was demonstrated that there were 
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no significant differences between these types of excitation. The main advantage 
with hammer excitation compared to continuous excitation was the reduction in 
measurement time that could be achieved by using many source positions and fewer 
measurement positions. However, hammer excitation with multiple excitation points 
can be inappropriate for walls that are easily damaged, such as walls with a plaster 
finish. This is because the damage restricts the available area for the accelerometer 
positions. Also, when using hammer excitation with multiple excitation points on 
small walls or floors, it can be difficult to maintain a suitable distance between 
excitation point and accelerometer position. This distance is considered further in 
section 4.3.4.1. 
Pedersen 97 proposed and tested measurement procedures to determine vibration level 
differences for a Nordtest method. The resulting Nordtest proposal allowed either 
shaker or hammer excitation. For shaker excitation, two excitation positions were 
required with at least eight accelerometer positions on each element. For hammer 
excitation, the proposal required that during the measurement period, at least ten 
hammer hits of similar strength should be used with at least eight accelerometer 
positions on each element. However, the aim with both shaker and hammer 
excitation was to determine the average vibration level on each element in turn rather 
than measure successive vibration level differences as carried out by Craik9l. To 
achieve this aim with hammer excitation, a reference accelerometer was required on 
the source plate to ensure that the vibration level did not vary by more than 3dB for 
different accelerometer positions. This approach to hammer excitation is not as 
efficient as the measurement of vibration level differences and there does not appear 
to be any resulting benefit. 
More recently, standardisation work described in the CEN/TC 126/WG6 frame 
document95 outlined measurement procedures to determine the vibration level 
difference using either a single impulse or a continuous source. In this thesis, the 
CEN/TC 126/WG6 procedure 95 is used to determine the velocity level difference Dv, ij 
for which the procedures are described in section 4.3.2. 
4.3.2 Measurement procedures 
Two types of impulse excitation were used for the frequency range, 50Hz - 5kHz, 
transient hammer excitation and MLS shaker excitation. 
For transient hammer excitation, a 0.45kg plastic headed hammer was used to excite 
the structure with a single impulse. Third octave band analysis was carried out using 
the Norsonic NE830 and B&K2144 analysers with an integration time T. of 2s. 
For MLS shaker excitation, a Norsonic RTA840 analyser was used with red noise 
and MLS signal to noise ratios >15dB. 
For measurements on plates of low modal density, a number of random excitation 
and response positions are used to try and determine a statistically meaningful 
velocity level difference. These different excitation and response positions are used 
to determine Z velocity level differences. Each velocity level difference is denoted 
(Dv, ij)mn, where i denotes the source subsystem under excitation and 
j denotes the 
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receiver subsystem. The number of excitation positions, m, and the number of 
velocity level differences per excitation position, n, is determined by the dimensions 
and material properties of the plate as well as the time available to the experimenter 
to reduce the confidence limits. 
Transient measurements using parallel filter band analysis can be used to determine 
(Dv, ij)mn from two accelerometers, one on each subsystem, where Tm is the 
integration time in seconds. The principle is essentially the same for transient 
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Three (m) force input positions were used to measure four (n) different (D,, ij). 
values from each force input position. The criteria for the accelerometer positions 
were identical to those described for TLF measurements in section 4.2.2. 
The twelve (Dv, ij).,, dB values are averaged arithmetically to determine Dv, ij as shown 
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4.3.3 Vibration decay with distance 
Specific investigations of vibration decay with distance were carried out on L- 
junction #1 and H-block #2 (described in sections 4.7.2 and 4.7.5) at frequencies 
above lkHz. MLS shaker excitation was used at a single position on the separating 
wall with a measurement grid on the flanking wall. The grid consisted of nine 
columns and six rows. The arithmetic average of the six vibration levels in each 
column was referenced to the first column that was 0.33m from the junction line. 
4.3.4 Point excitation 
On any finite plate with point excitation there will be a direct field in the proximity 
of the input force with a nearfield component and depending on the boundary 
conditions, there may be nearfield components near the plate boundaries. For this 
reason, the plate vibration is sampled at positions a suitable distance away from the 
excitation point and certain types of boundary. The choice of suitable distances is 
discussed in sections 4.3.4.1 and 4.3.4.2. 
4.3.4.1 Point excitation: Direct field near force input position 
In section 3.4.3.2, the distance rDat which the direct field equals the reverberant field 
was calculated for the FEM model. In this section, a similar approach is used to 
calculate rD for the measurement situation in which the internal loss factor is 
different to the total loss factor and the reverberant power input is affected by 
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n1k 6 absorption at the plate boundaries . In this case, the reverberant power is found by 
assuming that the direct field is attenuated with distance across the plate and then 
undergoes partial reflection at one of the boundaries with an absorption coefficient, 
(x. Therefore, the reverberant power input is I-lin(l-(x)exP(-(qdd/2cg) and the mean 
square reverberant velocity is calculated using Equation 4.3. In this equation, 71 is the 
total loss factor and TId is the internal loss factor. 
-OMdd 
2 in 2c 9 
R (Ollm 
Equation 4.3 
The distance rD at which the direct field equals the reverberant field is found by 
equating Equation 3.14 (section 3.4.3.2) and Equation 4.3 and using a numerical 
solution to find r. 
Typical rDand 4rDvalues for 4.6m 2 and 12.5M2 masonry/concrete plates (described 
in Table 3.5, section 3.5) are shown in Table 4.1. The rD and 4rD values are 
frequency dependent and are therefore shown for the lower and upper centre 
frequencies of interest, 50Hz and 5kHz. These values are determined using the 
numerical solution with an ILFOf lld=: 0-01 and TLF of 9=f -0.5+0.01 .A typical value for (x is found by assuming that if the sum of all the coupling losses for the plate is 
f -0.5 , then for a rectangular plate, the sum of the coupling losses for each of the four 
boundaries is 0.25f -0.5 . Equation 4.4 can then be used to calculate (x by using the 
shortest boundary length, lij to maximise the value of (x. 
0.25 _ 
2CBilija 
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Although the ILF is a reasonable estimate for most masonry/concrete walls, the TLF 
will vary such that the values in Table 4.1 should only be considered as indicative of 
typical walls in dwellings. 
Table 4.1: Range of distances rDand 4rD(m) corresponding to 50Hz - 5kHz for 
4.6M2 (2m x 2.3m) and 12.5M2 (5m x 2.5m) walls. 
Material Thickness Density CL 4.6m 
2 12.5m 2 
descriptor (mm) (kgM-3) (ms-I) rD (M) 4rD (M) rD (M) 4rD (M) 
A 215 2000 3200 0.08-0.14 0.32-0.56 0.30-0.49 1.20-1.96 
A 100 2000 3200 0.14-0.23 0.56-0.92 0.58-0.95 2.32-3.80 
B 100 1750 2700 0.15-0.25 0.60-1.00 0.69-1.12 2.76-4.48 
C 100 1400 2200 0.17-0.29 0.68-1.16 0.89-1.40 3.56-5.60 
D 100 800 2300 0.17-0.28 0.68-1.12 0.84- 1.33 3.36-5.32 
E 100 600 1900 0.19-0.33 0.76-1.32 1.09-1.66 4.36-6.64 
F 100 2200 3800 0.12-0.20 0.48-0.80 0.49-0.81 1.96-3.24 
F 200 2200 3800 1 0.08-0.13 0.32-0.52 0.27-0.46 1.08-1.84 
F 300 2200 3800 1 0.06-0.10 0.24-0.40 0.20-0.34 0.80-1.36 
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In measurement protocols it is convenient to use a single minimum distance from the 
force input position at which vibration measurements can be taken, particularly when 
parallel filter analysis is used. From Table 4.1, either rD or 4rD can be considered to 
be practical with 4.6M2 walls. However, with 12.5M2 walls, 4rD is not feasible 
because the values are similar to the wall dimensions. The minimum distance of Im 
in the CEN/TC126/WG6 frame document is considered to be a practical solution. 
However, with some walls, the coverage area of the direct field can be significant 
and this minimum distance may need to be increased. 
An approximate solution that ignores the attenuation as the waves travel across the 
plate can be found using Equation 4.5. The error that occurs using this equation 
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4.3.4.2 Nearfields near plate boundaries 
In this section, an investigation of nearfields near a plate boundary is carried out for a 
propagating bending wave on a serni-infinite ID beam, impinging upon a junction at 
normal incidence. From section 3.2.1 9 it is noted that normal incidence will rarely 
occur for typical masonry/concrete plates below IkHz. However, this simple model 
is used to give an indication of the effect of different boundary conditions. 
4.3.4.2.1 Analysis for incident bending wave on ID beam 
A single propagating wave (A, ) from x<O travelling in the positive x direction is 
incident normally upon a junction at x=O causing a reflected propagating wave (A-) 
and a nearfield wave (B-) in the negative x direction. The bending wave field 
displacement as a function of distance and time is shown in Equation 4.6. 
71 (xi t) = Ret(A+ e 
-ikBx + A-e 
ikBX 
+ B-e 
kL? x iax 
I 
Equation 4.6 
The complex wave coefficients are shown in Equation 4.7. 
A, = IA, le", A- =IA. le ia- , B- = 
jbý le'o- Equation 4.7 
Equation 4.6 and Equation 4.7 are used to determine the time average mean square 
velocity for the combined direct wave, reflected wave and nearfield in Equation 4.8. 
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v2 














JA+ IIA- I cos(2k BX-Oý+ +06-)+ 
(0 2 IA, JIB- le"' cos(kBX -a+ 
+ p_ 
)+ 
0)2 IA-IIB-le IBX cos(k, x+ a- - P- ) 
Equation 4.8 
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The time average mean square velocity for the combined direct wave and reflected 
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+IA- IA+IIA-Icos(2kBX-a++a-) Equation4.9 
The effect of the nearfield can now be determined from the ratio of the vibration with 
the nearfield (v 2 d, r, n) to without the nearfield (v 
2 
d, r). This is termed the Nearfield Level Difference (NLD) and is defined in Equation 4.10. The NLD is dependent 
upon plate thickness, density and longitudinal wavespeed but not dependent upon 
Poisson's ratio. The NLD will be OdB when the nearfield is negligible. 
2 
NLD = 101g 
Vd, 
r, n 
2 Equation 4.10 
v d, r 
4.3.4.2.2 Idealised boundaries 
Idealised boundaries that are potentially relevant for masonry walls are simply 
supported, clamped or free edgeS28'98. 
For a simply supported end, there is no nearfield and the conditions are shown in 
Equation 4.11. 
A =-A, B =0 Equation 4.11 
For a free end, a nearfield exists and the conditions are shown in Equation 4.12. 
A= -iAý B= (1- i)A Equation 4.12 
For a clamped end, a nearfield exists and the conditions are shown in Equation 4.13. 
A =-iAý, B =-(1-i)A 
4.3.4.2.3 Junction boundaries 
Equation 4.13 
A bending wave incident upon a junction between two plates can be analysed using 
wave analysis on a semi-infinite ID beaM28 to give reflection and transmission 
coefficients for both the bending wave and the nearfield. The two junctions that are 
considered here are the in-line junction and the L-junction. 
The characteristic ratios, X and (p for bending wave junction transmission are shown 
in Equation 4.14. 
k 1) B p,,,, B, 
sjý s 
B2 I (P = -B2 
2 
Fý2 







For the in-line junction, the bending wave and nearfield reflection coefficients r and 
rj are shown in Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.16 respectively. 
2(p(l _ X2) _ jX(I _ (P)2 
X(I + (P)2 + 2T(I + ; r2) 
; r(l _ (p2) _ ix (1 _ T2) 
; r(I + T)2 + 2T(I + Z2 ) 
Equation 4.15 
Equation 4.16 
For the L-junction, two more coefficients, P1 andP2 are needed and are defined in 
Equation 4.17. The bending wave and nearfield reflection coefficients r and rj 
respectively are shown in Equation 4.18 and Equation 4.19. 
CB2Ps2 P2 = 
CBIPsl 
CLI Psl CL2Ps2 
Equation 4.17 
[(p(l - 2p 2-A 
P2 )+ 
X(I + 2p, -A 
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Equation 4.19 1+ 02 
4.3.4.2.4 Comparison of different boundary iponditions 
The NLD can be used to investigate the effect of different boundary conditions on 
the nearfield. It is noted that when considering free, clamped, in-line or L-junction 
boundary conditions, only the L-junction has a frequency dependent NLD. The NLD 
values were compared at I OOHz. The distance from the boundary was varied in terms 
of fractions of a bending wavelength fromXB/6 to /%B/2. The NLD data that are 
calculated using fractions of a bending wavelength for free or clamped boundaries 
are independent of material properties and shown in Table 4.2 at lOOHz. For XB/8 J 
there were singularities at lOOHz and therefore data are only shown for 125Hz at this 
distance. It is seen that the effect of the nearfield is significant at distances ': ýO"B/4 for 
both a free and a clamped boundary. 
For a bending wave travelling on plate I incident upon an in-line or L-junction and 
transmitted to plate 2, the NLD is dependent upon the material properties of both 
plates. Examples are shown for plates with typical masonry wall properties in Table 
4.3 (Plate 1: 100mm thickness) and in Table 4.4 (Plate 1: 215mm thickness). The 
bending wavelength fraction from the junction on plate I is also shown as the 
distance in metres. 
Analysis of the idealised boundary conditions (free and clamped) and the junction 
boundary conditions (in-line and L-junctions) leads to the following findings: 
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" Junction lines between real walls can be modelled as simply supported, clamped 
or a combination of these conditions. Only clamped boundaries have significant 
nearfields at distances `ýXB/4. 
" At free boundaries, the nearfield is significant at distances <XB/3. The dimensions 
and position of openings with free boundaries (i. e. windows and doors) on walls 
means that the nearfield will often be reflected by a wall boundary <XB/3 from 
the free edge of the opening. Because this is not taken into account in the semi- 
infinite ID beam analysis, it may be prudent to err on the side of caution and 
assume that the nearfield is only significant at distances <kB/2. 
" For masonry walls when plate I thickness < plate 2 thickness, the effect of the 
nearfield is often more significant for L-junctions than for in-line junctions. 
" For plates with the same material properties and the same thickness, NLD is OdB 
for in-line junctions and >OdB for L-Junctions. 
" For Dv, ij measurements using accelerometer positions that are >0.25m from all 
boundaries, the distance 0.25m approximately corresponds to A^. B/8 for typical 
100mm. masonry walls. In general, this is a practical choice of distance even 
though Table 4.3 indicates that significant NLD values can still occur. For 
reasons of practicality, 0.25m will be used in the measurements. 
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Table 4.2: Calculated NLD data at I OOHz (except where stated) for a bending wave 
incident upon a free or clamped boundary. 
Bending wavelength 





kB/8 14.2 (125Hz) 9.9 (125Hz) 







/X, B/3 -0.8 0.8 
4/2 -0.4 0.4 
Table 4.3: Example NLD data at IOOHz for a bending wave on plate I (100mm 
thickness) that is normally incident upon an in-line or L-junction with plate 2. 
Plate 1 Material A Material A Material C Material EI 
h(mm) h=100 h=100 h=100 h=100 
p(kgm p=2000 p=2000 p=1400 p=800 
CL(MS-1) CL=3200 CL=3200 CL=2200 CL= 1900 
Plate 2 Material A Material C Material A Material A 
h(mm) h=100 h=100 h=215 h=215 
p(kgm p=2000 p= 1400 p=2000 p=2000 
CL(MS-1) CL=3200 CL=2200 CL=3200 CL=3200 





03 A. -O op" 16. ) 03 4--j op. 4 4--j 
W = 
boundary 6 , r. ý . -. 
( -, Cd 
= 1= 
. -1 -, ýd -, Cj 
on plate 1 71 
4/8 0.3 0 2.3 0.3 0 1.0 0.25 0.4 14.9 0.23 3.1 20.0 
A^, B/7 0.34 0 1.9 0.34 -0.2 1 0.8 0.28 1.7 8.6 0.26 5.1 9.7 
4/6 0.4 0 1.5 0.4 -0.3 0.6 0.33 2.5 5.0 0.31 4.6 5.4 
kB/5 0.48 0 1.0 0.48 -0.3 0.5 0.4 2.2 2.9 0.37 2.9 3.0 
4/4 0.6 0 0.7 0.6 -0.3 0.3 0.5 1.4 
1 1.5 0.46 1.5 1.6 
kB/3 0.8 0 0.4 0.8 -0.2 0.2 0.66 0.6 0.7 
- - 
0.62 0.7 0.7 
k 4/2 1.2 0 
_0.3 
1.2 1 -0.1 0.2 0.99 0.2 0. 4 
F(O 
-92 0.3 
: 0:. 4:: ] 
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Table 4.4: Example NLD data at I OOHz for a bending wave on plate 1 (215mm 
thickness) that is normally incident upon an in-line or L-junction with plate 2. 
Plate 1 Material A 
h(mm) h=215 
p(k gM-3) p=2000 
CL(MS-1) CL=3200 
Plate 2 Material A Material C Material D Material EI 
h(mm) h=100 h=100 h=100 h=100 
p(k gm p=2000 p=1400 p=800 p=800 
I CL(MS- ct--3200 CL=2200 CL=2300 CL= 1900 
NLD (dB) NLD (dB) NLD (dB) NLD (dB) Bending 
wavelength U fraction 
from 
=1 
clý +-j W *= 
2 












on plate 1 71 71 
4/8 0.44 -0.1 0.4 0.44 0.4 0.3 0.44 2.4 0.4 0.44 3.1 0.5 
/XB/7 0.5 -0.5 0.3 0.5 -1.2 0.1 0.5 -1.4 0.1 0.5 -1.7 0.1 
4/6 0.59 -0.9 0.2 0.59 -2.1 0.1 0.59 -3.6 0.0 0.59 -4.3 -0.1 
/XB/5 0.7 -0.9 0.2 0.7 -1.8 0.0 0.7 -2.7 -0.2 0.7 -3.0 -0.3 
XB/4 0.88 -0.7 0.1 0.88 -1.2 0.0 0.88 -1.5 -0.2 0.88 -1.5 -0.3 
XB/3 1.17 -0.5 0.1 1.17 -0.6 0.1 1.17 -0.7 -0.2 1.17 -0.7 -0.3 
XB/2 1.76 -0.2 -0.1 1.76 -0.3 -0.3 1.76 -0.3 -0.3 1.76 -0.4 -0.3 
4.4 Structural intensity 
Structural intensity measurements were used to visualise the energy now and the 
vibration field on a flanking wall with and without a window aperture. 
4.4.1 Literature review 
The measurement of bending wave energy flow in structures using accelerometers 
was introduced by Noiseux99. His approach used a single position measurement of 
transverse acceleration and rotational acceleration to find the modified moment 
component of structural intensity. Noiseux showed theoretically that with sinusoidal 
excitation of a single mode on a rectangular plate it was possible to observe a 
circulation of energy flow. Structural intensity measurements were therefore made on 
an irregularly shaped reverberant plate using band-limited excitation to avoid energy 
flow circulation. The validity of the measured energy flow was checked using the 
measured power input to find a value for the plate loss factor which could be 
compared against the measured loss factor. One problem with the single position 
measurement that uses a linear accelerometer to measure the rotational acceleration 
is that the accelerometer output is dependent upon its sensitivity to transverse 
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acceleration. Noiseux's results showed that structural intensity measurements were 
possible in a reverberant field where nearfield effects were negligible. 
Theoretical formulations for measurements using the Finite Difference (FD) method 
were published by Pavicloo. Analogue circuits for the signal processing were shown 
for the different transducer arrays needed for the measurement of one-dimensional 
and two-dimensional energy flow. 
Baurnan'01 compared measured data from different accelerometer configurations for 
one-dimensional energy flow on a beam. The two-accelerometer linear FD array and 
the single position combined linear/rotational method are only valid in the far field 
because of the assumption that the moment power component is equal to the shear 
force power component. A four-accelerometer linear FD array was therefore used to 
measure the moment and shear force components separately. This allowed 
comparison with the methods that are only valid in the far field. The effects of 
varying the accelerometer spacing on the measured power in the far field were found 
to be lowest with the two and three accelerometer linear FD array. The disadvantage 
of the FD methods over the single measurement position is that accelerometer 
positioning errors can occur. The three-accelerometer linear FD array was quoted as 
being more accurate than the two-accelerometer linear FD array although the latter 
was less sensitive to positional error. The two-accelerometer linear FD method was 
the most accurate method when compared against measured input power in the far- 
field. It may therefore have been incorrect to quote the three-accelerometer linear FD 
array as being 'more accurate' although it could be stated that it was more 
comparable with the single position combined linear/rotational method. The four- 
accelerometer linear FD array was found to be inaccurate and of no practical use 
because of the signal processing errors involved in the energy flow calculation. 
Bauman concluded that the single position combined linear/rotational method gave 
the most satisfactory combination of accuracy and convenience under field 
conditions. However, when comparing measured input power against power 
measured using energy flow techniques, the two-accelerometer linear FD array had 
similar accuracy to the single position combined linear/rotational method in the 
nearfield and was more accurate in the far field. 
Kruppal 02 used a two-accelerometer linear FD array to measure structural intensity 
on a T-junction of concrete walls in a flanking laboratory. Airborne excitation was 
used with wall linings installed on one or both of the flanking walls. Measurements 
were taken on both the separating and flanking walls close to the junction. These 
were used to assess whether the energy flow direction and relative magnitudes were 
correct. No theoretical analysis of energy flow was included and therefore, no strong 
conclusions could be drawn about the measurement accuracy above and below the 
thin plate limit and the suitability of airborne excitation. This work also used a set of 
grid measurements to visualise the energy flow on the flanking walls in the source 
and receiving rooms. In the source room, there was no clear trend in the energy flow. 
However, in the receiving room, the vectors generally appeared to leave the junction 
although there were signs of circulatory energy flow at low frequencies. 
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Cuschieri 103 used a pair of two-accelerometer linear FD arrays to visualise the energy 
flow on an aircraft fuselage. The accelerometers were mounted on a small bakelite 
platform so they could be easily moved around the fuselage. Phase mismatch was 
removed by rotating the probe through 180'. At low frequencies, the vectors were 
relatively well-ordered and pointed away from the excitation point, however, at 
higher frequencies, the amount of disorder amongst the vectors increased. 
Measurements were taken away from discontinuities such as ribs, stiffeners and 
fuselage bulkheads because of the far-field assumption for the array. However, 
measurements were taken on the thin strips of fuselage between the windows and 
doors. The apparent disorder was investigated using directly calculated intensity 
vectors on plates along with calculations to simulate the FD measurement. It was 
noted that errors occurred when the FD and nearfield errors were different in the x 
and y intensity measurements. Also, for higher order modes, it was concluded that 
the measurement grid must have sufficiently high spatial resolution to ensure correct 
identification of energy flow patterns. 
The findings of Baurnan'01, Kruppa 102 and the established FD error analysis for 
sound intensity' 04 lead to the conclusion that for masonry/concrete plates, the most 
convenient structural intensity method is the two-accelerometer linear FD array. 
4.4.2 Overview of structural intensity measurement theory 
The main features of the structural intensity measurement using the modified 
moment approach of Noiseux are included here using the co-ordinate convention of 
Cremer et al 28 and Pavicloo. This convention is shown in Figure 4.1 for a plate 
element orientated in the xz plane. The normal displacement, ý, is indicated along 
with the shear forces and moments. The notation is such that M'z is the moment 




Figure 4.1: Plate element at equilibrium with forces and moments after displacement 
ý for thin plate bending wave motion. 
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Mzz+(aMz, /az)dz Qz+(aQz/az)dz 
The structural intensity, w, in the x-direction is equal to the sum of the shear force 
and moment energy flow components (w,, .Q and w, m respectively) as shown 
in 
Equation 4.20 to Equation 4.22. 
wx w 


















The moment component, w,, m, consists of a bending moment contribution, W,, B, and a 
twisting moment contribution, WxT. For bending waves in the free field, the force 
component is equal to the moment component, hence it is only necessary to measure 
the moment component. However, the bending moment component is proportional to 
the shear strain. ) which cannot be measured easily. From Noiseux, an approximation 
to the true moment component can be used, the modified moment component, w'xm 
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+Výl =-B(I+V) xz ZX ax2 aZ 2 aZ 2ax2ax2 aZ 
2 
Equation 4.24 
For sinusoidal bending waves on a thin plate in the free field, M,,, +M,, is determined 
from acceleration measurements using Equation 4.25. 
a2ý a24 
2ý -k 
2 a2ý (ax2+aZ2= 
kB =- 
w2B at 2 
Equation 4.25 
An approximation for the x-direction structural intensity can therefore be determined 
using two accelerometers (denoted I and 2) separated by a distance, d, as shown in 
Equation 4.26 to Equation 4.28. This form is particularly suitable for measurements 
using sound intensity instrumentation' 02 
w., = 2w' 
2ýBp, a2ý a2ý 
Equation 4.26 





at2 2 at2 at2 
a21 (aý2 a4l 
, =_Lla2 
42 a24' 
dt Equation 4.28 
axat d at at d at2 
at2 
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4.4.3 Experimental set-up 
The experiment was carried out on L-junction #2 (described in section 4.7.3) with 
excitation on the separating wall. The excitation was a 0.45kg plastic headed 
hammer. The wall was excited at many positions over the wall surface with =5 
hits/second in a 20s time period. Source wall vibration was measured using four 
accelerometers into two third octave band, digital filter, dual-channel analysers 
(Norsonic NE830). The four accelerometer positions were randomly chosen at 
distances >0.5m from boundaries and remained fixed for the experiment. The source 
positions were >0.5m from the boundaries and >0.8m from the accelerometers. 
Structural intensity measurements on the flanking wall were taken in the x and y 
directions simultaneously using two structural intensity probes and two third octave 
band, digital filter, dual-channel analysers (Bruel & Kjaer 2133 and 2144). Each 
structural intensity probe consisted of a two-accelerometer linear FD array. Probe 
switching and an accelerometer separation distance of 50mm were used at each 
measurement position. This will be justified by the error analysis in section 4.4.4-3. 
Intensity data was collected over the frequency range 50Hz -I kHz. 
The four dual-channel analysers were under IEEE control from a PC to collect, store 
and process the measurement data. (N. B. The Bruel &K aer 2133 gave no vector i 
information via IEEE above IkHz. This meant that it was not possible to assess 
structural intensity errors' 05 above the thin plate limit of the flanking wall, 1.25kHz. ) 
4.4.4 Error analysis 
Structural intensity measurement errors with Fl) arrays can be assessed in a similar 
way to p-p sound intensity measurements 104 . 
The quality of sound intensity measurements is assessed using the pI index, which is 
ten times the logarithm of the ratio of the predicted intensity for a plane progressive 
wave (using measured sound pressure) to the measured intensity. The pI index is 
non-zero if the sound field is not a plane progressive wave or inter-channel phase 
mismatch exists and is dependent upon the position of the probe in the sound field. 
When the pI index is calculated for a sound intensity probe orientated in a field of 
uniform pressure such that the actual intensity is zero, the index is referred to as the 
residual pl index. The difference between the residual pl index and the measurement 
pl index can be used to find the normalised error caused by phase mismatch. Using 
similar error analysis as documented by Fahy" for sound intensity, reasons can be 
found why a similar quality indicator is not commonly used for bending wave 
structural intensity measurements with a two-accelerometer linear FD array. 
Any two-transducer linear FD array has systematic errors caused by the FD 
approximations involved in the estimation of the field value and in the field gradient. 
When measurements are taken in idealised wave fields, the systematic errors'04 can 
be estimated. However., most measurements take place in unknown wave fields. The 
pI index can be used to (a) indicate significant phase mismatch error when measuring 
in a plane progressive wave field or (b) identify a field that is not a plane progressive 
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wave field when the phase mismatch is known to be negligible compared to the 
actual phase difference that exists in the sound field. The latter scenario is often 
assumed when measurements take place in a reverberant space. Masonry/concrete 
elements in buildings are often considered reverberant although they are often highly 
damped. Unlike sound intensity measurements in reverberant spaces, with structural 
intensity it is rarely possible to introduce absorption to reduce the reverberation time 
of a fully connected element. Structural intensity measurements are therefore taken 
in a reactive field and the idealised plane progressive wave is seldom realised in 
building elements. The measurements are intended to quantify the active component 
of intensity, which corresponds to net energy transport in a reverberant field. 
Systematic errors due to FD approximations are the same for both a progressive 
plane wave field and a plane wave interference field. Hence, it is questionable what 
information can be gleaned from the pI index in reverberant fields. It seems that it 
can only indicate that the sound intensity may not be accurate because it is not a 
progressive plane wave field. This assumes that the phase mismatch is negligible 
compared to the actual phase difference that exists in the sound field. It is concluded 
that a bending wave structural intensity version of the pI index would be of little 
value if phase mismatch errors could be removed. The reason for this is that the 
measurement generally takes place in an unknown reverberant field for which the 
error cannot be accurately determined. 
Phase mismatch can be removed using either probe switching" or a fixed reference 
signal method"'. The latter requires a stationary system, which can be impractical for 
building elements because hammer excitation does not satisfy the stationary system 
requirement. Probe switching involves a repeat measurement at each position with 
the probe accelerometers being reversed so that inter-channel phase mismatch can be 
eliminated. Potential errors in probe switching are different accelerometer fixing 
strengths and the repositioning of the axis of minimum sensitivity for the 
accelerometers. 
Residual structural intensity measurements on building elements have been 
investigated by Craik et al 106 . These measurements can indicate a problem caused by 
phase mismatch, inhomogeneity, accelerometer fixing or combinations of these 
problems. The residual intensity on plates was found by measuring the structural 
intensity around a circle that did not enclose the source such that the sum of the 
intensities should equal zero for homogeneous plates with no measurement errors. 
The choice of circle diameter depends upon what is to be inferred or calculated from 
the measurements. In this thesis, structural intensity measurements were primarily 
intended for visualisation purposes. A circle of diameter equal to the accelerometer 
separation distance was therefore used to indicate significant phase mismatch errors 
(i. e. no change of sign in the intensity with probe reversal) and accelerometer fixing 
errors. 
This discussion has indicated problems in validating structural intensity 
measurements on reverberant plates. However, it is still convenient to consider a 
plane progressive wave field to estimate the Fl) approximation errors. In this thesis, 
this approach is used to choose a suitable accelerometer separation distance and to 
provide an estimate for the error in the intensity vector direction. Normalised errors 
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caused by phase mismatch and the FD error are determined here for a pair of two- 
accelerometer probes (x and y direction) relative to a plane wave propagating at an 




Figure 4.2: Orientation of a pair of two-accelerometer linear FD arrays (x and y 
direction) relative to a propagating plane wave. Accelerometer separation distance, d. 
4.4.4.1 Phase mismatch error 
The FD measurement requires an estimate of the first spatial derivative to derive the 
angular velocity. The spatial derivative is proportional to the phase difference 
between the two measurement points and is therefore sensitive to inter-channel phase 
mismatch in the measurement chain' 04 . The normalised errors, ephase in the x and y 
directions due to inter-channel phase mismatch ±0 are shown in Equation 4.29 and 
Equation 4.30. 
ephase ( Wx -±0 Equation 4.29 
k dcosa 
±O 
e phase( Wy k dsina Equation 4.30 
4.4.4.2 Finite Difference error 
The FD approach causes systematic errors in the estimate of the angular velocity and 
the acceleration at the midpoint between the accelerometers. From Fahyl 04 , these 
errors can be quantified using Taylor series expansions. For progressive plane 
bending waves or in a bending wave interference field, the individual normalised 







(kB d cos a)' 




(k, d CoSa)4 
Equation 4.32 axat 24 1920 
These individual errors in the estimates combine to give the normalised FD error in 
the x and y direction structural intensity estimates as shown in Equation 4.33 and 
Equation 4.34. (N. B. The normalised FD errors are negative, hence the FD 
approximation underestimates the actual structural intensity. ) 
=1 (k, d cos a)' 6 Equation 
4.33 
e, (w_,, ) 61 
(kB d sin a)' Equation 4.34 
4.4-4.3 Combined error (Phase mismatch and FD approximation) 
In order to examine the errors for a specified accelerometer separation distance in 
this thesis, the phase mismatch and FD errors are combined to calculate the total 
normalised error. Normalised errors were calculated for the flanking wall in the 
frequency range 50Hz - 1kHz. To minimise phase mismatch, accelerometers with 
consecutive serial numbers were used for each probe. The highest value of measured 
inter-channel phase mismatch for the two probes was ±0.007 radians (0.4 degrees). 
This was measured using dual channel FFT analysis of two accelerometers attached 
together using bees wax and fixed onto a shaker supplied with broad band noise 
excitation. 
An accelerometer separation distance of 50mm was investigated as it satisfied 
practical spatial limitations for measurement grid positions required for vibration 
contour plots. 
In the calculation of normalised errors, 0 and TrA radians have been used for the 
plane wave propagation angle, a. Normalised errors are shown on Figure 4.3 with 
±0.2dB error limits (i. e. ±5%). The normalised FD error lies within the 5% error 
limits such that it is only in combination with the phase mismatch error that the total 
normalised error exceeds the 5% limits. With positive phase mismatch, the total 
normalised error exceeds the 5% limits below 84Hz and with negative phase 
mismatch it exceeds the limits below 264Hz and above 730Hz. With positive phase 
mismatch, cancellation of the phase mismatch and Fl) error occurs at one frequency. 
The total normalised errors are therefore minimised with positive phase mismatch. 
The error in the intensity vector direction is defined in Equation 4.35 as an absolute 
error in radians for the propagation angle, (x. 
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(wsina) 1+ ±O 1 (k Bd sin a)' kB dsina 6 
. c(a)= arctan -I -a Equation 4.35 
(w Cos (X) I+ ---I(k dcosa) kB dcosa 6'P 
In the calculation of absolute errors in the propagation angle, 1080,7618, TrJ6 and 
Tc/4 radians have been used for the plane wave propagation angle, a (see Figure 4.4). 
The absolute angle error is also dependent upon the sign of the phase mismatch. For 
(x=Tc/4, the absolute angle error is zero at all frequencies because of equal errors and 
equal intensity in both the x and y directions. The largest error for any propagation 
angle (except n/4 where errors are zero at all frequencies) occurs at 50Hz where the 
phase mismatch error is dominant. The maximum absolute angle error occurs with 
a=7080 and negative phase mismatch and is -0.068 radians (-3.9 degrees). 
This error analysis indicated that an accelerometer separation distance of 50mm 
would be satisfactory if probe switching was used to remove low frequency phase 
mismatch errors. 
4.4.4.4 Nearfield errors 
From Noiseux 99 and Pavicloo, use of a two-accelerometer linear FD array is only 
strictly applicable in the far-field. This is due to the assumption that the modified 
moment component is equal to the true moment component and that the moment 
component is equal to the force component. 
Me and Crocker 107 investigated the effect of measurements near boundaries when 
using a two- accelerometer linear FD array. Reflections at boundaries on beams were 
shown to have negligible effect on measurement accuracy when the boundary 
reflection coefficient was <0.99. The authors also showed that this probe could give 
results without significant errors at positions considered to be in the nearfield. Wall 
junctions generally have reflection coefficients <0.99 although this may not be true 
for free boundaries such as aperture edges. 
In the absence of a definitive solution to the magnitude of the errors in the nearfield, 
no measurement data was excluded from the vector plots visualising the energy flow. 
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Figure 4.3: Normalised errors et,,,,,,, eFD and ePhase for the x-direction structural 
intensity measurement using a 50mm accelerometer separation distance. Angle (x is 0 
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Figure 4.4: Absolute angle errors, E((x) for plane wave propagation angles, n1180, 
Tc/ 18,7r/6 and n14 radians - 
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4.4.5 Measurement grid positions 
Measurement grids were chosen so that measurement points were separated with 
approximately equidistant x and y dimension spacing to allow any circular flow 
patterns to be easily identified. The main grid was defined on the wall without the 
aperture and an enhanced grid was used around the aperture that incorporated 
measurement positions from the main grid. The main and enhanced grids are shown 
on Figure 4.5. 
The main grid contained 91 measurement positions (13 columns, 7 rows) with a 
column spacing of 288mm and a row spacing of 298mm. With the window aperture, 
16 measurement positions were removed from the main grid. The enhanced grid 
contained 131 measurement positions (12 columns, 15 rows) with a column spacing 
of 144mm and a row spacing of 149mm. 
The structural intensity vector maps used the main grid for the wall without aperture 
and the main and enhanced grid for the wall with aperture. The vibration contour 
map for the wall without aperture used the main grid whereas the wall with aperture 
used a combination of the main and enhanced grids. The combined main and 
enhanced grids gave greater detail around the aperture although this required the 








Figure 4.5: Measurement grids. Main grid (Top left), Enhanced grid (Top right), 
Combined grid (Bottom left). Measurement points defined by grid intersections. 
Wall boundaries shown by dashed lines. 
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4.4.6 Structural intensity vector maps 
The structural intensity data was referenced to the source wall vibration because of 
the variation in excitation between measurement grid positions. The structural 
intensity data at each measurement point and the corresponding source wall vibration 
levels were converted to a resultant vector CLF. Power flow was calculated across a 
line equal to the distance between measurement points on the y-axis. The resultant 
vector CLF magnitude was calculated from the x vector CLF component, TI]2x+ and 
the y vector CLF component, 71 12Y+where forward probe orientation is indicated by + 
and after probe switching, reverse probe orientation is indicated by -. 
The x and y vector CLF components with forward probe orientation are shown in 
Equation 4.36 and Equation 4.37 where the source wall energy, El was determined 
from the spatial average source wall vibration using four accelerometers. 
x+ Lý, vý, + 7712 - nfflE1 
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4.4.7 Vibration contour maps 
Vibration levels on the flanking wall were referenced to the source wall vibration to 
give -Dv, ij at each intensity measurement position. The vibration at each intensity 
measurement position was calculated from the x and y mean acceleration values and 
referenced to the spatial average source wall acceleration from four accelerometers 
as shown in Equation 4.39. 
((a,, '), + (a, ) ), 
=10lg - *Y I Equation 4.39 222 )t 2 ((a, ), + (a2 ), + (a3 + (a4 
)s 
The average 95% confidence interval for the source wall vibration in the frequency 
range, 50Hz - IkHz was 2.5dB. However, this can be considered as an upper limit 
for the following reason. The reciprocity theorem for point excitation states: if a 
force that acts at a point A produces a velocity at point B, the force can be removed 
from A and placed at B; then the former velocity at B will exist at A, provided the 
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impedance at all points in the system are unchanged. The reciprocity theorem can be 
used to infer that the combination of four accelerometer positions and =100 
excitation points gave rise to --400 different responses of the source wall. Although 
this confidence interval cannot be quantified, it is assumed that the source wall 
vibration is sufficiently accurate to be used as reference data. 
4.5 Longitudinal wavespeed 
The longitudinal wavespeed was primarily required to determine the Young's 
modulus for the FEM model and to provide estimates of the critical frequency, thin 
plate limit, modal density and eigenfrequencies. It was also used to investigate the 
variation in longitudinal wavespeed data between nominally identical masonry walls. 
Craik' 08 has described a method of determining longitudinal wavespeed. It requires 
measurement of the time of flight for a longitudinal wave impulse generated by axial 
transient excitation of the plate or beam. This method is ideally suited to wall 
elements in free-standing test constructions because of access to the free edges for 
transient hammer excitation. For modular constructions such as masonry block walls 
with many mortar joints, the longitudinal wavespeed can be determined over a 
distance that covers each surface dimension of the wall such that all mortar joints are 
included. The variation between longitudinal wavespeed measurements on each row 
or column of blocks for a single masonry element with many mortar joints may make 
more accurate methods redundant. The measurement can be carried out using dual 
channel analysers with time analysis or PC based oscilloscopes. The measurements 
in this report used time signal analysis on a Bruel & Kjaer Type 2133 dual channel 
analyser (AT=15gs). 
The axial transient excitation method described above is suitable for homogeneous 
plates with access to one free edge and for orthotropic plates with two perpendicular 
free edges. When plate elements have no free edges, a more complex measurement 
procedure could be used as shown by Roelens et al'09. This procedure allows the 
longitudinal wavespeed to be determined in any required direction. The bending 
stiffness would be expected to vary with the number of mortar joints and the 
constituents of the mortar mix. Roelens et al'09 demonstrated that block/brick walls 
can be slightly orthotropic. 
In this thesis, the longitudinal wavespeed has been measured with axial transient 
excitation in both the horizontal and vertical directions. A single value of 
longitudinal wavespeed for plates with slight orthotropicity was calculated using the 
geometric mean 28 of the bending stiffness values in the two orthogonal directions. 
4.6 Driving-point mobility 
The real part of the driving-point mobility was required to validate the FEM models 
of the physical test constructions through comparison of measured and FEM 
mobility. 
The driving-point mobility was determined using the Bruel & Kjaer dual channel 
analyser, Type 2144 with FFT analysis. Impulse excitation was applied with a Bruel 
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& Kjaer force hammer, Type 8202 (0.304kg plastic tip). On typical fair-faced 
masonry/concrete walls, the impulse generated from the force hammer with the 
plastic tip and the assumption that an accelerometer placed adjacent to the excitation 
point will give driving-point mobility tends to limit measurements to below the 
1.25kHz third octave band. 
H, was used to give the optimum estimate of the Frequency Response Function. 
This was caused by more noise in the acceleration output signal than the force input 
signal. For each element, ten excitation positions were used, with three hits at each 
excitation point. The FFT frequency bandwidths were 2Hz, with analysis from 2Hz - 
1.6kHz. 
4.7 Test construction details 
All test constructions considered in this thesis consisted of 100mm and 215mm 
masonry walls typically built in the UK. These constructions used masonry blocks 
(dimensions 440mm x 215mm x 100mm) connected at either bonded, or butted and 
tied junctions as shown in Figure 4.6. 
Figure 4.6: Bonded junction (Left). Butted and tied junction (Right). 
4.7.1 Flanking transmission 
The test constructions were installed in the laboratories with physical connections to 
other building elements. This meant that there was potential for flanking 
transmission via these elements. The FEM models in chapter 7 include only the L or 
T-junction plates, therefore an assessment is needed as to whether flanking 
transmission in the measured data will affect comparisons of measured and FEM Dvij 
data. SEA models (bending wave theory) and measurements on the flanking 
elements were used to assess any errors introduced by this flanking transmission. 
The SEA models indicated that any errors in D, jj due to flanking transmission via the 
concrete floors (upon which the test constructions rested) would be less than IdB. 
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However, these models are not definitive due to low modal density and low modal 
overlap, hence they can only indicate that flanking transmission is not expected to be 
significant. 
Measurement of the flanking transmission used the concept of modal energy/acoustic 
temperature from the CEN/TC126/WG6 frame document95 to check whether there 
was net power flow from any receiving element 0) of the test construction to any 
connected laboratory element (k) when the source element (i) was excited. The 
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Equation 4.40 
The resulting inequality using measured Dvjkgives the flanking criterion in decibels 
as shown in Equation 4.4 1. 
loIg 




Ps, kf-, j 
Equation 4.41 
In general, this flanking criterion was satisfied in the frequency range 250Hz - 
3.15kHz. However, this does not confirm a problem for 50Hz - 20OHz. In this lower 
frequency range the standard deviation for Dvjkwas similar to Dv, ij and it is possible 
that flanking was not a significant problem due to uncertainty in D,, jk- 
4.7.2 L-junction #1 
This bonded L-junction was part of a flanking laboratory test construction consisting 
of a cavity separating and flanking wall. The wall properties and dimensions are 
shown in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.5: L-junction #1 
Surface Measured Thin 
Wall Type Block type density* x (m) y (m) 
Thickness longitudinal plate 
(kgM-2) (mm) wavespeed lin-fit** 
(ms-) (Hz) 
Separating Tarmac Hemelite Solid 152 3.98 2.4 100 2240 1226 (Wall 1) 3.5NmM-2 I 
Flanking Thermalite 74 4.15 2.4 
1 
100 1660 908 (Wall 2) Shield 2000 1 
*Including 13mm plaster finish. 
128 "Thin plate limit calculated from Cremer et a using v=0.2. 
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Measurements were taken in three stages: 
Stage 1: Basic test construction. 
Stage 2: 10mm slit in the flanking wall (0.48m from the junction). 
Stage 3: Window aperture in the flanking wall (0.48m from the junction). 
The test walls were connected to other masonry walls, the beam and block floor or 
the laboratory. A steel lintel (type #1) was built into the stage I wall to allow the 
aperture to be cut for stage 3 (see section 4.7.4 for lintel details). Butterfly ties 
connected the AAC flanking leaf to the outer leaf of 100mm brick across a 75mm 
cavity with 2.5 tieS/M2 (there were no extra wall ties around the edges of the 
aperture). Butterfly ties also connected the separating cavity wall leaves together 
2 across a 75mm. cavity with 2.5 ties/m . 
4.7.2.1 With 10mm slit or window aperture in the flanking wall 
The 10mm slit and aperture positions are shown on Figure 4.7. A cavity closer of 
plastic and polystyrene closed the external cavity. The window frame was connected 

















Figure 4.7: Window aperture and 10mm slit position. Thick aperture line indicates 
the 10mm. slit. Dimensions in metres. 
4.7.3 L-junction #2 
This bonded L-junction was part of a flanking laboratory test construction consisting 
of a cavity separating and flanking wall. The wall properties and dimensions are 
shown in Table 4.6. (N. B. Wall 2 block dimensions: 620mm. x 215mm x 100mm) 
Table 4.6: L-junction #2 
Surface Measured Thin 
Wall Type Block type density* x (m) Y (m) 





(ms ) (Hz) 
Separating Tarmac 166 5.33 2.38 100 2690 1472 
(Wall 1) Hemelite Solid 
Flanking Durox 70 4.04 2.38 100 2370 1297 
(Wall 2) Supabloc I I I I 
*Including l3mm plaster finish. 
"Thin plate limit calculated from Cremer et a, 
28 using v=0.2. 
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Measurements were taken in two stages: 
Stage 1: Basic test construction. 
Stage 2: Window aperture in the flanking wall (0.25m from the junction). 
The test walls were connected to other walls of the test construction, the timber joist 
floor or the laboratory. Butterfly ties connected the AAC flanking leaf to the outer 
leaf of 100mm brick across a 75mm cavity with 2.5 tieS/M2 (there were no extra wall 
ties around the edges of the aperture). Wall ties did not connect the separating wall 
leaves. A steel lintel (type #2) was built into the stage I wall to allow the aperture to 
be cut for stage 2. (See 4.7.4 for lintel details). 
4.7-3.1 With window aperture in the flanking wall 
The window aperture position is shown on Figure 4.8. There was no cavity closer or 
window in the wall. The 1.5m lintel was asymmetrically situated above the aperture 
because of the short distance from the aperture to the junction. 
Flanking 0.36, 
" 










Figure 4.8: Window aperture position. Dimensions in metres. 
4.7.4 Lintels used with window apertures 
L-junctions #1 and #2 used lintels type #1 (Catnic CG50/100) and type #2 (Catnic 
CN3) respectively. The two types of lintel are shown on Figure 4.9. The type #2 
lintel in the flanking wall of L-junction #2 is shown on Figure 4.10. Both lintels were 
1.5m in length and made of =2.5mm polyester-coated galvanised steel. The type #2 
lintel replaces one course of blocks and requires an extra 20mm of plaster to bring 
the surface flush with the adjacent blockwork. Unlike the type #1 lintel this causes a 





Figure 4.9: Lintels. Type #1 (Left) and Type #2 (Right). 
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4.7.5 H-blocks 
The bonded T-junctions used in this thesis were part of an H-block construction that 
was free standing on a 300mm dense concrete floor. The H-block formed two T- 
junctions, one with a bonded junction and the other with a butted and tied junction. 






Butted and tied 
junction 
2 
Figure 4.11: H-block numbering system. 
4 
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Figure 4.10: Type #2 lintel in the flanking wall of L-junction #2. 





density* X y Thickness Measured CL** I 
plate 
Number 
-2 (m) (m) (mm) (ms- ) limit*** ) (k gM 
I I I I I I (Hz) 
Concrete 
l b N/A 
In-situ 
concrete 
590 8.0 13.0 300 3680 671 s a 
Tarmac A: 3413 
Topcrete 430 4.53 2.50 215 H: 3447 869 
Solid V: 3380 
H-block Tarmac 3.61 A: 3213 to 3340 1758 
#1 2,3,4,5 Topcrete 200 to 2.50 100 H: 3178 to 3368 to 
Solid 
1 4.08 11 1 V: 3229 to 3432 1827 
Tarmac A: 2987 
Topcrete 430 4.52 2.25 215 H: 3059 760 
Solid V: 2916 
H-block Forticrete 3.61 A: 2047 to 2124 1120 
#2 2,3,4,5 lightweight 140 to 2.25 100 H: 2026 to 2120 to 
aggregate 4.06 V: 2037 to 2129 1162 
Tarrnac A: 3081 
Topcrete 430 4.52 2.45 215 H: 3157 784 
Solid V: 3006 
H-blOck ARC Conbloc 3.61 A: 2297 to 2386 1257 
#3 2,3,4,5 Ultralite 77 to 2.45 100 H: 2327 to 2432 to 
Expanded 4.06 V: 2254 to 2341 1305 
clay 
*Wall surface density is estimated from manufacturers information taking account of the 
mortarjoints. 
**Average longitudinal wavespeeds (A) were determined from the geometric mean of the 
bending stiffness of the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) measurements. (N. B. The range of 
values is shown for H-block walls 2,3,4 and 5. ) 
***For H-block walls 2,3,4 and 5, the range of thin plate limit frequencies corresponds to the 
average longitudinal wavespeed values. The thin plate limit was calculated from Cremer et 
a, 28 using v=0.2. 
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4.8 Concluding discussion 
This chapter described the vibration measurements carried out on masonry walls. 
These measurement data are used in lat 
investigate the statistical variation of the 
energy flow and vibration fields. 
-r chapters to validate the FEM models, 
longitudinal wavespeed and visualise the 
The literature concerning transient and steady-state excitation for structural 
reverberation time measurements was reviewed with reference to the determination 
of SEA loss factors. In this thesis, all structural reverberation times were determined 
using MLS shaker excitation. Vibration level differences were determined using both 
transient hammer excitation and MLS shaker excitation. 
For the structural intensity measurements, a literature review with error analysis was 
used to justify the use of a two-accelerometer linear FD array. These measurements 
were intended to visualise the energy flow and vibration field on a flanking wall with 
and without a window aperture when excitation was applied to the separating wall. 
The longitudinal wavespeed measurement procedures used to determine the Young's 
modulus for the FEM model were described in this chapter. These data will also be 
used in chapter 6 to investigate the variation in longitudinal wavespeed data between 
nominally identical masonry walls as well as provide estimates of the critical 
frequency, thin plate limit, modal density and eigenfrequencies. 
The measurement method used to determine the real part of the driving-point 
mobility was described. This parameter was required to validate the FEM models of 
the physical test constructions through comparison of measured and FEM mobility. 
In the final section, all masonry test constructions were described in terms of their 
material properties and dimensions. 
5 FEW Low frequency analysis of local and global 
modes 
5.1 Introduction 
To determine coupling parameters it is necessary to consider the role of local and 
global modes. Local modes are defined for each isolated subsystem by the boundary 
conditions whereas global modes are defined for the entire system that consists of the 
coupled subsystems. 
With classical SEA it is assumed that the modal energy of one subsystem due to 
power input from other subsystems would be the same if that subsystem was 
uncoupled (but retained the same boundary conditions and damping) and the same 
excitation was applied. The difference between SEA and FEM is that SEA considers 
the coupling between subsystems due to local modes of individual subsystems 
whereas FEM effectively determines vibration transmission due to the global modes 
of the system. This will be abbreviated by referring to SEA as a local mode approach 
and FEM as a global mode approach. 
This chapter uses case studies of L and T-junctions to investigate the effect of global 
and local modes on vibration transmission between plates at low frequencies (1Hz - 
20OHz). For masonry/concrete plates at these low frequencies the modal overlap 
factor tends to be less than unity, primarily because of low mode counts. The aim of 
this chapter is to gain a greater understanding of global and local modes because a 
global mode approach (i. e. FEM) is intended to generate coupling loss factors for 
SEA, which is a local mode approach. It is therefore necessary to have an overview 
of the global mode role in vibration transmission between plates. The work by Craik 
et al 24 provides a suitable basis on which to study coupling between plates at low 
frequencies from their finding that '... at low frequencies the coupling loss factor will 
fluctuate in a manner similar to the mobility of the receiving subsystem. '. 
In this chapter, section 5.2 describes the L and T-junctions used in the case studies. 
Section 5.3 then uses these junctions to investigate the global mode shapes through 
comparison with the known local mode shapes for simply supported plates. This 
analysis is then combined with a comparison of the local and global eigenfrequencies 
to enable a discussion on the differences and similarities between local and global 
modes. The section closes with a comparison of coupled and uncoupled plate 
mobility. This is used to investigate relationships between the plate mobility and 
vibration transmission in section 5.4. Section 5.5 then assesses the ESEA matrix 
inversion and the empirical relationship from Craik et a124 at low frequencies, where 
both the modal density and modal overlap are low. This chapter then allows 
conclusions to be drawn concerning the potential use of FEM ESEA and the ESEA 
ensemble to determine vibration transmission between plates with low modal density 
and low modal overlap. 
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5.2 FEM test construction data 
The FEM test construction data used in this chapter are shown in Table 5.1 using 
common material properties from Table 3.5 (section 3.5). For the FEM models: 
" The test constructions had simply supported plate boundaries and a simply 
supported junction line. 
" Wall I represents the separating wall between dwellings. All other walls 
represent flanking walls. 
"A loss factor of 0.1 was used to simulate the losses that would be encountered at 
frequencies below 20OHz for walls that were fully connected in complete 
buildings. 
" Element dimensions were 4/6 where 4B corresponded to the plate with the 
smallestkBvalue. 
Table 5.1: Test construction data 
L-junc tion #1 L-Junction #2 T-junction #1 
Wall 1 2 1 2 1 2 3 
Density 
(kgM-3 ) 
1400 800 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 
Young's 6.50496 2.77248 1.96608 1.96608 1.96608 1.96608 1.96608 
modulus 
-2 E9 E9 ElO ElO EIO EIO ElO ) (NM 
Poisson's 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
ratio 
Thickness 100 100 100 100 215 100 100 
(mm) 
x (m) 5.0 3.0 5.2 4.0 4.4 4.1 3.4 
y (m) 2.4 2.4 2.3 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.5 
5.2.1 Junction line 
Using a simply supported junction line simplified the analysis in two ways. Firstly, 
the analytic solution could be used to calculate the local eigenfrequencies. Secondly, 
it simplified identification of the well-known mode shapes for a simply supported 
thin homogeneous isotropic plate. 
Using a simply supported junction line for each uncoupled plate does not provide 
exactly the same boundary condition as a simply supported junction line for the 
coupled plates. This is because no account is taken of the phase shift that is 
introduced at the junction boundary by coupling the plates together. Therefore, a 
simply supported junction line is only an approximation to the coupled plate situation 
and is only strictly justified when there is SEA 'weak' coupling. For this reason, all 
local eigenfrequencies calculated using this approach in this thesis can only be 
considered as estimates of the local eigenfrequencies. 
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5.3 Local and global modes: Mode shapes, eigenfrequencies and driving-point 
mobility 
This section investigates three different aspects of global modes: 
1. Global mode shapes. 
2. Global and local eigenfrequencies. 
3. Coupled and uncoupled plate driving-point mobility. 
5.3.1 Global mode shapes 
Some schematic figureS73 or FEM calculations 60 in the literature give the impression 
that a global mode purely consists of the local mode shapes that would exist on each 
uncoupled subsystem with identical boundary conditions to the coupled subsystems. 
This is in accordance with the concept of SEA 'weak' coupling between subsystems 
where the physical connection between subsystems does not affect the local mode 
shapes. Significant differences between the features of the local and global modes 
would imply that the classical SEA criterion for 'weak' coupling was not met. 
In this section, FEM models are used to visualise some low order global mode 
shapes. These models consist of two or three plates coupled along a simply supported 
junction line. The mode shapes are shown using the wall numbering and co-ordinate 
system in Figure 5.1. Global mode shapes from eigenfrequency extraction are shown 
on Figure 5.2 to Figure 5.6. In these figures, the top graphic corresponds to the x 
displacement, i. e. lateral motion on wall 2 for the L-junction and walls 2 and 3 for 
the T-junction. The bottom graphic corresponds to the z displacement, i. e. lateral 
motion on wall I for the L-junction and the T-junction. The mode shapes are shown 
using nominal values for the displacement perpendicular to the plate(s). Although the 
units are nominal, the values can be used to compare the difference between the x 
and the z displacements to determine which plate has the maximum response. It 
should also be noted that the x displacement contour plots for the T-junction use non- 
uniform contour spacing in order to visualise the mode shapes on both flanking walls 
when the response of one wall is significantly lower than the other. 




The following observations are made for the three junctions: 
L-junction #1 
Global mode f3 (34.2Hz): See Figure 5.2. 
Wall I has a vibration field similar to the local f2l mode shape although the response 
of wall I is higher than wall 2. The vibration field on wall 2 can be described as a 
'mixture' of two adjacent local modes, f, I and f2l. 
Global mode f4 (53. OHz): See Figure 5.3. 
Both walls have vibration fields that correspond to the local mode shapes. These are 
f3l on wall I and f2l on wall 2. 
L-junction #2 
Global mode f2 (37.7Hz): See Figure 5.4. 
Compared to the local mode shapes to which they are most similar (i. e. f2i for wall I 
and f, I for wall 2), the walls have different degrees of asymmetry in the vibration 
fields. This is clearly identifiable in the z displacement where the vibration field on 
wall I has been shifted such that it no longer shows the symmetry across the vertical 
centre line that is associated with the f2l mode shape. 
T-junction #1 
Global mode f, (34. OHz): See Figure 5.5. 
The fundamental local eigenfrequencies for walls 1,2 and 3 are 66Hz, 31.8Hz and 
35.8Hz respectively. The fundamental global mode occurs at a lower frequency than 
the fundamental local mode for wall I at a frequency near the fundamental local 
eigenfrequencies of walls 2 and 3. Wall I has an exponentially decaying nearfield 
across the centre line of the wall from the 'hot spot' a short distance from the 
junction. Walls 2 and 3 have a vibration field similar to the local fundamental mode 
shape, however, wall 2 has a higher response than wall 3. 
Global mode f6 (102.5Hz): See Figure 5.6. 
Wall I has an exponentially decaying nearfield across the centre line of the wall from 
two 'hot spots' a short distance from the junction. Walls 2 and 3 both show vibration 
fields similar to the local f12 mode shape, however, the response of wall 2 is 
significantly higher than wall 3. 
5.3.1.2 Discussion 
The main findings from the global mode shape analysis are: 
The vibration field on individual plates does not consist of the same local mode 
shapes that would exist on the uncoupled plates with a simply supported junction 
line. 
For an uncoupled homogeneous isotropic rectangular plate with simply supported 
boundaries, all mode shapes are symmetrical across both centre lines that lie 
perpendicular to the boundaries. This does not always occur when the same plate 
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is coupled to another plate along a simply supported boundary line. This coupling 
is seen to give rise to asymmetry in the vibration field on the individual plates 
across the centre line parallel to the junction. This means that the vibration field 
can sometimes only be described as 'similar' to a local mode shape. 
" In some cases, the vibration field on individual plates can be described as a 
'mixture' of two local modes. The term 'hybrid local mode shape' is used to 
describe these hybrid mode shapes of two local modes. 
" For plates that have the same material properties and thickness but different x 
dimensions, there can be a notably higher response on one or more of the plates. 
" In the global mode, the wavenumber ky that corresponds to the nearfield, local 
mode shape or hybrid local mode shape on each individual plate is the same for 
all plates. This conforms to the requirement that the trace wavelength along the 
junction line must be the same on all plates when determining wave theory 
transmission coefficients. 
" Unlike local modes, it is possible for a global mode to have a nearfield on an 
individual plate. 
The global mode shape analysis provides some justification for a statistical approach 
to vibration transmission between plates at low frequencies. If the mode shapes on 
the individual plates in the global mode were to differ significantly from those of the 
local mode shapes then the local mode approach of SEA might not be justifiable. 
However, although SEA 'weak' coupling does not strictly occur, the fact that the 
global mode shapes generally correspond to local or hybrid local mode shapes is a 
strong reason to maintain the plate subsystems as defined by their individual 
boundaries. In conclusion, the existence of hybrid local mode shapes and the 
expected variation in mode shapes caused by 'workmanship' indicates that a 
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Figure 5.2: L-junction #1: Global mode f3 (34.2Hz). Top graphic: x displacement 
(Wall 2). Bottom graphic: z displacement (Wall 1). Units: Nominal. 
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Figure 5.3: L-Junction #1. Global mode f4 (53. OHz). Top graphic: x displacement 
(Wall 2). Bottom graphic: z displacement (Wall 1). Units: Nominal. 
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Figure 5A L-junction #2: Global mode f2 (37.7Hz). Top graphic: x displacement 
(Wall 2). Bottom graphic: z displacement (Wall I). Units: Nominal. 
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Figure 5.5: T-junction #1: Global mode f, (34. OHz). Top graphic: x displacement 
(Walls 2& 3). Bottom graphic: z displacement (Wall I). Units: Nominal. 
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Figure 5-6: T-junction #1: Global mode f6 (102.5Hz). Top graphic: x displacement 
(Walls 2& 3). Bottom graphic: z displacement (Wall 1). Units: Nominal. 
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5.3.2 Global and local eigenfrequencies 
In this section, the eigenfrequency and mode shape data are used to investigate any 
relationships between the local and global eigenfrequencies. Table 5.2 contains the 
global eigenfrequencies from FEM eigenfrequency extraction (ANSYS subspace 
method with no damping consideration) and the local eigenfrequencies from the 
analytic solution. Concerning the FEM errors, it was noted that FEM calculations 
using element sizes ': ý4/6 gave local eigenfrequency values within 0.5% of the 
analytic solution. However, when the local eigenfrequencies are close in frequency, 
the rank order of the modes is determined more reliably using the analytic solution. 
The global eigenfrequencies are indicated along with the local mode numbers of each 
uncoupled plate that are similar to the mode shape in the global mode. These local 
mode numbers were determined by visual inspection of the global mode shapes as 
carried out in section 5.3.1. For hybrid local mode shapes consisting of a mixture of 
mode numbers fab andfcd, the eigenfrequency is referred to as fab/fcd. The local mode 
numbers shown in bold type indicate a high response in comparison with the other 
plate(s). 
5.3.2.1 Discussion 
In the calculation of the local modes for the uncoupled plates, use of a simply 
supported plate boundary for the junction line does not exactly simulate the boundary 
condition that exists for the coupled plates with a simply supported junction line. 
However, this approach can be used to identify the following features: 
" In a chosen frequency range, the number of global modes approximately equals 
the total number of local modes from all the individual plates. This relationship 
can only be described as approximate because of the arbitrary selection of lower 
and upper frequency bounds. 
" When a global mode has vibration fields on the individual plates that are similar 
to local mode shapes, the global eigenfrequency can occur at the same frequency 
as one or all of the local eigenfrequencies or, at higher or lower frequencies than 
any of the local eigenfrequencies. 
" Considering each plate, the maximum increase in frequency from the local 
eigenfrequency to the global eigenfrequency with the corresponding high 
response on that plate was --: 43%. 
In SEA it is assumed that the total number of modes in the system is equal to the sum 
of all the subsystem modes. From Lyon and DeJong' this can be observed with a 
simple SEA system that consists of two coupled resonators (i. e. one local mode in 
each subsystem) which results in two global modes. For a more complex system, a 
frame structure, it was shown that the total number of global modes could be 
estimated from the sum of the local mode counts for all three wave types. Guyader et 
all 10 have shown that for two coupled plates, the number of global modes tends 
towards the sum of the local mode counts from all the individual plates, with 
increasing frequency. The discrepancies that existed at lower frequencies were partly 
attributed to the use of statistical modal density formulae to determine the local mode 
count. 
I ? -) 
The results in this section indicate that in a chosen frequency range, the number of 
global modes approximately equals the total number of local modes from all the 
individual plates. In the limit, it is assumed that the number of global modes will 
equal the total number of local modes from all the individual plates. 
Table 5.2: Global eigenfrequencies from FEM eigenfrequency extraction with local 
eigenfrequencies from the analytic solution. NF=Nearfield. The local mode numbers 
shown in bold type indicate a higher response compared to the other plate(s). 
L-juncti n #1 L-junction #2 T-j unction #1 
Local Local Local Global 
Wall Wall Global Wall Wall Global Wall Wall Wall 
1 2 2 1 2 3 
21.3 24.5 21.5 (fl) 32.8 36.5 
33.2 (fl) 66.0 31.8 35.8 
34.0 (fi) 
NF (1) 
(f] I) (fi I) 
fi 1 (1) 
f, (2) 
(fi I) (fi I) 
fi 1 (1) 
f, (2) 
(fl I) (fi I) (fl I) f, 1 (2) 
f, 1 (3) 









(f2l) (f2l) (f2l) f, I 
K21 (2) 
f, (2) f, (2) f, 1 (3) 
53.2 69.4 34.2 (f3) 75.7 109.1 
50.5 (f3) 












(f3l) (f3l) (fI 2) f2j(2) 
f2l (3) 
53.0 (f4) 66 4 (f4) ' 
67.4 (f4) 
73.3 98.1 
f3l (1) 113.3 118.8 f3 IM 
101.5 136.2 fi 1 (1) 
(fI 2) (f22) f2i (2) 
(f4l) (fl 2) f2i (2) 
(fI 2) (f3l) 
f2l (2) 
f2l (3) 
60.3 (f5) 79.3 (f5) 83.0 
(f5) 




















7 3.3 (f7) 
105.2 f12 (1) 158 191.3 
(f32) f12 (2) (f32) (f32) 
82.7 (f8) 
f4l (1) 161.6 
f3j(2) (f5l) 
85.3 (fg) 
f22 (1) 195.6 





5.3.3 Discussion on local and global modes 
Mode-wave duality is now used to initiate a qualitative discussion on the differences 
and similarities between local and global modes for the coupled plate systems 
analysed in this chapter. 
For an uncoupled rectangular plate with simply supported boundaries, a local mode 
can be realised by phase closure of a propagating wave that travels around the plate. 
Due to perfect reflection at each boundary, this wave arrives at its starting point with 
the same amplitude. This local mode can be considered as a pure standing wave. 
When this rectangular plate is coupled to another plate along one boundary, thereby 
forming a junction, perfect reflection no longer takes place. Transmitted waves and 
nearfields must therefore be considered and the phase shift is different to that of the 
other simply supported boundaries. Initially, assume that this other plate is also 
rectangular but extends to infinity in the direction perpendicular to the junction. For 
the rectangular plate that is coupled to this semi-infinite plate, the propagating wave 
that starts on the rectangular plate may impinge upon some of the plate boundaries 
before arriving at the junction. Leaving the junction and returning to the rectangular 
plate will be a reflected propagating wave and a nearfield. Leaving the junction on 
the semi-infinite plate will be a transmitted propagating wave and/or nearfield that 
will never return to the junction. Therefore, on the rectangular plate, phase closure 
can be achieved by tracking the path of the nearfields and the reflected wave around 
the rectangular plate. In this case, the simply supported boundaries and the junction 
boundary condition define the local modes on the rectangular plate. 
In real structures, one finite plate is coupled to another finite plate and the existence 
of only local modes becomes even further removed from reality. This is because the 
coupled plate system now has its own natural frequencies, global modes. Mode-wave 
duality is now used in an attempt to provide a qualitative description of the global 
mode by considering the path travelled by a propagating wave. 
As an example, consider an L-junction of two rectangular plates coupled along one 
boundary. For a propagating wave that travels out from its starting point on one 
plate, there are two main scenarios in which phase closure must be achieved over the 
coupled plate system. These scenarios depend upon the angle of incidence for the 
wave that propagates towards the junction. As described in section 2.7.1, the cut-off 
angle dictates whether a propagating wave or a nearfield is transmitted at the 
junction. 
In the first scenario, the propagating wave arrives at the junction (Figure 5.7: Left), 
before which it may have impinged upon the other plate boundaries. Leaving the 
junction, there will be a reflected propagating wave, a transmitted propagating wave 
and nearfields on both plates. In principle, phase closure can now occur on the plate 
with the starting point. On this plate it is possible to envisage a local component of 
the global mode, rather than a local mode per se (Figure 5-7: Middle). At this point, 
it is convenient to assume that the nearfield generated on this plate does not return to 
the junction or generate other waves and nearfields at the other plate boundaries. 
This is a reasonable assumption for large plates and small wavelengths. However, 
phase closure is not complete. The propagating wave and nearfield that are 
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transmitted to the other plate will travel around the other plate before returning to the 
junction (Figure 5.7: Right). The same assumptions are made about the nearfield and 
therefore it is neglected. The transmitted propagating wave now returns to the 
junction and gives rise to a reflected propagating wave, a transmitted propagating 
wave and nearfields. It is now clear that the generation of all these propagating 
waves and nearfields at the junction does not allow a simple qualitative discussion of 
phase closure. However, to approximately define the global mode, the transmitted 
wave that returns to the starting point must achieve phase closure at the starting 
point. 
Figure 5.7: Three stages of the propagating wave that results in phase closure to 
define the global mode (* = starting point) 
The second scenario starts as before with the propagating wave arriving at the 
junction, before which it may have impinged upon the other plate boundaries. 
However. ) leaving the junction this time, there is a reflected propagating wave and 
nearfields on both plates. Assuming that the nearfields on both plates can be 
neglected as before, phase closure occurs when this reflected wave returns to the 
starting point and again, a local component of the global mode can be envisaged. 
A simplified generalisation is now made for any global mode of coupled subsystems. 
Each global mode has one path of phase closure that defines a local component and 
zero, one, or more paths of phase closure that define global components. When there 
are only nearfields generated on the plate that does not contain the starting point, the 
global mode can be considered to have only a local component. 
There is evidence to support this generalisation in the FEM global mode analysis for 
the L and T-junctions, because in each global mode it was seen that one plate always 
had a higher response than the other plate. A high response is expected to occur on 
the plate that contains the hypothetical starting point and for which phase closure 
approximately occurs with the reflected wave from the junction. 
The above discussion leads to the conclusion that by their very nature, local modes 
for an uncoupled plate with the correct junction boundary condition can not exactly 
simulate the global modes. This is intuitive, because the local mode can not take 
account of phase closure from propagating waves or nearfields returning from the 
other coupled plate(s). Also, in calculating the wave theory reflection coefficients to 
represent the correct junction boundary condition, no account is taken of any 
coherence that exists between the propagating waves on each plate that impinge upon 
the junction. This will affect the reflection coefficients to an unknown degree. No 
formulae are presented in this thesis to calculate the local eigenfrequencies with the 
correct junction boundary condition. However, it is hypothesised that in some cases, 
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these local eigenfrequencies may prove to be reasonable estimates of the global 
eigenfrequencies. 
Further differences between local eigenfrequencies with the correct junction 
boundary conditions and the global eigenfrequencies can be found by considering L 
and T-junctions consisting of identical rectangular plates. 
With identical rectangular plate junctions, the cut-off angle is 762, hence there will 
always be a transmitted propagating wave at the junction. Therefore, in contrast to 
the junctions considered previously, the global modes in these systems will not have 
vibration fields on any of the plates that consist purely of a nearfield. 
Two junctions that consist of identical rectangular plates are now considered. These 
have been based on L-junction #1 and T-junction #1 using plate I material properties 
and dimensions for all plates. The local and global eigenfrequency data are shown in 
Table 5.3. With both junctions, each local mode vibration field is observed in N 
global modes, where N equals the number of plates. This provides more evidence 
that the number of global modes equals the total number of local modes. Also, each 
local eigenfrequency corresponds exactly to one global eigenfrequency, but this 
global eigenfrequency is not the same as any of the other global eigenfrequencies. 
This demonstrates that a local mode viewpoint claiming that a global mode purely 
consists of the local modes with the correct boundary conditions is incorrect. If this 
local mode viewpoint were correct, then each local eigenfrequency would have N 
identical global eigenfrequencies. However, this does not occur. 
From the SEA viewpoint, the global mode represents a combination of the 
transmission phenomenon and the concept of local modes. However, this 
interpretation that considers local modes with the correct boundary conditions, is 
only strictly appropriate when there is SEA 'weak' coupling. FEM ESEA is intended 
to be of most use in the absence of SEA 'weak' coupling and also with complex 
junctions and plates with apertures. In these cases, analytic models are unlikely to be 
available to determine the correct junction boundary condition. It is therefore 
important to investigate the role of global modes in vibration transmission between 
coupled subsystems in the remainder of this chapter. 
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Table 5.3: Junctions consisting of identical rectangular plates. Global 
eigenfrequencies from FEM eigenfrequency extraction with local eigenfrequencies 
from the analytic solution. NF=Nearfield. The local mode numbers shown in bold 
type indicate a higher response compared to the other plate(s) (N. B. This only occurs 
with the T-junction. ). 
Ljunction T-junction 
Local Global Local Global 
21.3 21.3 (fl) 66.0 66.0 (f I) 
(fi I) fil (1) , 




33.3 22.2 (f2) 114.4 70.3 (f2) 
(f2l) fil (1) 
, 
f1i (2) (f2I ) f, 1 (1) , fil (2) , fil (3) 
53.2 3 3.3 (f3) 194.9 7 0.3 (f3) 
(f3t) f2l (I) 
, 
f2i (2) (f3l) f, 1 (1) , 
f, 1 (2) , 
f, 1 (3) 
73.3 3 6.1 (f4) 215.8 114.3 (f4) 
(fl 2) f2i (1) , 





81.2 53.2 (f5) 126.8 (f5) 
(f4I ) f3i (1) 
, 
f3i (2) f2l M, f2i (2) , f2i(3) 
85.2 5 8.2 (f6) 126.8 (f6) 
(f22) f3i (1) 
, 
f3i (2) f2i (1) 
, 
f2i (2) , 
f2i (3) 
7 3.2 (f7) 194.8 (f7) 
fl 2 (1) ý 
f12 (2) f3i 0, f3i (2) 
, f3i(3) 
7 3.7 (f8) 2 15.7 (f8) 
f12 (1) 
1 
f12 (2) f12 (1) 
1 
f12 (2) 9 
f12 (3) 
8 1.1 (fg) 216.1 (fg) 
f4i (1) 
, 
f4i (2) f3i (I) 
, f3i(2) , f3i(3) 
85.2 (flo) 216.1 (flo) 
f22 M9 f22 (2) f3i (1) 
, 
f3i (2) , f3i(3) 
5.3.4 Coupled and uncoupled plate mobility 
This section contains analysis of the differences between the coupled and uncoupled 
plate mobility for L-junction #1 and T-junction #1. This is needed for section 5.4 in 
which any relationships between the plate mobility and vibration transmission are 
investigated. 
The spatial average real part of the mobility has been determined using sixteen single 
excitation points for each of the plates when coupled and uncoupled. All plates had 
simply supported boundaries. When the plates were coupled, the junction line was 
simply supported. When the plates were uncoupled, the boundary that previously 
formed the junction was simply supported. 
For L-junction #1, the mobility and eigenfrequency data (IOHz - IOOHz) are shown 
on Figure 5.8. For T-junction #1, the mobility and eigenfrequency data (20Hz - 
lOOHz) are shown on Figure 5.9. 
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The linear mobility values at the peaks are expected to be slightly higher for the 
uncoupled plates than the coupled plates. This is due to the added coupling losses 
that increase the total damping of the individual plates when they are coupled 
together. These differences can be seen in the FEM mobility data. However, from the 
discussion in the previous section, it is the differences between the local and global 
eigenfrequencies that are of greater interest. In general, the peaks in the uncoupled 
plate mobility occur at the local eigenfrequencies and the peaks in the coupled plate 
mobility tend to occur at the global eigenfrequencies. This is not entirely unexpected, 
because the simply supported boundary conditions of the uncoupled plate that were 
used to calculate the local eigenfrequencies do not exactly represent the boundary 
conditions when the plates are coupled. However, there is evidence that the shape of 
the mobility curve for each coupled plate is determined by all the global modes, not 
just those global modes that have a higher response on that plate. This can be seen 
with examples from L-junction #1 and T-junction #1. For L-junction #1, wall I has a 
local eigenfrequency, f3l at 53.2Hz and a global eigenfrequency f4 at 53-OHz- This 
global eigenfrequency has the highest response on wall I in a mode shape that is 
similar to the local mode shape, f3l. The global mode causes a slight peak in the 
coupled plate mobility of wall 2. Similarly, for wall 2 there is a local eigenfrequency, 
f2l at 53.2Hz and a global eigenfrequency f5 at 60.3Hz. This global eigenfrequency 
has the highest response on wall 2 in a mode shape that is similar to the local mode 
shape, f2l. The global mode causes a slight peak in the coupled plate mobility of wall 
1. 
For T-junction #1, the fundamental local eigenfrequency was 66. OHz for wall I and 
31.8Hz and 35.8Hz for walls 2 and 3 respectively. With the L-junctions, the first 
global mode consists of the fundamental local mode shapes of each plate. In contrast, 
T-junction #1 has two global eigenfrequencies below the fundamental local 
eigenfrequency of wall I in which the vibration field of wall I corresponds to a 
nearfield originating from the junction line. Due to the low vibration level from this 
nearfield, the coupled plate mobility for wall I is only affected to a very small degree 
by the first two global modes below the fundamental local eigenfrequency of wall 1. 
Although the effect of the global modes on the coupled plate mobility can sometimes 
be insignificant, it is the global modes that determine the shape of the coupled plate 
mobility curves. In qualitative terms only, this could also be explained from the SEA 
viewpoint, from which the peaks are determined by the local modes with the correct 
boundary conditions and the mobility curves are affected by the excited local modes 
of the other plates transmitting energy back to the source plate. 
5.3.4.1 Discussion 
The frequencies at which peaks occur in the driving-point mobility (real part) are of 
particular interest as they correspond to those frequencies at which there will be 
peaks in the power injection. In the previous section, differences up to =13% were 
found between the global eigenfrequencies and the local eigenfrequency estimates. 
Therefore, using an uncoupled plate with simply supported boundaries to represent 
the actual boundary conditions for the junction lines will lead to errors when 
calculating the frequencies at which the peaks in power injection take place. If the 
local eigenfrequencies with the correct junction boundary condition could be 
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calculated, these values might lead to better estimates of the global eigenfrequencies 
in some cases. 
In section 5.4, any relationships between plate mobility and vibration transmission 
between plates will be investigated using the coupled and uncoupled plate mobility 
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Figure 5.9: T-junction #1. Driving-point mobility for coupled and uncoupled walls. 
(N. B. Lower two curves correspond to wall 1. ) 
If 4* 
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5.4 Local and global modes: Vibration transmission between plates 
This section is used to identify any relationships between the plate mobility and 
vibration transmission between plates. The work by Craik et a, 24 provides the basis 
on which to study coupling between plates at low frequencies from their finding that 
6 ... at low frequencies the coupling loss factor will fluctuate in a manner similar to 
the mobility of the receiving subsystem. '. 
Transmission between coupled plates is shown using -D,, ij to assess the role of local 
and global modes. -D,, ij facilitates comparison with the plate mobility (coupled and 
uncoupled) for two reasons. Firstly, it is simpler to match the peaks in -D,, ij with 
peaks in the plate mobility rather than matching peaks to troughs. Secondly, it helps 
focus on the main feature of interest in many noise control problems, which is high 
transmission of vibration, where peaks in -D,,, j correspond to peaks in the coupling. 
(N. B. Positive values of -D,, ij occur when the receiver plate vibration level is higher 
than the source plate vibration level. ) 
The plate junctions are also used to investigate non-resonant transmission. For the 
purposes of this chapter, non-resonant transmission is defined as occurring below the 
fundamental global eigenfrequency and in-between local/global modes. It is noted 
that the assignment of critical damping is only valid in the frequency range where 
there is modal response. However, FEM data below the lowest global eigenfrequency 
are included to illustrate the changeover from non-resonant to resonant transmission. 
Further analysis concerning the validity of these data is delayed until comparisons 
are made with measured data in chapter 7. 
5.4.1 Comparison of rain-on-the-roof and single excitation points 
This section compares two types of excitation, rain-on-the-roof and single excitation 
points for which differences exist in the application and processing. The main aim is 
to assess the application of rain-on-the-roof in the FEM model and to note any 
potential effects on the study of relationships between the plate mobility and 
vibration transmission between plates. 
Rain-on-the-roof (ROTR): With ROTR it is possible to have different sets of 
random' phase values for the unity magnitude input forces, i. e. different sets of 
'rainfall'. The potential variation was investigated with five different sets of 
'rainfall'. 
Single excitation points (SEP): Three averaging options for the SEP data were 
used as defined in section 3.4.9. Option I (Arithmetic averaging), Option 2 
(Energy averaging Ei/Ej) and Option 3 (Energy averaging Ej/Ej). Sixteen 
excitation points were used, which typically gave distances of 0.25m - 0.5m 
between excitation points and also between excitation points and the boundaries. 
Strictly speaking, the computer generated pseudo-random numbers. 
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L-junction #2 (lHz - IOOHz) has been used to investigate differences between 
ROTR and SEP. -Dv, 12 and -Dv, 21 for L-junction #2 are shown on Figure 5.10 and 
Figure 5.11 respectively. 
For lHz - 30Hz, there are no global modes and the transmission is non-resonant. At 
lHz, for ROTR or SEP, the range of the -D,, ij data is lOdB - 20dB. This indicates a 
significant shortcoming in the use of FEM to determine non-resonant transmission 
using ROTR or SEP as suggested by Fredo 60 . Non-resonant transmission appears to be highly dependent on the random phase of the ROTR excitation. FEM models with 
ROTR excitation are therefore of limited use for non-resonant transmission below 
the fundamental global mode. Practical use of FEM models with SEP excitation will 
depend upon whether it is possible to validate one of the three averaging protocols. 
For 35Hz - 10OHz, in the vicinity of the peaks that correspond to global modes, the 
transmission can be considered as resonant. The excitation type affects two features 
of the -D,, ij data: 
I. Frequency of the peaks. For ROTR with different sets of 'rainfall', the peaks 
occurred over a frequency range of =5Hz. 
2. -Dv, ij levels at the peaks. For ROTR, the maximum range was =lOdB. For SEP, 
the maximum difference between energy averaging Ej/Ej and energy averaging 
Ej/Ej was =5dB and the rank order of lowest to highest coupling from plate i to 
plate j was energy averaging Ej/Ej, arithmetic averaging, energy averaging Ej/Ej. 
For 35Hz - IOOHz, in the vicinity of the troughs between local/global modes, the 
transmission can be considered as non-resonant. The excitation type affects two 
features of the -Dv, ij data: 
1. Frequency of the troughs. For ROTR with different sets of 'rainfall', the troughs 
occurred over a frequency range of =I 5Hz. 
2. -Dv, ij levels at the troughs. For ROTR, the maximum range was =16dB. For SEP, 
the maximum difference between energy averaging Ej/Ej and energy averaging 
Ej/Ej was =6dB and the rank order of lowest to highest coupling from plate i to 
plate j was energy averaging Ej/Ej, arithmetic averaging, energy averaging Ej/Ej. 
The data does not provide evidence that any of the three averaging protocols with 
SEP approximate to statistically independent excitation forces. This is caused by the 
variation in -D,, ij that occurs when using ROTR with different sets of 'rainfall' 
As discussed in section 2.2.2, ROTR is intended to satisfy a pre-requisite of SEA to 
have statistically independent excitation forces. ROTR is well suited to ESEA as it 
avoids the question of which averaging method to use with the SEP data. In addition, 
a single set of ROTR is computationally more efficient for use with FEM ESEA than 
SEP. The variation between ROTR with different sets of 'rainfall' means that a single 
set of 'rainfall' will not be satisfactory. Some variation is to be expected due to the 
number of elements used in the model, although this would be expected to reduce as 
the number of elements is increased. The other cause of variation is the random sets 
of phase that will inevitably include permutations that are not representative of the 
typical set of 'rainfall'. The variation between sets of 'rainfall' does not prevent the 
use of ROTR in FEM ESEA. However, it does highlight the fact that differences will 
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exist between models that attempt to numerically realise ROTR and those that 
assume statistically independent excitation forces. 
To use ROTR with FEM analysis in this thesis, this variation will be included in the 
ESEA ensemble by using different 'rainfall' for each member of the ensemble. The 
ensemble output can therefore be considered as representative of different physical 
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Figure 5.10: L-junction #2. -D, jj- Source (i): Wall 1. Receiver 0): Wall 2. 
Figure 5.11: L-j unction #2. -D,, ýi. Source (i) : Wall 2. Receiver 0) : Wall 1. 
ROTR excitation (5 curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'). SEP excitation (16 
excitation points, 3 curves corresponding to different averaging protocols) 
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5.4.2 Assessment of FEM mesh error with element size 
This section investigates the error due to the element size and mesh. Assessment of a 
finite element mesh can be carried out by comparing the response with analytic 
solutions or by using an error indicator like emesh as defined in section 3.4.6.1. An 
advantage of emesh is that it is possible to check meshed plate constructions for which 
no analytic solutions are available (e. g. plates with apertures). For rectangular plates, 
there should be no significant errors with a mesh that consists of a simple rectangular 
grid. However, the mesh quality is likely to be poor if a simple rectangular grid is 
used on plates with apertures. This makes it convenient to use the ANSYS automatic 
meshing facility. 
Numerical experiments have been used to investigate the variation in e,,, esh for L- junction #2 and T-junction #1 using five sets of 'rainfall'. A fixed element size was 
used for the entire frequency range. In this range, the element dimensions were<XB/6 
(i. e. <16.7% Of AkB). For coupled plates of different thicknesses and different 
materials, XB corresponded to the plate with the smallest value Of /kB- It is expected 
that element size and modal response will affect emesh, hence emesh is plotted with (a) 
the coupled and uncoupled plate mobility, (b) the local and global eigenfrequencies 
and (c) the element dimension as a fraction of the bending wavelength. 
emesh data are shown on Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 for L-junction #2 and Figure 
5.14, Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 for T-junction #1. For L-junction #2, local modes, 
global modes, coupled mobility and uncoupled mobility are included on the figures. 
However, for T-junction #1 only the coupled mobility and global modes are included 
to maintain clarity. 
The main features of the emeshdata are: 
At I Hz, emesh is -`100%. In general, emesh is in the range 60% - 100% below the 
lowest fundamental global eigenfrequency where the assignment of damping in 
the FEM model has little or no physical meaning and use of ernesh is not strictly 
valid. This identifies the range of emeshvalues that can occur when it is used in an 
invalid frequency range. 
The lowest frequency at which ernesh tends towards 0% corresponds to the lowest 
frequency at which there is a peak in the coupled source plate mobility. 
" Above the fundamental global eigenfrequency, emesh tends towards 0% in the 
vicinity of the lowest five global or local eigenfrequencies of any of the plates. 
However, emesh can also tend towards 0% where there are no local or global 
eigenfrequencies (e. g. Figure 5.16,45Hz - 60Hz). Some values of 0% may 
purely be a feature of the set of 'rainfall' for which the links to some local and 
global eigenfrequencies are likely to be coincidental. 
" Above the fundamental global eigenfrequency, the largest values of emesh occur 
in-between local or global eigenfrequencies. 
" Above the fundamental global eigenfrequency, emeshvalues >40% tend to identify 
Dvjj curves that are significantly different to the typical set of 'rainfall', e. g. 
Figure 5.13 (emesh) and Figure 5.20 (-Dv, ij) in the frequency range 80Hz -1 IOHz. 
" Above the lowest five fundamental global or local eigenfrequencies, emesh is in 
the range 0% - 40% for element dimensions<kB/6. 
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5.4.2.1 Discussion 
From the emesh analysis it is clear that any assessment of the FEM mesh is prone to 
misleading results if only a single frequency is used to compare different element 
sizes. However, emeshcan be used over a wide frequency range to give an indication 
that the element dimension and mesh are satisfactory. 
The value of emesh is highly dependent upon global or local eigenfrequencies, 
excitation position and the type of excitation. This makes it awkward to justify a 
particular element size and mesh with ROTR excitation. However, these numerical 
experiments do not provide any evidence that the choice of element dimensions to be 
': ýý4/6 is unsatisfactory in the vicinity of either global or local eigenfrequencies. 
Hence, emesh values in the range 0% - 40% can be considered as acceptable with 
ROTR excitation. Based on these findings, element dimensions <kB/6 will be used in 
the remainder of this thesis. 
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Figure 5.12: L-junction #2. emeshand Re IYI data. Source (i) : Wall 1. 
Figure 5.13: L-Junction #2. emeshand Re IYI data. Source (i) : Wall 2. 
emeshdata (Upper curves) and Re I Y) for coupled and uncoupled walls (Lower curves). 
ROTR excitation: Five curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'. 
Bending wavelength corresponds to walls I and 2. L- r-I 
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Figure 5.14: T-junction #1. eineshand Re IYI data. Source (i) : Wall 1. 
Figure 5.15: T-junction #L emeshand Re IYI data. Source (i) : Wall 2. 
emeshdata (Upper curves) and Re IYI for coupled and uncoupled walls (Lower curves). 
ROTR excitation: Five curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'. 
Bending wavelength corresponds to walls 2 and 3. Z-- 
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Figure 5.16: T-junction #1. emeshand Re IYI data. Source (i) : Wall 3. 
emeshdata (Upper curves) and Re IYI for coupled and uncoupled walls (Lower curves). 
ROTR excitation: Five curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'. 
Bending wavelength corresponds to walls 2 and 3. 
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5.4.3 L-junction #1 
This section contains analysis of vibration transmission between plates for L-junction 
#1. The aim is to investigate any relationships between the plate mobility and 
vibration transmission. FEM analysis has been carried out between lHz and IOOHz 
with lHz resolution. The data were determined with rain-on-the-roof excitation (five 
sets of different 'rainfall'). For lHz - 10OHz, the data are shown on Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18. 
Non-resonant transmission 
On the receiver wall, FEM analysis of the displacement data below the fundamental 
global eigenfrequency at 21.5Hz indicated a decaying vibration field away from the 
junction. There was a point of high response along the horizontal centre line of the 
receiver wall, a short distance from the junction. From this point, an exponentially 
decaying wave field was identified, a nearfield. The rapid decay of this nearfield 
accounts for the low receiver plate levels below f1 on Figure 5.17 and Figure 5.18. 
Resonant transmission 
The main feature to be noted is that the peaks of the -D,, ij data tend to occur at the 
same frequency as the peaks in the mobility curve of the coupled rather than the 
uncoupled receiver plates. The relative levels of the mobility peaks do not closely 
correspond to the peak levels of the -Dv, ij data because of differences between the 
ROTR data for different sets of 'rainfall'. 
With source wall 1, there is an example of high vibration transmission at 26.6Hz (i. e. 
positive values of -Dv, 12) near global mode f2 for three out of the five sets of 
'rainfall'. These positive values of -Dv, ij are attributed to global mode f2 having a 
higher response on wall 2 than on wall I and the significant difference between the 
peak in the coupled mobility for wall 2 and the trough in the coupled mobility for 
wall 1. 
The -D,, 12 data near global mode f5 at 60.3Hz clearly illustrates that the -D,, ij data 
corresponds to the mobility curve of the coupled rather than the uncoupled receiver 
plate. For wall 2, the uncoupled plate mobility has a trough near 60Hz due to the 
absence of any local modes although the coupled plate mobility has a peak due to 
global mode f5, with a corresponding peak in -D,, 12. 
The -D,, 12data near global mode f6at 70.3Hz demonstrates the variation in vibration 
transmission that can occur with different sets of 'rainfall'. Two out of the five sets 
of 'rainfall' have a slight peak that corresponds to f6, the other three sets show no 
effect from this global mode. It is also noted that the -Dv, 2, data near global 
eigenfrequencies f6and f7no longer correspond to the coupled mobility curve. 
These data indicate that there is a tendency towards a relationship between the 
coupled receiver plate mobility and -Dv, ij, rather than a definite relationship. For this 
reason, these investigations are continued with L-junction #2 and T-junction #1. 
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5.4.4 L-junction #2 
This section contains analysis of vibration transmission between plates for L-junction 
#2 in order to determine whether the features that were noted with L-junction #1 
were atypical. FEM analysis has been carried out between lHz and 20OHz with lHz 
resolution. The data were determined with rain-on-the-roof excitation (five sets of 
different 'rainfall'). For IHz - IOOHz, the data are shown on Figure 5.19 and Figure 5.20. For IOOHz - 20OHz, the data are shown on Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.22. 
Compared to L-junction #1, both walls in L-junction #2 have similar mobility levels 
for the uncoupled walls. Also, there is a 30Hz frequency band (8OHz -II OHz) in 
which there are no local or global modes, although there are both local and global 
modes above and below this band. 
L-junction #2 provides more evidence that the peaks of the -Dv, ij data tend to occur 
at the same frequency as the peaks in the mobility curve of the coupled rather than 
the uncoupled receiver plates (e. g. -Dv, 12 data near global mode f4 at 66AHz on 
Figure 5.19 and -Dv, 21 data near global mode f5at 79.3Hz on Figure 5.20). 
Accounting for the differences between the ROTR data for different sets of 'rainfall', 
the general trend is that the relative levels of the mobility peaks are not connected to 
the peak levels of the -Dv, ij data. 
The data from lOOHz - 20OHz indicate that the similarities between -D,, ij and the 
coupled mobility curves are less apparent above the first five global 
eigenfrequencies. 
5.4.5 T-junction #1 
This section contains analysis of vibration transmission between plates for T-junction 
#1. FEM analysis has been carried out between I Hz and 100Hz with IHz resolution. 
The data were determined with rain-on-the-roof excitation (five sets of different 
'rainfall'). For IHz - 100Hz, the data are shown on Figure 5.23 to Figure 5.28. (N. B. 
Only the coupled plate mobility is shown for clarity, although the uncoupled and 
coupled plate mobility were previously shown together on Figure 5.9. ) 
T-junction #1 consists of three walls with different dimensions but identical material 
properties. Wall I has a significantly higher fundamental local eigenfrequency than 
walls 2 or 3 such that global modes f, and f2 occur below the fundamental local 
eigenfrequency of wall I and only have a nearfield response on wall 1. 
For transmission around the corner, T-junction #1 provides more evidence that the 
peaks of the -Dv, ij data tend to occur at the same frequency as the peaks in the 
mobility curve of the coupled rather than the uncoupled receiver plates. However, for 
transmission across the straight section, this trend does not occur with -Dv, 23data. In 
this case, there is a small peak near global mode f4 at 67.4Hz that does not exist in 
the coupled plate mobility for receiver plate 3. 
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Accounting for the differences between the ROTR data for different sets of 'rainfall', 
the general trend is that the relative levels of the mobility peaks are not connected to 
the peak levels of the -D,, ij data. 
5.4.6 Discussion 
The main finding was that in the frequency range encompassed by the first five 
global modes, the peaks of the -Dv, ij data tended to occur at the same frequency as 
the peaks in the mobility curve of the coupled rather than the uncoupled receiver 
plates. However, the general trend was that the relative levels of the mobility peaks 
did not correspond to the peak levels of the -Dv, ij data. Although this was partly 
accounted for by differences between the ROTR data for different sets of 'rainfall', 
this general trend was still identifiable. 
The findings in this section indicate that the relationship between vibration 
transmission and the mobility of the receiver subsystem is not strong enough to 
abandon the ESEA ensemble approach. Therefore, to make effective use of FEM 
analysis in this thesis, the variation with different sets of 'rainfall' can be included in 
the ESEA ensemble by using different 'rainfall' for each member of the ensemble. 
The work by Craik et a124 used measured data to show that the fluctuations in the 
CLF corresponded to the fluctuations in the receiver plate mobility. Their analysis 
was based upon local modes of the uncoupled plates, however, their measured data 
essentially indicated the same result as shown in this chapter. This is because the 
measured mobility data was from the coupled plates and was therefore controlled by 
the global modes. Craik et al observed differences between measured and analytic 
calculations of the uncoupled plate mobility. For masonry walls this was reasonably 
attributed to inhomogeneity and gross assumptions of the boundary conditions. One 
more reason can now be attributed which is that the predicted mobility considered 
only local modes rather than the global modes that controlled their measurement 
scenario. 
The absence of a local mode in the source subsystem with the existence of a global 
mode can also be considered in the context of work by Craik et a124 on SEA at low 
frequencies. The authors suggested that the number of local modes in the source 
subsystem did not influence sound transmission (such that there can be no local 
modes in the source subsystem) with only the local modes in the receiving subsystem 
affecting the power flow. However, for vibration transmission between plates at low 
frequencies, it is concluded from the three case studies that it is more appropriate to 
consider global modes, rather than local modes. This is because global modes have a 
response on all the coupled plates, rather than on just one plate as is considered from 
the local mode viewpoint. The finding of Craik et al can therefore be re-considered 
using global rather than local modes, where it is the global modes that affect the 
power flow. In this case there is no need to consider the concept of zero local modes 
in the receiving subsystem because the global mode has a response on both the 
source and receiver plates. 
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Figure 5.17: L-junction #1. -D,, ij. Source (i): Wall 1. Receiver 0): Wall 2. 
Figure 5.18: L-junction # 1. -D,, ij. Source (i) : Wall 2. Receiver 0) : Wall 1. 
-D,., ýj data (Upper curves) and Re IYI for coupled and uncoupled walls (Lower curves). 
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Figure 5.19: L-junction #2. -D,, ij. Source (i) : Wall 1. Receiver 0) : Wall 2. 
Figure 5.20: L-junction #2. -D,, ij. Source (i): Wall 2. Receiver 0) : Wall 1. 
-Dv, ýj data (Upper curves) and Re f Y) for coupled and uncoupled walls (Lower curves). 
ROTR excitation: Five curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'. 
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Figure 5.21: L-junction #2. -D,, ij. Source (i) : Wall 1. Receiver 0) : Wall 2. 
Figure 5.22: L-junction #2. -D,, ij. Source (i) : Wall 2. Receiver 0): Wall 1. 
-D,,. jj data (Upper curves) and Re I Y) for coupled and uncoupled walls (Lower curves). 
ROTR excitation: Five curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'. 
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Figure 5.23: T-junction #1. -D,, ij. Source (i): Wall 1. Receiver 0): Wall 2. 
Figure 5.24: T-junction #1. -D,, ij. Source (i): Wall 1. Receiver 0) : Wall 3. 
-D,,, i i data (Upper curves) and Re IYI for coupled walls (Lower curves). 
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Figure 5.25: T-junction #1. -D,, ij. Source (i): Wall 2. Receiver 0) : Wall 1. 
Figure 5.26: T-junction #1. -D,, ij. Source (i) : Wall 3. Receiver 0) : Wall 1. 
-D,.. ij data (Upper curves) and Re I Y) 
for coupled walls (Lower curves). 
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Figure 5.27: T-junction #1. -D,, ij. Source (i): Wall 2. Receiver 0): Wall 3. 
Figure 5.28: T-junction # 1. -D,, i, -. Source (1) : Wall 3. Receiver 0) : Wall 2. 
-D,,. i, i data (Upper curves) and Re IYI 
for coupled walls (Lower curves). 
ROTR excitation: Five curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'. L- 
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5.5 Low frequency ESEA 
The main aim of this section is to carry out an assessment of the ESEA matrix 
inversion at low frequencies, where both the modal density and modal overlap are 
low. High matrix condition numbers and any failure of the matrix inversion to return 
positive loss factors could indicate that SEA is not appropriate for the system under 
study. Any significant problems need to be identified at this stage if the FEM ESEA 
approach with the ESEA ensemble is to be used in this thesis. 
This section can also be considered from the point of view of the experimenter who 
intends to use ESEA. The results can be used to investigate the warning signs that 
exist (if any) when ESEA is attempted without knowledge of the modal density and 
modal overlap. 
Fahy and Mohammed 21 state that 'stable' estimates of the CLF occur when the modal 
overlap factor is unity or greater and there are five eigenfrequencies in the frequency 
band. In their case, the definition of 'stable' related to the CLF values approximating 
to the wave theory solution, the variance reaching a plateau and the ensemble data 
for the linear CLF having a normal distribution. In this section, L-junction #2 is used 
to investigate the 'unstable' situation by using 1OHz bandwidths containing zero to 
four local eigenfrequencies with modal overlap factors both above and below unity. 
L-junction #2 was chosen for this analysis as it had zero modes (local or global) over 
a 30Hz frequency band (8OHz -II OHz) with both local and global modes above and 
below this band. Although third octave bands rather than IOHz bandwidths are 
commonly used in building acoustics, this example represents a typical 
masonry/concrete plate system. 
Section 5.4.1 demonstrated the variation that occurs when using different sets of 
'rainfall' with rain-on-the-roof excitation. For this reason, five different sets of 
'rainfall' are used with L-junction #2 to assess the variation of the FEM ESEA CLF. 
In the latter part of this section, these data are used to assess the empirical equation 
suggested by Craik et a124 that relates the angular average wave theory CLF to the 
finite plate CLF. 
5.5.1 Input power 
The input power is required for ESEA and is analysed here to investigate the main 
features that occur with ROTR excitation and any relationship between the input 
power and the mobility. The input power and mobility data for L-junction #2 are 
shown on Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30 for lHz - 20OHz in lHz steps. The main 
features are: 
The peaks of the input power tend to occur at the same frequency as the peaks in 
the mobility curve of the coupled rather than the uncoupled source plate. 
Below the fundamental global mode, the input power was up to 29dB lower than 
the average value in the frequency range under modal control. 
When using different sets of 'rainfall' with ROTR excitation in the frequency 
range under modal control, the input power varied up to =lOdB. 
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There are two main implications from these observations. The first is that when local 
rather than global mode analysis is used, the frequencies at which there is maximum 
power input will not be exact. The second is due to the variation in the input power, 
which means that ESEA analysis must be carried out individually for each set of 
'rainfall'. 
5.5.2 Analysis using FEM ESEA 
This investigation is primarily concerned with frequency bands containing zero to 
four local eigenfrequencies. In order to assess the effect of different numbers of 
eigenfrequencies in the frequency bands, a IOHz swept filter was used on the IHZ 
step frequency data from IHz - 20OHz. This gave frequency bands with centre 
frequencies in IHz steps from 5Hz - 195Hz. The smoothing effect of the swept 
filter 58 is used to give a clearer indication of the effects due to the absence or 
existence of eigenfrequencies in the consecutive I OHz frequency bands. 
The modal overlap factors were also calculated using the IOHz swept filter from the 
FEM IILF and the uncoupled plate mobility. The uncoupled rather than the coupled 
plate modal overlap factors were used, as it is the local mode approach of SEA that is 
under investigation. 
The ESEA CLF values were determined using matrix formulations, A and C as 
described in section 2.8: 
A) General ESEA matrix formulation. 
Q Specific two subsystem ESEA matrix formulation. 
5.5.2.1 Matrix condition numbers 
When the matrix condition number is much larger than unity, the matrix is termed 
'ill-conditioned'. The condition numbers for the different matrix solutions are shown 
on Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32. A feature common to the condition numbers for 
matrix formulations, A and C is that there is some evidence of a limit beyond which 
the condition number does not get any closer to unity. These limits are =2 and =6 for 
A and C respectively. Use of a logarithmic scale illustrates a positive logarithmic 
shift of the condition number between A and C. No implications are suggested for 
this feature other than C having higher condition numbers than A, and high peaks 
occurring with C. 
Below the fundamental global mode, the matrix can be either well-conditioned or ill- 
conditioned depending upon the set of 'rainfall'. Above the fundamental global 
mode, the existence of generally low condition numbers from A, and the fact that 
neither solution gave negative CLF values suggest that the matrix condition is 
unlikely to give any indication that the system should not be modelled using SEA. 
This is in accordance with Woodhouse 
48 who noted that '... SEA should always be 
applicable to any problem with just two subsystems. '. 
Comparison of the ILF and CLF values determined using solutions A and C 
indicated that 1112 values were the same. However, fl21 had slightly different values 
with an average difference of 0.1 dB and a range of OdB - 0.8dB. Because the general 
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ESEA matrix formulation (A) had lower condition numbers it is the preferred option. 
Therefore, matrix formulation A is used for the remainder of the data considered in 
this chapter. 
The existence of relatively low condition numbers and the fact that the matrix 
inversion did not return any negative loss factors, imply that the SEA framework is 
likely to be appropriate for some (if not all) plate systems with low modal density 
and low modal overlap. 
5.5.2.2 FEM ESEA results 
The CLF values are shown on Figure 5.33 and Figure 5.34 using the 95% confidence 
interval from five different sets of 'rainfall'. 
In a similar manner to -D,, ij in section 5.4, the peaks of the CLF also tend to occur at 
the same frequency as the peaks in the mobility curve of the coupled rather than the 
uncoupled receiver plates. This provides more evidence that the coupling is 
controlled by the global modes of the system and will be discussed further in section 
5.6. 
The 95% confidence intervals can be considered from the point of view of the 
experimenter studying a system using ESEA. Below the lowest fundamental global 
eigenfrequency, the 95% confidence intervals can be smaller than in the frequency 
range under modal control. Therefore confidence intervals do not indicate to the 
experimenter that it is incorrect to use SEA below fl. However, above the lowest 
fundamental global eigenfrequency, the 95% confidence intervals were widest in 
frequency bands that contained zero local or global eigenfrequencies (80Hz - 
II OHz). This provides an indication that it is inappropriate to consider SEA without 
extending the frequency band. 
ESEA analysis was assessed using the ESEA IILF error (Equation 3.37), and the SEA 
consistency relationship was assessed using the Consistency Relationship Indicator 
(Equation 3.36). The main features of the ESEA IILF error and Consistency 
Relationship Indicator data are: 
Below the lowest fundamental global eigenfrequency, all curves had ESEA ELF 
errors >2dB. The increasingly large and positive ESEA 11LF errors that occur 
below this eigenfrequency do not provide an indication that it is incorrect to use 
SEA. This is because the assignment of damping in the FEM model is only valid 
in the frequency range where there is modal response, i. e. at and above the 
fundamental global mode. 
Above the lowest fundamental global eigenfrequency, the ESEA IILF errors were 
typically in the range -ldB to 2dB- 
" In the 30Hz frequency band (8OHz -I lOHz) which contained zero modes (local 
or global), only one ROTR curve had an ESEA IILF error >2dB- Therefore, the 
ESEA 11LF error will not always indicate that there are frequency bands with zero 
mode counts. 
" Above the fundamental global eigenfrequency and below lOOHz, the average 
modal overlap factor was 0.35 and the average ESEA ILF error was 0.7dB. 
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Above I OOHz, the average modal overlap factor was 1.10 and the average ESEA 
ILF error was 0.8dB. Therefore the ESEA ELF error does not vary sufficiently to 
indicate that SEA is appropriate or inappropriate for plates with low modal 
density and low modal overlap. 
Below the lowest fundamental global eigenfrequency and in the 30Hz frequency 
band (80Hz -II OHz) which contained zero modes (local or global), at least one 
out of the five ROTR curves had Consistency Relationship Indicators >1OdB or 
<-IOdB. However, the CRI does not provide an indication that it is incorrect to 
use SEA. It is seen that a wide range of values can occur for CRI when modal 
overlap factors are less than or greater than unity and that the CRI can be close to 
zero even below the lowest fundamental global eigenfrequency. 
In conclusion, the indicators used to assess the ESEA analysis in this section did not 
show that SEA was inappropriate for this plate system with low modal density and 
low modal overlap. 
5.5.3 Adjusted wave theory CLF (after Craik et at) 
In this section, L-junction #2 is used to assess the empirical equation suggested by 
Craik et a124 that relates the angular average wave theory CLF to the finite plate CLF. 
This corrected CLF is described in Equation 2.10 (section 2.3) and is referred to in 
this section as the adjusted wave theory CLF. In chapter 3 it was concluded from 
sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 on mode-wave duality and angular dependant transmission 
that this corrected CLF is unlikely to be a robust solution at low frequencies because 
it is based upon angular average wave theory transmission coefficients. 
The ESEA CLF and the adjusted wave theory CLF data are shown on Figure 5.37 
and Figure 5.38. 
Below the lowest fundamental global eigenfrequency, the ESEA ELF error was large. 
For this reason, the data are not considered in this frequency range. However, at and 
above the lowest fundamental global eigenfrequency, the main features are: 
" The peaks of the CLF tend to occur at the same frequency as the peaks in the 
mobility curve of the coupled rather than the uncoupled receiver plates. 
Therefore, the frequencies of the adjusted wave theory CLF peaks are slightly 
different to those of the ESEA CLE 
" The adjusted wave theory CLF overestimates the peaks of the ensemble average 
ESEA CLF in the vicinity of the fundamental global mode by =9dB where the 
modal overlap factor is less than unity. In this case, the peak levels of the coupled 
and uncoupled mobility data differed by :! A6M, which allows a fair assessment 
of the adjusted wave theory CLF using the uncoupled receiver plate mobility. 
However, the differences between the ESEA CLF and the adjusted wave theory 
CLF in the vicinity of the fundamental global mode indicate that the empirical 
equation is not always applicable. 
The FEM data indicate that the empirical equation provides an approximate guide to 
the expected fluctuations about the angular average wave theory CLF, although it can 
have significant errors in the vicinity of the fundamental global mode. From a local 
mode viewpoint, it might be thought that some improvement could be gained by 
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using the angle specific transmission coefficients from local mode analysis of the 
equivalent angles rather than using the angular average values. However, the 
existence of hybrid local mode shapes in the global modes presents problems with 
the concept of equivalent angles based on local mode-wave duality. This clearly 
restricts the potential of the wave approach to determine low frequency coupling 
parameters using a local mode approach. Another problem is that consideration of 
only local modes does not allow for any effects of coherence between the waves 
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Figure 5.29: L-junction #2. Input power. Source: Wall 1. 
Figure 5.30: L-junction #2. Input power. Source: Wall 2. 
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(Lower curves). ROTR excitation: Five curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'. 
Frequency range: I Hz - 20OHz. 
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Figure 5.31: L-junction #2. Matrix condition number (A: General ESEA matrix). 
Figure 5.32: L-junction #2. Matrix condition number (C: Specific ESEA matrix). 
Condition number (Upper curves) and Modal Overlap Factor (Lower curves). 
ROTR excitation: Five curves corresponding to different 'rainfall'. 
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Figure 5.33: I. -junction #2: ilij (i: wall I, j: wall 2) and Modal Overlap Factor. 
Figure 5.34: L-junction #2: ilij (i: wall 2, j: wall 1) and Modal Overlap Factor. 
Couplina Loss Factor ilij (Upper curves) and Modal Overlap Factor (Lower curves). ROTR 
excitation: Five curves correspond ing, to different 'rainfall'. 
Frequency range: 5Hz - 195Hz. (I OHz swept filter) 
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Figure 5.35: L-junction #2: ESEA ILF error. 
Figure 5.36: L-junction #2: Consistency Relationship Indicator. 
ESEA ILF error/Consistency Relationship Indicator (Upper curves) and Modal Overlap 
Factor (Lower curves). ROTR excitation: Five sets of different 'rainfall'. 
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Figure 5.37: L-j unction #2: q ij (i: wall I, j: wall 2). 
Figure 5.38: L-junction #2: Tlij 0: wall 2, j: wall 1). 
ESEA Coupling, Loss Factor. ROTR excitation: Five sets of different 'rainfall'. 
Frequency range: 5Hz - 195Hz. (IOHz swept filter) Z-- 
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5.6 Conclusions 
In this chapter, FEM eigenfrequency data and qualitative discussions on mode-wave 
duality led to the conclusion that by their very nature, local modes for an uncoupled 
plate with the correct junction boundary condition can not exactly simulate the global 
modes. From the SEA viewpoint, the global mode can be seen as representing a 
combination of the transmission phenomenon and the concept of local modes as 
defined by the correct junction boundary conditions. However, this interpretation is 
only strictly appropriate when there is SEA 'weak' coupling. The existence of global 
modes does not equate to 'strong' coupling but provides a useful way of describing 
the concept with coupled subsystems that have low modal density and low modal 
overlap. When the modal density and modal overlap are high, the global modes can 
be represented by the local modes, and the local mode approach can be used that 
assumes SEA 'weak' coupling. 
The findings from this chapter are now used to discuss the potential in using FEM 
ESEA and the ESEA ensemble to determine vibration transmission between plates 
with low modal density and low modal overlap. 
The starting point for this discussion is the variation in coupling that occurs with 
rain-on-the-roof excitation when using different sets' of 'rainfall'. The implication is 
that a single deterministic analysis of a coupled plate system with numerical 
realisation of single set of 'rainfall' does not give a particularly robust answer in the 
assessment of vibration transmission. To make effective use of FEM analysis, it will 
therefore be necessary to include this effect in the ESEA ensemble by using different 
'rainfall' for each member of the ensemble. This is carried out in the remainder of 
this thesis. From this finding, there is some justification for the use of an ESEA 
ensemble approach rather than a single deterministic global mode analysis. 
The role of global modes in vibration transmission is now considered. In the 
frequency range encompassed by the first five global modes, the results showed that 
the peaks of -Dv, ij tended to occur at the same frequency as the peaks in the mobility 
curve of the coupled rather than the uncoupled receiver plate. A more rigorous but 
simple rule was not apparent. However, the differences between the coupled and 
uncoupled mobility were generally of minor importance in comparison to the 
variation in coupling observed between different sets of 'rainfall'. They may also be 
of minor consequence in actual buildings where low order eigenfrequencies and 
mobility are prone to variation due to workmanship and spatial variation in material 
properties. The variation between different sets of 'rainfall' meant that the relative 
levels of the mobility peaks did not correspond to the peak levels of the -Dv, ij data. 
In general, it was apparent that the global modes determine the shape of the coupled 
plate mobility curves, even though the effect of some global modes on the coupled 
plate mobility can be insignificant. Therefore when the modal overlap is low from 
the local mode perspective of SEA, the global modes can be viewed as effectively 
extending the frequency range under modal control. Although not explicitly stated by 
A single set of 'rainfall' is defined as rain -on-the-roof excitation with one set of 
random phase values for the unity magnitude input forces. 
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Lyon and DeJong', this may have been implied by their note that ... 
it is not 
necessary for the subsystem to have several modes which resonate in the frequency 
band of interest. As long as the subsystem is reasonably well coupled to a complete 
system with overlapping modal response, the subsystem may have arbitrarily small 
modal density and still give good results. '. The case studies in this chapter show that 
above the fundamental eigenfrequencies, relatively large frequency ranges can occur 
in which third octave bands will not contain any global modes. When the damping is 
high these bands may still be under modal control from the global modes at the edge 
of the frequency band. However, when the damping is low, it may not be appropriate 
to use frequency bands with non-resonant vibration to determine coupling parameters 
destined for predictive SEA from a single deterministic analysis. The solution in this 
thesis is to use the ESEA ensemble to ensure that the global eigenfrequencies are 
randomly shifted between the ensemble members such that in the ESEA ensemble 
average, all frequency bands are influenced by modal energy. 
Further justification for a statistical approach to deterministic methods using the 
ESEA ensemble was illustrated by the global mode shapes. If the mode shapes on the 
individual plates in the global mode were to differ significantly from those of the 
local mode shapes then the local mode approach of SEA might not be justifiable. In 
the case studies, it was seen that the global mode shapes either consisted of the local 
mode shapes or hybrid local mode shapes (i. e. a combination of local mode shapes). 
It was also found that in a chosen frequency range, the number of global modes 
approximately equalled the total number of local modes from all the individual 
plates. The ESEA ensemble was introduced in chapter 3 to account for uncertainty in 
the eigenfrequencies such that within chosen limits of uncertainty, the frequency 
bands would contain different combinations of eigenfrequencies. The existence of 
hybrid local mode shapes and the expected variation in mode shapes caused by 
workmanship and spatial variation in material properties, provide further evidence 
that a statistical approach to deterministic methods is the most appropriate way 
forward. 
In general, a global mode approach using either FEM or analytical methods"O is 
computationally inefficient for a complete construction. For this reason, FEM ESEA 
is intended only for plate junctions of two, three or four coupled plates. However, it 
has yet to be shown that coupling parameters determined through analysis of parts of 
a system that are isolated from the complete system are relevant at low frequencies, 
where there are relatively few global modes. Having seen that the global modes play 
a key role in vibration transmission, it is questionable whether the global modes of 
two coupled box shaped rooms consisting of L and T-junctions could be modelled 
using coupling parameters determined by the global modes of the isolated junctions. 
Such numerical experiments are carried out in chapter 8. Until then, it is anticipated 
that use of the ESEA ensemble approach to randomly shift the global 
eigenfrequencies may still provide a useful estimate of the vibration transmission 
along with an indication of the ensemble statistics. 
SEA subsystems are defined by their ability to store local modal energy. However, 
an SEA model essentially uses a local mode approach to solve global mode 
problems. The global modes tend to control the transmission of vibration, but this 
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does not imply that the same plate boundaries that define SEA subsystems are 
unsuitable for ESEA. In this chapter, the global modes were found to have mode 
shapes on the individual plates that were not significantly different to those of the 
local modes, with one plate usually having a higher response. For the plate systems 
in this thesis, each plate represents an ESEA subsystem. This definition is used to 
test the framework of SEA with plate systems that have low modal density and low 
modal overlap. Preliminary experiments using ESEA in this chapter did not indicate 
that these subsystem definitions were unsuitable. 
The absence of a local mode in the source subsystem with the existence of a global 
mode was considered in the context of work by Craik et a124 on SEA at low 
frequencies. The authors suggested that the number of local modes in the source 
subsystem did not influence sound transmission (such that there can be no local 
modes in the source subsystem) with only the local modes in the receiving subsystem 
affecting the power flow. However, for vibration transmission between plates at low 
frequencies, the case studies indicated that it was appropriate to consider global 
modes, rather than local modes. This is because global modes have a response on all 
the coupled plates, rather than on just one plate as is considered from the local mode 
viewpoint. The finding of Craik et al was therefore re-considered using global rather 
than local modes, where the global modes affect the power flow. In this case there is 
no need to consider the concept of zero local modes in the receiving subsystem 
because the global mode has a response on both the source and receiver plates. 
The FEM data indicated that the empirical relationship from Craik et a124 relating the 
angular average wave theory CLF to the finite plate CLF using the uncoupled plate 
mobility was not satisfactory in the vicinity of the fundamental global 
eigenfrequency. This was anticipated from the equivalent angle analysis using local 
modes in chapter 3, which led to the conclusion that any correction based upon 
angular average wave theory transmission coefficients at low frequencies was 
unlikely to be a robust solution. 
In conclusion, the findings in this chapter confirm that it is worth pursuing the global 
mode approach using FEM ESEA and the ESEA ensemble to determine vibration 
transmission between plates with low modal density and low modal overlap. 
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6 Masonry walls: Vibration measurement analysis 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides a basis upon which the potential of FEM ESEA with masonry 
wall constructions can be assessed using analysis of the measurements on masonry 
wall junctions described in chapter 4. 
The first section contains measured data on the variation in longitudinal wavespeed 
between nominally identical masonry walls. This is pertinent to the decision to use a 
deterministic approach (i. e. FEM) and Monte Carlo methods for the prediction of 
vibration transmission between masonry walls. 
In this thesis, the main scenario of interest is for coupled plates with low modal 
density and low modal overlap. Measured data on the spatial variation of vibration 
fields on masonry walls are used to quantify the uncertainty and potential errors 
involved in determining spatial average vibration levels. This information is 
primarily required for chapter 7 in which the FEM models will be assessed through 
comparison with measured data. 
The last section contains structural intensity vector plots from the experimental 
investigation of the underlying energy flow that occurs across a plate surface 
'underneath' the reverberant field. These data were used to assess the homogeneous 
plate assumptions often made in SEA models when there are discontinuities in a 
masonry wall, e. g. lintels and apertures, as well as illustrating spatial patterns of 
energy flow. 
6.2 Longitudinal wavespeed 
Masonry walls in the UK are typically built of blocks (440mm x 215mm x 100mm) 
laid to give walls of 100mm or 215mm. thickness. If nominally identical block 
properties can be assumed, the bending stiffness of a masonry wall in the two 
orthogonal co-ordinate directions will depend upon the mortar and the number of 
mortar joints. (N. B. Walls of 215mm thickness will have approximately twice as 
many joints in the vertical direction than walls of I 00mm thickness. ) 
From Cremer et a, 28, the driving point mobility of an orthotropic plate is 
approximately equal to that of an homogeneous plate with bending stiffness equal to 
the geometric mean of the bending stiffness in the two orthogonal co-ordinate 
directions. A 10% difference between bending stiffness values in the two orthogonal 
directions corresponds to a difference of =5% between the geometric mean bending 
stiffness value and either of the bending stiffness values from the two orthogonal 
directions. 
A single value for the longitudinal wavespeed of each wall was determined using the 
geometric mean of the bending stiffness calculated from the vertical and horizontal 
directions. Table 6.1 contains the single values of longitudinal wavespeed for the 
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blockwork walls built under laboratory conditions. These data were measured on 
walls built from the same batch of blocks by the same builder under laboratory 
conditions. The variation due to workmanship and the block and mortar properties 
can be considered to have been minimised (as far as is practical) and therefore gives 
a 'best case' scenario for the masonry walls. 











#1, #2, #3 215 3 3160 224 427 
#1 100 4 3285 53 126 
#1, #2, #3 215 & 100 7 3232 150 427 
#2 100 4 2074 34 78 
#3 100 4 2330 40 89 
Although longitudinal wavespeed was measured rather than bending stiffness, the 
following discussion assumes that these data can be used to draw conclusions about 
the bending stiffness. The H-block longitudinal wavespeed data indicated that 
masonry walls are orthotropic. For the 215mm separating walls, the bending stiffness 
was 4% to 9% lower in the vertical direction than the horizontal direction. Compared 
to the 100mm flanking walls, the 215mm separating walls had approximately twice 
as many mortar joints in the vertical than the horizontal direction. For the 100mm 
flanking walls, the bending stiffness of the vertical direction ranged from 12% higher 
to 8% lower than the horizontal direction. BosmanS47 has investigated vibration 
transmission between orthotropic plates using analytic models for plate coupling. It 
was found that transmission of bending waves would generally be insensitive to a 
10% difference between bending stiffness values in the two orthogonal directions for 
concrete plates. Bosmans concluded that an orthotropic plate model for building 
structures was generally only required for rib stiffened structures and an isotropic 
plate could generally be considered without incurring significant errors. Considering 
the work of Bosmans, the degree of orthotropism measured on these masonry walls 
is unlikely to affect vibration transmission significantly. 
The standard deviations are low in comparison with the mean values, although the 
215mm walls had higher standard deviations than the 100mm walls. This was 
attributed to the higher number of mortar joints in the 215mm walls such that the 
reproducibility for the longitudinal wavespeed was lower than for the 100mm walls. 
These longitudinal wavespeed data provide another opportunity to question the 
concept of the ESEA ensemble for masonry/concrete plates with low modal density. 
It could be implied from the low standard deviations that it is reasonable to consider 
a single deterministic analysis at low frequencies. However, when considering third 
octave band data for typical wall dimensions, large variations in the response will 
occur at low frequencies where there are either zero eigenfrequencies or one 
eigenfrequency in a band. It should be noted that this mainly occurs with the 215mm 
walls rather than the 100mm walls. The standard deviations of the 215MM walls are 
sufficiently large that for a set of nominally identical walls at low frequencies, the 
low order eigenfrequencies will occur in different third octave bands. A single 
deterministic analysis is therefore of minimal use and provides a reason to use a 
statistical approach to deterministic methods using the ESEA ensemble. In low 
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frequency third octave bands, the ESEA ensemble will contain members with and 
without any eigenfrequencies in the band. The statistical confidence limits from the 
ESEA ensemble may then become of more use than the mean value. 
6.3 Vibration rields 
The vibration field on plates varies over the surface, however, SEA and ESEA 
consider only the spatial average response of subsystems. In addition, classical SEA 
assumes the use of multi-modal subsystems for which the spatial variation is 
generally low. In this thesis, ESEA is used for subsystems with low modal density 
and low modal overlap for which the spatial variation of the vibration field on 
masonry walls ab initio is not known. 
This section considers the spatial variation in vibration of masonry/concrete plates in 
the building acoustics frequency range (50Hz - 5kHz). Vibration measurements of 
motion perpendicular to the plate surface were used to investigate: 
1. D,, ij standard deviation data (H-blocks #1, #2 and #3). 
2. Vibration contour maps for an AAC wall with plaster finish (L-junction #2). 
6.3.1 D,, ij standard deviation data 
The standard deviations of the Dv, ij data for H-blocks #1, #2 and #3 are shown on 
Figure 6.1 for each set of twelve D,, jj measurements. The changes in the data are 
assessed with reference to the statistical mode count and modal overlap factor. For 
all the fair-faced walls of H-blocks #1, #2 and #3, the modal density and modal 
overlap factors were determined from mobility and structural reverberation time 
measurements. The main features of these third octave band data for M and N were: 
" 50Hz - 630Hz: M<I for all walls. 
" 50Hz - IkHz: M<I for all walls (except H-block#2 walls 2,3 and 4). 
" 50Hz - 50OHz: N<5 for separating wall 1. 
" 50Hz - 250Hz: N<5 for flanking walls 2,3,4 and 5. 
For 50Hz - 50OHz, the D, jj standard deviations were typically in the range 3dB - 
9dB, for which these relatively large standard deviations are attributed to N<5. For 
630Hz - 2.5kHz, the standard deviations reached a minimum and were typically in 
the range 2dB - 3dB where at least one wall in each H-block had Ný! 5. For 2.5kHz - 
5kHz, the standard deviation increased slightly. Due to the large numbers of modes 
in these higher frequency bands, this increase is attributed to structural 
inhomogeneity, accelerometer fixing using beeswax and a decrease in vibration with 
distance. 
6.3.2 Spatial variation in vibration with and without aperture 
The structural intensity measurements described in section 4.4 were carried out on 
the flanking wall of L-junction #2 with and without an aperture. These vibration 
measurement grids on the flanking wall were referenced to the source wall vibration 
to give D,, ij measurements for each grid point. These data are presented in this 
section for the maximum point-to-point variation (Figure 6.2), normal quantile plots 
using -Dv, ij (Figure 6.3 and Figure 
6.4) and vibration contour maps using -Dv, ij 
(Figure 6.5 to Figure 6.10). 
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From Lyon', the probability density function for the mean square response of a 
subsystem that has sinusoidal mode shapes and high modal overlap is exponential. 
Lyon also showed that for a two-subsystem model, the probability density function 
for the response could be approximated by the Gamma distribution. However, Lyon 
stated that for complex systems in general, the mean square response would have a 
lognormal distribution such that the response in decibels will have a normal 
distribution. As this thesis is primarily concerned with plates having low modal 
overlap, it is necessary to investigate whether the response in decibels will have a 
normal distribution by using normal quantile plots. Knowledge of the approximate 
distribution is required for the calculation of the 95% confidence limits from the 
standard deviation. For the flanking wall with and without the aperture, the 
individual values on the normal quantile plots correspond to grid points from the 
main grid, which gave 75 and 91 points respectively. On the plots without the 
aperture, open circles are used to indicate when M<I for both walls (the modal 
overlap factor was calculated using predicted statistical modal densities 28 and the 
measured TLF). For the plots with the aperture, the modal density was not estimated, 
therefore, distributions identified as non-normal were plotted using open triangles. 
The vibration contour maps are plotted such that the junction with the source wall is 
on the right side of the page (adjacent to the aperture) with the aperture and lintel 
positions indicated in outline. (N. B. The contour maps with the aperture are created 
from the combination of the main and enhanced grid as described in section 4.4.5. ) 
The following points are noted for the flanking wall without aperture: 
For 50Hz - 10OHz there were no discernible mode shapes corresponding to the 
calculated local eigenfrequencies. Assuming simply supported boundaries below 
100Hz, these local eigenfrequencies for the flanking wall were fl, (25.6Hz), f2l 
(45.3Hz), f3l (78.2Hz) and f12 (82.5Hz). However, at 100Hz, there was some 
evidence of the f3i mode. The fact that the wall vibration did not closely 
correspond to local mode shapes can be partly attributed to the hybrid global 
mode shapes observed in section 5.3.1. Other factors are likely to have been the 
use of sequentially applied excitation distributed over the separating wall surface 
and the use of frequency bands. 
" For 8OHz - 20OHz there was evidence of lower vibration levels on and near the 
lintel. 
" For 50Hz - 20OHz (M<I) the maximum point-to-point variations were in the 
range 1O. OdB - 20.5dB. 
" At 80OHz and 1.6kHz there were sporadic high vibration levels at single 
positions on the wall which are potential outliers in the statistics. 
" For 1.6kHz - 5kHz there was a significant decrease in vibration level with 
increasing distance from the junction. 
" For 1.6kHz - 5kHz, the maximum point-to-point variations at each frequency 
were in the range 6.7dB - 16.7dB. 
" For 50Hz - 5kHz the vibration levels can be considered as normally distributed 
for all values of M. However, this is likely to be purely fortuitous for the higher 
frequencies where there was a significant decrease in vibration level with 
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increasing distance from the junction. This phenomenon is unlikely to give rise to 
normal distributions where the flanking wall has a much larger x dimension. 
The following points are noted for the flanking wall with aperture: 
" kB/4 is an estimate of the lowest frequency at which the area under the aperture 
would support modal behaviour for a free lower aperture edge and a simply 
supported lower plate boundary. The aperture height above the lower wall 
boundary (0.83m on Figure 4.8) corresponded tokB/4 at 39Hz. The usefulness of 
this estimate is confirmed by the measured data, which shows that the area under 
the aperture supports modal behaviour for all third octave bands under analysis, 
50Hz - 5kHz. 
" For 50Hz - 5kHz, higher vibration levels existed on the wall area below the 
aperture compared to the wall area to the left of the aperture. 
" For 50Hz and 63Hz, there is some evidence that the introduction of the aperture 
had negligible effect on these low order mode shapes. 
" For 50Hz - 20OHz on the wall area below the aperture, the lower aperture edge 
typically had the highest vibration levels rather than the left aperture edge, which 
was also unconstrained. 
" For 250Hz - 1.6kHz on the wall area below the aperture, the higher vibration 
levels were more uniformly distributed than for 50Hz - 20OHz. 
" For 2kHz - 5kHz, the main decrease in vibration level with increasing distance 
from the junction was confined to the wall area below the aperture. 
For the frequency range 50Hz - 250Hz, maximum point-to-point variations at 
each frequency were in the range 12.3dB - 25.6dB and were generally higher 
than without the aperture. 
For 1.6kHz - 5kHz, maximum point-to-point variations at each frequency were 
in the range 9.7dB - 21.6dB and were generally higher than without the aperture. 
For IOOHz - 1.25kHz, the vibration levels can be considered as normally 
distributed. 
For 50Hz - 80Hz and 1.6kHz - 5kHz the vibration levels can not be considered 
as normally distributed. The implications for these frequencies with skewed 
distributions are that the confidence limits on Dv, ij may have significant errors 
when Student's t distribution is used for < 15 measurements. 
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In general, these data support Lyon's statement that the response in decibels has a 
normal distribution. However, the existence of outliers and strong skew at low and 
high frequencies implies that robust statistics are only likely to be found with ý! 40 
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Figure 6.2: Maximum point-to-point variation in D,,., ýj for L-junction #2. 
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Figure 6.4: L-junction #2 with aperture in wall 2. Normal quantile plot for -D,, 12 
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Figure 6.7: Vibration contour maps (Measured -D,, ij data). Frequency bands: 315Hz 
- 630Hz. 
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Figure 6.8: Vibration contour maps (Measured -D,, ij data). Frequency bands: 80OHz 
- 1.6kHz. 
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Figure 6.10: Vibration contour maps (Measured -Dv, ij data). Frequency band: 5kHz. 
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6.3.2.1 Decrease in vibration with distance 
The previous section contained evidence of a significant decrease in vibration with 
distance for third octave bands, 1.6kHz - 5kHz. This section compares measured and 
predicted data for the decrease in vibration with distance for this wall and two other 
masonry walls (the 100mm AAC flanking wall of L-junction #1 with plaster finish 
and the fair-faced 100mm. lightweight aggregate flanking wall from the bonded T- 
junction of H-block #2). The measurements were described in section 4.3.3. 
To predict the decrease in vibration level due to internal damping, Equation 3.9 (see 
section 3.4.3.1) was used with Poisson's ratio of 0.2, an IILF of 0.0125 and both thin 
and thick plate group speeds. This gave two sets of predicted data, thin plate and 
thick plate. The frequency range under consideration (2kHz - 5kHz) is above the thin 
plate limit and therefore the thick plate data are expected to be appropriate. The IILF 
for AAC walls was unknown, therefore measurements were used to determine an 
estimate of the IILF using the same type of AAC blocks as were used in L-junction 
#2. These measurements were described in section 4.2.3. However, the AAC wall 
was only tested when fair-faced and with a 13mm sand/cement render rather than 
with the 13mm. plaster finish used on L-junction #2. These data are shown on Figure 
6.11 and indicate the trend of decreasing losses with increasing frequency as noted 
by Craik and Osipov 96 . The mean ILF values estimated from the mean values over 
the frequency range IkHz - 5kHz were 0.0122 and 0.0129 for the fair-faced and 
rendered wall respectively. The overlap of the 95% confidence intervals for the fair- 
faced and rendered AAC wall indicates no significant change to the IILF caused by 
the render. When compared with data from Craik 6, these values can be considered as 
typical of many masonry walls, for which the average value is 0.0125. In this section, 
0.0125 was used for all walls to calculate the predicted decrease in vibration level 
with distance due to the IILF. 
From Craik' 11, excess attenuation can be calculated due to absorption at the plate 
boundaries. The wall can be considered as a series of vertical ID subsystems for 
which the subsystem length, L is equal to the wall height. Absorption occurs at both 
ends of the 1D subsystem, i. e. the lower and upper wall boundaries with absorption 
coefficients, CCL and au respectively. Using the power absorbed by both subsystem 





Eeg(aL + aU )=w 77, E Equation 6.1 
The decrease in level with distance due to excess attenuation, ALe in dB/m is then 
found from Equation 6.2. 
( new ) 
10 1 aL +au AL, = 10 lg e In10 L 
Equation 6.2 
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Calculation of AL, requires (XL and au, which were either estimated from 
measurements or predicted: 
" For L-junction #1, the lower boundary forms an L-junction with the concrete 
floor for which (Y-L is estimated to be 0.01 using thin plate theory assuming only 
bending waves. The upper wall boundary forms a T-junction with a beam and 
block floor and from measured TLF data, au is estimated to be 0.23. 
" For L-junction #2, the lower boundary forms an L-junction with the concrete 
floor for which (XL is estimated to be 0.01 using thin plate theory assuming only 
bending waves. The upper wall boundary forms a straight junction and (Xu is 
estimated to be unity. 
" For H-block #2, the lower boundary forms a T-junction with the concrete floor 
for which (Y-L is estimated to be 0.06 using thin plate theory assuming only 
bending waves. The upper wall boundary is free and (xu is set to zero. 
The data for the measured and predicted decrease in vibration with distance are 
shown for L-junction #1, L-junction #2 and H-block #2 on Figure 6.12, Figure 6.13 
and Figure 6.14 respectively. 
The predicted data for the attenuation due to the ELF were calculated using (a) thin 
plate group speed, shown using thin dotted lines, (b) thick plate group speed, shown 
using thin dashed lines, and (c) thick plate group speed plus the excess attenuation, 
shown using thin solid lines. 
The measured data shows that a greater decrease in vibration occurs with L-junction 
#1 than L-junction #2. This indicates that the high frequency decrease in vibration 
observed on L-junction #2 for AAC walls with a plaster finish may not be an 
anomaly. However, the fair-faced lightweight aggregate walls of H-block #2 did not 
show such a significant decrease in vibration. Predicted data are now used to assess 
the mechanisms that cause this decrease in vibration. 
For L-junction #1, the agreement between measured and predicted data is not 
satisfactory. To ensure close agreement with the measured data, the attenuation due 
to the ILF using thick plate group speed plus the excess attenuation would require 
both (Y-L and au to equal unity which is clearly not realistic. The decrease in vibration 
is not accounted for by the ILF and excess attenuation therefore another loss 
mechanism may be present. 
For L-junction #2, the closest agreement occurs between measured data and the 
predicted data for attenuation due to the ELF using thick plate group speed plus the 
excess attenuation. For this wall, the high absorption at the top boundary causes 
significant values for the excess attenuation. This gives a significantly improved 
estimate than the attenuation due to the ILF (using thick plate group speed) by itself. 
No other loss mechanism is required to account for the decrease in vibration level. 
For H-block #2,, the excess attenuation values are negligible due to the upper free 
boundary. The closest agreement occurs between measured data and the predicted 
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data for attenuation due to the ILF using thick plate group speed. No other loss 
mechanism is required to account for the decrease in vibration level. 
Although the attenuation due to the ILF using thick plate group speed plus the excess 
attenuation accounted for the total attenuation in two out of the three examples, this 
approach underestimated the attenuation with L-junction #I. This could have been 
due to the 13mm plaster finish becoming dynamically de-coupled from the AAC 
blockwork or Anderson localisation from confinement of vibration on individual 
blocks between mortar joints (N. B. kBwas less than the block length above 1.6kHz, 
IkHz and 2kHz for the flanking walls of L-junction #1, L-junction #2 and H-block 
#2 respectively). However, no further work has been carried out to indicate whether 
these other mechanisms (if existent) could account for the remaining attenuation with 
L-junction #1. 
It is concluded that in some cases, the decrease in vibration level above the thin plate 
limit can be predicted for masonry walls using the attenuation due to the ELF with 
thick plate group speed plus the excess attenuation. 
The existence of an appreciable decrease in vibration with distance at high 
frequencies is likely to be a confounding factor in the validation of thick plate 
theories and in-plane wave generation for masonry walls. For these types of wall, 
there is an upper frequency limit related to the largest subsystem dimension for SEA 
or ESEA subsystems that is not determined only by the ILF, but also by the excess 
attenuation and possibly other loss mechanisms. For sound insulation between 
adjacent rooms, the single-number quantity is typically determined by frequencies 
below IkHz, therefore, this decrease in vibration is likely to be of negligible 
importance. However, it could be significant for transmission over larger distances in 
buildings with high frequency structure-borne sound sources. In these cases, there 
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6.3.3 Structural intensity vector plots 
The majority of this thesis considers masonry/concrete plates as reverberant 
subsystems and describes the energy flow between subsystems using spatial average 
vibration. This section is concerned with the experimental investigation of the 
underlying energy flow that occurs across a plate surface 'underneath' the 
reverberant field. Bending wave structural intensity measurements were primarily 
intended to give a qualitative indication of the energy flow across a flanking wall 
with and without an aperture. 
The limitations of the two-accelerometer Fl) array were discussed in section 4.4, the 
most important being that the data are only valid in the far-field. To assess the vector 
plots it is therefore important to describe the wall, aperture and lintel boundaries, 
which could affect these measurements. 
" The lower wall boundary forms an L-junction with a ground floor of 300mm. 
concrete that is highly damped. 
M-2). " The left wall boundary forms an L-junction with a 560mm brick wall (860kg 
" The upper wall boundary forms an in-line junction such that the flanking wall is 
continuous up to the first floor. This is important in the forthcoming analysis 
because this notional boundary does not give rise to an impedance mismatch, 
hence no reflection should take place. 
" The lintel acts as a material discontinuity in the otherwise homogeneous wall and 
gives rise to an unknown constraint on the upper boundary of the aperture. 
" The left, right and lower aperture boundaries can all be assumed to be free. For 
the enhanced grid, the smallest distance between an intensity measurement grid 
position and the adjacent free aperture boundary was 150mm, 90mm. and 70mm. 
for the left, right and lower aperture boundaries respectively. 
Noiseux 99 also encountered free boundaries when conducting measurements on a 
freely suspended aluminiurn plate to validate the modified moment component 
approach with a single position combined linear/rotational intensity probe. Noiseux 
noted the confusion amongst the intensity vectors near the free plate edges in the 
nearfield and discussed the effect of the modified moment component on the 
intensity perpendicular to a free edge. For the notation in this thesis, (Figure 4.1, 
section 4.4.2), the effect of a free edge on the x-direction intensity is considered 
when the free edge lies along the z-axis. At the free edge, the actual moment 
component of x-direction intensity is zero with M, and Mxx both being equal to zero. 
However, the modified moment component is determined using Mxz+Mzx where Mxz 
is non-zero. The measurements will therefore have an incorrect value for the x- 
direction intensity. The y-direction intensity magnitude may also be affected, as the 
assumption that the force component equals the moment component may no longer 
be a reasonable estimate, although the vector direction may be unaffected. The 
implications for intensity measurements adjacent to the free aperture boundaries in 
this experiment are that the true vectors would only be expected to indicate energy 
flow parallel to the free boundaries. For the enhanced grid in particular, the 
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measurements using the modified moment component could cause the measured 
vector direction to deviate from this path. 
The vector CLF maps are plotted such that the junction line with the source wall is 
on the right side of the page (adjacent to the aperture) with the aperture and lintel 
positions indicated in outline. Two sets of maps are included that use the main and 
enhanced grids as described in section 4.4.5. The first set (Figure 6.15 to Figure 6.21) 
uses the main grid to compare the energy flow with and without an aperture. The 
second set (Figure 6.22 to Figure 6.25) uses the enhanced grid with the aperture. On 
an individual map, the length of the CLF vectors in dB re 10-12 uses a linear scale 
with an offset of 50dB. The inability of the graphics software to produce a consistent 
scaling system and legend prevents comparison of vector magnitudes between the 
individual maps. However, the figures are intended to illustrate the energy flow 
patterns rather than allow detailed comparisons of the intensity magnitudes between 
vectors on the flanking wall with and without aperture. 
The following points are noted for the flanking wall without aperture: 
" For 50Hz - IOOHz where there are relatively few modes, there is no evidence of 
the circulatory energy flow that can exist with excitation of single modes. This 
possibility was identified theoretically by Noiseux 99 and noted experimentally by 
Kruppa'02 on a masonry flanking wall in the receiving room with airborne 
excitation in the source room. The vibration contour maps indicated no 
discernible local mode shapes at these frequencies such that the excitation 
applied over the separating wall surface may have removed any circulatory 
effects that could have been apparent with a single excitation point. 
" For 50Hz -I kHz, the energy flow leaving the junction across the first half of the 
wall can generally be described as Iaminar (i. e. well-ordered, analogous to fluid 
flow) with the majority of vectors perpendicular to the junction over the area 
beneath the lintel. 
" For 50Hz - IkHz, the energy flow in the area beyond the lintel has two distinct 
features, (a) laminar flow 'seeking' the left wall boundary (e. g. IOOHz, 40OHz) 
and (b) laminar flow 'seeking' the upper wall boundary (e. g. 50Hz, 250Hz, 
630Hz) sometimes via more complex routes (e. g. 80Hz). 
" For 50Hz - IkHz, the lintel forms a discontinuity that appears to have a 
significant effect on the energy flow pattern by confining the area over which the 
vectors can 'seek' the upper wall boundary, to the area beyond the lintel. 
The following points are noted for the flanking wall with aperture: 
" At 50Hz and 63Hz (main grid), there is disorder in the array of vectors over the 
wall area left of the aperture. 
" At 160Hz (main grid) there is some evidence of circulatory energy flow over the 
wall area left of the aperture. 
" For 50Hz - IkHz (main grid), there is generally laminar flow although the 
majority of vectors are not generally perpendicular to the junction over the area 
beneath the aperture. 
" For 50Hz - IkHz (main grid), the energy 
flow in the area beyond the lintel has 
three distinct features, (a) laminar flow 'seeking' the left wall boundary (e. g. 
40OHz, 630Hz), (b) laminar flow 'seeking' the upper wall boundary (e. g. 80OHz, 
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IkHz) and (c) larninar flow 'seeking' the corner between the left and upper wall 
boundary (e. g. 80Hz, IOOHz, 20OHz, 250Hz, 315Hz). 
" At 50Hz (enhanced grid), there is disorder in the array of vectors around the 
aperture. 
" For 63Hz - 1kHz (enhanced grid), there is generally larninar flow in the vicinity 
of the aperture and lintel where the modified moment approach would be 
expected to cause errors. 
" For 80Hz and 1OOHz (enhanced grid), the vectors above the lintel appear to 
'seek' the upper wall boundary. At frequencies above 160Hz, vectors leaving the 
junction and flowing above the lintel are generally laminar. 
" For 50Hz - 1kHz (enhanced grid), the vectors next to the free aperture 
boundaries tend to follow paths parallel to these free boundaries as expected for 
the true vectors, with most fluctuations generally following the well-ordered flow 
of adjacent vectors. It remains to be shown using either analytical or numerical 
models that this measured flow using modified moment component 
measurements represents the true energy flow. 
In themselves, the vector plots neither validate nor invalidate the SEA approach. Due 
to the existence of both order and disorder in the vector plots, it is concluded that the 
plots are of limited use in tracking energy flow around a system. However, these 
plots can indicate what assumptions may be required in an SEA model. An example 
occurred with the lintel and the aperture that appeared to reduce the effective 
junction length of the top boundary. 
The results indicate that use of the modified moment component approach can give a 
qualitative indication of energy flow, even when used near discontinuities and free 
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Figure 6.18: Main grid vector CLF plots for 20OHz and 250Hz. 
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Figure 6.22: Enhanced grid vector CLF plots for 50Hz, 63Hz, 80Hz and IOOHz. 
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Figure 6.25: Enhanced grid vector CLF plots for 80OHz and I kHz. 
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6.4 Conclusions 
These conclusions consider the findings in this chapter with reference to the potential 
of FEM ESEA analysis with masonry walls. 
Of particular relevance to the concept and use of the ESEA ensemble in this chapter 
was the variation between measured longitudinal wavespeed data for nominally 
identical masonry walls with a high standard of workmanship. For these masonry 
walls, the standard deviations were low in comparison with the mean values. 
However, the 215mm walls had higher standard deviations than the 100mm walls. 
This was attributed to the higher number of mortar joints in the 215mm walls such 
that the reproducibility for the longitudinal wavespeed was lower than for the 
100mm walls. Concerning the use of prediction models, these standard deviations 
provided further evidence that a single deterministic analysis is likely to be of 
minimal use. This provides another reason to investigate a statistical approach to 
deterministic methods using the ESEA ensemble. 
The statistics of D, jj and the vibration field indicated the problems that will be 
encountered in chapter 7 in validating FEM models with measured data for vibration 
transmission between masonry walls with low modal overlap. The standard deviation 
of D, jj was typically highest with N<5 and reached a minimum with Ný! 5. This 
indicates the increased uncertainty in the mean Dvjj from measurements when the 
mode count is low. For this reason, the confidence limits of the measured data must 
be considered in the comparison of FEM and measured data in chapter 7. At 
frequencies above 2kHz an increase in the standard deviation occurred. This was 
attributed to structural inhomogeneity, accelerometer fixing using beeswax and a 
decrease in vibration with distance. 
Analysis of the vibration fields on masonry walls was included to assess whether 
these plates form suitable SEA or ESEA subsystems. 
The vibration data for a 100mm AAC flanking wall with plaster finish (L-junction 
#2) was used to investigate the maximum point-to-point variation in vibration over 
the surface. For M<I (50Hz - 20OHz), the maximum point-to-point variation was in 
the range 1O. OdB - 20.5dB for the flanking wall without an aperture. The largest 
point-to-point variation was found to be =26dB in the 63Hz third octave band and 
occurred for the flanking wall with an aperture. These point-to-point variations are 
significantly higher than would be considered for the application of classical SEA. 
At higher frequencies, 1.6kHz - 5kHz, there was a significant decrease in vibration 
with distance (heading away from the junction) causing an increase in the point-to- 
point variation. This feature also occurred with the AAC wall with plaster finish in 
L-junction #1. The predicted attenuation with distance accounted for the measured 
attenuation with two out of three constructions, and underestimated the attenuation 
with one construction. It was concluded that in some cases, the decrease in vibration 
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level above the thin plate limit can be predicted for masonry walls using the 
attenuation due to the ILF with thick plate group speed plus the excess attenuation. 
In chapter 7, measurement and FEM data will be compared for 50Hz - 3.15kHz for L-junction #1 and H-blocks #1 and #2. Hence for L-junction #1, this decrease in 
vibration will need to be considered at 2kHz, 2.5kHz and 3.15kHz. 
The existence of an appreciable decrease in vibration with distance that occurs above 
the thin plate limit is potentially a confounding factor in the validation of thick plate 
theories and in-plane wave generation for masonry walls. However, this feature is 
likely to be of negligible importance for adjacent rooms where the sound insulation 
single-number quantity is often determined by frequencies below IkHz; but it could 
be significant for transmission over larger distances in buildings. A more general 
conclusion is that for masonry plates, there is an upper frequency limit for the largest 
subsystem dimension of SEA or ESEA subsystems. This limit is not only dependent 
upon the IILF, but also the excess attenuation and possibly other loss mechanisms. 
The magnitude of the errors introduced through the use of subsystems with a 
significant decrease in vibration with distance is entirely dependent upon the SEA 
model. 
In order to determine confidence intervals for the measured Dv, ij data, information 
was sought on the statistical distribution of vibration levels on masonry walls. For a 
100mm. AAC flanking wall, the vibration levels in decibels were found to have an 
approximately normal distribution regardless of the value of M. The linear mean 
square vibration can be described by a lognormal distribution. It should be noted that 
this was a single observation and it is not possible to generalise for all plate systems. 
However, these data support the statement by Lyon' that the response in decibels has 
a normal distribution for complex systems in general. At high frequencies, the 
existence of normal distributions was likely to be fortuitous for these plate 
dimensions due to an appreciable decrease in vibration with distance. For the 
vibration levels in decibels, the existence of an aperture gave rise to non-normal 
distributions for 5011z - 8OHz and 1.6kHz - 5kHz. This provided evidence that M<1 
and vibration decay with distance can cause non-normal distributions. The existence 
of outliers and strong skew at low and high frequencies implies that robust statistics 
are only likely to be found with ý! 40 measurements. However, it is concluded that 
there are no significant problems in the general use of Student's t procedures to 
determine confidence intervals. For FEM ESEA it is of less concern that non-normal 
distributions exist for M<1, because the plate vibration is sampled at all nodes of the 
mesh to determine the plate energy. 
When determining the average energies of subsystems, large spatial variations in 
vibration are likely to give rise to sampling errors. This limits the possibilities of 
using physical experiments with matrix or non-matrix ESEA on low modal density 
elements, where there may be limitations on the number of accelerometer positions. 
For matrix ESEA, this may lead to problems with matrix inversion and the existence 
of negative CLF values. Wide confidence limits for all subsystems may also 
introduce a risk of incorrectly 'forcing' SEA upon a system using matrix 
optimisation procedures with ESEA. This problem of quantifying the subsystem 
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energy does not arise with numerical experiments using FEM where the total energy 
of each plate can be determined without incurring these sampling errors. The 
remaining uncertainty with FEM is then caused by the variation within the ensemble. 
Bending wave structural intensity measurements were used to give a qualitative 
indication of the energy flow across a flanking wall with and without an aperture. In 
themselves, the vector plots neither validated nor invalidated the SEA approach. 
Generally, they indicated that vector plots of energy flow on coupled plates are of 
limited use in tracking energy flow around a system. This was due to the existence of 
both order and disorder in the vector plots. However, it was possible to identify 
energy flow with vectors leaving the junction and 'seeking' the boundaries. The 
lintel above the aperture formed a discontinuity that appeared to have a significant 
effect on the energy flow pattern by confining the area over which the vectors can 
'seek' the upper wall boundary, to the area beyond the lintel. This qualitative 
assessment indicated that the aperture and the lintel effectively restrict the junction 
length that would be involved in vibration transmission. 
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7 FEW Comparisons with measured data 
7.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, results from numerical experiments with FEM are compared with 
measured data from the masonry wall constructions. This is used to assess whether 
the FEM models can be considered as correct within the limits of experimental error. 
The main features of the FEM model that are assessed are: 
1. Plate boundary conditions. This uses the comparison of FEM and measured 
driving-point mobility to justify simply supported or free boundary conditions. It 
also seeks evidence of global mode responses in the measured data that were 
noted with FEM models in chapter 5. 
2. Junction boundary conditions (simply supported or free junction line). This uses 
the comparison of FEM and measured Dv, ij. In order for the FEM model to be of 
use in assessing the variation in coupling between low modal density 
masonry/concrete plates it is important that modelling the junction line as either 
simply supported or free is appropriate for the real constructions. The free 
junction line also allows an assessment of in-plane wave generation. 
3. Thin homogeneous plate theory. This is of particular importance in the 
comparison of FEM and measured data because real masonry/concrete walls and 
floors may act as thick plates with shear deformation and rotatory inertia that are 
not modelled in this thesis. Potential errors can be partially assessed through 
comparison of measured and FEM vibration transmission between plates. 
However, as discussed in section 3.2.3, the existence of in-plane subsystems with 
low modal density can be a confounding factor in this assessment. 
7.2 Driving-point mobility 
The assumption of simply supported boundaries for bonded junctions and butted and 
tied junctions was investigated through comparison of measured and FEM mobility 
from H-blocks #1,, #2 and #3 for lHz - IOOHz. These data are shown on Figure 7.1 
to Figure 7.12. The H-blocks were well suited to this analysis as one or two 
boundaries of each wall could undisputedly be modelled as free boundaries. This 
reduced the number of unknown boundary conditions. 
7.2.1 Measured mobility 
The real part of the driving-point mobility was averaged for ten excitation positions 
in 2Hz bands. (In retrospect, if both real and imaginary data had been stored, it may 
have been possible to identify the eigenfrequencies using a vector diagram. ) 
7.2.2 FEM eigenfrequency extraction and mobility 
FEM analysis was carried out for the uncoupled and coupled plates of each H-block. 
The plates were assumed to be thin and homogeneous with a Poisson's ratio of 0.2. 
The SHELL63 elements were orthotropic with Young's modulus values determined 
from the measured longitudinal wavespeed in the two orthogonal directions (i. e. x 
and y wall dimensions). The element size was 'ýýB/6. 
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Local and global eigenfrequencies below lOOHz were determined using the FEM 
eigenfrequency extraction procedure, the ANSYS subspace method with no damping 
consideration. The local eigenfrequencies can only be considered as estimates as they 
assume that the junction line can be represented by a simply supported boundary. An 
analytic solution was not used to calculate these local eigenfrequencies due to the 
existence of free boundaries. For this situation, the other available solution would 
have been local eigenfrequencies as determined by Leissal 12 . However, these are only suitable for a limited number of plate edge length ratios with one or more free 
edges and a Poisson's ratio of 0.3. 
Poisson's ratio of 0.2 was used as an estimate based on expected values for concrete 
and masonry (see section 3.4.5). However, it is possible that it could be in the range, 
0.2:! ý v <0.3. For the H-blocks, Poisson's ratio of 0.3 instead of 0.2 results in higher 
local fundamental eigenfrequencies by a maximum of 9% and higher fundamental 
global eigenfrequencies by a maximum of 6%. (N. B. The percentage errors tend to 
decrease for eigenfrequencies above the fundamental. ) Differences between the two 
Poisson's ratio values were generally not significant in the comparison of measured 
and FEM mobility because of the 2Hz bandwidth of the measured FFT data. 
The boundary conditions in the FEM models were free for the unconnected 
boundaries, and simply supported for the non-bonded junctions (i. e. the plate 
boundaries resting on the floor), bonded junctions, and butted and tied junctions. 
The FEM driving-point mobility (real part) was averaged for sixteen excitation 
positions at single frequencies in lHz intervals. The FEM loss factor (lHz - IOOHz) 
for uncoupled and coupled plates was the arithmetic average of the measured total 
loss factor for the 50Hz, 63Hz and 80Hz third octave bands. This avoided any 
discontinuities in the FEM data caused by frequency dependent damping and the 
inaccuracies of decay measurements below 50Hz. 
7.2.3 Measurement errors and FEM assumptions 
The following measurement errors and FEM assumptions affected the comparison of 
measured and FEM mobility at the resonances (peaks) and anti-resonances (troughs): 
The measured mobility used H, to give the optimum estimate of the Frequency 
Response Function because of more noise in the acceleration output signal than 
the force input signal. Below the fundamental local eigenfrequency and at anti- 
resonances, the acceleration output signal was low and affected by noise. This 
measurement error caused problems in assessing the effect of the first few global 
modes below the fundamental local mode of wall I in H-blocks #1 and #2. 
However, these data are included on the graphs to facilitate identification of the 
first peak in the mobility. Figure 7.1 and Figure 7.2 show the measured mobility, 
the coupled H-block FEM mobility and the uncoupled plate FEM mobility. The 
fundamental local mode estimates are 26.1 Hz and 24.5Hz for H-blocks #1 and #2 
respectively. The fundamental global modes are 6.6Hz and 4.7Hz for H-blocks 
#1 and #2 respectively. The FEM data for frequencies lHz - IOHz indicate that 
the fundamental global modes cause low peaks in the mobility compared to the 
uncoupled plate mobility. These low peaks are due to fundamental global modes 
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that have large displacements on the flanking walls compared to separating wall 
1. These occur because the lower surface density flanking walls have two free 
edges compared to one free edge on separating wall 1, which has a higher surface 
density. It was not possible to observe any effect of these global modes in the 
measured data because of the noise in the low output signal for wall L This 
problem also occurred at anti-resonances between local modes (e. g. Figure 7-1: 
H-block #1, =40Hz) where the coupled H-block FEM mobility indicated the 
presence of low peaks due to global modes. These low peaks were seldom 
evident in the measured data. 
For the FEM mobility, the damping used in the FEM model below the 
fundamental global mode has no physical meaning. The response outside the 3dB 
bandwidth (i. e. near anti-resonance) is stiffness and/or mass controlled for which 
the choice of FEM element may not be appropriate. There are also implications 
when using an average loss factor, because the levels at the peaks and within the 
3dB bandwidth may not be accurate. However, this is not expected to be a 
significant error for these test constructions. 
Some of the measured mobility peaks that were attributed to global modes (e. g. 
Figure 7.2: H-block #2, =50Hz) were higher than the coupled H-block FEM 
mobility. This could be caused by the use of the average loss factor or incorrect 
damping for the global modes in the FEM model. 
For the coupled FEM mobility, it was assumed that the concrete floor upon 
which the H-block rested did not participate in the global mode response. 
7.2.4 Analysis 
7.2.4.1 Separating wall 1 
The above discussion highlighted the difficulties with wall I in assessing the effects 
of the global modes below the fundamental local mode. The mobility for wall I in H- 
blocks #1, #2 and #3 is now used to investigate the effect of global modes in the 
frequency range I OHz -I OOHz (i. e. above the fundamental local mode of wall 1). 
Figure 7.3 shows the measured and uncoupled FEM mobility. In the frequency range 
IOHz - IOOHz, the peaks in the uncoupled FEM mobility correspond to two local 
modes (for H-blocks #1 and #2) or three local modes (for H-block #3) Above IOHz, 
the measured mobility contains many more peaks than exist in the FEM uncoupled 
mobility. Figure 7.4 shows the measured and coupled H-block FEM mobility which 
is influenced by the global modes for which there are many more peaks. The trends 
for the measured mobility and coupled H-block FEM mobility peak frequencies are 
similar in that they both contain many more peaks than the uncoupled FEM mobility. 
This provides some evidence that global modes can be detected in measured mobility 
data. 
7.2.4.2 Flanking walls 2,3,4, and 5 
Figure 7.5 to Figure 7.12 show the measured mobility, the coupled H-block FEM 
mobility and the uncoupled plate FEM mobility for walls 2,3,4 and 5 connected at 
the bonded junction and the butted and tied junction for H-blocks #I and #2. 
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In the vicinity of the fundamental local and global eigenfrequencies, a trend is 
apparent in terms of the frequencies at which the mobility peaks occur. The trend is 
that all flanking walls show closer agreement between the measured and the coupled 
H-block FEM mobility than with the uncoupled FEM mobility. For the H-blocks, the 
uncoupled FEM mobility tends to underestimate the frequency at which the first peak 
occurs. This trend would still be evident if Poisson's ratio of 0.3 were used instead of 
0.2. The lowest frequency peak in the coupled mobility data occurs near the 
fundamental global eigenfrequency or the first cluster of global eigenfrequencies 
rather than at the local eigenfrequency. Because the local eigenfrequencies are only 
estimates due to the approximate boundary condition used at the junction, this 
flanking wall data can not conclusively demonstrate that it is the global modes that 
are detectable in the measured mobility. 
7.2.5 Discussion 
Boundary conditions for walls and floors in buildings are often determined using 
either vibration measurements to identify the mode shape or mobility measurements 
to identify the eigenfrequency. The experimenter normally assumes that these 
measurements lead to estimates of the local eigenfrequencies for comparison with 
calculated local eigenfrequencies. However, the mobility data in this section and the 
local and global mode analysis in chapter 5 indicate that this method will identify the 
global modes. This could lead to incorrect classification of the boundaries as either 
clamped or partially clamped for masonry/concrete elements. 
Below the fundamental global mode there are large discrepancies between the 
measured and FEM mobility (coupled or uncoupled) due to the FEM element 
stiffness, the damping used in the FEM model and the measurement errors discussed 
in section 7.2.3. In this thesis, there is no experimental evidence that the FEM model 
is correct below the fundamental global mode. 
For the 215mm. masonry walls above the fundamental local eigenfrequency, the 
trends for the measured mobility and coupled H-block FEM mobility peak 
frequencies are similar in that they both contain many more peaks than the uncoupled 
FEM mobility. However, there are discrepancies between the frequencies at which 
the peaks occur. Assuming that the walls can be considered as homogeneous, the 
FEM fundamental local eigenfrequencies were expected to be representative of the 
actual eigenfrequencies because the FEM model used longitudinal wavespeed 
measurements that were taken across the entire x and y dimensions for each wall. 
However., with the large number of mortar joints in the 215mm wall, variations in the 
longitudinal wavespeed are likely to occur over the wall. Above the fundamental 
global eigenfrequency, this would alter the global eigenfrequencies, and explain the 
observed discrepancies. 
Below IOOHz, the measured and FEM driving-point mobility does not provide 
evidence that bonded junctions, and butted and tied junctions should be modelled 
differently. At these frequencies, there is some evidence to justify modelling both 
junction types as simply supported boundaries. Butted and tied junctions will not be 
considered further in this thesis. Above IkHz, 
driving-point mobility is of little use in 
assessing boundary conditions because the 
increasing number of modes causes the 
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finite plate mobility to tend towards the infinite plate mobility regardless of the 
boundary conditions. In the next section, simply supported or free junction lines for 
frequencies above 10014z will be assessed using vibration transmission between 
plates. 
The agreement between measured mobility and FEM mobility for coupled plates 
validates the longitudinal wavespeed measurements and provides evidence that 
simply supported boundaries are a reasonable assumption for masonry walls 
connected or resting upon other masonry/concrete elements below IOOHz. 
The main conclusion is based on the dissimilarities between the measured mobility 
data and FEM mobility from a single deterministic analysis. These occurred despite 
the availability of accurate longitudinal wavespeed data and a test construction with 
some indisputable boundary conditions. This section confirms that a single 
deterministic analysis is of limited use in describing the response of masonry wall 
constructions. Once more., this provides a reason to use the ESEA ensemble approach 
to randomly shift the global eigenfrequencies within the range of known 
uncertainties. This approach is used in the next section to determine vibration 
transmission between plates. 
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Figure 7.1: Wall I (H-block #1). Measured mobility, coupled H-block FEM 
mobility and uncoupled plate FEM mobility. 
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Figure 7.2: Wall I (H-block #2). Measured mobility, coupled H-block FEM 
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Figure 7.5: Wall 2 (H-block #1 Bonded junction). Measured mobility, coupled H- 




























Figure 7.6: Wall 2 (H-block #2 Bonded junction). Measured mobility, coupled H- 



























Figure 7.7: Wall 3 (H-block #1 Bonded junction). Measured mobility, coupled H- 































Figure 7.8: Wall 3 (H-block #2 Bonded junction). Measured mobility, coupled H- 



















Figure 7.9: Wall 4 (H-block #1 Butted and tied junction). Measured mobility, 
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Figure 7.10: Wall 4 (H-block #2 Butted and tied Junction). Measured mobility, 























Figure 7.11: Wall 5 (H-block #1 Butted and tied junction). Measured mobility, 
coupled H-block FEM mobility and uncoupled plate FEM mobility. 
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Figure 7.12: Wall 5 (H-block #2 Butted and tied junction). Measured mobility, 
coupled H-block FEM mobility and uncoupled plate FEM mobility. 
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7.3 Vibration transmission between plates 
Comparison of measured and FEM vibration transmission between plates is used in 
this section to examine three aspects of the FEM model: 
1. Thin plate elements used for masonry walls at frequencies above the thin plate 
limit. 
2. Bending and in-plane wave generation at the junction (using simply supported or 
free junction lines). 
3. Dealing with the issue of uncertainty in the FEM input variables using the Monte 
Carlo technique. 
This section contains measured and FEM data for H-block #1 (bonded T-junction), 
H-block #2 (bonded T-junction) and L-junction #1 (bonded L-junction) 
There are four features of the H-blocks in the laboratory scenario that made them 
well-suited to FEM analysis: 
1. Each wall in the H-blocks had at least one well-defined boundary condition, 
because each wall had at least one free boundary. 
2. Low modal overlap due to low damping (the TLF of each wall was similar to the 
ILF due to the low coupling losses). This emphasised the modal fluctuations in 
Dv, ij. Therefore, the H-blocks provided an ideal example to test the effectiveness 
of the FEM model using plates with low modal overlap for which SEA can be 
inaccurate 21 
' 3. The H-bloCks provided an ideal example to assess the generation and 
transmission of in-plane waves in the FEM model because the TLF of each wall 
was similar to the ILF and the FEM model only assigns one value of damping to 
both bending and in-plane subsystems. (N. B. It was assumed that the ILF for in- 
plane waves would be the same as that measured for bending waves. ) 
4. Unlike the semi-modal superposition approach used by BosmanS47' the FEM 
approach is well suited to modelling the H-block scenario. Semi-modal 
superposition requires the boundary conditions for the two plate boundaries 
perpendicular to the junction line to be the same. However, the H-block walls 
have different boundary conditions for the two boundaries perpendicular to each 
junction line, which can be modelled using FEM. 
The L-junction was part of a fully connected structure in a flanking laboratory and 
therefore the TLF was higher than that of the H-block walls and was representative 
of the field situation. It is also analysed in this section with a IOMM slit and a 
window aperture in the flanking wall. 
7.3.1 FEM analysis 
The main features of the FEM analysis were: 
" All disconnected edges were modelled as free boundaries and all boundaries 
resting on the floor were modelled as simply supported. 
" Plates were assumed to be thin and homogeneous with a Poisson's ratio of 0.2. 
The SHELL63 elements were isotropic. Measured longitudinal wavespeed data 
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were combined using the geometric mean to give a single Young's modulus 
value to account for the small degree of orthotropism. (Any differences between 
the use of orthotropic elements or isotropic elements using the geometric mean to 
give a single value were not significant compared with the other variables. ) 
Element dimensions were ': ý4/6 where XB corresponded to the plate with the 
smallestkBvalue. 
Each FEM ensemble contained ten members for third octave bands 50Hz -I kHz 
and five members for 1.25kHz - 3.15kHz. The logarithmic average of the 
ensemble members was used to determine the ensemble average and the 
Student's t distribution was used to calculate the 95% confidence interval for the 
ensemble. 
Third octave band data were calculated using three frequencies in each band. One 
frequency was the band centre frequency with the other two frequencies equally 
spaced over the third octave bandwidth. 
7.3.2 Comparison of measured and FEM data 
Differences between measured and FEM data occur for two main reasons that are 
expanded upon in sections 7.3.2.1 and 7.3.2.2: 
1. Uncertainty in the physical description of the test constructions. 
2. Approximations and assumptions in the FEM model of the test constructions. 
7.3.2.1 Uncertainty in the physical description of the test constructions 
The input variables were dimensions, damping, longitudinal wavespeed, density, and 
Poisson's ratio for which: 
" Comparison of measured and FEM mobility in section 7.2 indicated the 
uncertainty in the determination of eigenfrequencies for masonry walls. For the 
longitudinal wavespeed, the measured data yields both sample mean and sample 
standard deviation. The sample standard deviation is used as an estimate for the 
population value. 
" The mean and standard deviation for the FEM loss factor were determined from 
the measured mean TLF values for each wall in the FEM model. The sample 
standard deviation of the two or three walls is used as an estimate for the 
population value. Further discussion is in section 7.3.2.2.1. 
" Manufacturers tolerances and estimates have been used to provide g and a for 
the x dimension (estimate: a=O. Olm), y dimension (estimate: (7=0.01m), z 
dimension (BS60731 13: (7=0.001m) and density (block manufacturers data: 5% 
variation equals the 95% confidence interval). (N. B. The variations in block 
thickness and density are used to represent the variations for the complete wall. ) 
For Poisson's ratio, an estimate has been made for the mean and standard 
deviation, g=0.2 , (y=0.01 
because of the lack of available data. 
No variation has been included for the plate boundary conditions and the junction 
connection. 
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7.3.2.2 Approximations and assumptions in the FEM model of the test 
constructions 
7.3.2.2.1 Damping 
The FEM model used one damping value for the entire model, and therefore an 
approximation is made when modelling a physical experiment in which the 
individual plates have different TLF values. The FEM ILF was determined from the 
mean value of the measured TLF values for the two or three walls in the model. The 
standard deviation of these mean values was then used as an estimate for the 
population standard deviation. Clearly, the standard deviation of two or three values 
is questionable in any statistical analysis. However, it is used here purely as a simple 
method of introducing a suitable degree of variation. This can only be justified 
through comparison of the measured TLF data with 95% confidence intervals 
calculated using Student's t distribution (shown with error bars) and the 95% 
confidence interval calculated using 2(y for the FEM ELF (shown with dotted lines). 
These data are shown on Figure 7.13, Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 for H-block #1, H- 
block #2 and L-junction #1 respectively. The approximation is reasonable at most 
frequencies although for L-junction #1,20OHz - 50OHz, the confidence limits for the 
FEM ILF do not include the limits of the measured data because both mean 
measured TLF values are similar. 
It should be noted that the actual TLF values for the plates in the FEM model are 
higher than for the walls in the physical experiment. This is due to the fact that the 
FEM derived coupling losses to the other connected plates cannot be extracted from 
the internal losses that are intended for the FEM model before they have been 
derived. For this reason, there is a potential problem with incorrect damping used in 
the FEM model. The damping and modal overlap factors are sufficiently low below 
lkHz that there could be significant changes in coupling with small changes in 
damping73 . The ensemble average approach partially addresses this problem as the 
ensemble average uses random damping values determined from normal distributions 
that are based on the measured damping. Therefore a range of damping values were 
used in determining the ensemble average for comparison with measured data. 
A cautionary note should also be made over the use of measured structural 
reverberation times to determine the TLF at low frequencies. These measurements 
can only be considered as an estimate because of the low modal density. However, in 
the absence of more accurate methods to determine the loss factors, these 
reverberation time data have been used. 
7.3.2.2.2 Boundary conditions with other elements 
In the FEM model, element boundaries were assumed to be simply supported when 
connected to elements that were not included in the model (e. g. floors and other 
connected walls in the actual test construction). At frequencies below lOOHz this can 
be justified by the agreement between the measured and FEM mobility in section 7.2. 
At higher frequencies, this approach remains to be verified using measured and FEM 
data in this section on vibration transmission. It should be noted that for simply 
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supported plate boundaries and a free junction line, in-plane waves are only 
generated at the junction. This is not representative of the real situation in which they 
can be generated at all plate boundaries. 
7.3.2.2.3 Global eigenfrequencies 
The L and T-junctions under investigation were modelled using two and three plates 
respectively. However, in the physical experiment, the walls were connected to other 
walls and floors. It was therefore assumed that the global eigenfrequencies of the 
complete system of connected walls and floors did not significantly affect vibration 
transmission in the FEM model. In chapter 8, numerical experiments will be used to 
assess whether it is appropriate to use global mode analysis for an isolated junction 
that forms part of a larger system. 
To reduce the calculation time for the H-blocks, the FEM model consisted only of 
the T-junction rather than the complete H-block. The coupled H-block and the 
coupled T-junction FEM mobility were not significantly different because of the 
approximate symmetry of the H- block down the vertical centre line of wall 1. Any 
small change in the global eigenfrequencies that did occur was generally 
insignificant with third octave band calculations. 
7.3.2.2.4 Thin plate assumption 
Sections 2.5 and 3.2.3 discussed the assumptions involved in using thin plate theory 
for thick plates. In this chapter, the definition of Cremer et a128 for the thin plate limit 
(v=0.2) is used as a reference frequency above which differences between FEM and 
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Figure 7.13: H-block #1 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured TLF data 
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Figure 7.14: H-block #2 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured TLF data 
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Figure 7.15: L-junction #1 (Bonded). Measured TLF data with 95% confidence error 
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Figure 7.16: L-junction #1 (Bonded) WITH window aperture. Measured TLF data 
with 95% confidence error bars and the 95% confidence interval for the FEM ILF. 
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Figure 7.17: L-junction #1 (Bonded) WITH 10mm slit. Measured TLF data with 
95% confidence error bars and the 95% confidence interval for the FEM ILF. 
7.3.3 H-block test constructions 
The H-blocks allow validation of the FEM models when the modal overlap factors 
are significantly less than unity and there are strong modal fluctuations in the 
coupling. The measured modal overlap factors and statistical mode counts are 
effectively a measure of the global mode response, however, they can be considered 
as estimates of the local mode response. The measured modal overlap factor and 
statistical mode count data are shown on Figure 7.18 and Figure 7.19 for H-blocks #1 
and #2 respectively. For 50Hz - 250Hz, M<I and N<5 with both H-blocks, which is 
a particularly important range in which to validate the FEM model, in order to assess 
the potential of FEM ESEA. 
7.3.3.1 H-block #1 (Bonded T-junction) 
Two figures illustrating the individual members of the FEM ensemble are shown for 
H-block #1. The measured and FEM Dv, ij data are shown on Figure 7.20 and Figure 
7.21 for transmission around the corner (Dv, 12 and Dv, 21 )with a simply supported 
junction line. The main observation concerning the FEM ensemble is the significant 
variation that exists between the members of the ensemble. Uncertainty in the 
dimensions, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio gives rise to either peaks or 
troughs over a third octave band for different members of the ensemble. This 
demonstrates that use of the FEM ensemble is essential to avoid drawing incorrect 
conclusions about the FEM model from a single deterministic analysis. 
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To investigate FEM data for simply supported and free junction lines, Figure 7.22 to 
Figure 7.27 show the measured and FEM ensemble average Dv, ij with 95% 
confidence intervals. 
For individual third octave bands in the range 50Hz -I OOHz, there are differences up 
to I8dB between the FEM ensemble average D,, ij and measured Dv, ij. These 
significant differences were due to peaks in the measured Dvjj occurring as troughs in 
the FEM D,, ij and vice versa. Examples can be seen in the following third octave 
bands: 50Hz (Dv, 12and Dv, 31), 6311z (Dv, 12) and 80Hz (Dv, 13 and Dv, 23)- It was shown 
in section 5.4 that in terms of relative levels, the -Dv, ij curve tended to correspond to 
the driving-point mobility of the coupled receiver plate at low frequencies. The 
mobility data in section 7.2 confirms that these differences occur when the measured 
and coupled H-block FEM mobility are significantly different. In all of the above 
examples the trend was the same: when the FEM Dvjj < measured Dv, ij, the coupled 
H-block FEM receiver plate mobility > measured receiver plate mobility and vice 
versa. This relationship has the same basis as the finding in section 5.4. (N. B. If the 
uncoupled receiver plate FEM mobility was used instead of the coupled H-block 
FEM receiver plate mobility, this relationship did not hold true for Dv, 13 and Dv, 23 in 
the 8011z third octave band. ) It is therefore possible to explain the significant 
differences that were observed below I OOHz between measured and FEM Dv, ij by the 
differences in the modal behaviour of the physical test construction and the FEM 
model. 
The third octave bands that contain the bending wave thin plate limit (Table 4.7, 
section 4.7.5) for the separating wall and flanking walls are 80OHz and 1.6kHz 
respectively. The third octave band of the lowest thin plate limit, 80OHz is used as a 
reference point for H-block #1. 
For transmission around the corner of the T-junction: 
" Below 80OHz,, both FEM models (simply supported and free junction lines) 
generally gave satisfactory agreement with the measured data. (Taking 
differences between measured and coupled H-block FEM mobility and the 95% 
confidence intervals into account. ) 
" Above 80OHz,, the FEM model with a simply supported junction typically gave 
rise to Dv, ij values that were -2dB lower than the FEM model with the free 
junction. 
" Above 80OHz, the FEM model with the simply supported junction shows closer 
agreement with the measured D,, ij than the FEM model with the free junction. 
For transmission across the straight section of the T-junction: 
Below 80OHz, both FEM models (simply supported and free junction lines) 
generally gave satisfactory agreement with the measured data. (Taking 
differences between measured and coupled H-block FEM mobility and the 95% 
confidence intervals into account. ) 
Above 80OHz, the FEM model with a simply supported junction gave Dv, ij values 




Above 80OHz, the measured data showed good agreement with the FEM model 
using the free junction and poor agreement with the FEM model using the simply 
supported junction. 
In general, the FEM model with a simply supported junction line adequately 
described transmission around the comer of the T-junction. Below IkHz, the FEM 
model with a free or simply supported junction line described transmission across the 
straight section. At and above IkHz, only the FEM model with a free junction line 
adequately described transmission across the straight section, which implies that the 
generation of in-plane waves is important for this transmission path. 
7.3.3.2 H-block #2 (Bonded T-junction) 
Figure 7.28 to Figure 7.33 show the measured and FEM ensemble average Dv, ij with 
95% confidence intervals. 
The third octave bands that contain the thin plate limit for the separating wall and 
flanking walls are 80OHz and 1.25kHz respectively. The third octave band of the 
lowest thin plate limit, 80OHz is used as a reference point for H-block #2. 
In general, the agreement between measured and FEM data was not as close as with 
H-block #1. This was evident with D,, 12. However, for all Dv, ij at the larger 
deviations there tended to be at least one member of the ensemble that was similar to 
the measured data. (N. B. Individual members are not shown on these graphs. ) This 
provides an indication that the data may still be useful. As with H-block #1, the 
largest deviations (e. g. 10OHz, Dv, 23)occurred when one set of data had a peak where 
the other had a trough. This was caused by significant differences between the 
measured and coupled H-block FEM mobility. 
For transmission around the comer of the T-junction: 
Below 80OHz, both FEM models (simply supported and free junction lines) 
generally gave satisfactory agreement with the measured data. (Taking 
differences between measured and coupled H-block FEM mobility and the 95% 
confidence intervals into account. ) 
In the entire frequency range (50Hz - 3.15kHz) with the separating wall as the 
source, the Dv, ij from both FEM models (simply supported and free junction 
lines) were similar. 
" Above 630Hz with the flanking walls as the source, the FEM model with the 
simply supported junction gave Dv, ij values that were =2dB lower than the FEM 
model with the free junction. 
" Above 80011z, the measured and FEM data (simply supported and free junction 
lines) no longer show satisfactory agreement. However, there is some overlap of 
the 95% confidence intervals for the measured data and FEM model with the 
simply supported junction line. 
For transmission across the straight section of the T-junction: 
Below 80OHz, the FEM models with simply supported and free junction lines 
generally gave satisfactory agreement with the measured data. (Taking 
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differences between measured and coupled H-block FEM mobility and the 95% 
confidence intervals into account. ) 
Above 80OHz, the measured data showed good agreement with the FEM model 
using the free junction and poor agreement with the FEM model using the simply 
supported junction. 
In general, the FEM model with a free or simply supported junction line adequately 
described transmission around the corner of the T-junction below IkHz although at 
and above IkHz, neither junction line adequately described the measured data. 
Below IkHz, the FEM model with a free or simply supported junction line described 
transmission across the straight section. At and above IkHz, only the FEM model 
with a free junction line adequately described transmission across the straight 
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Figure 7.18: H-block #1. Measured data. Modal overlap factor (lower curves). 
Statistical mode count (upper curves). 
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Figure 7.19: H-block #2. Measured data. Modal overlap factor (lower curves). 
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Figure 7.20. - H-block #1 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
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Figure 7.21: H-block #1 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 21 data. 
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Figure 7.22: H-block #1 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 12 data. 
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Figure 7.23: H-block #1 (Bonded T-Junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 































Figure 7.24: H-block #1 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
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Figure 7.25: H-block #1 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 31 data. 
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Figure 7.26: H-block #1 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 23 data. 
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Figure 7.28: H-block #2 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 12 data. 
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Figure 7.29: H-block #2 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, I 3data. 
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Figure 7.30: H-block #2 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 21 data. 
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Figure 7.31: H-block #2 (Bonded T-Junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 31 data. 
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Figure 7.32: H-block #2 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 23 data. 
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Figure 7.33: H-block #2 (Bonded T-junction. Walls 1,2 and 3). Measured and FEM 
Dv, 32data. 
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7.3.4 L-junction #1 
An unknown variable in the FEM model of the flanking wall was the effect of the 
lintel that was present in the physical test construction. Two models were used to 
assess this, (1) without a lintel and (2) with a simply supported line in the lintel 
position. 
The third octave bands that contain the thin plate limit for the separating wall and the 
flanking wall are 1.25kHz and lkHz respectively. 
The bonded T-junctions of H-blocks #1 and #2 indicated that for transmission around 
the corner, a simply supported junction line was appropriate. For L-junction #1 this 
was investigated through comparison of measured and FEM D, ij ensemble data 
using simply supported and free junction lines with a simply supported line in the 
lintel position. The data for transmission around the comer are shown on Figure 7.34 
and Figure 7.35: 
For 50Hz - 250Hz, the measured data showed satisfactory agreement with both 
FEM models (simply supported and free junction lines). 
For 315Hz - 2.5kHz, the measured data showed closest agreement with the FEM 
model using the simply supported junction. 
In the entire frequency range (50Hz - 3.15kHz), the thin plate FEM model that 
assumed only bending wave transmission across a simply supported junction 
showed satisfactory agreement with measured Dv, ij data. 
The next stage was to investigate the two models used for the lintel. The ensemble 
average FEM data with and without lintel are shown with the measured data on 
Figure 7.36 and Figure 7.37. 
" For both FEM models (with and without the simply supported lintel) there is 
satisfactory agreement between the measured and the FEM ensemble D,, ij. 
" The average difference (magnitude) between the FEM ensemble average Dv, ij 
with and without the lintel was 0.9dB with a maximum difference of 2.7dB in 
any one third octave band. 
In general, the FEM model with a simply supported junction line and without a lintel 
adequately described the transmission between the two plates. There was some 
evidence to suggest that the use of a free junction line was not appropriate with the 
L-junction. However, this could not be confirmed due to the bending wave TLF 
being used as an estimate for the in-plane wave TLF in the FEM model. 
7.3.4.1 Window aperture in the flanking wall 
The ensemble average FEM data with and without lintel were determined using both 
the simply supported and the free junction line for comparison with the measured 
data. 
The D, 12data for simply supported and 
free junction lines are shown on Figure 7.38 
and Figure 7.39 respectively. 
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" For 50Hz - 125Hz, the measured data showed closest agreement with the FEM 
model using the simply supported lintel for both simply supported and free 
junction lines. 
" For 160Hz - 630Hz, all FEM models (with or without lintel and with simply 
supported or free junction lines) showed satisfactory agreement with the 
measured data. 
" For 80OHz - 3.15kHz,, the FEM model with the free junction (with or without 
lintel) showed closer agreement with the measured data than with the simply 
supported junction. For 2kHz - 3.15kHz, the agreement was less satisfactory, 
however, the measured 95% confidence intervals were sufficiently wide that they 
tended to overlap the FEM 95% confidence interval. 
The Dv, 21 data for simply supported and free junction lines are shown on Figure 7.40 
and Figure 7.41 respectively. 
" For 50Hz - 1.25kHz, the measured data showed closest agreement with the FEM 
model using the simply supported lintel with the free junction line. 
" For 1.6kHz - 3.15kHz, the measured data showed closest agreement with the 
FEM model using the free junction line with or without lintels. The agreement 
was less satisfactory than at lower frequencies, however, there was overlap of the 
measured and FEM 95% confidence intervals. 
In general, the FEM model with a free rather than a simply supported junction line 
adequately described the transmission between the two plates. This implies that the 
generation of in-plane waves is important when there is a window aperture near the 
junction. Comparisons of the measured and FEM data with and without the lintel 
were inconclusive as to whether the lintel line should be simply supported. With the 
window aperture, the simply supported lintel line may be appropriate below 160Hz 
but generally has a negligible effect at and above 16011z. 
7.3.4.2 10mm slit in the flanking wall 
The ensemble average FEM data were determined using both the simply supported 
and the free junction line for comparison with the measured data. All FEM data used 
a simply supported lintel. 
The Dv, 12data for simply supported and free junction lines are shown on Figure 7.42 
and Figure 7.43. 
For 50Hz - 1.25kHz, the measured data showed closest agreement with the FEM 
model using the simply supported junction lines. 
4P For 1.6kHz - 3.15kHz, the measured data showed closest agreement with the 
FEM model using the free junction lines. 
The 13,21 data for simply supported and free junction lines are shown on Figure 7.43. 
o For 50Hz - IkHz, neither set of FEM 
data showed consistently good agreement 
with the measured data. 
o For 1.25kHz - 3.15kHz, the measured 
data showed closest agreement with the 
FEM model using the free junction lines. 
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There was no clear evidence to justify either a free or a simply supported junction 
line for 50Hz - IkHz. Above IkHz, a free junction line adequately described the 
transmission between the two plates, which implies that the generation of in-plane 
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Figure 7.34: L-junction #1 (Bonded). Measured and FEM D,, 12data. FEM: With 
lintel. 
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Figure 7.35: L-junction #1 (Bonded). Measured and FEM D, . 21 
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Figure 7.36: L-junction #1 (Bonded). Measured and FEM D, 12 data. FEM: Simply 























Figure 7.37: L-junction #1 (Bonded). Measured and FEM D, 21 data. FEM: Simply 
supported junction line, with and without lintel. 
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Figure 7.38: L-junction #1 (Bonded) with window aperture. Measured and FEM 
Dv, I 2data. FEM: Simply supported junction line, with and without lintel. 
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Figure 7.39: L-junction #1 (Bonded) with window aperture. Measured and FEM 
Dv, I 2data. FEM: Free junction 
line, with and without lintel. 
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Figure 7.40: L-junction #1 (Bonded) with window aperture. Measured and FEM 
Dv, 21 data. FEM: Simply supported junction line, with and without lintel. 
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Figure 7.41: L-junction #1 (Bonded) with window aperture. Measured and FEM 
Dv, 21 data. FEM: Free junction 
line, with and without lintel. 
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Figure 7.42: L-junction #1 (Bonded) with 10mm slit. Measured and FEM D,, 12data. 
Free and simply supported junction line with lintel. 
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Figure 7.43: L-Junction #1 (Bonded) with 10mm slit. Measured and FEM D,, 21 data. 
Free and simply supported junction line with lintel. 
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7.4 Conclusions 
The general agreement between FEM and measured mobility data indicated that 
global mode responses were evident in the measured driving-point mobility. 
However, this could also be interpreted from an SEA viewpoint that considers only 
local, rather than global modes. With this interpretation, the many peaks in the 
mobility data are attributed to the local modes of the connected subsystems that are 
transmitting vibration back to the source plate. This perspective does no more than 
justify the local mode approach of SEA, whereas chapter 5 demonstrated that the 
global mode interpretation has a stronger basis. The measured mobility data did not 
conclusively demonstrate the existence of global mode responses, as this would have 
required the availability of accurate estimates of the local eigenfrequencies with the 
correct boundary conditions. 
For 50Hz - 3.15kHz, the main conclusion drawn from the comparison of FEM and 
measured D, jj data was that vibration transmission between coupled masonry plates 
can be modelled to a sufficient degree of accuracy using FEM. Validation of the 
FEM model with measured data required an ensemble average approach to deal with 
the uncertainty of the input variables through the Monte Carlo technique. Due to the 
high variation between the ensemble members, the FEM ensemble approach was 
essential to avoid drawing incorrect conclusions about the FEM model from a single 
deterministic analysis. The ensemble average approach was also beneficial in dealing 
with the modular nature of masonry walls for which the mobility analysis indicated 
significant differences between measured mobility and coupled H-block FEM 
mobility at frequencies above the fundamental local eigenfrequency. This was 
attributed to variable stiffness over the wall. From the overlap of confidence intervals 
for the measured and FEM data, it is concluded that thin plate FEM elements can be 
used to model masonry plates above the thin plate limit and up to 3.15kHz without 
incurring significant errors. 
Comparisons of measured and FEM data were used to determine appropriate 
boundary conditions for use in FEM models of masonry wall junctions. For masonry 
walls below lOOHz the comparison of measured and FEM mobility data 
demonstrated that in the FEM models, simply supported boundary conditions were 
appropriate for non-bonded junctions, bonded junctions and butted and tied 
junctions. However, the comparison of measured and FEM Dv, ij data in this chapter 
could not be used to fully justify the use of either a simply supported or free junction 
line. For the L-junction without an aperture there was closer agreement when the 
junction line was simply supported rather than free in the frequency range 40OHz - 
3.15kHz. With the introduction of a window aperture or slit near the junction, there 
was evidence that a free junction line would be appropriate, implying that in-plane 
wave generation was important. For the T-junctions, the FEM model with a simply 
supported junction line adequately described transmission around the corner. Below 
IkHz, the FEM model with a free or simply supported junction line described 
transmission across the straight section. At and above IkHz, only the FEM model 
with a free junction line adequately 
described transmission across the straight 
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section. This provided evidence that in-plane wave generation was correctly 
accounted for in the FEM model. 
For masonry/concrete plates, FEM ESEA is generally expected to be of most use 
below IkHz, where the modal density and modal overlap are low. In this frequency 
range, simply supported boundaries adequately represent the junctions of real 
masonry walls. This is advantageous for FEM ESEA as it allows consideration of 
only one wave type, bending waves. However, for future work on plate junctions 
with apertures, data will be required at frequencies up to 3.15kHz, which will require 
use of a free junction line. Therefore, FEM ESEA will have to consider more than 
one wave type. 
Having verified that the FEM model is appropriate for masonry walls, chapter 8 can 
now be used to compare Dv, ij data from FEM and SEA wave theory to allow a clearer 
assessment of in-plane wave generation in the FEM model using a free junction line. 
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8 FEM ESEA: The ESEA ensemble and SEA 
8.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the FEM model is used to provide 'experimental' data for the ESEA 
ensemble. Dv, ij data from FEM and SEA wave theory are used to identify when FEM 
and SEA wave theory can be considered as interchangeable and to assess the 
magnitude of the differences between them, particularly those that can be attributed 
to low modal density and/or low modal overlap. FEM ESEA is then used to assess 
whether the ensemble members are appropriate for SEA modelling and whether the 
ensemble statistics can be calculated. The main sections in this chapter include: 
" Comparisons of Dvjj data from FEM numerical experiments with SEA wave 
theory for L and T-junctions. 
" Assessment of FEM ESEA errors and matrix condition numbers through 
comparison of the three different matrix formulations (see section 2.8). 
Investigation of statistical distributions of the FEM ESEA CLF from the ESEA 
ensemble. 
Application of predictive SEA using the FEM ESEA CLF and the SEA 
permutation method. 
8.2 FEM and SEA test construction data 
The test construction data for the FEM model are shown in Table 8.1 using common 
material properties from Table 3.5, section 3.5. (N. B. The junction line lies along the 
y-axis. ) 
Table 8.1: Test construction data 
L-junc tion #1 T-junction #1 
Wall 1 2 1 2 3 
Material c E2 A E2 E2 
Density (kgm-7) 1400 600 2000 600 600 
CL (MS-1) 2200 1900 3200 1900 1900 
Poisson's ratio 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Thickness (mm) 100 100 215 100 100 
x (M) 4.0 3.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 
y (M) 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 
L-junc ion #2 T-junction #2 
Wall 1 2 1 2 3 
Matefial c c A A A 
Density (kgm--') 1400 1400 2000 2000 2000 
CL (MS- 1) 2200 2200 3200 3200 3200 
Poisson's ratio 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 _ 
0.2 
Thickness (mm) 100 100 215 100 100 
x (M) 4.0 3.5 4.0 3.5 3.0 
y (M) 204 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4 
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For the FEM models and the ESEA ensemble: 
" Test constructions had simply supported plate boundaries and either a simply 
supported or free junction line. 
" Wall I represents the separating wall. All other walls represent flanking walls. 
Ild(FEM): --f -0.5 to simulate the TLF that would be encountered for fully connected 
walls in complete buildings. 
Element dimensions were <kB/6 where kB corresponded to the plate with the 
smallestkBvalue. 
The ESEA ensemble was created through the use of random numbers drawn from 
a normal distribution to vary the wall length perpendicular to the junction for all 
plates. N(ýt, (Y) used the plate x dimension in Table 8.1 as the mean value, g with 
a standard deviation, (7=0.25m. 
For section 8.4, the ESEA ensemble contained ten members for third octave 
bands 50Hz - IkHz and five members for 1.25kHz - 3.15kHz. The arithmetic 
average of the ensemble members in dB was used to determine the ensemble 
average Dv, ij and the Student's t distribution was used to calculate the 95% 
confidence interval for the Dv, ij ensemble. 
For sections 8.5.3 and 8.6 the ESEA ensemble contained thirty members for third 
octave bands, 50Hz - IkHz. 
The number of frequencies used to determine third octave band data depended 
upon the modal overlap factor (calculated usinglld(FEm) and the local mode count 
for bending modes on plates with all boundaries simply supported). To ensure 
that bands with low modal overlap were adequately represented, it was necessary 
to use a larger number of frequencies for M<1. For the L-junctions with M<1, 
IHz steps were used in each band. For the T-junctions with M<0.5,2Hz steps 
were used in each band. For Mý! I (L-junctions) and Mý! 0.5 (T-junctions), three 
frequencies were used in each band where one frequency was the band centre 
frequency with the other two frequencies equally spaced over the third octave 
bandwidth. (N. B. Larger frequency steps were required with T-junctions to 
reduce computation times. ) 
8.2.1 Modal overlap factors and mode counts 
The modal overlap factor and local mode count data for L-junction #1 and T-junction 
#1 are shown on Figure 8.1 to Figure 8.6 for bending and in-plane modes. These data 
will be referred to during the course of this chapter. The figures illustrate the 
asymptotic nature of the mode count at high frequencies. All ensemble members are 
shown, although it is not always possible to identify ten or five curves because of 
identical mode counts that exist for some ensemble members. (N. B. For L-junction 
#2, both walls are similar to the ensemble used for wall I of L-junction #1. For walls 
2 and 3 of T-junction #2, the in-plane data are similar to that for wall I of T-junction 
#1. ) 
For bending modes, these test constructions cover a wide range for the modal overlap 
factor and the mode count over the building acoustics frequency range. Transverse 
shear modes occur above the 250Hz third octave band and have low modal overlap 
factors and mode counts below IkHz. Quasi -longitudinal modes occur above the 
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40OHz third octave band and are seen to have low modal overlap factors and mode 
counts over the entire building acoustics frequency range, a problem noted by De 
Vries et a125 for the application of predictive SEA. 
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Figure 8.1: L-junction #1 (Bending modes). Modal overlap factor (lower curves) and 
mode count (upper curves). 
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Figure 8.3: L-junction #1 (Transverse shear modes). Modal overlap factor (lower 
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8.3 Assessment of emesh 
In section 5.4.2, emeshwas used to justify the element size and meshing in the FEM 
model below 20OHz. In this chapter, trends in the FEM data across the frequency 
range 50Hz - 3.15kHz are compared with SEA for which it is important that the 
errors caused by element size and meshing are approximately equal across this range. 
This can be assessed using emesh for coupled plates with simply supported junction 
lines. However, emesh takes on another role for coupled plates with free junction lines 
where there is generation of in-plane waves. Comparison of e .. esh for the coupled 
plate systems with simply supported and free junction lines is used here to indicate 
the existence of in-plane wave energy. Due to the emphasis in this thesis on bending 
waves below 1kHz with masonry/concrete plates, emesh has been defined to include 
only the bending wave energy of the FEM model (see section 3.4.6.1). If the in-plane 
response from the FEM model had been stored, this could have been used to look at 
the in-plane energy directly. However, it would still not have been possible to 
distinguish quasi-longitudinal wave energy from transverse shear wave energy. 
emesh is dependent upon which subsystem is excited. The data are therefore compared 
for each wall individually, except for the T-junction where emesh for flanking walls 2 
and 3 is combined because the walls can be considered to be nominally identical for 
the emesh analysis. The emeshdata are shown for L-junction #1 (Figure 8.7 and Figure 
8.8) and T-junction #1 (Figure 8.9 and Figure 8.10) with simply supported and free 
junction lines. 
For simply supported junction lines: 
The highest mean and maximum emeshvalues tend to occur at frequencies that are 
not under damped modal control with some of the ensemble members. This 
occurs in the range, 50Hz - 20OHz where the modal density and modal overlap is 
low. 
The lowest emeshvalues occur in the range, 50Hz - 20OHz with minimum values 
of =0%. This trend was previously observed in section 5.4.2 where e"'eshvalues of 
0% only tended to occur in the vicinity of the first five global or local 
eigenfrequencies. 
For 50Hz - 3.15kHz, the mean emesh values are typically between 10% and 25% 
across the frequency range. 
For free junction lines: 
Below the third octave band that contains the lowest fundamental transverse 
shear local eigenfrequency of the plates (315Hz for L-junction #1 and T-junction 
#1), emesh is approximately equal for free and simply supported junction lines. 
This does not imply that D,, ij will be the same, but confirms the logic that there 
can be no in-plane local mode energy in subsystems below the fundamental in- 
plane local eigenfrequency. It is noted that the existence and behaviour of in- 
plane global modes has not been studied, although they could exist at lower 
frequencies than the fundamental local in-plane eigenfrequencies. 
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Above 315Hz, ernesh tends to increase. This can be attributed to the existence of 
in-plane wave energy that is not accounted for in its calculation. For T-junction 
#1, this feature is most apparent with source wall 1 and least apparent with source 
walls 2 or 3. This can be explained using an SEA model which indicates that with 
source wall I there is significant longitudinal wave energy stored in walls 2 and 
3, whereas with source wall 2, the majority of the energy is bending wave energy 
stored within the source subsystem. 
The main conclusion for simply supported junction lines is that the mean value of 
emesh is sufficiently uniform in the range 50Hz - 3.15kHz to identify frequency 
dependant trends in the forthcoming sections in this chapter. For free junction lines, 
emesh has confirmed the existence of in-plane wave energy in the FEM model for 
which the effect on Dv, ij is assessed in the next section that compares SEA wave 
theory and FEM D,, ij data with a free junction line. It is concluded that use of a 
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Figure 8.7-. emeshdata. L-junction #1. Source: Wall 1. (solid lines: mean value, 
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Figure 8.8: emeshdata. L-junction #1. Source: Wall 2. (solid lines: mean value, 
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Figure 8.9: emeshdata. T-junction #1. Source: Wall 1. (solid lines: mean value, 
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Figure 8.10: emesh data. T-junction #1. Source: Wall 2, Wall 3. (solid lines: mean 
value, dashed lines: minimum and maximum values) 
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8.4 Comparison of D,, ij data from FEM with SEA wave theory 
This section is used to investigate the differences between the FEM ensemble 
average Dv, ij and SEA wave theory Dv, ij with reference to the local mode criteria, 
Mý! I and N-, >-5 from Fahy and Mohammed 21. It is also used to assess in-plane wave 
generation and transmission in the FEM model. The FEM ensemble average Dv, ij is defined as the arithmetic average of the FEM Dv, ij data from all members of the 
ESEA ensemble. 
For the SEA wave theory calculations in this chapter: 
" Two SEA models are used, model B, bending subsystems only and model B&EP, 
bending, quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear subsystems for each plate. It 
should be noted that the SEA data are shown on the figures regardless of whether 
there are any local modes predicted in the frequency bands of the plate 
subsystems. 
" CLF values were calculated as described in section 2.7. The CLF values for 
model B and B&IP have been graphed in section 3.2.2 for T-junction #1 (Figure 
3.15) and T-junction #2 (Figure 3.14). 
" Zero CLF values occurred with the T-junction forTIBILI, IJBITI, 11LIBI , 
and7jT1B1- 
" TLF values for each subsystem were calculated from the sum of the FEM ELF, 
flffEm) and all CLF values to connected subsystems (model B, bending 
subsystems only or model B&EP, bending and in-plane subsystems). 
" FEM ILF values for bending, quasi-longitudinal and transverse shear subsystems 
are identical in the FEM model and equal to f -0.5. 
" SEA D,, ij data are shown on the figures as the mean value with 95% confidence 
intervals. N. B. There is a slight glitch in the curve from IkHz to 1.25kHz and an 
increase in the 95% confidence intervals as the number of ensemble members 
changes from ten to five. 
In this section, the modal overlap factor and the local mode count are used to 
facilitate the comparison of FEM and SEA D,, ij data. Although chapter 5 
demonstrated the influence of the global modes on vibration transmission, it is more 
practical to maintain the use of local mode parameters due to their ease of calculation 
in comparison to global modes. However, these parameters are not expected to be 
particularly useful for some ensemble members at low frequencies when the local 
mode count is zero, which leads to modal overlap factors of zero. For this reason, 
they are used to indicate the third octave band above which SEA wave theory may be 
deemed appropriate, in particular to investigate the criteria Mý! I and Ný! 5. 
The first step is to specify how to calculate mean values for the modal overlap factor 
of the ensemble. In general mathematical terms, arithmetic means are used when 
values are added together, whereas geometric means are used when values are 
multiplied together. Geometric means are typically lower than the arithmetic mean 
unless all values are equal. For the modal overlap factor, neither mean can be 
rigorously justified hence the discussion below. 
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The geometric mean was used by Fahy and Mohammed 21 to determine a single value 
of the modal overlap factor in their description of two or three coupled subsystems. 
In their investigation of two coupled beams with Ml=l, M, )=0.14 and N1=7 and 
N2=1, it was noted that it was the higher modal overlap factor of source beam I 
rather than the geometric mean that determined when the CLF approximated the 
value from wave theory. It is possible that coupled plates with zero or low local 
mode counts could show similar behaviour hence the modal overlap factor for each 
wave type is described in three ways: (1) the individual modal overlap factors for all 
ensemble members as shown in to Figure 8.6, (2) the arithmetic mean of the 
ensemble members, MA, n for each plate, n (this is abbreviated to MAwhen referring 
to all plates), and (3) the geometric mean of these arithmetic means, MG- 
Use of the arithmetic mean for the modal overlap factor of the ensemble is justified 
as follows. The modal overlap factor has been calculated using the mode count rather 
than the statistical modal density because of the existence of bands with mode counts 
of zero. With the possibility of zero mode counts, the conceptual role of the 
ensemble is to randomly perturb the local eigenfrequencies of the plates within 
chosen limits in order to realise the possibility of a band containing either zero or at 
least one local eigenfrequency. Use of the arithmetic rather than the geometric mean 
ensures that the modal overlap factor is non-zero for the ensemble of plates when at 
least one member has a local eigenfrequency in the frequency band. At this stage, the 
only justification for use of the geometric mean would be that it offers the 
convenience of a single value and ensures a conservative average. 
The arithmetic mean is also used for the average mode count of the ensemble, NA, n 
for each plate, n. This is abbreviated to NAwhen referring to all plates. When two 
plates i and j are similar, NA, i&j isusedto refer to the mode count for either plate. 
Other points to note in the analysis are: 
" All members of the FEM ensemble are shown in this section to allow an 
assessment of the frequency ranges in which there are large differences between 
the individual members. 
" SEA data represent the SEA ensemble average, which can be meaningfully 
compared with the FEM ensemble average but not with the individual ensemble 
members. A large discrepancy between the two ensemble averages gives an 
indication that SEA wave theory is not well suited to modelling the plate system. 
Above IkHz, consideration must also be given to the fact that the ensemble only 
has five members. This can significantly affect the confidence intervals of the 
FEM ensemble average when one or two members have significantly different 
responses to the typical value. 
For the free junction line, Dv, ij data using SEA models B and B&IP are shown on 
the figures to assess the differences between them. 
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Table 8.2 shows the relevant third octave bands that contain local fundamental 
eigenfrequency f, 1, and satisfyMAý! Iý MGýJ and NA>5. 
Table 8.2: Relevant third octave bands for the ensembles of L-junction #1 and T- 
junctions #1 & #2 (50Hz - IkHz: ten members, 1.25kHz - 3.15kHz: five members) 
L-junction #1 T-junctions #1 & #2 
Plate Bending 
ý Quasi- I Transverse 
Bending Quasi- 
ý Transverse 
longitudinal shear longitudinal shear 
Third octave band containing the fundamental local eigenfrequency f, I (Hz) 
1 <50Hz 50OHz 315Hz 8OHz 80OHz 50OHz 
2 <50Hz 50OHz 315Hz 
#1 <50Hz #1 50OHz #1 315Hz 
#2 <50Hz #2 80OHz #2 50OHz 
3 N/A #1 <50Hz #1 50OHz #1 315Hz 
#2 <50Hz #2 80OHz #2 50OHz 
Lowest third octave band in and above which NAý! 5 is satisfied (Hz) 
I 315Hz 1.6kHz lkHz IkHz 2.5kHz 1.6kHz 
#I 40OHz #1 1.6kHz #1 IkHz 2 40OHz 1.6kHz IkHz #2 630Hz #2 2.5kHz #2 1.6kHz 
#1 40OHz #11.6kHz #I IkHz 3 N/A #2 630Hz 1 #2 2.5kHz #2 1.6kHz 
Lowest third octave band in and above whichMAý! l is satisfied (Hz) 
I 315Hz 2.5kHz 1.25kHz 2.5kHz 3.15kHz 2kHz 
#1 250Hz #I 2kHz #I IkHz 
2 250Hz 2kHz lkHz #2 630Hz #2 4kHz #2 2kHz 
#I 40OHz #1 2kHz #1 1.25kHz 
3 N/A #2 1kHz #2 5kHz #2 2.5kHz 
Lowest third octave band in and above which MGý! l is satisfied (Hz) 
#1 50OHz #1 2.5kHz #1 1.25kHz 
All 315Hz 2kHz I 25kHz #2 lkHz #2 4kHz #2 2kHz 
8.4.1 L-junction #1 
For L-junction #1, the modal overlap factors and mode counts for the separating wall 
are similar to the flanking wall, therefore the general termsMAand NAare used to 
describe both walls together as well as usingMG- 
8.4.1.1 Simply supported junction line 
Considering only bending modes for the simply supported junction line, D,, ij data for 
L-junction #1 are shown on Figure 8.11 and Figure 8.12. 
The largest differences between the ensemble members occur with 
NA<5, MA<l and 
MG<I (50Hz - 315Hz). For 50Hz - 
8OHz (MG! ý0.6, NA! ýI A, MA:! ý0.7), the average 
difference between SEA model B and the FEM ensemble average is 2.3dB for 
D, 12 
and Dv, 21 . 
However, whenMGýýI, 
MAý! I and NAý! 5 (40OHz - 3.15kHz), the average 
difference between SEA model B and the FEM ensemble average is only 0.3dB. The 
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general conclusion for L-junction #1 with a simply supported junction line is that the 
SEA ensemble average and the FEM ensemble average can be considered as 
nominally identical within the error bounds of the numerical experiments. 
When considering only bending waves, the general conclusion for similar L- 
junctions is that SEA wave theory provides a suitable estimate for most building 
acoustics purposes. This is justified by the fact that similar L-junctions typically form 6 
part of separating cavity walls for which there are many other coupling loss factors 
These include foundation coupling, wall ties and coupling via the sound field in the 
cavity for which there is greater uncertainty and variation due to workmanship. 
For L-junction #1, the criteriaMGý! 19 MAýJ and NAý! 5 provide a reasonable 
indication of the region in which there is negligible difference between SEA wave 
theory and the FEM ensemble average. 
8.4.1.2 Free junction line 
With a free junction line, L-junction #1 is an example of the common situation that 
occurs with masonry/concrete plates. When the thin plate bending wave field 
satisfies MýJ and Ný! 5, the confounding features of another non-diffuse wave field 
(transverse shear) must be considered. This occurs at 40OHz. 
Considering bending and in-plane modes for the free junction line, D, ij data for L- 
junction #1 are shown on Figure 8.13 and Figure 8.14. In general, the FEM ensemble 
average follows the frequency dependent trend of SEA model B&IP. For 50Hz - 
250Hz, only bending modes control the response, although the FEM Dv, ij values are 
not identical to those for the simply supported junction line. This is primarily 
attributed to a change in the coupling between the free and simply supported 
junction, because any shifts in the global eigenfrequencies were generally negligible. 
The largest differences between the ensemble members occur withMG"'-'l and NA<5, 
with differences of up to 5.6dB for 50Hz - 315Hz. For 315Hz - 80OHz (bending 
MGýJ. 3, NA>4 and in-planeMG! ýO. 6, NA<5), the average difference between SEA 
model B&IP and the FEM ensemble average is 1.8dB. WhenMAýJ and NAý! 
5 for 
both bending and transverse shear subsystems (IkHz - 3.15kHz), the FEM ensemble 
average tends towards SEA model MIR In this range, the average 
difference 
between SEA and the FEM ensemble average is 0.8dB. However, whenMGý! 1 and 
NAý! 5 for all wave types (2kHz - 3.15kHz), the average difference 
between SEA and 
the FEM ensemble average is only 0.5dB. . The general conclusion 
for L-junction #1 
with a free junction line is that the SEA ensemble average and the 
FEM ensemble 
average can not be considered as nominally 
identical within the error bounds of the 
numerical experiments (e. g. Figure 8.13: see 
D, 12for 160Hz - 80OHz). This is due to 
the co-existence of more than one non-diffuse wave 
field. 
When considering the relevance of bending and 
in-plane prediction models to real 
constructions, measured data in section 
7.3.4 provided some evidence that the use of 
a free junction line was not appropriate with an 
L-junction of masonry plates. 
However, this could not be confirmed from a single example. 
In general, the FEM 
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data in this section indicates that it would be beneficial if only bending wave SEA 
models were required. This is due to the errors that can occur when there is more 
than one non-diffuse wave field. 
For L-junction #1, the criteriaMAý! I i, MGýJ and NAý! 5 provide a reasonable indication of the region in which there is negligible difference between SEA wave 
theory and the FEM ensemble average. 
8.4.2 T-junction #1 
Unlike L-junction #1, the modal overlap factors and mode counts for the separating 
wall are significantly different to the flanking walls. Therefore, MA,,, and NA,,, are 
used to distinguish the separating wall parameters from those of the flanking walls. 
8.4.2.1 Simply supported junction line 
Considering only bending modes for the simply supported junction line, D, ij data for 
T-junction #1 are shown on Figure 8.15 to Figure 8.20. 
The first stage is to investigate what happens when the criteriaMAý! 19 MGý! I and 
NAý! 5 are not satisfied. For 50Hz - 80Hz, differences up to 11.2dB occurred between 
SEA model B and the FEM ensemble average for all Dvjj. These differences are 
attributed to the fundamental local mode of the separating wall occurring in the 80Hz 
third octave band. However, it should be noted that differences of 6dB - 7dB also 
occurred at 160Hz and 250Hz for Dv, 32. For 50Hz - 40OHz (Mcj:! ý0.89 MA, 1! ý0.5., 
MA, 2&3! ý1.5, NA, 1! ý 1 . 
6ý NA, 2&3:! ý6.9), the average difference between SEA model B and 
the FEM ensemble average for all Dv, ij data is 4dB. In general, when the criteria are 
not satisfied, the errors are significantly higher than with L-junction #1. 
The second stage is to investigate what happens when the criteriaMA>I, MGýJ and 
NAý! 5 are partially satisfied. For 50OHz - 3.15kHz 
(MGý! 1, MA, Iý! 0.49 
MA, 2&3ý! 1.2, 
NA, 1 ý! 2.6, NA, 2&3ý! 6A), the average difference between SEA model B and the FEM 
ensemble average for Dv, 12and D,, 13 
is 1.6dB, Dv, 21 and DOI is 0.7dB, and Dv, 23 and 
Dv, 32 is 1.9dB. The lowest differences occurred for Dv, 21 and DOI whereMG>I,, but 
only the source subsystems hadMAýJ and NAý! 5, which suggests that 
MG>1 is 
appropriate. However, larger differences occurred for Dv, 129 Dv, 13, 
Dv, 23 and Dv, 32- 
Therefore, the criterion Mc; ýJ may not be sufficient for transmission across the 
straight section whenMA, I<l and NA, 1<5. In this case it appears to be necessary to 
take account of NAandMAfor all plates intersecting at the junction, rather than using 
the geometric mean. 
The general conclusion for T-junction #1 with a simply supported junction line is 
that the SEA ensemble average and the FEM ensemble average can not be 
considered as nominally identical within the error bounds of the numerical 
experiments. In addition, there are large differences between the FEM ensemble 
members when the criteriaMAý! 19 MGý! I and NAý! 5 are not satisfied. For this reason, 
SEA is likely to be of limited use without inclusion or consideration of the standard 
deviation in the coupling loss factor. This highlights the need for statistical 
information on the CLF between plates with low modal density and low modal 
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overlap. This will be investigated using these data in section 8.5.3 later in this 
chapter. 
8.4.2.2 Free junction line 
Considering bending and in-plane modes for the free junction line, D,, ij data for T- junction #1 are shown on Figure 8.21 to Figure 8.26. These data are analysed by 
considering transmission around the corner and transmission across the straight 
section, separately. 
Initially, transmission around the comer sections is considered for D,, 12, D,, 13, D, 21 
and Dv, 31 - 
The first stage is to investigate what happens when the criteriaMAý! 19 MGý! I and 
NAý! 5 are not satisfied. At 20OHz in Dv, 12 and Dv, 13 and at 160Hz and 20OHz in Dv, 21 
and Dv, 31 there are significant peaks where differences up to l2dB occur between 
SEA model B&IP and the FEM ensemble average. At 160Hz, the separating wall 
ensemble has eight members with zero local modes and two members with one local 
mode. At 20OHz, the separating wall ensemble has five members with zero local 
modes and five members with one local mode. In contrast, the flanking walls always 
have at least one local mode. Chapter 5 demonstrated that it is the global modes 
rather than the local modes that are relevant at these frequencies. However, it is 
concluded here that the local mode criteria are still useful in identifying the region in 
which SEA models are likely to require confidence intervals for the CLF values. 
The second stage is to investigate what happens when the criteriaMAý! I, MGý! I and 
NAý! 5 are partially satisfied. For 50OHz - IkHz (bending 
MGý! I, MAJý! 0.4, 
MA, 2&3ý! I. 
2, NAJ :! ý5, quasi-longitudinal 0:! ýMG:! ý0.2, transverse shear 
0.3! ýMG!! ý0.6), the 
average difference between SEA model B&IP and the FEM ensemble average for 
Dv, 12and Dv, 13 is 2.9dB. For 50OHz - 3.15kHz, the average difference between SEA 
model B&IP and the FEM ensemble average for 
Dv, 21 and Dv, 31 is I. OdB. Using SEA 
wave theory with source plate 2 or 3, TILIBI is zero and therefore quasi -longitudinal 
energy generated in plate I is not converted into bending energy. It is possible that 
this is responsible for the close agreement in the range 50OHz - 2kHz even though 
NAJ <5 andMAJ<1 for the quasi-longitudinal modes. However, it should be noted 
that similar close agreement was also observed between SEA model B and the FEM 
ensemble average with a simply supported junction line. For 1.25kHz - 3.15kHz 
(bendingMGý! I, quasi-longitudinal 0.4: ýMG:! ý1.7. transverse shearMGý! O, ) the average 
difference between SEA model B&IP and the FEM ensemble average for Dv, 12 and 
Dv, 13 is 0.6dB. This agreement is sufficiently close that in some cases, relaxing the 
local mode criteria for one wave type (e. g. quasi-longitudinal) will still result in 
negligible differences between SEA wave theory and the FEM ensemble average. 
Now transmission across the straight sections is considered for D, 23 and 
D,, 32. 
The first stage is to investigate what happens when the criteriaMAýJ, 
MGýý I and 
NAý! 5 are not satisfied. For 50Hz - 315Hz (benclingMG! ý0.7, 
MA. j<0.55MA, 2&3!! ýI . 3, 
NA, 0ý 1.6, NA, 2&3! ý4.7), where only 
bending waves are present, the average 
-)5-) 
differences between SEA and the FEM ensemble average are 7.2dB for SEA model 
B and 12dB for SEA model B&IP. An important finding is that neither SEA model is 
satisfactory, although model B is closer than model B&IP. 
The second stage is to investigate what happens when the criteriaMAý! 19 MGý! I and 
NAý! 5 are partially satisfied. For 40OHz - IkHz (bending 
NA,,:! ý5, MAJ`: ý I, NA, 2&3ý! 5, 
MA, 2&3ý! I, in-plane NA, 1<5, MA, 1<1, NA, 2&3! ý5, MA, 2&3! ý1), the FEM ensemble average 
lies approximately midway between the two SEA models. For 1.25kHz - 3.15kHz (bending Mc, ýJ, quasi-longitudinal 0.15MG: ý0.9 and transverse shear 0.5: 5MG: 52.2), 
the average difference between SEA model B&IP and the FEM ensemble average is 
2.5dB. The FEM ensemble average tends towards SEA model B&IP although for 
quasi-longitudinal modes, MAJ! ýI in this range. 
These data clearly indicate significant errors when only bending waves are present 
and the local mode criteria are not satisfied. This justifies the proposed solution in 
this thesis to gain statistical information on the CLF at low frequencies. However, for 
typical T-junctions, strict adherence to the criteriaMAý! I, MGý! I and NAý! 5 for all 
wave types will severely restrict use of SEA at high frequencies. For this reason, the 
proposed solution could be augmented by SEA data at higher frequencies through a 
relaxation of the local mode criteria. For bending waves with masonry/concrete 
building elements a relaxation of these criteria to N>0.3 and M>0.25 has previously 
been proposed by Craik et a, 24 for a 5dB error limit. Without further investigations 
with different TLF values for in-plane waves it is not appropriate to propose new 
limits in this thesis. 
8.4.3 T-junction #2 (Free junction line) 
T-junction #2 is used for further analysis of in-plane wave generation at the junction. 
Compared to T-junction #1, all wall materials are identical for T-junction #2 and the 
x and y dimensions are sufficiently similar that for all three walls, the fundamental 
in-plane local eigenfrequencies occur in the same frequency band and the in-plane 
mode counts are similar. The low frequency range in which all walls have low modal 
density and low modal overlap is also wider than with T-junction #1. 
The D,, ij data are shown on Figure 8.27 to Figure 8.32 for the free junction line. 
Initially, transmission around the corner sections is considered for D,, 12, D,, 13, 
Dv, 21 
and Dv, 31 . For lOOHz - 
IkHz (bending 0:! ýMG:! ý I, 0! ýMAJ:! ý0.7,0.1:! ýMA, 2&3:! ý1.4, in- 
plane 0:! ýMG:! ý0.3), the average difference between SEA model B&IP and the FEM 
ensemble average for D, 12 and D, 13 is 2. OdB and for 
Dv, 21 and DOI is 2.8dB. For 
1.25kHz - 3.15kHz (bendingMGý! 1, quasi-longitudinal 
0.2:! ýMG:! ý0.9, transverse shear 
0.5:! ýMG:! ý2.2), the average difference between SEA model B&IP and the FEM 
ensemble average for D, 12 and D, 13 
is 1.7dB and for Dv, 21 and Dv, 31 iS1.2dB. These 
results for D, 12 and Dv, 13 (1.25kHz - 3.15kHz) are =I. IdB higher than with T- 
junction #1. This is attributed to the lower modal density and lower modal overlap of 
the flanking walls with T-junction #2. 
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Now transmission across the straight sections is considered for Dv, 23 and Dv, 32. From 315Hz to 40OHz, FEM Dv, 23 and Dv, 32 show a distinct shift in level. This also 
occurred with T-junction #1 and may be related to the in-plane modes, quasi- 
longitudinal and/or transverse shear. However, the quasi-longitudinal global modes 
are likely to be ruled out because the fundamental quasi-longitudinal local 
eigenfrequencies occur at frequencies above 40OHz. For T-junction #1 they occur in 
the 80OHz and 50OHz third octave bands for the separating and flanking walls 
respectively and for T-junction #2 in the 80OHz third octave band for both separating 
and flanking walls. However, because the junction length corresponds to XT/2 for the 
separating wall in the 40OHz third octave band, the transverse shear modes may be 
responsible for this shift. The fundamental transverse shear local eigenfrequencies of 
the separating wall occur in the 50OHz third octave band. Because the distinct shift 
occurred with both T-junctions it could be related to the frequency of the 
fundamental transverse shear global mode. More examples would be needed to 
confirm this feature. However, if it were to be related to the fundamental transverse 
shear mode, this would provide a useful frequency to switch from FEM ESEA CLF 
data using only bending waves to SEA model B&IP. 
For 40OHz - lkHz (bending 
NAJ : ý5, MAJ": ýI, 3:! ýNA, 2&3!! ý10. ) 
0.7! ýMA, 2&3:! ý1.4, in-plane 
NA<5, MA<I),, the ensemble members span the D,, ij data from both SEA models. For 
1.25kHz - 3.15kHz (bending MGýJ, quasi-longitudinal 0.2:! ýMG:! ý0.9, transverse shear 
0.5<MG:! ý2.2), the average difference between SEA model B&IP and the FEM 
ensemble average is 0.9dB. The close agreement in this range is better than that for 
T-junction #1 even though walls 2 and 3 of T-junction #2 had lower modal overlap 
and mode counts. It is concluded that with more than one wave type, the local mode 
criteria are of most use when all or none of the wave types satisfy the criteria. They 
are of limited use in assessing an SEA model when only one or two of the three wave 
types satisfy the criteria. 
8.4.4 Discussion 
For L-junction #1 with a free or simply supported junction line, the differences 
between SEA wave theory and the FEM ensemble average D,, ij were ! ýUdB at 
frequencies that satisfied the local mode criteriaMAýJ and NAý! 5 for both plates with 
all wave types. These criteria are considered as suitable to assess the point at which 
SEA wave theory and the FEM ensemble average are interchangeable. To extend this 
to any number of plates sharing the same junction line, MA should be assessed 
against the criterion for each plate sharing the junction line, rather than usingMG- 
This is based on the finding from T-junction #1 (simply supported junction line) that 
the low modal overlap of the cantilever plate (MA, V: ýO affected transmission across 
the straight section when the flanking walls hadMA, 2UýJ- 
As expected from the existing literature (see section 2.3), SEA wave theory 
underestimated the FEM ensemble average Dv, ij for these rectangular plate systems 
whereMA<l and NA<5. 
WhenMA<I and NA<5 for all of the masonry/concrete plates that are coupled along 
the same junction line, the range of the ensemble members 
is large. Visual inspection 
of the Dv, ij figures indicates that variations up to :: --20dB can occur 
between ensemble 
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members when the subsystems have low modal overlap and/or low mode counts. At 
frequencies up to IkHz the variations between ensemble members can be =lOdB for 
typical T-junctions. From section 5.4.1, some of this variation can be accounted for 
by the different sets of 'rainfall'. However, the existence of this variation still 
provides the motivation to pursue the calculation of the FEM ESEA CLF with 
statistical confidence limits in the remainder of this chapter. 
This section leads to the conclusion that the local mode criteria, MAýJ and NAý! 5 are 
most suited to assessing the likelihood of negligible errors in the SEA ensemble 
average when there is only one wave type. Where there is more than one wave type 
as typically occurs with masonry/concrete plates over the latter part of the building 
acoustics frequency range, these criteria will rarely be satisfied for all wave types. 
This occurs with masonry/concrete T-junctions in buildings where the separating 
wall/floor often has low modal density and low modal overlap. With reference to the 
finding of Mace and Rosenberg 26 that the modal overlap factor is not an exact 
indicator of coupling strength between rectangular plates, it is considered here that 
MAand NAare sufficient to identify the likelihood of negligible errors. 
The above findings promote the aim of this thesis, which is to use FEM ESEA to 
account for the large variations in bending wave coupling between plates with low 
modal density and low modal overlap. The low frequency region in which this is to 
be applied can be identified using the local mode criteria, MAý! I and NAý! 5, which 
should be satisfied for all plates sharing the same junction line. However, above 
50OHz for typical masonry/concrete T-junctions it is necessary to include in-plane 
waves to avoid significant errors. To avoid increasing the FEM calculation time, it is 
not considered practical to extend the FEM ESEA approach to in-plane wave 
coupling loss factors. The proposed solution is to use FEM ESEA at frequencies 
below the lowest fundamental in-plane eigenfrequency and continue with SEA 
model B&IP above this eigenfrequency. The pragmatism involved in adopting this 
solution can be considered against the statement of De Vries et a125, that SEA is 
entirely inappropriate for quasi-longitudinal waves, which can not be described 
statistically and for which 'weak' coupling does not exist. The proposed solution is 
reasonable with typical masonry/concrete building elements because emphasis is 
usually placed on the low frequency sound insulation such that errors above IkHz in 
the sound insulation are likely to have less effect on the single-number quantitieS20 
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Figure 8.12: L-junction #1 - Simply supported junction 
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Figure 8.16: T-junction #I - 
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Figure 8.24: T-junction #1. Free junction line. 
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Figure 8.32: T-junction #2. Free junction line. 
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8.5 FEM ESEA 
For the ESEA calculations in this chapter, the three ESEA matrix formulations 
introduced in section 2.8 are considered: 
A) General ESEA matrix formulation. 
B) Alternative ESEA matrix formulation (after Lalor 
50). 
Q Specific two or three subsystem ESEA matrix formulations. 
Formulations A and C were used for the L-junctions and formulations A, B and C 
were used for the T-junctions. (N. B. For N subsystems, formulation B has an (N-1) x 
(N- 1) energy matrix and is therefore used only for three or more subsystems. ) 
In the ESEA analysis, only one subsystem is ascribed to each plate regardless of the 
number of wave types that exist, therefore L-junctions use two subsystem ESEA and 
T-junctions use three subsystem ESEA. No consideration of separate subsystems for 
different wave types can be made because only the bending energy was stored from 
the FEM output. However, bending wave energy is the output variable of primary 
importance for sound transmission between adjacent rooms. ESEA is therefore used 
to test whether in-plane transmission and generation mechanisms could be 
incorporated within an SEA model using only bending wave energy. This is 
essentially the same approach used in physical experiments 6,95 to determine the CLF 
between masonry/concrete plates. 
This section discusses the values obtained for the ESEA ILF error (see section 
3.4.13) and the matrix condition number (see section 3.3.1). In the analysis of 
coupled plates, the L-junctions with simply supported junction lines represent the 
most basic SEA system due to the existence of only one wave type (bending waves) 
and only two subsystems. According to Woodhouse 48 , SEA from the matrix 
viewpoint should always be applicable to two subsystems when only one subsystem 
is excited because the source subsystem will generally have higher modal energy 
than the receiver subsystem. Therefore, the errors that occur with these L-junctions 
when MýJ and Ný! 5 should form the 'best case' scenario for ESEA. These ESEA 
errors can then be used as a baseline to assess the applicability of SEA with coupled 
plates that have low modal densities and low modal overlap. 
8.5.1 ESEA ILF errors 
The first step is to assess how many negative ESEA ILF values occurred in the 
ESEA process. These values have no physical meaning in SEA and therefore the 
ESEA IILF error is undefined for negative ESEA IILF values. For the L and T- 
junctions in this chapter, only one negative IILF occurred which was for one member 
of the L-junction #2 ensemble, for one plate at one 
frequency, 63Hz, using one 
matrix formulation, A. This indicates that there 
is not a significant problem with 
negative ESEA ILF values. 
With the different matrix formulations it was found that only three third octave bands 
had significant differences (up to 4-3dB) 
between the ESEA ELF errors. These tended 
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to occur when the condition numbers were significantly higher than those in adjacent 
bands. In general, the formulations gave identical values or differed by <0.5dB. For 
this reason, graphs of the ESEA ILF errors are only shown for matrix formulation A. 
L-junctions 
ESEA ILF errors for L-junction #1 (simply supported and free junction line) and L- 
junction #2 (simply supported junction line) are shown on . L-junctions with simply supported junction lines represent the most basic SEA plate system and it is therefore 
assumed that they will give the lowest values of the ESEA ILF error. WhenMAý! l 
and NAý! 5,0.7dB was the lowest mean value achievable for an ensemble of coupled 
plates. This value is specific to the FEM plate models, excitation, post-processing 
and the ESEA matrix formulation. The reason for the offset from OdB is unknown, 
although it could be caused by the variation in system response with different sets of 
'rainfall'. L-junctions #1 and #2 with simply supported junction lines were also used 
to indicate the expected range of the ESEA ELF error withMAý! l and NAý! 5. In these 
cases the energy matrices were expected to be well-suited to ESEA. In the frequency 
range 40OHz - 3.15kHz (MAý! l and NAý! 5), the mean, minimum and maximum 
ESEA 11LF errors were nominally identical with mean values of 0.7dB. For 50Hz - 20OHz (MA<1 and NA<5), the mean values were nominally identical, but the range of 
values was larger and was -4.2dB to 6.2dB at 50Hz and 63Hz where one or both of 
the subsystems had zero local modes. These results form a set of worst case values. 
For L-junction #1, a comparison of the ESEA ILF error can be made for the simply 
supported and free junction lines. Below the 315Hz third octave band that contains 
the lowest fundamental transverse shear local eigenfrequency of the two plates, the 
mean ESEA ILF error is approximately equal for free and simply supported junction 
lines. Above 315Hz, the presence of in-plane modes causes the mean, minimum and 
maximum ESEA ILF errors to increase above those of the simply supported junction 
line. However, this increase only becomes particularly significant above 1.6kHz, 
where NAý! 5 for transverse shear and for quasi-longitudinal modes. 
8.5.1.2 T-junctions 
ESEA ILF errors for T-junction #1 (simply supported and free junction line) and T- 
junction #2 (free junction line) are shown on Figure 8.34. As with L-junction #1, a 
comparison of the ESEA ILF error can be made for T-junction #1 with simply 
supported and free junction lines. The same trend occurs giving similar ESEA ILF 
errors for the different junction lines below the lowest fundamental transverse shear 
local eigenfrequency (315Hz third octave band), with increasing errors above this 
frequency due to the presence of in-plane modes. The maximum ESEA ILF errors 
are higher than those with L-junction #1 and are up to 3.7dB above 315Hz. 
8.5.1.3 Discussion 
For all junctions analysed in the preparation of this thesis, the general trend has been 
that negative ILF values occur less frequently than negative CLF values. However, 
when they do occur it is usually foi- only a 
few members of the ensemble rather than 
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the majority. It is concluded that for these types of plate systems, negative ESEA rLF 
values are not likely to be common. This is beneficial to the ESEA ensemble 
approach because rejection of any ensemble members will be a rare occurrence. 
Also, any future consideration of matrix-fitting procedures'9 will only be required for 
a few members of the ensemble. 
From the point of view of an experimenter performing ESEA, the similarity between 
the ESEA ILF errors for simply supported and free junction lines indicates that it 
may be possible to approximate a full SEA model with all three wave types using 
only a bending wave model. This is only likely to be appropriate whenMA`ý I and 
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8.5.2 Matrix condition numbers 
The condition number is used to assess the sensitivity of E-1 to small changes in the 
matrix entries of E. The matrix condition numbers of the energy matrices are 
calculated as described in section 3.3.1. The minimum and maximum condition 
numbers in the ensemble are used to compare matrix formulations A and C for the L- 
junctions, and A, B and C for the T-junctions. 
8.5-2.1 L-junctions 
The condition numbers for L-junction #1 with simply supported and free junction 
lines are shown on Figure 8.35 and Figure 8.36 respectively and for L-junction #2 
with a simply supported line on Figure 8.37. 
For both L-junctions, the ideal well-conditioned matrix with a unity condition 
number was not achieved with any of the ensemble members. The lowest condition 
number occurred with matrix formulation A and was =2 for all L-junction data. In 
general, matrix formulation A gave lower condition numbers than C. Note that the 
logarithmic scale highlights the logarithmic shift between the two matrix 
formulations. 
L-junctions #1 and #2 with simply supported junction lines represent the most basic 
SEA plate systems and it is therefore assumed that they will give the lowest 
condition numbers. Above 315Hz, whenMAý! I and NAý! 5, the range of condition 
numbers was 2 to 6 with matrix formulation A. The largest condition numbers 
occurred whenMA<I and NA<5. Above 315Hz, L-junction #1 with the free junction 
line had a range of condition numbers from 2 to 8 with matrix formulation A. These 
values are similar to those for the simply supported junction line. 
Two important features are that no negative CLF values were produced by any of the 
matrix formulations and that the condition numbers remain relatively low when 
MA<I and NA<5. This provides evidence to accept the hypothesis of Woodhouse 48 
that SEA should always be applicable to two subsystems when only one subsystem is 
excited. This can now be extended to include subsystems that have low modal 
density and low modal overlap. 
8.5.2.2 T-junctions 
The condition numbers for T-junction #1 with simply supported and free junction 
lines are shown on Figure 8.38 and Figure 8.39 respectively and for T-junction #2 
with a free junction line on Figure 8.40. In general, the condition numbers are 
significantly higher than those for the L-junctions. For both T-junctions, the ideal 
well-conditioned matrix with a unity condition number was not achieved with any of 
the ensemble members. 
Using matrix formulation B, condition numbers are determined for three energy 
matrices, each matrix being used to 
determine the CLF values to a subsystem. B(I) is 
used to determine 1121 andI131 , B(2) to 
determinefl 12, T132 and B(3) to determinefl13 
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and1123. The figures therefore show the minimum and maximum values of B(I) and 
B(2&3). The latter set is formed by combining B(2) and B(3) and is justifiable 
because plates 2 and 3 are similar. 
The lowest condition number was =2 that occurred with formulation B(l) for all T- 
junction data and B(2&3) for the T-junctions with a free junction line. For T-junction 
#1 with a simply supported junction line, only B(l) had condition numbers similar to 
the L-junctions, all other condition numbers were generally higher. Generally, 
formulation B(l) is seen to be advantageous in obtaining lower condition numbers 
than formulations A or C. However, the condition numbers for T-junction #1 indicate 
that when formulation B is used to determine CLF values that are significantly 
different in magnitude, the condition numbers can be relatively high and similar to A 
and C. This occurred for T-junction #1 with the simply supported junction line for 
either B(2) wherefl 32 or B(3) wherefl IP*ýý'TJ23. This can be compared with the 
free junction line for which there is increased transmission across the straight section 
above 315Hz. In this case, althoughTl 12>TJ 32 and7l 13>fl 23 the condition numbers for 
B(2&3) are significantly reduced such that they approach those of B(1), and tend to 
be lower than formulation A. 
Similarly to the L-junctions, formulation A generally gave lower condition numbers 
than C for the T-junctions although the maximum and minimum values overlapped 
below 50OHz. For T-junctions, in-plane wave generation must be considered for real 
constructions such that matrix formulation B is most appropriate to give the lowest 
condition numbers for the ensemble. 
No negative CLF values were produced by any of the matrix formulations for 
transmission around the corner of the T-junctions. However, there were negative 
CLF values for transmission across the straight section of the T-junctions. For T- 
junction #1 with a simply supported junction line, there were negative CLF values 
for up to four of the ten ensemble members, in twelve of the nineteen third octave 
bands between 50Hz and 3.15kHz. For T-junctions #1 and #2 with free junction lines 
there were negative CLF values for up to three of the ten ensemble members, in up to 
five of the seven third octave bands between 80Hz and 315Hz, the frequency range 
containing only bending modes. Note that the negative CLF values occur for the 
same ensemble members at the same frequencies regardless of the matrix 
formulation. 
8.5.2.3 Discussion 
As discussed in section 3.3.1, no simple link exists between the condition number 
and the potential errors from the matrix inversion. However, the ESEA matrix 
formulation with the lowest condition numbers can be considered as the most robust 
formulation for which an SEA model is appropriate. General matrix formulation A, 
typically gives the lowest condition numbers and is therefore considered as the most 
robust formulation. In contrast, specific matrix 
formulation C gives the highest 
condition numbers and for this reason 
is not recommended for ESEA. For most 
purposes, general matrix formulation 
A, gives adequately low condition numbers. 
However, alternative matrix formulation B, can be used to give even lower condition 
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numbers when the CLF values in matrix formulation B are high. For this reason, 
alternative matrix formulation B is recommended when problems are encountered 
with general matrix formulation A before attempting matrix-fitting routineS49. 
The trend with these systems consisting of only two and three subsystems was that 
the condition number tends to increase with the number of subsystems. This suits the 
original intention to use FEM ESEA with systems consisting of only small numbers 
of subsystems, e. g. L or T-junctions. 
The only negative CLF values occurred for transmission across the straight section of 
the T-junctions. In these cases, up to four of the ten ensemble members gave 
negative CLF values in some third octave bands. This highlights a significant benefit 
of the ESEA ensemble approach over that of a single deterministic analysis from 
which the latter might lead to the conclusion that SEA is not appropriate. When the 
majority of the ESEA ensemble members have positive CLF values, this provides 
sufficient motivation to attempt an SEA model. However, future work could consider 
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8.5.3 Statistical distributions of FEM ESEA CLF data 
The aim of this section is to investigate the probability distribution of the FEM 
ESEA CLF data. This is required before the mean, standard deviation and confidence 
intervals can be used in further SEA calculations. The ensemble was created using a 
normal distribution to describe the variation in plate length and therefore the findings 
in this section are only applicable to this ensemble. From the observations of Fahy 
and Mohammed 21 for plate systems with low modal overlap, there is no reason to 
assume that the resulting FEM ESEA CLF data will also have a normal distribution. 
As discussed in section 3.3.5, the first step is to assess the normality of the linear 
CLF using normal quantile plots. If these distributions are found to be right-skewed, 
then a logarithmic transformation can be applied to determine if the linear CLF 
ensemble can be described as a lognormal distribution. 
L-junction #1 and T-junction #1 with simply supported junction lines were used with 
ensembles of 30 members in the frequency range, 50Hz - IkHz. Normal quantile 
plots are shown for both linear and logarithmic CLF values. The data for L-junction 
#1 are shown on Figure 8.41 to Figure 8.44 and for T-junction #1 on Figure 8.45 to 
Figure 8.50. From Fahy and Mohammed, it is expected that non-normal distributions 
will occur when M<I. However, no rigid rule has yet been established as to whether 
this applies to the modal overlap factor for the source plate, receiver plate or the 
geometric mean for the coupled plates. The findings in section 8.4 indicated thatMG 
may not be sufficient in all cases and that a more robust requirement would be that 
MAýJ for all plates coupled along the same junction line. However, on the graphs in 
this section, a slightly less strict requirement is used for which the criterion isMA<I 
for subsystems i and j that are involved in 'qij. This is indicated using open circles. 
This only differs from the more robust requirement in that 7123would otherwise have 
open circles for all third octave bands. 
For both junctions, the linear CLF figures illustrate that when MA':: ý I) the 
distributions are widest and there can be significant right skew such that it is 
appropriate to attempt a logarithmic transformation. The transformation gives rise to 
sufficiently straight lines that the linear CLF can be described as a lognormal 
distribution. WhenMAýJq the linear CLF can generally be considered as normal, 
although there is still some evidence of right skew which could be due to the 
fluctuations in the relatively small ensemble. Therefore, to calculate statistical 
parameters from these data in the remainder of this thesis, the logarithmic 
transformation is used regardless of the value of the modal overlap factor. 
For the logarithmic CLF of T-junction #1, a few of the lowest CLF values do not 
appear to belong to the normal distribution 
(e. g. the two fl2l values of 71.9dB and 
74. OdB on Figure 8.48, and also the T123 value of 44.6dB on Figure 8.50). The only 
feature that these values share in common is that they have significantly higher or 
lower condition numbers than those at adjacent 
frequencies. If the condition numbers 
had been consistently higher, then this would 
have provided a reason to treat these 
values as outliers. However, this assumes 
that the condition number can be 
considered as a robust measure. 
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As a general conclusion, whenMA<I for all plates sharing the same junction line, the 
linear CLF is likely to have a lognormal distribution and whenWý'ýý'I . 
it can 
generally be assumed to have a normal distribution. In all cases, but particularly 
whereMAdata falls between these two ranges, the normal quantile plots can be used 
to assess the statistical distribution. 
The evidence in this section (albeit limited) confirms that there is potential in the use 
of the ESEA ensemble for subsystems with low modal density and low modal 
overlap. The ability to determine statistical parameters that describe the normal 
distribution of the logarithmic FEM ESEA CLF facilitates its use with quick path 
analysis calculations using decibels. More importantly, the ability to determine 
statistical parameters (mean, standard deviation and confidence intervals) that 
describe the lognormal distribution of the linear FEM ESEA CLF facilitates its 
inclusion in predictive SEA using the matrix solution. In the next section, this is 
carried out to obtain the expected range of Dvjj by using the FEM ESEA CLF 95% 
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Figure 8.41: L-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
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Figure 8.42: L-junction #I. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
1112 (M), 50Hz -I kHz. Open circles 
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Figure 8.43: L-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
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Figure 8.44: L-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
112, (M), 50Hz -I kHz. Open circles indicatesMA"'-I 
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Figure 8.45: T-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
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Figure 8.46: T-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
12 (dB), 50Hz -I kHz. Open circles 
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Figure 8.47: T-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
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Figure 8.48: T-junction #1. Simply supported Junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
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Figure 8.49: T-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
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Figure 8.50: T-junctl-on #1. Simply supported junction line. Normal quantile plot for 
1123 (dB), 50Hz -I kHz. Open circles indicatesMA<l for walls 2 and 3. 
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8.6 Predictive SEA using the FEM ESEA CLF 
In section 3.3.2, the ESEA ensemble was defined for the purpose of calculating the 
mean and expected range of the subsystem responses for systems comprising of low 
modal density plates. The ensemble of FEM D,, ij data is compared with minimum 
and maximum D,, ij data that have been determined from predictive SEA using all 
permutations of the FEM ESEA CLF with 95% confidence limits. As described in 
sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.5, this approach to determine minimum and maximum D,, ij- data will be referred to as the 'SEA permutation method'. 
In section 8.6.1, only L-junction #1 and T-junction #1 are used to assess the SEA 
permutation method. This may appear to be a circular verification route for the FEM 
ESEA approach but it allows an initial check on the matrix inversion and the 
assumption of a lognormal distribution for the linear CLF as well as confirming that 
the SEA permutation method is appropriate. A more demanding test is made in 
section 8.6.2, which is to create an entire system from L and T-junctions to test the 
SEA permutation method. This is carried out for a plate system consisting of seven 
subsystems, two T-junctions and four L-junctions. In both sections, all junctions 
have simply supported junction lines so that only bending waves are considered. 
8.6.1 L and T-junctions 
The D,, ij data are shown for L-junction #1 on Figure 8.51 to Figure 8.52 and for T- 
junction #1 on Figure 8.53 to Figure 8.58. D,, ij data from SEA wave theory are also 
included on the graphs. When MA: ýI and NA<5 for these systems, Dv, ij from SEA 
wave theory is a reasonable approximation for the FEM ensemble average Dv, ij. 
However, it is important to note that this does not occur in genera, 21,24,26 and is due in 
part to the relatively high damping. Of particular note is the observation that the 
range of expected values can be similar in magnitude to Dv, ij from SEA wave theory. 
This provides the motivation for determining the expected range of values. The 
minimum and maximum Dv, ij data determined using the SEA permutation method are 
generally seen to provide a satisfactory estimate of the expected range. 
For transmission around the corner of the L and T-junctions, the minimum D,, ij value 
tends to be a slight underestimate whenMA`ý I and NA<5 and can be considered to err 
on the side of caution. However, for transmission across the straight section of the T- 
junction, the underestimate for 50Hz - 160Hz is more significant, with the largest 
underestimate at 125Hz (MA<I and NA<5). The latter problem is due to the 7123 
outlier of 44.6dB identified in the normal quantile plot (Figure 8.50). However, for 
50Hz - 160Hz, the lognormal 
distribution was seen to be a reasonable 
approximation. This problem is therefore attributed to matrix inversion errors. 
In combination, it is concluded that there are no major problems with the matrix 
inversion, the assumption of a lognormal distribution and the SEA permutation 
method. However, with source subsystem i, it appears that underestimation of the 
minimum D,, ij value can sometimes 
be significant whenMA<l and NA<5. 
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The final stage can now be carried out in the next section by testing the SEA 
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Figure 8.51: L-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Dv, 12ensemble with 
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Figure 8.52: L-junction # 1. Simply supported junction line. D, 21 ensemble with 
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Figure 8.53: T-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. D, 12ensemble with 
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Figure 8.54: T-junction #1 - Simply supported junction 
line. D, 13 ensemble with 
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Figure 8.55: T-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Dv, 21 ensemble with 
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Figure 8.56: T-Junction #1 - Simply supported junction 
line. D, 31 ensemble with 
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Figure 8.57: T-junction #1. Simply supported junction line. Dv, 23 ensemble with 
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Figure 8.58: T-junction #1 - Simply supported 
junction line. Dv, 32 ensemble with 
SEA predictions of the ensemble average and the expected range. L- Z-- 
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8.6.2 Plate system 
The plate system used to test the SEA permutation method using the FEM ESEA 
CLF 95% confidence intervals is shown in Figure 8.59. This system can be seen as 
representing the masonry walls that form two adjacent rooms. The plate system is 
formed from T-junction #1 (walls 1,2,3,5 and 6), L-junction #1 (walls 2,4 and 5) 
and an extra L-junction (walls 3,6 and 7) where wall 7 is identical to wall 1. FEM 
analysis was carried out for third octave bands in the range 50Hz - 20OHz. The 
ensemble for the plate system was created using random numbers drawn from a 
normal distribution to vary the wall length perpendicular to the junction using 
a=0.25m for all plates. The FEM model usedfld(FEM)=f -0.5 for each plate, as was 






Figure 8.59: Plan view of plate system with subsystem numbers. 
The D,, ij data are shown on Figure 8.60 to Figure 8.63 for source subsystem 1, Figure 
8.64 to Figure 8.69 for source subsystem 2, and Figure 8.70 to Figure 8.75 for source 
subsystem 3. 
The three main findings are: (1) the ensemble average Dv, ij found using the FEM 
ESEA CLF in an SEA model generally describes the FEM ensemble average Dvjj, 
(2) the expected range tends to account for the range of the individual members, and 
(3) Dv, ij from SEA wave theory is a reasonable approximation for the FEM ensemble 
average Dv, ij for this system. 
Analysis of the individual L and T-junctions in section 8.6.1 indicated that the SEA 
permutation method was generally appropriate for subsystems that were directly 
coupled to the source subsystem. Therefore, the following discussion considers the 
minimum and maximum Dv, ij data in terms of those receiver subsystems that are 
directly coupled, and those that are not directly coupled to the source subsystem. 
When the receiver subsystem is directly coupled to the source subsystem, the 
minimum and maximum Dv, ij data can provide a satisfactory estimate of the expected 
range (see Figure 8.61, Figure 8.66, Figure 8.70 and Figure 8.75). However, there is 
still a general underestimation of the minimum Dv, ij value with significant 
underestimation in some cases (see Figure 
8.60, Figure 8.64, Figure 8.65 and Figure 
8.71). 
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When the receiver subsystem is not directly coupled to the source subsystem, the 
SEA permutation method can give rise to significant underestimates for the 
minimum D, ij values (see Figure 8.68) and significant overestimates for the 
maximum D,, ij values (see Figure 8.62 and Figure 8.63). Recalling that 
underestimates of the minimum Dv, ij values occurred with the isolated L and T- 
junctions in section 8.6.1, these underestimates are likely to be caused by an 
accumulation of errors because the vibration transmission now takes place across 
more than one junction. 
Problems concerning the use of FEM ESEA CLF data from isolated L and T- 
junctions in complete systems were anticipated in chapter 5, section 5.6. This is 
because the complete system will have different global eigenfrequencies to the 
isolated junctions. The global eigenfrequencies are important because in chapter 5 it 
was observed that the peaks in vibration transmission tended to occur at global 
eigenfrequencies. However, for complete systems it was suggested that use of the 
ESEA ensemble approach to randomly shift the global eigenfrequencies of the 
isolated component systems might still provide a useful estimate of the vibration 
transmission and the ensemble statistics. It is now appropriate to assess whether the 
SEA permutation method can provide a useful estimate of the ensemble statistics and 
be considered as robust, or fit for purpose. A robust approach should not 
underestimate the expected range. This is true of the SEA permutation method as it 
errs on the side of caution. However, significant errors can occur when the receiver 
subsystem is not directly coupled to the source subsystem. 
With D,, 17. ) the problems are that the ensemble average 
determined using the FEM 
ESEA CLF gives a worse estimate than SEA wave theory, and the majority of 
ensemble members lie between the minimum D,, ij line and the ensemble average. 
However, walls I and 7 are identical (with low modal density and low modal 
overlap) and the direct transmission paths, 1-3-7 and 1-6-7 are also identical. When 
the receiver subsystem is directly coupled to the source subsystem there are no 
significant problems with transmission between walls I and 3 (or 1 and 6) and walls 
3 and 7 (or 6 and 7). Therefore. ) the cause of the problems 
is attributed to the fact that 
in the FEM model, walls I and 7 are identical plates with low modal density and 
nominally identical vibration fields. However, there is evidence from other identical 
plate scenarios with D,, 25 (Figure 8.67) and Dv, 36 (Figure 8.74) that identical plates 
are less of a problem when these plates have higher modal densities. The problem 
with identical plates is partly a function of the FEM plate system model. If the ESEA 
ensemble had been created using the Monte Carlo approach 
for the longitudinal 
wavespeed rather than the x dimension, it might not 
have occurred. It remains to be 
shown that for a real ensemble of physical systems, the expected range 
is a 
satisfactory estimate. 
With Dv, 27, the maximum Dv, ýj values are significantly overestimated and although 
the 
minimum Dv, ij values are underestimated, 
it is to a lesser degree. The rninimum Dv, ij 
data are generally more important from a noise control point of view and 
hence the 
SEA permutation method can still be considered as 
fit for purpose. 
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In conclusion, the SEA permutation method using the FEM ESEA CLF 95% 
confidence intervals is most suited to situations where the receiver subsystem is 
directly coupled to the source subsystem and an estimate is required that errs on the 
side of caution for the expected range. When the receiver subsystem is not directly 
coupled to the source subsystem, the expected range can be significantly 
overestimated. However, it is considered preferable to err on the side of caution with 
the expected range. This analysis used the FEM ESEA CLF 95% confidence 
intervals, in order to be confident of the conclusions. However, other confidence 
interval percentages can be used with the SEA permutation method depending upon 
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Figure 8.60: Plate system. Source: 1. D, 12ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
ensemble average and the expected range. 
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Figure 8.61: Plate system. Source: 1. D, 13 ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
ensemble average and the expected range. 
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Figure 8.62: Plate system. Source: 1. D, 14ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
ensemble average and the expected range. 
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Figure 8.64: Plate system. Source: 2. D, 21 ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
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Figure 8.65: Plate system. Source: 2. D\,. 23 ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
ensemble average and the expected range. 
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Figure 8.66: Plate system. Source: 2. Dv, 24ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
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Figure 8.67: Plate system. Source: 2. Dv. 25ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
Z7ý ensemble average and the expected range. 
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Figure 8.68: Plate system. Source: 2. Dv, 26ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
ensemble average and the expected range. 
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Figure 8.70: Plate system. Source: 3. Dv, 31 ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
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Figure 8.71: Plate system. Source: 3. Dv, 32 ensemble with 
SEA predictions of the 
r-I ensemble average and the expected range. 
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Figure 8.72: Plate system. Source: 3. D,, 34ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
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Figure 8.73: Plate system. Source: 3. D, 35 ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
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Figure 8.74: Plate system. Source: 3. Dv, 36ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
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Figure 8.75: Plate systern- Source: 3. Dv, 37 ensemble with SEA predictions of the 
ensemble average and the expected range. 
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This chapter contained analysis of FEM ESEA ensembles for coupled plate systems. 
The ESEA ensembles were created by varying all wall dimensions perpendicular to 
the junction using random numbers drawn from a normal distribution, N(ýt, (T) with a 
standard deviation, (7=0.25m. This gave a range of dimensions that could reasonably 
be expected to occur in a group of dwellings. 
FEM D,, ij data were compared with SEA wave theory using the SEA local mode 
criteria 21 , MýJ and Ný! 5 for coupled plates. WhenMA: ý I and NA<5 for all of the 
masonry/concrete plates coupled along the same junction line, the range of the 
ensemble members was large, with variations between members of up to =20dB. In 
this frequency range, these findings confirmed the need to calculate the expected 
range of Dv, ij using the SEA permutation method. In contrast, when the local mode 
criteria, MAý! l and NAý! 5 were fulfilled for all plates that were coupled along the 
same junction line, any errors in the SEA ensemble average were negligible (:! ýO. MB) 
when there was only one wave type. It was not considered practical to extend the 
FEM ESEA approach to in-plane wave coupling loss factors, to avoid increasing the 
FEM calculation times. The proposed solution was to use the FEM ESEA CLF at 
frequencies below the lowest fundamental in-plane eigenfrequency and continue with 
the bending and in-plane SEA model above this eigenfrequency. This is reasonable 
with typical masonry/concrete building elements because emphasis is usually placed 
on the low frequency sound insulation, such that errors above IkHz in the sound 
insulation are likely to have less effect on the single-number quantities 20 used to rate 
sound insulation. 
Problems with the ESEA matrix inversion were anticipated to be a potential barrier 
to the successful application of FEM ESEA. However, it was found that there were 
no significant problems with negative ILF or CLF values for these plate systems 
despite the relatively high condition numbers when the modal density and modal 
overlap was low. It was found that to obtain the lowest condition numbers, the 
general ESEA matrix formulation should be used, although in some cases, lower 
condition numbers can be achieved using Lalor's alternative matrix formulation. The 
specific ESEA matrix formulations gave the highest condition numbers and should 
therefore be avoided. 
For more general applications of ESEA to plates with 
low modal density and low 
modal overlap it should be noted that the 
lack of problems from the matrix inversion 
could be due to the relatively high 
damping for the masonry/concrete plates. The 
damping was used to simulate the contributions to the TLF 
from the CLF values to 
other masonry/concrete plates at all 
four boundaries. However, ESEA could prove to 
be problematic for thin metal plates with 
low modal density and low modal overlap 
unless extra damping is applied to 
the plates. 
The only negative CLF values occurred 
for transmission across the straight section of 
the T-junctions. In these cases, up 
to four of the ten ensemble members gave 
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negative CLF values in some third octave bands. This highlights a significant benefit 
of the ESEA ensemble approach over that of a single deterministic analysis from 
which the latter might lead to the conclusion that SEA is not appropriate. When the 
majority of the ESEA ensemble members have positive CLF values, this provides 
sufficient motivation to attempt an SEA model. However, future work could consider 
matrix-fitting procedureS49 to try and avoid any negative CLF values in the ensemble. 
Having demonstrated that the ESEA ensemble could furnish CLF values without 
recourse to matrix-fitting procedures, the next stage was to assess the statistical 
distribution of the FEM ESEA CLF data. The data confirmed that for these particular 
ensembles, the probability distribution function for the linear CLF could be 
considered as a lognormal distribution, as hypothesised in chapter 3. This finding is 
only expected to apply when a normal distribution is used to create the ensemble. 
The ability to describe the statistics of the linear CLF enabled the final stage to be 
carried out, which was to use the SEA permutation method to determine the expected 
range of D,, ij. The test constructions were the isolated L and T-junctions and a plate 
system consisting of these different isolated junctions. The SEA permutation method 
using the FEM ESEA CLF 95% confidence intervals was most suited to situations 
where the receiver subsystem was directly coupled to the source subsystem and an 
estimate was required that erred on the side of caution for the expected range. When 
the receiver subsystem is not directly coupled to the source subsystem, the expected 
range can be significantly overestimated. However, it is generally considered 
preferable to err on the side of caution with the expected range. It is concluded that 
the SEA permutation method described in chapter 3 can be used to describe the large 
variation in response that occurs with plate systems that have low modal density and 
low modal overlap. 
The results provide evidence that the definition and application of the ESEA 
ensemble to accommodate individual members with zero local modes is reasonable 
not only from a global mode viewpoint, but also to derive ensemble average FEM 




This chapter summarises the main findings from each chapter, discusses the 
implications of the findings and provides suggestions for further work. 
9.2 Summary 
The aim of this thesis was to validate procedures using FEM and SEA to determine 
structure-borne sound transmission between plates with low modal density and low 
modal overlap. This was achieved using FEM with ESEA to determine coupling loss 
factors for inclusion in the predictive framework of SEA. 
Chapter 2 outlined the statistical approach to the prediction of structure-borne sound 
transmission, SEA. The SEA framework was discussed along with the angular 
average wave approach commonly used to determine the transmission coefficients. A 
review of the literature identified problems in using this approach with plates that 
have low mode counts and low modal overlap. With third octave band analysis, 
masonry/concrete plates fall into this category and typically have N<5 and M<I for 
50Hz - IkHz. The literature review confirmed the need for more accurate predictions 
of vibration transmission between plates with low modal density and low modal 
overlap than provided by SEA wave theory. 
ESEA was discussed as a method of avoiding some of the limitations of classical 
SEA and in particular the SEA ensemble whilst taking advantage of the predictive 
SEA framework. ESEA allows coupling parameters to be determined for subsystems 
coupled at complex junctions and to evaluate whether SEA modelling is appropriate 
for the system under investigation. In this thesis, the complexity with rigid junctions 
between masonry/concrete plates was not so much in the junction detail, but in the 
transmission between these low modal density subsystems. However, apertures close 
to the junction do introduce some added complexity. 
In chapter 3, mode-wave duality was used to illustrate why the use of angular 
average transmission coefficients in predictive SEA at low frequencies could be 
problematic for rectangular masonry/concrete plates typically found in buildings. 
Equivalent angle plots were used to visualise the angles of waves incident upon the 
junction relating to individual local modes. It was shown that the SEA assumption of 
incident energy uniformly distributed in angle is rarely satisfied for bending, quasi- 
longitudinal and transverse shear waves below IkHz. This is problematic because 
sound transmission between 50Hz and 
lkHz is particularly important in determining 
the single-number quantitieS20 used to assess sound 
insulation between dwellings. 
Having identified the limited range of angles for which incident energy impinges 
upon the junction, wave theory was used 
to calculate the angular dependent 
transmission coefficients for bending and in-plane wave transmission at a rigid 
junction of thin plates. 
These coefficients were calculated for a T-junction of typical 
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material properties and dimensions found in dwellings. The majority of wave 
conversion from bending to in-plane waves, occurred at angles closest to normal 
incidence (0'). However, typical rectangular wall dimensions rarely support bending 
modes with equivalent angles <10' below lkHz. It was also shown that with in-plane 
wave generation, high transmission coefficients could occur over a narrow range of 
angles close to normal incidence where typical rectangular masonry/concrete plates 
have no incident energy. It was noted that the equivalent angle analysis was 
considered from an SEA viewpoint using the equivalent angles for local modes. 
Assuming real systems are controlled by global modes, the equivalent angles in this 
chapter will only be a suitable approximation when there is SEA 'weak' coupling. 
However, it was concluded that the use of angular average transmission coefficients 
in predictive SEA models of rectangular masonry/concrete plates at low frequencies 
has little theoretical basis due to the restricted range of equivalent angles. 
With low modal density plates there is another related issue in the interpretation of 
the results from classical SEA. The predicament for the engineer is that results from 
classical SEA do not apply to the specific system under analysis but to the SEA 
ensemble. For this ensemble, subsystem modes are equally likely to occur at any 
equivalent angle of incidence. However, for a real ensemble of rectangular plates, 
the equivalent angle analysis indicates that this is probably the exception rather than 
the rule. This justified investigations using deterministic analyses with FEM to 
determine vibration transmission between rectangular masonry/concrete plates. 
The concept of the ESEA ensemble was introduced in chapter 3 to facilitate the use 
of ESEA and predictive SEA with subsystems of low modal density and low modal 
overlap. Like the SEA ensemble, the ESEA ensemble considers groups of 
subsystems that have 'similar' properties. However, unlike the SEA ensemble, it can 
include subsystems where the SEA assumption of equipartition of modal energy in a 
frequency band (i. e. incident energy uniformly distributed in angle) does not apply 
but ESEA 'weak' coupling still exists. The SEA ensemble considers uncertainty in 
the description of the modal features. In contrast, the ESEA ensemble is intended for 
subsystems where there is limited knowledge about the modal features but 
uncertainty as to how the eigenfrequencies will be distributed amongst the frequency 
bands of interest. The ESEA ensemble can therefore be used for 'similar' sets of 
structures that have high tolerances on the dimensions and material properties. For 
these structures, a single deterministic analysis was shown to be of limited use in 
chapter 8, where large variations occurred between individual ensemble members. 
To satisfy one of the SEA criteria, statistically independent excitation 
forces were 
proposed for the FEM models by using rain-on-the-roof excitation on all 
unconstrained nodes over the plate surface. 
This form of excitation was considered to 
be appropriate because airborne excitation or many single excitation points are the 
sources that are typically considered 
in SEA models of buildings. 
Chapter 4 described the measurement procedures used to collect vibration data from 
the masonry wall test constructions. 
These were used in later chapters to validate the 
FEM models, investigate the statistical variation of the 
longitudinal wavespeed and 
visualise the energy flow and vibration 
fields. 
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In chapter 5, FEM eigenfrequency data and qualitative discussions using mode-wave 
duality led to the conclusion that by their very nature, local modes for an uncoupled 
plate with the correct junction boundary condition can not exactly simulate the global 
modes. From the SEA viewpoint, the global mode can be seen as representing a 
combination of the transmission phenomenon and the concept of local modes as 
defined by the correct junction boundary conditions. However, this interpretation is 
only strictly appropriate when there is SEA 'weak' coupling. The existence of global 
modes does not equate to 'strong' coupling but provides a useful way of describing 
the concept with coupled subsystems that have low modal density and low modal 
overlap. When the modal density and modal overlap are high, the global modes can 
be represented by the local modes, and the local mode approach can be used that 
assumes SEA 'weak' coupling. 
FEM analysis was used to study the effect of local and global modes at low 
frequencies (:! ý2001-1z) using three case studies. It was found that there were 
significant variations in coupling with rain-on-the-roof excitation when using 
different sets of 'rainfall'. A single set of 'rainfall' was defined as rain-on-the-roof 
excitation with one set of random phase values for the unity magnitude input forces. 
The implication was that a single deterministic analysis of a coupled plate system 
with numerical realisation of a single set of 'rainfall' was unlikely to give a 
particularly robust answer in the assessment of vibration transmission. To make 
effective use of FEM analysis, it was considered necessary to include this effect in 
the ESEA ensemble by using different 'rainfall' for each ensemble member. 
The role of global modes in vibration transmission was investigated using numerical 
experiments with FEM on typical masonry/concrete plate junctions. In the frequency 
range encompassed by the first five global modes, the results showed that the peaks 
of -Dv, ij tended to occur at the same frequency as the peaks in the mobility curve of 
the coupled rather than the uncoupled receiver plate. A more rigorous but simple rule 
was not apparent. However, the differences between the coupled and uncoupled 
mobility were generally of minor importance in comparison to the variation in 
coupling observed between different sets of 'rainfall'. This variation meant that the 
relative levels of the mobility peaks did not correspond to the peak levels of the -Dv, ij 
data. 
In general, it was apparent that the global modes determine the shape of the coupled 
plate mobility curves, even though the effect of some global modes on the coupled 
plate mobility can be insignificant. Therefore when the modal overlap 
is low from 
the local mode perspective of SEA, the global modes can be viewed as effectively 
extending the frequency range under modal control. 
However, the case studies in 
chapter 5 showed that above the 
fundamental eigenfrequencies, relatively large 
frequency ranges can occur in which third octave bands will not contain any global 
modes. When the damping is 
high, these bands may still be under modal control 
from the global modes at the edge of the 
frequency band. However, when the 
damping is low, it may not be appropriate to use frequency bands with non-resonant 
vibration to determine coupling parameters 
destined for predictive SEA from a single 
deterministic analysis. This ustified the proposed solution in this thesis, to use the 
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ESEA ensemble to ensure that the global eigenfrequencies are randomly shifted 
between the ensemble members such that in the ESEA ensemble average, all 
frequency bands are influenced by modal energy. 
Further justification for a statistical approach to deterministic methods using the 
ESEA ensemble was illustrated by the global mode shapes. If the mode shapes on the 
individual plates in the global mode were to differ significantly from those of the 
local mode shapes then the local mode approach of SEA might not be justifiable. In 
the case studies, it was seen that the global mode shapes either consisted of the local 
mode shapes or hybrid local mode shapes (i. e. a combination of local mode shapes). 
It was also found that in a chosen frequency range, the number of global modes 
approximately equalled the total number of local modes from all the individual 
plates. The ESEA ensemble was introduced in chapter 3 to account for uncertainty in 
the eigenfrequencies such that within chosen limits of uncertainty, the frequency 
bands would contain different combinations of eigenfrequencies. The existence of 
hybrid local mode shapes and the expected variation in mode shapes caused by 
workmanship and spatial variation in material properties provided further evidence 
that a statistical approach to deterministic methods was the most appropriate way 
forward. 
The findings in chapter 5 highlighted the differences between local and global 
modes, which impact upon the use of SEA. In SEA, subsystems are defined by their 
ability to store local modal energy. However, an SEA model essentially uses a local 
mode approach to solve global mode problems. The global modes tend to control the 
transmission of vibration, but this does not imply that the same plate boundaries that 
define SEA subsystems are unsuitable for ESEA. In this chapter, the global modes 
were found to have mode shapes on the individual plates that were not significantly 
different to those of the local modes, with one plate usually having a higher response. 
For the plate systems in this thesis, each plate represents an ESEA subsystem. This 
definition was used to test the framework of SEA with plate systems that have low 
modal density and low modal overlap. Preliminary experiments using ESEA in 
chapter 5 did not indicate that these subsystem definitions were unsuitable. 
The absence of a local mode in the source subsystem with the existence of a global 
mode was considered in the context of work by Craik et a, 24 on SEA at low 
frequencies. The authors suggested that the number of local modes in the source 
subsystem did not influence sound transmission (such that there can be no local 
modes in the source subsystem) with only the local modes in the receiving subsystem 
affecting the power flow. However, for vibration transmission between plates at low 
frequencies, the case studies indicated that it was appropriate to consider global 
modes, rather than local modes. This is because global modes have a response on all 
the coupled plates, rather than on just one plate as is considered from the local mode 
viewpoint. The finding of Craik et al was therefore re-considered using global rather 
than local modes, where the global modes affect the power flow. In this case there is 
no need to consider the concept of zero local modes in the receiving subsystem 
because the global mode has a response on both the source and receiver plates. 
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The FEM data indicated that the empirical relationship from Craik et a, 24 relating the 
angular average wave theory CLF to the finite plate CLF using the uncoupled plate 
mobility was not satisfactory in the vicinity of the fundamental global 
eigenfrequency. This was anticipated from the equivalent angle analysis using local 
modes in chapter 3, which led to the conclusion that any correction based upon 
angular average wave theory transmission coefficients at low frequencies was 
unlikely to be a robust solution. 
The findings in chapter 5 confirmed that it was worth pursuing the global mode 
approach using FEM ESEA and the ESEA ensemble to determine vibration 
transmission between plates with low modal densitY and low modal overlap. 
Of particular relevance to the concept and use of the ESEA ensemble in chapter 6 
was the variation between measured longitudinal wavespeed data for nominally 
identical masonry walls with a high standard of workmanship. For these masonry 
walls, the standard deviations were low in comparison with the mean values. 
However, the 215mm. walls had higher standard deviations than the 100mm walls. 
This was attributed to the higher number of mortar joints in the 215mm walls such 
that the reproducibility for the longitudinal wavespeed was lower than for the 
100mm walls. Concerning the use of prediction models, these standard deviations 
provided further evidence that a single deterministic analysis is likely to be of 
minimal use. As with the findings in chapter 5, this also justified the need to 
investigate a statistical approach to deterministic methods using the ESEA ensemble. 
Chapter 6 also investigated the statistics of Dv, ij and the vibration field using 
measurement data. This highlighted the problems in validating FEM models with 
measured data for masonry walls with low modal overlap. The standard deviation of 
Dv, ij was typically highest with N<5 and reached a minimum with N>5. This 
indicates the increased uncertainty in the mean Dv, ij from measurements when the 
mode count is low. For this reason, the confidence limits of the measured data were 
essential in the comparison of FEM and measured data in chapter 7. At higher 
frequencies (1.6kHz - 5kHz), the measured data from AAC walls indicated a 
significant decrease in vibration with distance away from the junction. This caused 
an increase in the point-to-point variation. The predicted attenuation with distance 
accounted for the measured attenuation with two out of three constructions, and 
underestimated the attenuation with one construction. It was concluded that in some 
cases, the decrease in vibration level above the thin plate limit can be predicted for 
masonry walls using the attenuation due to the ILF with thick plate group speed plus 
the excess attenuation. 
The existence of an appreciable decrease in vibration with distance that occurs above 
the thin plate limit is potentially a confounding factor in the validation of thick plate 
theories and in-plane wave generation for masonry walls. However, this feature was 
considered to be of negligible importance for adjacent rooms where the sound 
insulation single-number quantity is often determined by frequencies below IkHz; 
but it could be significant for transmission over larger distances in buildings. A more 
general conclusion was that for masonry plates, there is an upper frequency limit for 
the largest subsystem dimension of SEA or ESEA subsystems. This limit is not only 
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dependent upon the ILF, but also the excess attenuation and possibly other loss 
mechanisms. The magnitude of the errors introduced through the use of subsystems 
with a significant decrease in vibration with distance is entirely dependent upon the 
SEA model. 
In order to determine confidence intervals for the measured Dv, ij data, information 
was sought on the statistical distribution of vibration levels on masonry walls. For a 
100mm. AAC flanking wall, the vibration levels in decibels were found to have an 
approximately normal distribution regardless of the value of M. The linear mean 
square vibration can be described by a lognormal distribution. It should be noted that 
this was a single observation and it is not possible to generalise for all plate systems. 
However, these data support the statement by Lyon' that the response in decibels has 
a normal distribution for complex systems in general. At high frequencies, the 
existence of normal distributions was likely to be fortuitous for these plate 
dimensions due to an appreciable decrease in vibration with distance. For the 
vibration levels in decibels, the existence of an aperture gave rise to non-normal 
distributions for 5011z - 8011z and 1.6kHz - 5kHz. This provided evidence that M<1 
and vibration decay with distance can cause non-normal distributions. The existence 
of outliers and strong skew at low and high frequencies implies that robust statistics 
are only likely to be found with ý! 40 measurements. However, it is concluded that 
there are no significant problems in the general use of Student's t procedures to 
determine confidence intervals. For FEM ESEA it is of less concern that non-normal 
distributions exist for M<1, because the plate vibration is sampled at all nodes of the 
mesh to determine the plate energy. 
When determining the average energies of subsystems, large spatial variations in 
vibration are likely to give rise to sampling errors. This limits the possibilities of 
using physical experiments with matrix or non-matrix ESEA on low modal density 
elements, where there may be limitations on the number of accelerometer positions. 
For matrix ESEA, this may lead to problems with matrix inversion and the existence 
of negative CLF values. Wide confidence limits for all subsystems may also 
introduce a risk of incorrectly 'forcing' SEA upon a system using matrix 
optimisation procedures with ESEA. This problem of quantifying the subsystem 
energy does not arise with numerical experiments using FEM where the total energy 
of each plate can be determined without incurring these sampling errors. The 
remaining uncertainty with FEM is then caused by the variation within the ensemble. 
Bending wave structural intensity measurements were used to give a qualitative 
indication of the energy flow across a flanking wall with and without an aperture. In 
themselves, the vector plots neither validated nor invalidated the SEA approach. 
Generally, they indicated that vector plots of energy flow on coupled plates are of 
limited use in tracking energy flow around a system. This was due to the existence of 
both order and disorder in the vector plots. However, it was possible to 
identify 
energy flow with vectors leaving the junction and 
'seeking' the boundaries. The 
lintel above the aperture formed a discontinuity that appeared to 
have a significant 
effect on the energy flow pattern by confining the area over which the vectors can 
(seek' the upper wall boundary, to the area beyond the lintel. This qualitative 
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assessment indicated that the aperture and the lintel effectively restrict the junction 
length that would be involved in vibration transmission. 
Chapter 7 compared measured and FEM data for the masonry wall test constructions. 
The general agreement between FEM and measured mobility data indicated that 
global mode responses were evident in the measured driving-point mobility. 
However, this could also be interpreted from an SEA viewpoint that considers only 
local, rather than global modes. With this interpretation, the many peaks in the 
mobility data are attributed to the local modes of the connected subsystems that are 
transmitting vibration back to the source plate. This perspective does no more than 
justify the local mode approach of SEA, whereas chapter 5 demonstrated that the 
global mode interpretation has a stronger basis. The measured mobility data did not 
conclusively demonstrate the existence of global mode responses, as this would have 
required the availability of accurate estimates of the local eigenfrequencies with the 
correct boundary conditions. 
For 50Hz - 3.15kHz, the main conclusion drawn from the comparison of FEM and 
measured D,, ij data was that vibration transmission between coupled masonry plates 
can be modelled to a sufficient degree of accuracy using FEM. Validation of the 
FEM model with measured data required an ensemble average approach to deal with 
the uncertainty of the input variables through the Monte Carlo technique. Due to the 
high variation between the ensemble members, the FEM ensemble approach was 
considered as essential to avoid drawing incorrect conclusions about the FEM model 
from a single deterministic analysis. The ensemble average approach was also 
beneficial in dealing with the modular nature of masonry walls for which the 
mobility analysis indicated significant differences between measured mobility and 
coupled H-block FEM mobility at frequencies above the fundamental local 
eigenfrequency. This was attributed to variable stiffness over the wall. From the 
overlap of confidence intervals for the measured and FEM data, it was also 
concluded that thin plate FEM elements could be used to model masonry plates 
above the thin plate limit and up to 3.15kHz without incurring significant errors. 
Comparisons of measured and FEM data were used to determine appropriate 
boundary conditions for use in FEM models of masonry wall junctions. For masonry 
walls below IOOHz, the comparison of measured and FEM mobility data 
demonstrated that in the FEM models, simply supported boundary conditions were 
appropriate for non-bonded junctions, bonded junctions and butted and tied 
junctions. However, the comparison of measured and FEM Dv, ij data in this chapter 
could not be used to fully justify the use of either a simply supported or free junction 
line. For the L-junction without an aperture there was closer agreement when the 
junction line was simply supported rather than free in the frequency range 40OHz - 
3.15kHz. With the introduction of a window aperture or slit near the junction, there 
was evidence that a free junction line would be appropriate, implying that in-plane 
wave generation was important. For the T-junctions, the FEM model with a simply 
supported junction line adequately described transmission around the comer. Below 
IkHz, the FEM model with a free or simply supported junction line described 
transmission across the straight section. At and above IkHz, only the FEM model 
with a free junction line adequately described transmission across the straight 
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section. This provided evidence that in-plane wave generation was correctly 
accounted for in the FEM model. 
For masonry/concrete plates, FEM ESEA is generally expected to be of most use 
below IkHz, where the modal density and modal overlap are low. In this frequency 
range, simply supported boundaries adequately represent the junctions of real 
masonry walls. This is advantageous for FEM ESEA as it allows consideration of 
only one wave type, bending waves. However, for future work on plate junctions 
with apertures, data will be required at frequencies up to 3.15kHz, which will require 
use of a free junction line. Therefore, FEM ESEA will have to consider more than 
one wave type. 
Having verified that the FEM model was appropriate for masonry walls, chapter 8 
compared D,, ij data from FEM and SEA wave theory to allow a clearer assessment of 
in-plane wave generation in the FEM model using a free junction line. 
Chapter 8 used the FEM model to provide 'experimental' data for the ESEA 
ensemble. The ESEA ensembles were created by varying all wall dimensions 
perpendicular to the junction using random numbers drawn from a normal 
distribution, N(ýt, (Y) with a standard deviation, (7=0.25m. This gave a range of 
dimensions that could reasonably be expected to occur in a group of dwellings. 
FEM D,, ij data were compared with SEA wave theory using the SEA local mode 
criteria 21 9 Mý! l and Ný! 
5 for coupled plates. When MA`ýl and NA<5 for all of the 
masonry/concrete plates coupled along the same junction line, the range of the 
ensemble members was large, with variations between members of up to =20dB. In 
this frequency range, these findings confirmed the need to calculate the expected 
range of Dv, ij using the SEA permutation method. In contrast, when the local mode 
criteria, MAý! l and NAý! 5 were fulfilled for all plates that were coupled along the 
same junction line, any errors in the SEA ensemble average (when there was only 
one wave type) were negligible (:! ýO. MB). It was not considered practical to extend 
the FEM ESEA approach to in-plane wave coupling loss factors to avoid increasing 
FEM calculation times. The proposed solution for plate systems without apertures 
was to use the FEM ESEA CLF at frequencies below the lowest fundamental in- 
plane eigenfrequency and continue with the bending and in-plane SEA model above 
this eigenfrequency. This is reasonable with typical masonry/concrete building 
elements because emphasis is usually placed on the low frequency sound insulation, 
such that errors above lkHz in the sound insulation are likely to have less effect on 
the single-number quantities 
20 used to rate sound insulation. 
Two parameters were defined to aid in the identification of errors in the FEM and 
FEM ESEA analysis. The element mesh error, emesh was primarily defined to allow 
identification of errors due to the element size and the element mesh for bending 
wave models. However, it can also identify the existence of 
in-plane wave energy. 
The ESEA ELF error, eILF(ESEA)was defined to quantify the error introduced into the 
subsystem ILF by the matrix inversion with prior 
knowledge of the FEM ILF. The 
ESEA ILF error was arranged so that the error is undefined when ESEA 'weak' 
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coupling does not exist. It was concluded that both parameters should be used to 
monitor numerical errors with FEM and FEM ESEA analysis. 
Problems with the ESEA matrix inversion were anticipated to be a potential barrier 
to the successful application of FEM ESEA. However, it was found that there were 
no significant problems with negative ILF or CLF values for these plate systems 
despite the relatively high condition numbers when the modal density and modal 
overlap was low. It was found that to obtain the lowest condition numbers, the 
general ESEA matrix formulation should be used, although in some cases, lower 
condition numbers can be achieved using Lalor's alternative matrix formulation. The 
specific ESEA matrix formulations gave the highest condition numbers and should 
therefore be avoided. 
The only negative CLF values occurred for transmission across the straight section of 
the T-junctions. In these cases, up to four of the ten ensemble members gave 
negative CLF values in some third octave bands. This highlighted a significant 
benefit of the ESEA ensemble approach over that of a single deterministic analysis 
from which the latter might lead to the conclusion that SEA is not appropriate. When 
the majority of the ESEA ensemble members have positive CLF values, this provides 
sufficient motivation to attempt an SEA model. However, future work could consider 
matrix-fitting procedures to try and avoid any negative CLF values in the ensemble. 
For more general applications of ESEA to plates with low modal density and low 
modal overlap it should be noted that the lack of problems from the matrix inversion 
could be due to the relatively high damping for the masonry/concrete plates. The 
damping was used to simulate the contributions to the TLF from the CLF values to 
other masonry/concrete plates at all four boundaries. However, ESEA could prove to 
be problematic for thin metal plates with low modal density and low modal overlap 
unless extra damping is applied to the plates. 
Having demonstrated that the ESEA ensemble could furnish CLF values without 
recourse to matrix-fitting procedures, the next stage was to assess the statistical 
distribution of the FEM ESEA CLF data. The data confirmed that for these particular 
ensembles the probability distribution function for the linear CLF could be 
considered as a lognormal distribution, as hypothesised in chapter 3. This finding is 
only expected to apply when a normal distribution is used to create the ensemble. 
The ability to describe the statistics of the linear CLF enabled the final stage to be 
carried out, which was to use the SEA permutation method to determine the expected 
range of D, ij. The test constructions were the 
isolated L and T-junctions and a plate 
system consisting of these different isolated junctions. In general, 
FEM is 
computationally inefficient for a complete construction. 
For this reason, FEM ESEA 
is intended only for plate junctions of two, three or four coupled plates. However, it 
was not known whether coupling parameters 
determined for parts of a system that 
were isolated from the complete system would 
be relevant at low frequencies where 
there are relatively few global modes. Having seen that the global modes play a 
key 
role in vibration transmission in chapter 
5, it was questionable whether the global 
modes of two coupled box shaped rooms consisting of 
L and T-junctions could be 
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modelled using coupling parameters determined by the global modes of the 
individual junctions. 
It was found that the SEA permutation method using the FEM ESEA CLF 95% 
confidence intervals was most suited to situations where the receiver subsystem is 
directly coupled to the source subsystem and an estimate is required that errs on the 
side of caution for the expected range. When the receiver subsystem is not directly 
coupled to the source subsystem, the expected range can be significantly 
overestimated. However, it is generally considered preferable to err on the side of 
caution with the expected range. It is concluded that the SEA permutation method 
described in chapter 3 can be used to describe the large variation in response that 
occurs with plate systems that have low modal density and low modal overlap. 
The results in chapter 8 provided evidence that the definition and application of the 
ESEA ensemble to accommodate individual members with zero local modes is 
reasonable not only from a global mode viewpoint, but also to derive ensemble 
average FEM ESEA CLF data for inclusion in predictive SEA. 
9.3 Concluding discussion 
The FEM results in this thesis demonstrate that the ESEA ensemble enables plate 
systems with low modal density and low modal overlap to be included in the 
framework of SEA. It has also been shown that to determine CLF data for use in 
predictive SEA, it is advantageous to use the ESEA ensemble, rather than a single 
deterministic analysis. This is important because relatively small variations (e. g. 
<10%) in the physical properties of plate systems with low modal density and low 
modal overlap can cause large differences in the coupling parameters. For this 
reason, a single deterministic analysis is considered to be of minimal use. Another 
significant advantage of the ESEA ensemble is that when the matrix inversion fails 
for a single deterministic analysis, it has been found that problems are unlikely to be 
encountered with the majority of ESEA ensemble members. In contrast, when the 
matrix inversion fails for a single deterministic analysis, this may incorrectly lead to 
the conclusion that SEA is not appropriate at all. When the majority of the ESEA 
ensemble members have positive CLF values, this provides sufficient motivation to 
attempt an SEA model. However, it would still be useful for future work to consider 
matrix-fitting procedureS49, to try and avoid any negative CLF values in the 
ensemble. 
At present, FEM is computationally expensive, however the increase in 
computational power is unlikely to be a major obstacle in fields of engineering where 
information on the expected range of the response is critical at the design stage. In 
this thesis, it would not have been possible to confirm the general trend of agreement 
between FEM and SEA without extending the FEM analysis up to the 
computationally inefficient third octave band of 3.15kHz. However, for many 
practical design applications, the FEM ESEA ensemble may only be required at 
frequencies where its creation is computationally undemanding. FEM is widely used 
in ship, automobile and aerospace engineering and FEM models for many complex 
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junctions have already been verified. This would facilitate a transfer to the FEM 
ESEA ensemble approach. 
In this thesis, it has been appropriate to use both local and global mode viewpoints. It 
was shown that the global modes tended to control vibration transmission between 
plates with low modal overlap and low modal density. It was therefore logical to use 
a global mode approach to determine coupling parameters for these types of isolated 
plate systems. However, once these isolated plate systems have been incorporated 
into larger plate systems, there is potentially a requirement for a global mode version 
of SEA 'weak' coupling. Rather unsatisfactorily, this transfers a restriction from the 
local mode approach of SEA, to the global mode approach of FEM ESEA. As with 
the local mode approach, empirical evidence can always be found to confirm that the 
FEM ESEA approach using global modes is reasonable in some cases, as was shown 
in section 8.6.2. Using the local mode viewpoint, the local mode calculation of the 
frequency band in which MýJ and Ný! 5, remains the most convenient method of 
identifying when it is appropriate to use SEA wave theory. 
To attempt a conclusion regarding the choice of local or global mode analysis, it is 
useful to invoke the law of parsimony. This law asserts that no more causes should 
be assumed than are necessary to account for the facts. Parsimony therefore dictates 
that global mode analysis is of most value for subsystems with low modal overlap 
and low modal density, and that local mode analysis is of most use for the converse 
situation. 
Study of the ESEA ensembles in chapter 8 can be used to arrive at two different 
viewpoints on the use of SEA wave theory in building acoustics. The advocate of 
SEA wave theory may suggest that when M<I and N<5, SEA wave theory gives a 
6worst case' estimate of transmission. This is due to overestimation of the coupling 
loss factor. The opposing view is that the angular average transmission coefficients 
used in SEA have little or no physical meaning with low modal density rectangular 
plates, and that when M<I and N<5, the range of the subsystem response is of 
greater importance than the ensemble average response. When M<l and N<5, this 
thesis demonstrates that predictive SEA can still be usefully applied with the aid of 
coupling loss factors determined using FEM, ESEA, Monte Carlo methods and the 
ESEA ensemble. The most appropriate approach with predictive SEA then depends 
upon whether it is the ensemble average or the expected range of the individual 
members that is of most interest. This thesis confirms that the ability to determine the 
ensemble average and the expected range is crucial in allowing a robust assessment 
of vibration transmission between plate systems with low modal density and low 
modal overlap. 
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9.4 Suggestions for further work 
(1) As discussed in the aims of this thesis (section 1.2), a potential application of 
FEM ESEA in building acoustics is vibration transmission between walls containing 
windows. The data in this thesis forms the basis upon which to carry out further 
numerical experiments to investigate the effect of different aperture positions on 
structure-borne sound transmission between plates with apertures. 
(2) Although the FEM model was validated with physical experiments on masonry 
plates, the ESEA ensemble approach has not been validated with physical 
experiments on a physical ensemble. The reason being that ensemble creation is 
better suited to numerical rather than physical experiments, especially when rain-on- 
the-roof excitation is required. At present, the possibility of validating the ESEA 
ensemble approach using physical experiments with M<l and N<5 is fraught with 
problems. This is mainly because of the need to sample the vibration over a fine grid 
encompassing the entire plate surface combined with the requirement for rain-on-the- 
roof excitation on one plate. The time needed to carry out measurements on a 
sufficiently large ensemble is also prohibitive. However, it may be possible to 
attempt validation of the ESEA ensemble using metal plates (or beams) in the 
laboratory using multi-point non-contact excitation to simulate rain-on-the-roof. 
(3) For non-complex subsystem geometry such as rectangular plates, it would be 
beneficial to compare the suitability and computational efficiency of FEM with other 
deterministic global mode methods. 
To increase the efficiency of FEM, it would be useful to see if the criterion for 
element sizes (<kB/6) could be relaxed for the ensemble and also if the number of 
frequencies in a third octave band could be related to the number of global 
eigenfrequencies. This could be more efficient than using lHz or 2Hz steps in each 
third octave band. 
The application of FEM to bending and in-plane waves is restricted by using a global 
assignment of internal damping to all subsystems representing the different wave 
types. To represent the TLF of physical systems, the FEM ELF needs to be different 
for each subsystem. Investigations should focus on 0 
other deterministic global mode 
methods such as those proposed by Guyader et all' that allow different loss factors 
for each plate. 
The variation between sets of 'rainfall' with rain-on-the-roof excitation in FEM also 
needs further investigation. It may be possible to avoid this variation through certain 
assumptions in other deterministic global mode methods. 
(4) Further investigations with FEM ESEA could incorporate a matrix-fitting 
approach 49 to avoid negative ILF and CLF values in the ESEA ensemble. 
(5) Further work is required on the probability distribution functions of linear CLF 
data. This could include investigations into the use of different probability 
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distributions to describe the variation in one or more of the physical parameters and 
their effect on the resulting probability distribution of the linear CLF. 
(6) For sound transmission between rooms, it is well known 28 that the effect of 
identical room depths is to decrease the sound insulation. However, for structure- 
borne sound, the effect with a T-junction that has identical flanking walls does not 
appear to have been covered in the literature. This could be investigated using the 
ESEA ensemble and FEM ESEA to compare the effect of identical flanking walls, to 
different flanking walls. 
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